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SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis addresses the subject of famine evictions using a diverse range of 

sources and methodologies. Archival sources such as the files of the Chief 

Secretary of Ireland's office, registered papers and ejectment books produced by 

the Irish courts during the nineteenth century, all of which are to be found in the 

National Archives of Ireland, are explored in this thesis. Furthermore, the study 

of a total of thirty separate estate papers provide a unique insight into the 

running of Irish landed estates during the famine. They consist mainly of rentals, 

deeds, leases, ejectment books and private correspondents. Estate papers consist 

of manuscript material for the most part and are to be found in the National 

Archives of Ireland, the National Library of Ireland and the Public Records Office 

of Northern Ireland. This thesis is further supplemented by the study primary 

printed sources, which consist of parliamentary papers, parliamentary debates 

and contemporary books and sources. Another method used in the production of 

this thesis is the study of a wide range of contemporary newspapers, local, 

national and international. Finally this thesis benefits from a study of all 

secondary source material relating to evictions during the famine and landiord- 

tenant relations.

The main conclusions at which this thesis arrives include the fact that not 

enough work has been done on the subject of famine evictions in specific and 

that there is a need for a detailed published work on the topic. Furthermore this 

thesis concludes through a detailed study of international newspapers and 

periodicals that famine evictions in Ireland took on an international profile 

(though perhaps the full extent of the eviction crisis was lost on the Americans). 

Evictions did occur before the famine and may well have been increasing, year 

on year, by the eve of the famine. Evictions during the famine, however, were



much more numerous than at any time before or after. With regard to famine 

eviction figures, this study concludes that about 350,000 people were evicted 

between 1846 and 1853. The estimates of other historians are discussed, and 

sometimes challenged, in this thesis. Through a study of estate papers evictions 

on specific estates are explored. Estate papers show that most tenants were 

evicted for non-payment of rent. Contemporary notions of predatory landlords 

will also be challenged in this thesis using impartial sources such as estate 

papers. Rundale, sub-division and the middleman system of letting land will be 

cited as one of the causes of evictions. The poor state of Irish agriculture in 

general will be cited as another. This thesis will also a ttem pt to define clearances 

and assess their frequency of occurrence. This thesis will also conclude that 

there was a relationship between the amount of agricultural holdings that 

disappeared through amalgamation and consolidation and evictions (though this 

relationship is better defined during the latter years of the famine).

Another conclusion reached is that there  were alternatives to eviction such as 

distress and assisted emigration, but there were practical reasons why not all 

landlords could use these remedies.

With regard to the m anner in which the British Government approached the 

subject of evictions, this thesis concludes that there was no deliberate a ttem pt to 

facilitate evictions during the famine w hat may have been the private beliefs of 

some members of government. However, there was little or no a ttem pt made to 

legislate against evictions, to provide a proper remedy for evicted tenants or to 

provide any tenant right legislation. Essentially this thesis concludes that the 

British Government were happy to let the eviction crisis run its course without 

any legislative interference.
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This thesis explores the subject of evictions in Ireland during the famine. The 

focus years of the study are 1846-53. To address some of the subject matter, 

how^ever, it was necessary to look outside of these terminal dates. The thesis 

begins with an introduction and a historiographical study of famine evictions, 

which consists of a survey of all w ork done on famine evictions as well as work 

done on landlord-tenant relations and famine studies in general.

The first chapter consists of a study of the laws that governed evictions. These 

laws are explored through a survey of all acts passed concerning evictions. These 

acts generally consisted of land question, landlord-tenant, famine relief and court 

procedural legislation. A plethora of eviction court cases are also explored as a 

means of finding out how the laws worked in practice.

This thesis also addresses the issue of evictions in the press and the 

contemporary view of evictions as espoused by the media. The subject of p re

famine evictions will also be addressed as a means of putting famine evictions in 

context. Eviction figures are discussed in chapter 4. The estimates of several 

leading historians and contem porary personalities are discussed. Several 

methods of calculating eviction figures are explored before an a ttem pt is made to 

reach a definitive estimate. The main sources regarding the study of famine 

evictions are addressed and discussed in chapter five, while chapter 6 and 7 

consist of case studies in Kilrush, Co. Clare, and Co. Mayo respectively. The final 

chapter of this thesis explores alternatives to evictions such as assisted 

emigration and the levying of distress as a remedy for the non-payment of rent, 

while the conclusion addresses political, economic and religious aspects of 

evictions.
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Famine Evictions -  Introduction and Historiography of Famine Evictions

Introduction and Historiography of Famine Evictions

Between 1846 and 1853 upwards of 70,000 families or 350,000 people were 

permanently evicted from their homes in Ireland. The cause of this was, quite 

simply, the famine and the conditions that prevailed for several years after the 

famine. It is difficult today to fully understand or appreciate the devastating 

impact the famine had on the economy, on agriculture, and on social conditions 

in Ireland. The reduction in population caused by the famine gives some 

indication. In 1841 the population was 8,175,124, by 1851 it had fallen to 

6,552,385; by 1861 it had been further reduced to 5,798,967. The disappearance 

of people was caused by either emigration or death due to starvation or famine 

related illnesses. About a million people died as a direct result of the potato 

failures in the 1840's.i Putting this figure in context indicates just how great the 

loss of life was. The 1974 famine in Bangladesh caused 26,000 deaths; the Sahel 

famine in 1973 caused 100,000 deaths, while the Ethiopian famine of 1972-74 

caused the deaths of 200,000 people.^ Even when the totals of these more recent 

famines are combined they still amount to just over a third of the total that died 

during the Irish famine. It is also worth noting that the combined population of 

these three places during their respective famines amounted to 112,000,000. In 

fact, more people were evicted during the Irish famine than died during the three 

aforementioned famines.

' Cormac 6  GrMa, ‘The Great Famine and T oday’s Fam ines’ in Cathal Poirteir (ed.) The G reat Irish  
Famine, (Dublin 1995) p. 250  
■ Ibid.
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When compared with other nineteenth century famines the Irish famine was 

indeed 'great'. The Finnish famine of 1868 caused the deaths of 137,720 people^, 

while the Russian famine of 1891-92 caused the deaths of an estimated 400,000 

p e o p le O th e r  famines, however, were more severe than the Irish famine. The 

Russian famine of 1921-22 caused the deaths of an estimated five million 

people^, while the Chinese 'great leap forward famine' of 1958-61 caused the 

deaths of an estimated 30-38 million people.^ Though it should be noted that 

both China and Russia were considerably more populated than Ireland.

Joseph Lee argues that in terms of population loss during a pre-industrial 

subsistence crisis, there was nothing unique about the Irish famine.^ In terms of 

mortality, this may have been the case, though, as we have seen, the Russian and 

Finnish famines of the nineteenth century caused considerably less deaths. The 

Irish famine was also unique in that it lasted longer than the Russian or Finnish 

famines, and probably longer than any other n ineteenth century or p re 

industrial famines. The most unique aspect of the Irish famine, however, is to be 

found in the fact tha t the population never recovered afterwards. The reasons for 

this included the changing rural class structure, rising age at marriage, declining 

marriage and birth rates, a static death rate, and emigration. Each of these 

factors were brought about or accentuated, to one degree or another, by the 

famine.

 ̂Eric Levlin, ‘The Great Famine o f  the 1860s in Finland’, wnnv. senealo^ia. ft (2/06/2010) 
David P. Lilly, ‘The Russian Famine o f  1891 -91 ’, www.lovno.edu/historv/ioum aU1994-95 

(2/06/2010)
 ̂Richard Pipes, Russia under the Bolshevik Regime, 1919-24  (London 1994) p. 400  
 ̂New York Times, 8 Nov. 2008

’ Joseph Lee, The M odernisation o f  Irish Society, 1848-1914  (Dublin 1973), p. 1
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Besides the potato failures, the other factor that must be taken into account

when studying famine evictions was the condition of the Irish land system, with

regard to agriculture and the occupation of land, on the eve of the famine. Years

of sub-division and sub-letting of holdings m eant that by the time of the famine

many estates, particularly in the w est and south of Ireland, were occupied by

more tenants than they could economically sustain. Many tenant farmers were

attempting to survive on holdings of less than five acres, while many landless

cottiers were relying on their labour alone to sustain them and their families.

The agricultural statistics of 1847 reveal that there were a total of 66,535

holdings of less than one acre in 1847; holdings of one to five acres numbered

135,059, while holdings of between five and fifteen acres amounted to 265,172.

In total there were 466,765 holdings of less than fifteen acres; that was 70

percent of the total num ber of holdings, which was 769,991 in 1847.^ So many

farms that were scarcely economically viable during times of healthy harvests

had little chance of surviving the failure of the potato crops upon which the

livelihoods tenants' families depended. So slim was their margin for error that

the failure of the potatoes resulted, very quickly, in insolvency; this resulted in

an inability to pay rent and ultimately, in eviction proceedings. Roy Foster,

among others, traces the sub-division crisis back to the end of the Napoleonic

wars in 1815. Peter M. Solar explains that:

The later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries witnessed a 

sustained rise in tillage output, stimulated by rising demand in 

neighbouring British markets. Tillage, being more labour-intensive 

than pastoral farming, generated an increased demand for labour, it

* Return o f  agricultural produce in Ireland, in the yea r 1848 [1116] HC 1849, xlix, 1
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must be said -  led to a proliferation of dwarf land-holdings and the 

rise of a class of labourers v\/ith only precarious access to land.^

Agricultural Statistics, 1847

Acres Number of Holdings
Less than 1 acre 66,535
1-4.9 acres 135,059
5-15 acres 265,172
Total: 0-15 acres 466,765

While there have been some thorough studies of famine evictions and 

clearances completed over the last tvi^enty years, there is, as of yet, no definitive 

monograph fully dedicated to the subject of famine evictions. Works on the 

general subject of evictions that have been done usually constitute either a 

chapter of a larger study or an essay within a composite work. Examples of the 

former include W. E. Vaughan’s chapter on evictions in Landlords and Tenants in 

Mid-Victorian Ireland and James Donnelly’s chapter on famine clearances in The 

Great Irish Potato Famine. Examples of essays in composite works include 

Timothy O'Neill’s 'Famine Evictions' in Famine^ Land and Culture edited by Carla 

King and Donnelly’s 'Mass Eviction and the Great Famine; The Clearances 

Revisited’ in The Great Irish Famine edited by Cathal Poirteir.

There have also been a number of local studies done on evictions. Most of 

these are to be found in the journals of local history societies. These works are 

quite numerous, while the geographical spread is comprehensive. Between 1996 

and 2002 Carloviana (Journal of the Carlow Historical Society) published three 

articles on famine and pre-famine evictions. The first, entitled 'More on the

® Liam Kennedy and Peter. M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price History (Dublin 2007), p. 90
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Coonogue Eviction’ addressed, as the title suggests, evictions at Coonogue on 

Lord Courtow^n’s estate in 1839.^° In 1999 Carloviana published 'The Co. Carlow 

Evictions of 1841 and the Marley Evictions’ by John Joyce, which documents 

evictions that occurred against the backdrop of political elections.!^ Thirdly, 

there was Tom Clarke’s 'Carlow Evictions in 1832’, published by Carloviana in 

2002. The fact tha t in Carlow, where famine evictions occurred less frequently 

than in many other counties, the issue of evictions is still one of public interest is 

significant.

Co. Clare historians have also addressed the issue of evictions, especially those 

that occurred in Kilrush, a town that has become synonymous with the evils of 

eviction, in fact local historians in Co. Clare have been very successful in 

publicizing the great famine clearances and elevating them to lofty levels of 

interest. Such have been the levels of scholarly interest in evictions in Clare that 

the actual events, terrible as they were, may have been overstated. While more 

has been written on the subject of evictions in Co. Clare than in any other county, 

there were other counties tha t experienced more famine evictions than Clare. 

Historians such as Michael Coffey who wrote 'Ejectment Books: An Unknown 

Source for Co. Clare Historians and Genealogists' published in The Other Clare, 

and Ciaran 6 Murachadh who wrote several articles relating to the famine in 

Clare including 'The Exterminator General of Clare: Marcus Keane of Beech Park’, 

published in County Clare S tud ies: Essays in memory o f Gerald O'Connell, Sean 6

Garrett Bolger, 'More on the Coonogue eviction', Carloviana: [Journal o f  the Old  
Carlow Society], 44 (1996), pp. 60-62  

" John Joyce, 'The county Carlow elections o f  1841 and the Marley evictions', 
Carloviana: [Journal o f  the O ld Carlow Society], 47 (1999), pp. 86-90

5
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Murchadha, Thomas Coffey and Pat Flynn.^^, are two of many who have 

contributed to famine studies in Co. Clare.

Like Clare, Mayo has been the focus of a lot of scholarly activity relating to 

evictions. Sean P. McManonman wrote ‘Landlords and evictions in Co. Mayo 

during the Famine’, which was published in Cathar na Mart [Journal of the 

W estport Historical Society) in 1998.^3 ^his work focuses mainly on evictions on 

the Lucan estate. Tom Yager’s ‘Mass Eviction in the Mullet Peninsula during and 

after the Great Famine’, published in the Irish Economic and Social History in 

1996 is a study of evictions in north-west Mayo during the famine and in its 

a f t e r m a th .T h e  Partry evictions, which w ere intrinsically linked with religious 

strife, have been well documented by Gerald P. Moran in his monograph entitled 

The Mayo Evictions o f 1860: Patrick Lavelle and the War in Partry, though it 

should be noted that the Partry evictions w ere not related to the famine.^^

Other local studies include Stuart 6  Seanoir’s T ipperary  and the Evicted 

Tenants; The Dillon Papers’ and Jim Reese’s ‘Surplus People: The Fitzwilliam 

Clearances, 1847-56', which discuses the assisted emigration of 6,000 people 

from the Fitzwilliam estate in Co. Wicklow.^^ The subject of assisted emigration 

is also addressed by Patrick Duffy in ‘Assisted Emigration from the Shirley

Ciaran 6  Murachadh,'"The extenninator general o f  Clare," Marcus Keane o f  Beech Park (1815- 
1883)', in O Murchadha, Ciaran (ed.). County Clare studies : essays in m emory o f  
G erald O'Connell, Sean O Murchadha, Thomas Coffey and Pat Flynn (Ermis;
Clare Archaeological and Historical Society / Cumann Seandalai'ochta Agus Staire 
An Chlair, 2000), pp. 169-200.

Sean P. McManamon, 'Landlords and evictions in county Mayo during the great 
famine'. Cathair na M art (W estport H istorical Society), 18 (1998), pp. 125-134.

Tom Yager, ‘Mass Eviction in the Mullet Peninsula during and after the Great Famine’, Irish 
Economic and Social History, xxiii (1996), pp. 24-44

Gerald P. Moran, The M ayo Evictions o f 1860: Patrick Lavelle and the War in Partry  (Mayo 1986) 
'^Stuart 6  Seanoir, 'Tipperary and the evicted tenants : the John Dillon papers',

Tipperary H istorical Journal (1988), 90-95.
Jim Rees, Surplus peop le : the Fitzwilliam clearances 1847-1856  (Cork, 2000)
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Estate, 1843-54’, which v̂ âs pubHshed in the Clogher Record: Journal o f  the 

Clogher Historical SocietyJ^ While local historians studying evictions may not be 

afforded the scope to comprehensively examine all aspects of evictions, their 

ability to identify sources is invaluable and must never be underestimated.

The period 1846 to 1853 has been chosen for this study. Though the first 

potato failure of the great famine was detected in the autumn of 1845, its effects 

on tenants’ livelihoods and their ability to pay rent were not evident until 1846. 

There are several reasons for omitting the year 1845 from the focus years of this 

study. Firstly, the potato failure was discovered towards the end of the year so 

did not dictate occurrences for most of the year. Secondly, evictions only became 

an issue, both in terms of numbers and significance, in 1846. Not one of the four 

main parliamentary papers dedicated to the investigation of evictions in Ireland 

during the famine include the year 1845 in their statistics or a n a ly s i s .T h e  year 

1853 has been chosen as the terminal date because, according to constabulary 

returns it was the last year to return relatively high numbers of evictions; 

returns from 1854 fell back to pre-famine levels. While the year 1853 is several 

years after the famine, it did record a higher number of evictions than 1846. It is 

important to note that though this study is entitled 'Famine Evictions’, it is 

necessary to take several years after the famine, up to 1853, into account as the

Patrick Duffy, 'Assisted emigration from the Shirley estate, 1843-54', Clogher Record:
Journal o f  the Clogher H istorical Society, xiv no.2 (1992), pp. 7-62.

Abstract Return o f  Number o f  Ejectments in Courts in Ireland, 1847-49, H.C. 1851 (172), 1, 629; 
Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 
Constabulary, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725; Return o f  the Number o f  Civil Bills and Civil Bill 
Ejectments in Courts o f  Assistant Barristers, or Chaitmen, in Ireland, 1846-50, H.C. 1861 552), li,
677; Abstract return o f  the number o f  ejectments brought in the court o f  Q ueen ’s, Common Pleas, and  
Exchequer, in Ireland, from  1846 to 1849; and o f  the number o f  civil bill ejectments brought in the 
Assistant B arristers' Courts in the same period, H. C. 1849 (198), xlix, 243
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high numbers of evictions that occurred during these years w ere as a direct 

consequence of the famine.

It is impossible, however, to stick rigidly within the param eters of these 

terminal dates in a study of this kind. The problem of being confined to the 

period between these to dates is the same problem associated with the study of 

any subject in Irish history. It is very difficult to discuss this subject without 

referring to events before 1846 and after 1853. This is particularly true  of the 

former as a discussion of pre-famine evictions conveys just how high the number 

of evictions during the famine was in comparison with pre-famine years. 

Likewise, the late 1870s and early 1880s are often identified as a time of friction 

between landlords and tenants, resulting in many evictions. When studied in the 

light of famine evictions, however, land-war evictions are put firmly in context. 

Between 1878 and 1887, 30,000 families were evicted compared with 70,000 

families between 1846 and 1853.^0 While there were a great many evictions in 

the years 1878-87, they amounted to only 43 percent of the num ber evicted 

during the famine. There would be little to gain from altering these dates for the 

main body of the study. Any time before 1846 would have been to early and 

would not have been considered a famine year. The end of the famine crisis, on 

the other hand, was marked by the year 1853.

Many have addressed the subject of famine evictions. One of the most 

prominent of these is James Donnelly. He tackles the issue in Landlord and 

Tenant in Nineteenth Century Ireland^^ and The Great Irish Potato Famine^^. He

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland  (Oxford 1994), p. 23 
Donnelly, Landlord and Tenant in Nineteenth Century Ireland  (Dublin 1973)
Donnelly, The Great Irish Potato Famine (Gloucestershire 2001)

8
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also contributed a chapter on landlord-tenant relations to A New History o f 

Ireland volume V., edited by W. E. Vaughan^^^ as well as an essay on evictions to a 

composite work entitled The Great Irish Famine, edited by Cathal Poirteir.24 in a 

time of revisionist historians, Donnelly's outlook is quite traditional, while his 

tone is often emotional. The anti-establishment or nationalist tone of his work is 

especially evident in his essay on evictions published in The Great Irish Famine.^^ 

This work also relies heavily on source material from the Nation and the works 

of John Mitchel. Colm Toibm, co-author of The Irish Famine, suggests that 

Donnelly’s nationalist tone is a consequence of his Irish-American extraction.^^

It is clear from Donnelly’s work that he places the bulk of the blame over the 

eviction crisis during the famine on the shoulders of the British Government, 

especially with regard to the Gregory clause and the £4 clause (the Gregory 

clause was part of the poor law extension act of 1847, while the £4 clause was 

contained in the original Irish poor law act of 1 8 3 8 ) . The Gregory clause meant 

that anyone seeking relief had to give up any land they held in excess of a quarter 

of an acre. The £4 clause which was in the original 1838 act, which established 

the Irish Poor Law, required landlords to pay the rates of tenants who held land 

valued at £4 or less. Donnelly suggests that the Gregory clause or ‘Gregoryism’ 

became a ‘byword for the worst miseries of the disaster- eviction, exile, disease

D onnelly, ‘Landlords and Tenants’, in W . E. Vaughan (ed.), A N ew  H istory o f  Ireland, v. Ireland  
U nder the Union, i. 1801-70 (Oxford 1989), pp. 332-49 .

D onnelly, ‘M ass Eviction and the Great Famine: The Clearances R evisited’ in Cathal 
Porteir (ed.). The G reat Irish F am ine  (D ublin 1995)

Ibid
Colm  Toibin and Diarmuid Ferriter, The Irish F am ine  (London 2001), p. 5 
D onnelly, ‘M ass Eviction and the Great Famine: The Clearances R evisited’ in Cathal 
Porteir (ed.). The G reat Irish F am ine  (D ublin 1995) pp. 156, 158

9
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and death'.28 it is, however, unclear if'Gregoryism' was actually a byword at the 

time of the famine. He also quotes Canon John O'Rourke who, in his History o f  the 

Great Famine o f 1847, stated of the Gregory clause that ‘A more complete engine 

for the slaughter and expatriation of a people was never designed'.^^ The 

Gregory clause of the poor law extension act of 1847 will be discussed in greater 

detail in a later chapter. On the subject of the £4 clause, which was in the 

original poor law act of 1838, Donnelly states that 'this gave landlords a strong 

incentive to rid themselves, by eviction or otherwise, of tenants’.

Donnelly is more lenient towards Irish landlords, stating that the poor law 

forced them into evicting tenants, especially those holding land valued at £4 or 

less, because of the poor-rate burden it placed on their shoulders. While some 

landlords, according to Donnelly, were under the necessity of evicting their 

tenants for financial reasons, others such as Lord Lucan 'relished' the prospect of 

clearing the land of tenants. Donnelly suggests that these landlords w ere 

motivated by greed and self-interest. One assertion made by Donnelly that is in 

need of qualification is that illegal evictions occurred quite o f t e n . I t  is unlikely 

that this was the case. Had illegal evictions been occurring on a regular basis, 

newspapers such as the Nation and the Freeman’s Journal would have made 

more of the issue. In fact, even some of the most egregious evictions, such as 

those that occurred on the Gerrard estate in Galway, were carried out legally.

The charge was rarely that landlords were acting outside of the law, but rather 

that they were acting inhumanely. With regard to the Gerrard evictions it was

Ibid., p. 160 
''Ib id .

Ibid., p. 158
Ibid., p. 162
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the laws that allowed them to happen as they did that were the focus of criticism; 

even the Freeman's Journal accepted that the law had not been broken.^^ Further 

evictions occurred on the Gerard estate in 1853 when, in November, forty-two 

families were evicted. Once again the evictions were carried out legally. In fact, 

the sub-sheriff was accompanied by forty constables and fifty-five soldiers who 

were charged with insuring that peaceable possession was afforded to the 

landlord.

Though illegal evictions were exceptional, some did occur. The most infamous 

were the Blake evictions that occurred in Co. Galway on 1 January 1848. The 

Blake evictions were debated at length several times in both houses of 

parliament. A parliamentary inquiry headed by Major M’Kie found that the 

evictions were illegal because of forcible entry.^"^ Sharman Crawford, in a speech 

in the House of Commons, stated that the Attorney General also believed that the 

Blake evictions were illegal. As it transpired, however, it was beyond the power 

of parliament to intervene in the matter. The Attorney General stated that there 

was no law in existence to bring a case against Blake -  to which Feargus 

O’Connor replied 'if property  had been touched there would be a law’. Sir Robert 

Peel, in a s tatement of little consequence, admitted that the government or 

parliament could not interfere in this case, but suggested tha t they 'use their 

moral power by registering their indignation’, while Joseph Hume asked ' if it 

would not be better to allow the people of Ireland to govern themselves than to

Freem an’s Journal, 6 April 1846
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 20 
H ansard 3 (1848), xcvii, 1,004-14
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have another event such as occurred on the Blake estate.^s While these evictions 

were devastating for the people involved, it was not merely out of compassion 

that parliament addressed the events. Blake was in fact a magistrate in Galway, 

so the m atter before parliament was actually one of justice and the integrity of 

the justice system. Blake protested that he knew nothing of the evictions and that 

they were carried out by his agent. It seems that no action was taken against 

Blake, but events in Galway did precipitate the introduction of a law to protect 

destitute and evicted tenants later that year.^^

The majority of famine evictions occurred because tenants were unable to pay 

their rents. Rentals of Lord Leitrim’s estate at Mohill, for instance, show that the 

majority of tenants who w ere evicted during the famine were in a r r e a r s .T h i s  

left landlords with little choice but to exercise their rights as proprietors and 

evict the tenants. Evictions, as W. E. Vaughan reminds us, were not usually 

different from any other debt-collection measures provided by the law.^s Poor 

rate collectors for instance had the power to distrain the p roperty of rate payers 

if payment was not made. According to Thomas P. O’Neill, collectors were harsh 

in their treatm ent of ratepayers. They often seized far in excess of what was due. 

In Feakle, Co. Limerick, ratepayers whose property was distrained actually died 

of starvation.^^ Evictions, however, were more emotional and traumatic than 

other forms of debt collection such as distress or ordinary civil bill for debt that

Ibid.
11 & 12 Viet., c. 47 (14 Aug. 1848)
Rentals o f  Lord Leitrim’s estate at Mohill, Co. Leitrim, 1845-52 (NLI Mss. 5803-08). See also 

Malcomson, Virtues o f  a Wicked Earl (Dublin 2008)
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 24
Thomas P. O ’N eill, Organisation and Administration o f  Relief, in Williams and Edwards (eds.), The 

Great Famine: Studies in Irish History (Dublin 1956), p. 248
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could result in imprisonment. Firstly, they were quite public, often drawing a 

crowd to the scene. One could argue that debt collection was equally public 

except that its publicity was unlikely to endure for very long. The tumbled 

cottage of an evicted family, on the other hand, was a constant rem inder of what 

happened. Then there was the perception of heavy-handedness or violence. Even 

w here peaceable possession was obtained, the presence of the constabulary and 

soldiers, and the unroofing of the house, would have appeared very threatening. 

Thirdly, eviction left tenants completely vulnerable, destitute, and without any 

worldly possessions other than, perhaps, some crops or livestock to which they 

had rights. Unlike other forms of debt collection one could argue that eviction 

threatened the lives of tenants, especially during the famine. According to 

Donnelly certain evictions on the Blake estate in Galway in late 1847 and early 

1848 led to the death of tenants from exposure.'^'’ Tenants being evicted during 

periods of inclement w inter w eather were always matters of public concern. The 

Rev. Edward Waldren of Ballinrobe, Co. Mayo, drew attention to the eviction of 

forty-eight tenants near Ballinrobe two days before Christmas day, 1 8 4 8 . The 

devastation caused by rural evictions during the famine is difficult for more 

modern society to appreciate. As R. B. McDowell has remarked 'in a country 

where population was growing and industry languishing, the evicted were 

destined to live in hopeless h u n g e r ’ .'^^

D onnelly, ‘M ass Eviction and the Great Famine: The Clearances R evisited’ in Cathal 
Porteir (ed.). The G reat Irish Fam ine, p. 162

D onal A. Kerr, A N ation o f  B eggars?  P riests, P eop le, an d  P o litics in F am ine Ireland, 1846-52  
(Oxford 1994) p. 45

R. B. M cD ow ell, ‘Ireland on the Eve o f  the F am ine’ in Edwards and W illiam s (eds.), The G reat 
F am ine: Studies in Irish H istory, p. 6
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While Donnelly depicts the famine as a time of predatory landlords and 

incompetent governments, Vaughan reminds us tha t evictions v^ere a legal 

remedy for non-payment of rent. Vaughan also tackles the issue of eviction and 

estate management, and demonstrates how eviction, and the th rea t of eviction in 

particular, w ere important instruments of estate management. Notices to quit 

and ejectment processes w ere often used to compel tenants to pay rent. It could 

also be argued that the th rea t of eviction encouraged tenants to farm as 

efficiently as they could so as not to fall into arrears. Any student of famine 

evictions should also be aware that evictions and clearances w ere usually 

concentrated in particular areas. Vaughan remarks that 'even the 70,000 

evictions that took place in the whole country between 1846 and 1853 would 

not have threatened or even seriously modified the structure of rural society if 

they had been evenly spread throughout the whole country'.'^^ Evictions, 

however, were not spread evenly throughout the country, ra ther they were 

heavily concentrated in certain areas. In Kilrush, for instance, 2,700 families 

were evicted between 1847 and 1850, or 18 percent of the poor law union’s 

population in three years.^'^ Other places w here evictions w ere heavily 

concentrated included parts of Mayo, Galway, Tipperary, Roscommon, Limerick, 

and Kerry. In fact the afore-mentioned counties along with Clare accounted for 

48 percent of all evictions that occurred in Ireland between 1846 and 1 8 5 3 . If 

one, however, were to rely solely on contemporary writing and journalism, one

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 25
Report from the Select Committee on the Kilrush Union; together with the proceedings o f  the 

committee, minutes o f  evidence, appendix, and index, H.C. 1850 (613), xi, 529
County eviction figures for the years 1846-53 are derived from a combined study o f the constabulary 

returns and judicial returns. The methodology will be discussed in chapter 5.
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would probably be under the impression tha t eviction crisis crippled the entire 

island of Ireland. As W. E. Vaughan has argued, if evictions had been spread 

evenly throughout the country they would not have constituted a serious threat 

to the structure of rural society. The population of Ireland in 1841 was 

8,175,124. The number of persons evicted between 1846 and 1853 amounted to 

350,000. Therefore the total number evicted amounted to 4 percent of the 

population of 1841, or forty out of every thousand. These figures convey the fact 

that had the evictions been evenly spread, then the population was more than 

capable of absorbing the consequences.

An essay entitled ‘Famine Evictions’ was w ritten by Timothy O'Neill and 

published in Famine^ Land, and Culture in Ireland in the year 2000. 0 ’ Neill’s work 

is technical, lengthy, and objective. The essay can be divided into two parts. The 

first is a thorough description of the laws relating to evictions and the legal 

processes involved, while the second tackles the issue of eviction numbers. 0 ’ 

Neill draws particular attention to the service of ejectment processes, explaining 

the differences in service that existed between England and Ireland. In England 

only those in possession were served, while in Ireland those in possession and 

those with a claim or interest in the land w ere served. With regard to eviction 

numbers, O'Neill’s are relatively high, amounting to a total of 579,036 persons 

between 1846 and 1 8 5 4 . He also argues tha t the constabulary underestimated 

the number of evictions from 1849 (this will be discussed in detail in a later 

chapter dedicated to eviction figures). He also raises a point concerning cottier

Timothy O ’Neill, ‘Famine Evictions’ in Carla King (ed.), Famine, Land, and Culture (Dublin 2000), 
p. 48
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tenants and how their eviction, by tenant farmers, probably w ent unrecorded for 

the most part

The subject of eviction is conspicuous by its absence from much of the early 

work on the famine and the land question, and from some of the more scholarly 

journals. In the first fifty years of its existence Irish Historical Studies published 

only five articles relating to the famine; none tackled the subject of evictions. 

While Cecil Woodham Smith portrayed Irish landlords as predatory rack-renters 

in The Great Hunger, she did not engage the subject of eviction in any detail. In 

fact she argued that incarceration for debt was a worse prospect for the Irish 

tenant farmer than eviction. She stated that ‘Separation is the worst of evils to an 

Irish family’. She proceeded to argue that incarceration was a tool used by 

landlords to clear their estates^s -  it seems odd that she chose not to mention 

evictions in this context. John A. Pomfret's pioneering work The Struggle fo r  Land 

in Ireland was published in 1930 and paved the way for scholarship on the land 

question since. His discussion of famine evictions, however, is sparse. His 

eviction figures, however, do reflect much of what recent famine scholarship has 

found. It m ust also be remembered that he was not blessed with as many 

primary sources as are available to researchers today, estate papers in 

particular. Pomfret also subscribed to the idea of predatory, absentee 

landlordism, stating that ‘the landlords as a class were alien and absentee, and 

had little interest in the welfare of the tenants or in the improvement of their 

property'. He also argued that evictions and clearances ‘seriously disturbed the 

peace of the community’ because ‘tenants never allowed an unwarranted

Ibid., p. 52
Cecil-Woodham Smith, The Great Hunger (London 1962), p. 271
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eviction to pass without retribution'.^^ Pomfret's assertion, in this instance, is 

probably not true. The presence of the constabulary usually ensured that 

evictions were carried out w ithout violence. Pomfrets use of the word 

'unw arranted ' is also misleading. An unwarranted eviction would have been an 

eviction that was carried out without the sanction of a court. In other words it 

would have been an illegal eviction. Illegal evictions were rare and there is little 

evidence to suggest that they were always accompanied by violence. Essentially 

Pomfret regarded evictions as frequent, endemic and persistent.^® While this 

may have been true of some localities, Pomfret failed to explain tha t evictions 

were not evenly spread throughout Ireland, but heavily concentrated in certain 

areas, mainly the western seaboard.

The much-anticipated The Great Famine: Studies in Irish History edited by 

Robert Dudley Edwards and Desmond Williams was eventually published in 

1956, twelve years after it was commissioned by the Irish Government at the 

instigation of An Taoiseach. It was to be a definitive and authoritative 

monograph on the famine by 'a trained historian whose name is already 

known’. î As the title indicates the book was not the comprehensive and 

definitive monograph on the famine that the government had hoped for. It did, 

however, constitute several comprehensive studies on various aspects of the 

famine. With regard to the study of famine evictions the work is disappointing. 

The subject of evictions was not addressed with any rigour; it was generally 

treated as an aside, associated with other aspects of the famine such as the poor

John E. Pomfret, The Struggle fo r  Land in Ireland  (Princeton 1930), p. 27
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in mid-Victorian Ireland, v.
Cormac 6  Grada, ‘Introduction to N ew  Edition’ in Edwards and Williams (eds.). The Great 

Famine: Studies in Irish History, xviii
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law, agriculture, relief, emigration, and politics. In fact, the most complete 

treatm ent of the subject was given by R. B. McDowell in his chapter entitled 

'Ireland on the Eve of the Famine'. In his view many of the woes of the Irish 

tenant farmer and of the land system in general were as a consequence of 

subdivision. He gave the following analysis: 'The easy-going and un-enterprising 

methods on which most Irish estates were managed, the desire for a quick re turn  

during the great w ar at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the wish of the 

Irish farmer to secure labour without bothering about money wages, and the 

anxiety of many landlords to increase their political prestige and pull by 

multiplying freeholders on their estates, encouraged s u b - d i v i s i o n . ' ^ ^  According 

to McDowell the only way to improve Irish agriculture was to consolidate small 

sub-divided holdings into larger, more viable farms. This of course meant 

evicting tenants. Landlords, however, were not always the cause of sub-division. 

In fact, more often than not it was the tenants themselves who sub-divided 

farms, particularly fathers who wanted to provide for their children. Sub

division, therefore, often occurred without the knowledge of the landlord. As 

McDowell points out it was not a case of landlords arresting the process of sub

division, but reversing it.^  ̂ should be remembered, was the case even

before the famine.

McDowell also argues that perhaps the information gathered by the Devon 

Commission may have been used to effect positive change if it were not for the 

occurrence of the famine. It is difficult to resist wondering if the Government

R. B. M cDowell, ‘Ireland on the Eve o f  the Famine’ in Edwards and Williams (eds.), The Great 
Famine: Studies in Irish History, p. 5 
”  Ibid., p. 6
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u^anted to tackle the Irish land system, would they not have introduced 

legislation rather than a commission of enquiry. The feelings of Daniel O'Connell 

on the Devon Commission w ere made clear when he stated of the 

commissioners: 'you might as well consult the butchers on the subject of keeping 

lent, as to consult these men on the rights of farmers'.^"^ McDowell did proceed to 

explain very briefly some aspects of the ejectment laws, particularly the position 

of yearly tenants who held without written agreement and who could be issued 

with six months’ notice to quit on a yearly basis; he attributed their 

unwillingness to make any improvements to their holdings to this insecurity of 

tenure.

E. R. R. Green who wrote a chapter on Irish agriculture in The Great Famine: 

Studies in Irish History viewed Irish landlords and the problem of sub-division, 

which he attributed to the increase in tillage farming during the Napoleonic 

wars, as the main problem of the Irish land system. According to Green, Irish 

landlords considered their estates as sources of revenue rather than long-term 

investments.55 Reasons for this may have been because of their insecurity as a 

minority in Ireland and successors of the confiscators of the land. Like McDowell, 

Green attributed evictions during the famine to sub-division to a large degree. He 

especially criticized leaseholders for sub-dividing their farms over many years. 

By 1841 sub-division had gone so far that nearly half of the holdings of more 

than one acre were officially reported as being under five acres.5̂  Kevin B. 

Nowlan’s chapter on the political background during the famine is particularly

Mitchel, The L ast C onquest o f  Ire lan d  (London 1903), p. 68
E. R. R. Green, ‘Agriculture’ in Edwards and W illiam s (eds.), The G reat F am ine: S tudies in Irish  

H istory, p. 91
Ibid., p. 92
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disappointing w îth regard to evictions. There are ample examples of evictions 

being debated in both houses of the parliament but Now^lan fails to address any 

of these. Evictions in Kilrush, on the Gerrard estate and the Blake estate, to name 

but a few, w ere matters of great contention in parliament. The scale of clearances 

in Kilrush w ere such that two separate parliamentary papers were published on 

the subject, w hile evictions on the Blake estate precipitated legislation protecting 

tenants. Evictions w ere discussed in 180 separate addresses to both houses of 

parliament betw een 1846 and 1853, the m ost in one year being fifty-one in 

1849.57

While T. P. O’Neill’s chapter entitled the T h e Organisation and 

Administration of R elief in The Great Famine: Studies in Irish History, deals with  

famine relief m easures very well, it manages to pay only lip service to the issue 

of evictions. He does mention that the Gregory clause and the £4 clause in the 

poor law acts increased the incidence o f eviction, but does not refer to figures or 

exam ples such as Kilrush or the Lucan estate in detail, where the poor law  

enabled w idespread clearances to occur. Essentially O’Neill neglected to explore 

the relationship betw een the poor law and evictions. Though The Great Famine: 

Studies in Irish History is probably the closest w e have to a com plete and 

definitive history of the famine, very little attention was paid to evictions.

Perhaps at the tim e the editors believed that it was not an important aspect of 

the famine, or failed to realise the significance of so many evictions concentrated  

so locally. On reflection the eviction of 350,000 people betw een 1846 and 1853  

surely deserves due consideration.

Hansard parliamentary debates 1803-2005 are online at hansard.millbanksystems.com
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More recent general works on the Irish famine, many of which w ere written 

to commemorate its 150* anniversary, with the exception of Donnelly's Great 

Irish Potato Famine, do not approach the subject of evictions or even landlord- 

tenant relations in great detail. They are usually more concerned with relief 

measures, poor law, death, disease, emigration, and the role of the Government. 

Christine Kinealy discusses evictions on the Lucan, Sligo, and Mahon estates. She 

implies that both Lord Lucan and Lord Sligo felt they were under the necessity of 

evicting tenants especially as a consequence of the £4 clause. She states that Lord 

Lucan acted benevolently towards his tenants at the beginning of the famine but 

undertook a process of systematic evictions as the famine worsened. 

Contemporary books, newspapers, and the constabulary's quarterly returns of 

evictions suggest that Lord Lucan's benevolence was very short-lived indeed. 

Another point raised by Kinealy concerned the British taxpayers' anger at having 

to support the evicted Irish people. This anger was initially focused on Irish 

landlords who left evicted tenants destitute and in need of state sponsored relief. 

However, she also makes the point that British anger was compounded by Irish 

lawlessness, especially the m urder of Major Denis Mahon of Roscommon. The 

reason this case was a source of particular anger was because Mahon had 

invested heavily in helping his tenants to emigrate. He did, however, evict those 

who refused to leave; this am ounted to about 3,000 persons. In light of this one 

would have to wonder if voluntary surrender and assisted emigration were 

anything more than eviction in a different guise. Much of Britain’s anger with
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regard to the Mahon m urder was directed at the Irish CathoHc clergy who, it was 

beheved, were responsible for inciting acts of violence towards landlords.

It also clear from Kinealy’s work that she attributes the sharp increase in 

evictions from 1847 onwards to the Gregory clause contained in the poor law 

extension act of 1847.59 clause stated that tenants seeking relief had to give 

up their house and land. In theory the law demanded that tenants holding more 

than a quarter of an acre were not entitled to relief. The problem for tenants, 

however, was that landlords would not allow them to give up any land they held 

in excess of a quarter of an acre. In other words landlords would not accept 

partial surrenders. This meant tha t tenants who wanted relief had to give up 

everything. This turned out to be an ideal opportunity for landlords to clear their 

estates. According to David S. Jones, the Gregory clause provided for evictions 

without the necessity of legal recourse.^° According to Roy Foster the Gregory 

clause allowed Irish landlords to clear their estates more easily as they did not 

have to go through the c o u r t s .T h i s  raises another point; did the Gregory clause 

cause an increase in evictions or in voluntary surrenders? It is probable that both 

Foster and Jones are correct in asserting that the Gregory clause enabled 

landlords to get rid of tenants without having to go to court. It is therefore 

possible to argue that the Gregory clause caused a decrease in the potential 

number of court-sanctioned evictions. In general most historians are in 

agreement on several issues concerning famine evictions. Firstly, evictions

Kerr, A Nation o f  Beggars, p. 74
10 & 11 Viet., c. 90 (1847)

® David S. Jones, ‘The Transfer o f  Land’, in Arthur Gribben (ed.), The Great Famine and the Irish 
D iaspora in America  (Massachusetts 1999), p. 89

R. F. Foster, M odern Ireland  (London 1988), p. 328
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during the famine were high compared with other times. Evictions began in 

earnest in 1847 and continued to rise until they peaked in 1850. Finally, the 

Gregory clause and the £4 clause were the main contributing factors to evictions 

during the famine (though the Gregory clause enabled landlords to evict tenants 

without going to court)^^

Most historians are also in agreement that the Irish land system on the eve of 

the famine was problematic. As with E. R. R. Green and R. B. McDowell; Mary E. 

Daly, Kevin Whealan, and Cormac 6 Grada have strongly criticized the Irish land- 

system and held it as one of the main contributing factors to the increase in 

evictions during the famine. In simple terms the problem was sub-division. 

Absentee landlords who let large tracts of land to middlemen w ere especially 

culpable. They paid little attention to how the middlemen ran their farms and 

were ignorant of, or indifferent to, sub-division of holdings, which on the eve of 

the famine was endemic and persistent on many estates. When William Steuart 

Trench began running the Shirley estate in 1843 he found that the over

population of the estate was so bad that there was one human being for every 

acre o f  l a n d . ^ ^  j h e  neighbouring Bath estate suffered from the same problems, 

sub-division, over-population and absentee la n d lo rd ism .W h ile  placing most of 

the blame with Irish landlords, Daly does not shy away from finding fault with 

the entire Irish society during the famine. She states that the 'most common 

diagnosis suggested that the Irish society as a whole was at fault, with the Irish 

landlords most to blame. They had tolerated ram pant population growth and

The Gregory clause will be discussed in detail in a later chapter.
William Steuart Trench, Realities o f  Irish Life (London 1868), p. 296
Patrick Duffy, 'Assisted emigration from the Shirley estate, 1843-54', Clogher Record:
Journal o f  the Clogher Historical Society’, xiv no. 2 (1992), p. 10
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sub-division of holdings, which had led to the creation of an impoverished class 

of cottiers and small farmers'.^^ Essentially what sub-division did was to produce 

a class of cottiers or small farmers who existed on a plot of land that was barely 

productive enough to enable the farm er/cottier to survive in years of healthy 

harvests. The blight obliterated their crop leaving them with neither food nor the 

means to pay rent; consequently they were evicted.

Another reason why sub-division and the consequential creation of a large 

class of cottier tenants led to increased evictions was the conacre system. 

Landless cottiers would often take land in conacre at an extremely high price. 

They would then grow and harvest potatoes on this land. When the potatoes 

were harvested they would sell some or all of them to pay the rent of their cabin 

and for the land taken in conacre. When the potatoes failed the cottier tenant 

was left indebted to both his own landlord (probably a tenant farmer) and the 

man from whom he had taken land in conacre ( this may also have been the same 

tenant farmer, but not necessarily).^^ An eviction was often the result. Another 

problem with taking land in conacre was the dubious legal position of the cottier 

once he had taken the land. Because there was no legal agreement or landlord- 

tenant relationship the farmer could distrain the cottier’s potatoes, without any 

legal restraint ( distraint was subject to complicated legal provisions which will 

be discussed in a later chapter).^^ Conacre land was also more expensive than

Mary E. Daly, ‘The Operations o f  Famine Relief, 1845-47’ in Cathal Poirteir (ed.). The Great Irish 
Famine, p. 126
^  Conacre and the legal issues associated with it will be discussed in detail in chapter 2.

Kevin Whealan, ‘Pre and Post Famine Landscape Change’ in Cathal Poirteir (ed.). The Great Irish 
Famine, p. 27
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rented land, often costing as much as £6 to £8 an acre.^^ Kevin Whelan points out 

that in many cases it was the medium to large tenant farmers that were the 

w orst enemies of the cottiers and farm labourers. In 1844 Fr. Michael Fitzgerald, 

the parish priest of Ballinagarry, Co. Limerick, described how a gentleman 

farmer had cleared his lands of cottiers, 'in the interest of efficiency'. He stated 

'there are now beautiful fields and pastures there, but these beautiful fields are 

the sepulchres of the poor’.

The relationship between the potato and evictions is one that needs to be 

explored. Essentially, over-reliance on the potato meant that when the crop 

failed tenants had neither food nor means. One could also argue that the potato 

was a contributing factor to the poor condition of the Irish land-system on the 

eve of the famine, and sub-division in particular. The potato enabled tenants and 

their families to survive on a small plot of land that would otherwise have been 

far too small for any kind of subsistence farming. The reason for this was that the 

potato was a high yield crop. An acre of potatoes for instance would produce as 

much food as two acres of wheat or oats. The only other crop with a similarly 

high yield would have been the turnip, but this was less popular because it was 

less nutritious. Potatoes, however, enabled fathers to sub-divide land among 

children in the knowledge that potatoes would enable them to survive. The 

lumper potato, which was the most popular potato in Ireland on the eve of the 

famine, was particularly culpable because it was bigger and produced a greater 

yield per acre than other p o ta to e s .A n o th e r  bi-product of a rural economy

Donnelly, The Land and People o f  Nineteenth C en tw y Cork, (London 1975) p. 20 
•̂’ ibid, p. 27

Thom as Downey, 'The lum per : an analysis o f its role in the Irish famine, 1845-50',
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centred on the potato was population expansion, which increased competition 

for land. The population of cottier tenants experienced the greatest increase 

from 1800; by 1841 there were over half a million, with one and three quarter of 

a million dependents.^i Between 1780 and 1845 the population of Ireland 

increased by four million.^^ The potato encouraged this to happen because it 

enabled families to eke out an existence on a small plot of poor land, either 

mountainous or bog-land. One of the potatoes most remarkable attributes was 

its ability to grow in any climate and in any soil. People therefore moved higher 

into mountains or into bog-land knowing that they could survive on potatoes. 

This turn towards frontier potato farming m eant that for the first time Ireland 

was capable of sustaining a growing population. By the eve of the famine, 

however, these small farmers and cottiers, who existed on small, mountainous, 

worthless plots of land were in a precarious position. As has been mentioned 

they barely had enough in good years; so when the potatoes failed, so too did any 

chance they had of paying their rent or even surviving on the land. A landlord 

who had a large number of small-holders whose potatoes had failed had little 

chance of receiving any rents. As well as that, because of the poor law, he had to 

pay the poor-rates for many of these small holders; so it was in fact costing him 

money to keep them on his estate. It is no surprise tha t he was not slow to resort 

to evictions. Landlords who checked sub-division and encouraged more mixed 

farming practices before the famine might not have been forced to engage in 

clearances during the famine.

Donegal Annual, 48  [1 9 9 6 ], 100-104 .
Donnelly, The Land and People o f  Nineteenth C en tw y Cork p. 20
Ibid.
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It should also be noted that any landlords w ere themselves severely indebted 

on the eve of the famine. The absence of rent payments and their poor rate 

obligation m eant that bankruptcy and receivership was an ever-present danger. 

Many indebted landlords cleared tenants from their estates in order that they 

might survive the famine themselves and not become bankrupt as a consequence 

of having to pay poor rates for small-holders. In 1844, for instance, 874 Irish 

estates were under the management of the court of chancery, this fell to 829 in 

1845 and again to 731 in 1846. By 1847 the num ber of estates under the 

m anagement of the court of chancery had increased again to 840. Further a total 

of 448 estates were under the management of the court of the exchequer during 

the years 1844-47.^3

There are other publications that deal with aspects of the famine and 

contribute to scholarship on the issue of landlord-tenant relations and evictions. 

Donal A. Kerr’s 4̂ Nation o f Beggars documents the role of the church during the 

famine and frequently alludes to their fight against evictions. This work is 

especially enlightening as much is derived from the papers of cabinet 

m in is te r s .D o n a ld  E. Jordan’s work Land and Popular Politics in Ireland: Co. 

Mayo from  the Plantation to the Land War deals with evictions on the Lucan,

Sligo, O’Malley, and Palmer estates. He also addresses the Gregory clause in some 

d e t a i l . T h e  politics of the British government and its response to the famine is 

excellently explored by Peter Gray in Famine, Land and Politics: British

A bstract Return o f  E states under the m anagem ent o f  Courts o f  Chancery and Excheqeur in 
Ireland, 1844-47, H.C. 184 7 -4 8  (226], Ivii, 213

Donal A. Kerr, A Nation o f  Beggars? Priests, People, and Politics in Famine Ireland, 1846-52 
(Oxford 1994)

Donald E. Jordan, Land and Popular Politics in Ireland: Co. M ayo from  the plantation to the Land  
War (Cambridge 1994)
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Government and Irish Society, 1843-50. This work examines the political theory 

behind the relief measures of both the Conservative and Liberal parties. Of 

particular interest is the Liberal party's subscription to divine providence and 

the idea tha t the famine in Ireland was 'the visitation of God’. Was the famine to 

be used to improve Ireland as an economic entity? What role were evictions to 

play? It is clear to historians today the British did not cause the famine, but as 

Cormac 6  Grada has commented 'though the English did not cause the famine, it 

has never been possible to explain why the richest and most powerful empire in 

the world was unable to avert its w orst consequences’.^̂

There are also contem porary accounts that are sometimes, but not always, 

useful. Such material, therefore, should be treated with caution, as it tends to 

contain quite a bit of exaggeration and contradiction. The first matter to consider 

when reading contemporary works is the motive of the writer. The works of John 

Mitchel, for instance, were w ritten in a m anner designed to support his own 

nationalist views. Facts and statistics were carefully selected to suit his own 

argument, while sources, when he used them, were moulded to support his 

opinions. Mitchel’s very obvious revolutionary spirit is easily detectable in many 

of his eloquent, but sweeping and ill-qualified, statements concerning the Irish 

land question. At the beginning of The Last Conquest o f  Ireland? (Perhaps] he 

states that '1843 opened brightly In Ireland. For years the seasons had been 

favourable and abundant. Even though there had been no desolating or sweeping 

famine for 20 years, much ejectment and extermination of tenants occurred’.'̂ ^

’^6 Grada, ‘Introduction to N ew  E dition’ in Edwards and W illiam s (eds.) The G reat F am ine: Studies 
in Irish H istory, xviii 

John M itchel, The L ast C onquest o f  Ireland, p. 9
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Firstly even in years v^ithout blight food v^as never abundant. There were always 

the hungry months when the previous seasons potatoes w ere eaten and the 

current season’s not yet harvested. For Mitchel to suggest that 'much ejectment 

and extermination of tenants occurred before the  famine' is to suggest that the 

problem was widespread and persistent. While there were evictions before the 

famine they were infrequent and mainly isolated incidents. In light of this, 

Mitchel’s s tatem ent must be judged an exaggeration. As with every good 

revolutionary, Mitchel’s gripe was with the government. The Devon commission, 

he believed, was designed to 'devise the best way of getting rid of the surplus 

population of Ireland’.M i t c h e l  also asserts that Irish landlords sub-divided 

farms before 1829 to create voters. In 1829 the franchise was abolished so, 

according to Mitchel, there was no further use in this, and landlords began to 

clear the tenants from these small holdings that had been the result of sub

division. Effectively what Mitchel was saying was that clearances began in 

1829.^^ Population census returns prove that this was not the case. He also 

neglects to mention that tenant farmers, for the most part, were responsible for 

sub-division, especially leaseholders. Mitchel also makes his opinion of Irish 

landlords clear. With regard to the shooting of landlords and agents he states 'It 

is but fair to state that sometimes an ejecting landlord or agent was shot by 

desperate, houseless men. What wonder? There were not half enough of them 

shot.’̂ °

Ibid., p. 65 
Ibid., p. 66 

“  Ibid., p. 67
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With regard to famine eviction figures, Mitchel's w ere  overestim ated - 50 ,000  

famihes evicted in 1849  a l o n e . T h i s  is very high v^hen compared with the  

constabulary’s return o f  1 3 ,3 8 4 . ^ 2  Mitchel, Michael Davitt's work on the  

Irish land question w as  less  than objective. He estim ated a total 200 ,000  

evictions (families) during the lifetime o f  Queen Victoria, again preposterously  

h i g h . A s  with Mitchel, it is uncertain w hat sources Davitt used to calculate his 

eviction figures. He does, how ever, quote Mulhall's estim ate of 190 ,000  families  

or 950 ,000  people  evicted b e tw een  1849  and 1 8 5 1 . As W. E. Vaughan has  

pointed out, however, Mulhall, in his calculations, m ade the mistake of confusing  

families with individuals, thereby overestim ating the num ber of people evicted. 

One aspect o f Davitt’s analysis o f  the land system  in Ireland w ould be deem ed  

quite sensible  even today. Davitt m ade the distinction betw een  the great 

landlords and the m iddlem en to w hom  they  leased large tracts o f  land at very  

reasonable prices. The m iddlem en then let small parcels of land to tenant  

farmers at higher rents, which enabled them  to recoup large profits. Essentially  

Davitt’s gripe with the great landlords w as  that they  w ere  neglectful rather than  

oppressive. The middlemen, on the other hand, w ere  m ore aggressive in their  

dealings with tenants because o f  their drive for profit. The w eak n ess  of Davitt 

and Mitchel’s writing w as that they  both had an agenda. Their backgrounds, 

beliefs, and circumstances ensured that they  could not approach the subject of

Mitchel, JailJournal (1876), xlviii
Return by Provinces and Counties, o f  cases o f  evictions under the knowledge o f  the Royal Irish 

Constabulary, 1849-80, H. C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725 
Davitt, The Fall ofFuedalism  (London 1904), xvi 
Ibid., p. 68
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 21
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the Irish land question w^ith an open mind. It is therefore essential that their 

work be consulted with caution.

Some contemporary work was more objective. Finlay Dun who wrote 

Landlords and Tenants, published in 1881, treated the question of landlord- 

tenant relations quite fairly. While much has been made of the Irish tenant 

farmer's unwillingness to work at anything close to full economic capacity, Finlay 

Dun makes a point that might well justify the position of the Irish tenant farmer. 

He states that 'on many Irish estates not only the cultivation of the soil but its 

more perm anent equipment have been mainly effected by the tenant, sometimes 

holding under a long lease, more usually with a parole agreement running from 

year to year, with a six m onths’ notice to quit'.^^ Essentially the threat of eviction 

caused the position of the tenant farmer to be precarious, thus dissuading him 

from investing time or money in the land or making any improvements. There is, 

however, little evidence that investment increased after the land acts of 1870 

and 1881, or even when tenants became proprietors. Perhaps the threat of 

eviction was not as great an obstacle to investment as is generally thought.

Finlay Dun was honest in his analysis of the Irish land question and landlord 

tenant relations. He commended the running of the Duke of Leinster’s estate. He 

commended Lord Sligo for reducing rents during the famine. He drew attention 

to the atrocious evictions that occurred on the Lucan estate. With regard to 

evictions on the Fitzwilliam estate he stated that the poor pauper tenants had 

been 'wisely removed’. He also criticized the condition of the Trinity College 

estate in Kerry and the Dillon estate in Mayo. Finlay Dun’s final verdict was that

Finlay Dun, Landlords and Tenants (London 1881), p. 6
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the problems concerning the Irish land question were not attributable to the 

landlords or the tenants alone, but ra ther the system under which land was let 

and held.^^

Travelling writers also shed light on the subject of evictions during the 

famine. Sir Francis Bond Head toured Ireland for a fortnight in 1852 and 

described what he saw in A Fortnight in Ireland. He addressed the issue of 

evictions on the Lucan estate in Co. Mayo, but also commented on the 

progressive nature of Lord Lucan’s approach to farming and estate management, 

indicating that clearances on the Lucan estate were carried out for their 

economic benefits. John B. Forbes echoed these thoughts in Memorandums o f a 

Tour in Ireland, written also in 1852. In 1847 Alexander Somerville wrote  a 

series of letters from various parts of Ireland through which he toured tha t year. 

Almost all of the letters contain some discussion of evictions or distress. His style 

of writing was quite sensational, while many of his statements appear 

embellished. Some truths, however, are to be derived from these letters. The 

levying of distress, for instance, was popular in some areas up until the 

beginning of the 1850, when it seems to have fallen into disuse. Somerville also 

discusses the prevalence of sheriffs sales, which also appear to have fallen into 

disuse after the famine. He also discusses the possibility of evictions occurring 

because of tenan ts’ religious or political beliefs. It is evident from the letters that 

the military and the constabulary often attended evictions in great number, often 

more than one would imagine was necessary. Somerville’s depiction of Ireland in 

1847 was a bleak one. His portrayal of rural Irish life was one of predatory

Ibid., pp. 7-8
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landlords acting in collusion with the constabulary, the military, and the 

government. Somerville’s bias and prejudice may well have been as a 

consequence of more than what he witnessed in Ireland. Somerville's gripe with 

the establishment was related to his own experience in the army when on one 

occasion he was harshly reprimanded for insubordination. He was sentenced to 

receive 200 lashes on the bare back, half of which were inflicted. The whole 

matter, which has been described by him in his Diligent Life (Montreal, 1860), was 

made the subject of discussion in parliament at the time, and resulted in mitigating the 

injustice and severity of military discipline. The issues addressed in these letters, 

though often exaggerated, are of interest to historians, who may try to either 

prove or disprove them.^^

The real benefit of contemporary comment is not that it explains how things 

were, but rather how they were perceived at the time. Many accounts of famine 

evictions can be found in contemporary newspapers, local, national, and 

international. As with other contemporary works, it is important to remember 

that newspapers, local newspapers in particular, usually referred to particular 

incidents, and one should be sure to resist concluding that these reflected what 

was occurring generally in Ireland. In fact, newspapers reflect the localized 

nature of evictions during the famine.^^

Heretofore much of what has been written on evictions has been referred to, 

but what of the sources used? This thesis intends to tackle the subject of 

evictions using sources that have not been fully utilized in the past. With the

K.D.M. Snell (ed.). Letters from  Ireland during the Famine o f  1847 by Alexander Somerxille 
(Dublin, 1994)

This will be explored in detail in chapter 3.
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exception of W. E. Vaughan, historians addressing evictions have neglected to 

place much emphasis on the use of estate papers as a source. This is regrettable 

as they are impartial and archival by nature, and designed not with a point of 

view in mind, but to record the workings of a landed estate. Timothy O’Neill's 

work on evictions is based primarily on parliamentary returns and judicial 

statistics, while Donnelly, in his essay entitled 'Famine Evictions: The Clearances 

Revisited' in Cathal Poirteir's The Great Irish Famine relies mainly on newspaper 

articles and contemporary works, though he did use estate papers in The Land 

and People o f  Nineteenth Century Cork, but this work did not focus solely on 

evictions. This thesis, on the other hand, will carefully examine the content of 

thirty separate estate papers from various parts of Ireland. Particular attention 

will be paid to rentals, ejectment books, diaries, letter-books, private 

correspondence, wills, and leases. This will shed light on the way estates were 

organized and run, and the role evictions played in the running of estates. They 

will also indicate eviction numbers on individual estates as well as the level of 

arrears. It will also be evident from estate papers, rentals in particular, where 

and when clearances took place. It will be possible to conclude through a 

detailed study of estate papers that most evictions that occurred during the 

famine occurred because tenants could not afford to pay their rent. Estate papers 

will reflect this, and also the fact tha t many landlords allowed tenants to fall into 

arrears of several years before evicting them or, on some occasions, issuing rent 

abatements.

Other manuscript material will include civil bill ejectment books, which are 

available for consultation in the National Archives of Ireland as well as registered
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papers and other m anuscript material also in the National Archives. Of particular  

interest are the constabulary’s quarterly returns of evictions from 1850  to 

1 8 5 3 ^ 0  The m anuscript forms of these  are available in the National Archives and 

it is upon th ese  that the parliamentary papers regarding the constabulary’s 

returns of evictions are based. The manuscript forms also name the esta tes  and 

landlords as well  as the num bers evicted.^^ Civil bill ejectm ent books, the m ost  

com plete  o f  which are available for Co. Clare, record all cases of eviction at civil 

bill c o u r t s . ^2 Both the landlord and tenant, or tenants, are nam ed as well as the  

reason for eviction, the size and location of the holding, the am ount o f  rent due, 

and the nam es of the assistant barrister and legal council. This source is 

particularly useful w hen  studied in conjunction with estate papers in order  

ascertain the main causes of eviction, which, incidentally, are arrears and n on 

paym ent o f  rent. Other manuscript material relating to famine evictions include  

registered papers of the chief secretary’s office and famine relief com m ission  

papers, both o f  which are also available in the National Archives.

Besides manuscript material, printed primary sources also constitute an 

important portion of research material for this study. The bulk o f  this category is 

made up o f  parliamentary papers and transcripts of parliamentary debates. 

Parliamentary debates relating to this period can be found in Hansard’s third 

series^^, or can be read and searched online. Parliamentary papers dating from 

1801  can also be consulted and searched online. Parliamentary papers relating  

to famine evictions include land bills, landlord and tenant bills, parliamentary

National Archives, RP 1850/16482, C. 187; OP 1851/28; RP 1852/C268; 1853/11351 
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 25
National Archives, Crown and Peace Office, lD /40/24-32, Co. Clare ejectment books, 1837-51 
Hansard 3 (1830-91), i-ccclvi.
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returns, commissions of enquiry, and special commissions. They provide a great 

deal of information relating to eviction numbers, constabulary returns, and 

judicial returns, and are a vital source in calculating famine eviction figures. 

Other online resources are also very useful in the study of Irish history. Both 

Hansard’s debates and all parliamentary papers published since 1801 can be 

read and searched online. Other online resources include newspaper articles, 

including The Times online, and a great many online journals and e-journals. One 

of the most useful websites for the study of Irish history is 

www.irishhistoryonIine.ie. This is a bibliography of Irish history containing 

thousands of book titles and article titles on every subject in Irish history. The 

main advantage of this site is that it is searchable by keywords, so that a quick 

and focused search of any topic can be made.

The first chapter of this study will examine the laws relating to evictions 

during the famine. This will include a survey and detailed analysis of legislation 

passed concerning evictions, land-law, and landlord-tenant relations. The 

various types of tenancies will also be discussed, as well as the m anner in which 

legal procedure differed in accordance with different types of tenancies. The 

various local courts and their jurisdictions will also be examined, as well as the 

superior courts. A unique aspect of this paper will be the study of individual 

eviction cases contained in published common law reports. These cases tend to 

throw up unusual points of law and shed light on how the laws of eviction
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v^orked in practice. They also enable close examination of aspects of the 

landlord’s prosecution and the tenant’s defence.^''^

This paper will also examine evictions as they were dealt with in the press. 

Local, national, and international newspapers will be studied, as well as 

magazines, journals, and other periodicals. Besides word of mouth, such 

publications were often the only indication the public had of the occurrence of 

evictions throughout the country. While many were illiterate, it was not unusual 

for a crowd to gather in the home of a person who could read and have 

newspapers read aloud, priests and school-teachers in particular filled this role. 

Newspapers w ere  also a good source for calculating eviction figures on certain 

estates or in certain localities. Lists of tenants who were evicted from the Lucan 

estate in Mayo were published by the Connacht Telegraph on several occasions. 

While it would be unwise to rely on newspapers to accurately depict the severity 

of the eviction crisis during the famine, they do shed light on contemporary 

opinion and perception at the time. If one were to rely solely on articles and 

illustrations such as the one that was published in the Illustrated London News on 

22 December, 1849, which depicted an entire townland of unroofed cottages 

near Kilrush, one could fall guilty of assuming that wholesale evictions were 

occurring throughout the is la n d .^ s  This, of course, was not the case.

The publicizing of evictions through various other media will also be explored. 

There are many paintings that depict famine evictions. The works of Elizabeth 

Butler and Erskine Nicol, to name but two, will be examined. Famine evictions 

have also been the theme of much poetry and prose. 'The Eviction’, a poem

Ir LR, 1838-52, i-xiii; ICLR, 1852-55, i-iv.
Illustrated London News, 22 Dec, 1849
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written by the poet and balladeer, Wilham AlHngham, provides vivid imagery of

an eviction scene in Ballytullagh, Co. Donegal. The poem is part of a collection

called ‘Laurence Bloomfield in Ireland’. It is said to have been inspired by the

evictions of John George Adair who was landlord in Co. Donegal after the famine.

Though not strictly a famine eviction, the poem does portray an eviction scene

accurately. In this case the landlord, James Pigot, was accompanied by the sheriff,

sixty constabulary, and six 'crowbar men':

Whilst others hug the children weak and small. In careful arms, or 

hoist them pick-a-back; And, 'midst the unrelenting clink and thwack 

Of iron bar on stone, let creep away The sad procession from that 

hill-side gray, Through the slow-falling rain. In three hours more 

You find, where Ballytullagh stood before. Mere shatter'd  walls, and 

doors with useless latch. And firesides buried under fallen thatch.

James Tighe, a poet and writer from Carrickmacross in Co. Monaghan w rote a

poem entitled T h e  Boreen Side’ in 1849. This poem addresses the issue of

eviction, with both the landlord's inclination to evict and the laws tha t allowed

him to do so being criticized:

The Lord of the plains where that stream wanders on, -

Oh! he loved not the Celtic race --

By a law of the land cast out fellow man,

And he feeds the fat ox in his place.

The hamlet he leveled, and issued commands.

Preventing all human relief,^^

Evictions also featured in contemporary prose. John Francis O'Donnell wrote a

‘The Eviction’ by William Allingham, http://wM’w.ucc.ie/celt/published/E850006-001/lext019.html 
(4/04/2009)

‘The Boreen Side’ by James Tighe, www.irishabroad.com/Discussions/
Messages.aspx?TopicID=42836&CategoryID=8&page=2G (23/04/2009)
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serial novel entitled 'Evictions and Evicted' for the  Lamp  magazine in 1873.^^ The 

es teem ed  w riter, George Moore, son of George Henry Moore M.P., w ro te  of 

evictions on his father 's  es ta te  in Co. Mayo, which he rem em bered  from his 

youth.^^

This chap ter  will be followed by a discussion of pre-fam ine evictions. While 

sources for pre-fam ine evictions a re  scarce, particularly  parliam en tary  papers  

detailing judicial re turns, the re  is som e evidence th a t  allows the subject of p re 

famine evictions to be addressed. Several es ta te  papers, which include rentals, 

exist for pre-fam ine years. These provide a reasonably  accurate  indication as to 

the incidence of pre-fam ine evictions on individual estates. The Devon 

Commission^oo provides fu rther  inform ation on pre-fam ine evictions. The 

com mission began hearing  evidence in 1845 and in terview ed all m an n er  of 

people including landlords, tenants , agents, bailiffs, lawyers, surveyors, and 

politicians. Questions w ere  often asked abou t evictions or the  use of th rea ts  of 

eviction in w itness ' localities. Such a g rea t deal of evidence w as taken by the 

commission, and from w itnesses  from every  p a r t  of Ireland, th a t  much can be 

learned of pre-fam ine evictions. Other sources include a few parliam entary  

papers  and the census re tu rns  for pre-fam ine years. There  is also a p le thora of 

secondary w orks  tha t explore pre-fam ine evictions. The reason  for including a 

study of pre-fam ine evictions in this p aper  is to enable famine evictions to be put

w^vw.psil-eirdata. ors/htm !/psil datasets/authors/o/ODonnellJF/life. (4/01/2010)
George Moore, H ail and Farewell (London 1925), p. 124
Report from  Her M ajesty’s Commission o f  Inquiry into the state o f  the Law and practice in Respect 

to the Occupation o f  Land in Ireland  [605], H.C. 1845, xix, 1; Minutes o f  Evidence, pt 1 [606], H.C. 
1845,, xix, 57; pt 2[616], H.C. 1845, xx, l ; p t 3  [657], H.C. 1845, xxi, \\A ppen d ices to Minutes o f  
Evidence, pt. 4 [672], H.C. 1845, xxii, 1; Index to Minutes o f  Evidence, pt. 5 [672], H.C. 1845, xxii, 1. 
This will be hereafter cited as Devon Commission Report, Minutes o f  Evidence, etc.
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in firm context, with regard to rates, incidence, and numbers.

One of the most important aspects of any study of famine evictions is the 

eviction figures themselves. This thesis v̂ îll include a chapter detailing the range 

of sources that are available to use when calculating eviction figures, as well as 

the various methods of doing so. Estimates of numbers evicted published by 

historians will be addressed and every attem pt will be made to explore the 

manner in which these estimates w ere calculated. Finally, definitive calculations 

will be made using judicial and constabulary returns relating to evictions.

Chapter five of this paper will discuss famine evictions and some of the 

primary sources available for the study of famine evictions, with particular 

emphasis on manuscript sources such as estate papers, civil bill court ejectment 

books, and the constabulary’s quarterly returns of evictions. Manuscript material 

relating to the vast Trinity College estate will also be examined in this chapter. 

This chapter will also examine the agricultural statistics, which were published 

annually as parliamentary papers from 1847. As a source the agricultural 

statistics have been used sparingly in famine studies and not at all in the study of 

famine evictions. The two subsequent chapters will be dedicated to individual 

case studies. The first of these will be a study of famine evictions in the Kilrush 

union, while the second will examine famine clearances in Co. Mayo. Both will 

critically assess recent scholarship on the subjects and explore a range of 

primary sources that will enable some viewpoints to be challenged. The final 

chapter of this paper will discuss two alternative methods of estate management 

other that eviction. Firstly the process of distraint or the levying of distress as a 

means of recovering rent, or compelling tenants to pay their rents, will be
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examined, w^hile secondly, voluntary su rren d e r  and landlord assis ted  em igration 

as a m eans of re-organising and rationalizing overcrow ded estates, w ithou t 

formally evicting tenants , will be explored.
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1. The Laws Governing Evictions

To gain a clearer understanding of the lav\/s that governed evictions during the 

famine, it is necessary to discuss the evolution of land tenure in Ireland and how 

the various tenancies that existed at the time of the famine came to be. This is 

because the m anner in which a landlord sought to evict a tenant differed in 

accordance with the type of tenancy.

Under common law two types of land tenure dominated rural society in 

Ireland. These were freehold and leasehold. Freehold could be divided in two, a 

fee simple, which subsisted forever, and a fee tail, which was restricted to the 

immediate descendants of the original grantee. Leasehold, on the other hand, 

was characterized by the fact that it subsisted for a particular period, either for a 

fixed term of years or a number of lives. Leaseholds w ere also characterized by 

the fact that tenants paid rent to their landlords, and certain conditions were 

negotiated by both parties and set down in the lease. Besides freehold and 

leasehold, there was a third type of tenure that enabled tenants to occupy land. 

This was called a tenancy at will. This type of tenancy could continue indefinitely, 

but could also be terminated by either party at any time. While, however, 

tenancy at will was a tenancy defined by law, it was a rare and abstract concept, 

and should not be confused with a yearly tenancy. A yearly tenancy was 

effectively a lease for one year tha t was renewed annually, but for which no 

w ritten agreement existed. All three tenures, free-hold, leasehold, and tenancy 

at will, were in use by the early modern period in Ireland (1500-1700). 

Furthermore they were seen as an appropriate reflection of social distinction. In
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both the Munster and Ulster plantations the government prescribed a 

predetermined mixture of tenures as a means of creating a balanced social 

hierarchy.!

A new type of tenancy, unknown in o ther jurisdictions, and combining both 

freehold and leasehold elements, appeared in the late seventeenth century. This 

was known as a lease for lives renewable forever. Since lives could continuously 

be inserted on payment of a fine, this lease was, in effect, perpetual. It did, 

however, contain the normal characteristics of a lease such as stipulations 

relating to the levying of distress and re-entry for non-payment of rent. Such a 

system was advantageous to both the landlord and tenant as the leasehold 

elements protected the rights of the landlord while the freehold elements 

allowed for long leases that encouraged substantial tenants to settle on the 

estate. Leases for lives did not necessarily refer to the lives of the tenants, but 

often to a life completely unrelated to the contract between landlord and tenant. 

Alfred Mannix, a receiver under the court of chancery, explained that the 

uncertainty of a lease for a life ra ther than a fixed period of time was to the 

advantage of the landlord because tenants, acting in the knowledge that the fixed 

term of years was approaching expiration, would ruin the land; they would cease 

to fertilize the soil, they would stop maintaining buildings, and would not keep 

fences in good repair. It was Mannix's belief that the termination of a lease 

should not be foreseen by tenants so that no injury could be done to the farm.^

' S. J. Connolly, The Oxford Companion to Irish H istory (Oxford 1998), p. 300 
 ̂K, D. M. Snell (ed.). Letters from  Ireland during the Famine by Alexander Som en’ille, p. 64
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Land tenure in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries reflected an increase 

in population and the demand for land, as vi'ell as the effects of government 

legislation. By the 1860s, for instance, there w ere 500,000 tenants; this 

increased to 680,000 by 1870.  ̂Generally middlemen and larger tenant farmers 

held land by virtue of a lease, but the terms and conditions of such leases varied 

widely. The most sought after leases were for lives renewable forever, or for 

named terms of several hundred years. Such leases made tenants landowners in 

all but name. Most leases, however, were much shorter, subsisting for periods of 

twenty-one or thirty-one years. By the early nineteenth century changes in land 

tenure  began to gather speed. Many landlords began to replace leaseholds with 

yearly tenancies, while the famine heralded the beginning of the end for 

middlemen. Such was the case at Caherciveen on the Trinity College estate in Co. 

Kerry. The middleman system was also phased out on the Landsdowne and 

Benn-Walsh estates during the famine.

Though it rarely happened, yearly tenancies enabled landlords to increase the 

rent each year. W. E. Vaughan’s study of rentals revealed that rents across 

Ireland increased by an average of a mere tw enty  percent between the early 

1850s and the late IBTOs.'^ According to Solow, rents increased by just under 

thirty percent between 1850 and 1880^, while Donnelly argues tha t the figure 

was between 20 and 30 percent.^ Rents therefore were not increased at the rack- 

renting level as was argued by contemporaries such as Davitt and Mitchell. Such

 ̂Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 6 
Ibid, p. 48

 ̂B. Solow, The Land Question and the Irish Economy (Harvard 1971), pp. 67-70  
® Donnelly, The Land and People o f  Nineteenth Century Cork, p. 194
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tenancies, however, did detract from a tenant's  security of tenure  as even solvent 

tenants could be evicted after six months' notice to quit; though it should be 

noted that the expiration of the six months' notice had to coincide with the end of 

the yearly tenancy. Leaseholders, on the other hand, could not be evicted 

provided tha t they adhered to the conditions set down in the lease, which usually 

m eant tha t they continued to pay their rent. In effect, non-defaulting 

leaseholders could only be removed when their lease expired. By the middle of 

the nineteenth century ejectment procedures varied according to the tenure and 

the size of the holdings. The variable factor in most cases was the choice of court 

in which the action was to be taken. Depending on the tenure and size of the 

holding the action would either be taken at a civil bill court or a superior court.

Before discussing the jurisdiction of the courts it would be prudent to 

summarize the history of the court system in Ireland. By the beginning of the 

nineteenth century the Irish legal system consisted of four superior courts, the 

court of common pleas, the court of King’s/Queen's bench, the court of chancery, 

and the court of the exchequer. At local level there  were civil bill courts, also 

known as county courts or assistant barrister's  courts, quarter sessions, and 

petty sessions. The earliest central court, known simply as the King's court in 

Ireland, was in existence by the 1190s and sat in Dublin. In 1274 it became 

known as the court of common pleas and dealt mainly with civil cases. The 

second superior court to be established was the court of King's/Queen's bench. 

This was originally the Justiciar's c o u r t b u t  was renamed the court of the King's

 ̂The Justiciar was the highest judicial and political official under the Norm an and Plantagenet kings 
from W illiam  I to Henry III.
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bench after the visit of Richard II in 1395. It had both civil and criminal 

jurisdiction, and played an important role in reviewing cases previously heard in 

other courts.

The court of chancery was established as one of the superior courts in 1537. 

The Irish chancery had existed since the early years of the thirteenth century, 

and was initially an administrative organization. By the fourteenth century it was 

exercising a limited legal jurisdiction due to issues arising by virtue of its 

administrative responsibilities. It was not, however, until the early years of the 

sixteenth century that the court of chancery began to hold regular sessions in 

Dublin.^ The fourth superior court was the court of the exchequer. Though this 

court existed since the thirteenth century, it was not until the late seventeenth 

century that it came to exercise a general equitable jurisdiction. Its primary 

responsibility was the collection and expenditure of government revenue. This, 

even as early as the thirteenth century, led to its dealing with litigation in 

matters such as disputed liabilities for debts to the crown.^ The court of the 

exchequer was abolished in 1850.

From 1220 onwards justice was administered in the counties of Ireland on an 

irregular basis by the King's court in Ireland. It was not, however, until the early 

seventeenth century that justices of the peace began to hold four yearly sessions 

in various parts of the country. These were known as quarter sessions. Originally 

quarter sessions were held in Cork, Limerick, Londonderry, Kilkenny and 

Waterford, Galway, Carrickfergus, Kinsale, Youghal, and Dublin. In 1840 the Irish

* Connolly, The Oxford Companion to Irish History, p. 122 
’ Ibid.
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Municipal Reform Act abolished many of these courts, with only Dublin, Galway 

and Carrickfergus retaining courts of quarter sessions.

At a more local level justice was also administered in both civil and criminal 

cases. Local criminal courts were known as assizes, while civil cases w ere heard 

in what, by the nineteenth century, had become known as civil bill courts. In 

1823 another local court was established; it was called the petty sessions. Petty 

sessions were presided over by district magistrates and had jurisdiction over the 

mildest of misdemeanors. They were established to replace the 'private chamber 

justice’ in which landlords settled matters of justice for their tenants. On the 

Wynne estate in Co. Sligo, for instance, certain days were allocated for the 

administration of justice, while Major Denis Bingham of Kilmore -Erris kept a 

private jail on his estate.^^ Petty sessions sat more frequently than quarter 

sessions or civil bill courts and were less expensive. Cases heard at petty 

sessions included trespassing and minor theft. In Tipperary, for instance, 

between April 1843 and September 1844, Lord Lismore suffered 230 cases of 

theft of turf, while the neighbouring Lord Glengall experienced 210 cases. A total 

of 678 cases of turf-theft were heard at the Ardfinnan petty sessions during this 

period. Of these 344 cases w ere dismissed. At the Cahir petty sessions 225 of the 

553 cases of turf-theft were d i s m i s s e d . By 1828 Co. Mayo petty sessions were 

held in seventeen towns, weekly or fortnightly. The biggest problem facing the

3 & 4 Viet., c. 108 (1840)
" Desmond McCabe, ‘Magistrates, Peasants, and the Petty Sessions Courts: Mayo 1823-50’, Cathair 
na Mart, 5 (1985) p. 46 

Edmund O’Riordan, Famine in the Valley (Tipperary 1995], p. 9
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petty sessions was magisterial absenteeism. In 1832 Ballaghadereen suffered 

seventeen non-attendances out of twenty-six.^^

A History of Eiectment Laws

The Irish ejectment code originated in the reign of Queen Anne with a s tatute 

that enabled landlords to recover possession of land where more than half a 

year's rent was due and there was a proviso for r e - e n t r y i n  the lease or 

contract.i^ Therefore, initially, the remedy of ejectment could only be used if the 

letting was by lease and contained a clause for re-entry. As ejectment was 

remedy for non-payment, it was also essential that the tenant was in arrears. 

Further legislation passed during the reign of George II permitted an action in 

ejectment to be taken even where the lease did not contain a clause of re-entry, 

provided the tenant owed a year’s ren t or more.^^ An ejectment act passed in 

1816 made it cheaper for landlords to evict tenants by allowing ejectment cases 

to be brought at civil bill c o u r t s . I n  1851 legislation was passed increasing the 

jurisdiction of civil bill courts meaning that landlords could bring cases against 

tenants who held land on a yearly basis without a lease or written agreement.!^

Desmond McCabe, ‘Magistrates, Peasants, and the Petty Sessions Courts: Mayo 1823-50’, Cathair 
naM art, 5 (1985) p. 48

A proviso for re-entry meant that it was agreed in the lease that the landlord could re-enter and take 
possession if  the tenant defaulted.

11 Anne, c. 2 (1712)
'^5 Geo. II, c. 4 (1731)
‘^56 Geo III, 0 . 88(1816)

J. C. Brady, ‘Legal Development, 1801-79’, in Vaughan (ed.), ^  New H istory o f  Ireland, v. Ireland  
Under the Union, p. 457; see also: J. C. Brady, ‘English Law and Irish Land in the Nineteenth 
Century’, Northern Ireland Legal Quarterly, xxiii no. 1 (Spring 1972) pp. 28-30
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In the following year the common laws procedures act improved the m anner in 

which superior court ejectment proceedings were carried out.^^

Ejectment legislation, when passed, seems to have been decidedly to the 

advantage of the landlord, making it progressively easier for him to evict 

defaulting tenants. After 1816 a landlord who wished to evict a tenant for non

payment of ren t could choose either to bring an action in ejectment at a civil bill 

court or a superior court. His decision, however, was dictated by the type of 

tenure and the size of the holding. For an ejectment case to be within the 

jurisdiction of a civil bill court the annual rent could amount to no more than 

£20, and in the case of leaseholders renewal fines, which w ere pais each time the 

lease was renewed, could amount to no more than £50. If the annual rent and /o r 

renewal fines exceeded these figures then the landlord’s case would have to be 

brought at a superior court. In either case the tenant had to owe at least one 

year's rent. It was also necessary for a lease to exist for an action in ejectment for 

non-payment to be taken in either court. If a defaulting tenant held land without 

a lease or written agreement, he could either be proceeded against on title in a 

superior court, in which case the tenant had to prove his entitlement to the 

holding, or after the expiry of six months’ notice to quit in a civil bill court. The 

court’s jurisdiction again depended on the size of the holdings, with the same 

rent prices and renewal fines applying as did for leaseholders. After the passing 

of the civil bill act, 1851, and the common law procedure act, 1852, tenants in 

arrears who did not hold by lease or written agreement could be proceeded

15 & 16V ict„ c. 76 (1852)
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against for non-payment in both the civil bill courts and superior courts, as 

opposed to an action against the title or an ejectment after notice to quit.

There were also some circumstances under which tenants who were not in 

arrears could be evicted. The rule in this instance was that a leaseholder who 

was not in arrears could not be removed during the term  of the lease. If a 

landlord wanted to remove a solvent leaseholder, he had to wait until the lease 

expired, at which point it was not necessary to serve the leaseholder with any 

notice to quit as the courts deemed the expiry of the lease to be sufficient notice. 

Yearly tenants, who formed the majority during the famine, could have an 

ejectment brought against them in a civil bill court even if they were not in 

arrears. This could occur if the landlord served the tenant with six months’ 

notice to quit. It was, however, imperative that the six m onths’ notice expired at 

the same time of the year as the yearly tenancy.^o This was because in the 

absence of a lease or written agreement, the law assumed the existence of a 

yearly tenancy. The law also ensured that from the moment a tenancy began the 

tenant had a right to remain undisturbed for one year. If, therefore, the landlord 

wished to evict such a tenant, it was imperative that the six months' notice to 

quit expired at the same time as the yearly tenancy.^^ If this was not possible or 

the dates were unknown, landlords and tenants were permitted to set the half- 

year dates to suit their purposes. This was generally done by dividing the year by 

the two feasts of the Annunciation and of Michelmas (25 March to 29 September 

and 29 September to 25 March). The courts were quite strict in this regard so

Yearly tenants held land from year to year without a lease or written agreement.
William Dwyer Ferguson, A Treatise on the Practice o f  the Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, and  

Exchequer o f  P leas in Ireland, in Personal Actions and Ejectments, Vol ii, (Dublin 1842) p. 512
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th a t  notice on 28 March to quit on 29 Septem ber w as not sufficient. While the 

landlord had to be exact in making the notice to quit coincide with the 

com m encem en t of the  tenancy, if the notice w as given to the te n a n t  in person 

and  he read it w ithou t making any objection, the service of such a notice would 

have been sufficient .22 if a landlord w ished to evict a yearly te n an t  w ho was not 

in a r rea rs  and w hose holding was of such a size as to pu t  it beyond the s ta tu to ry  

limitations of the civil bill court, he could bring an e jectm ent on title at a superio r  

court.

If the size of the tenan ts  holding w as within the jurisdiction of the civil bill 

court, then  the  landlord could choose to bring the action a t the  civil bill court or a 

superio r  court. Generally the civil bill court w as chosen. In fact, it was 

advantageous to both the landlord and tenant, mainly because it cost a lot less 

than  a superio r  court action and required  less time. The costs involved in taking 

a civil bill e jec tm ent process w ere  below £2, while proceeding in a superio r  court 

would have cost be tw een  £15 and £ 16 .̂  ̂A nother advantage with the  civil bills 

courts, especially for tenants , w as th a t  the papers  served by civil bills courts 

w ere  m ore intelligible than  those  served by superio r  courts. Many tenan ts  

testified to this in the ir  evidence to the Devon C om m ission .^^

The m anner  in which a te n a n t  could affect the outcom e of an  e jectm ent case 

depended  on w h e th e r  the  process was for non-paym ent, an  action on title, or a 

process after the expiration of six m on ths’ notice. In the  la tte r  tw o cases the re  

was very little the ten an t could do once the landlord had adhered  to all of the

Ibid, p. 529
Devon Commission, Minutes o f Evidence, pt. 2 [616] HC 1845, xix 1, 675
Ibid.
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technical forms, bar perhaps an out of court settlement with the l a n d l o r d . in a 

case for non-payment, however, there was a provision that afforded the tenant 

the opportunity to pay the arrears plus any costs at any time before or during 

court sessions; if this was done the tenant could redeem the holding. In the case 

of the civil bill court tenants were given six months after a judgment against 

them to pay the rent and redeem the holding (this will be discussed later).

Superior Court and Civil Bill Ejectments

Before 1816 all ejectments had to be taken at a superior court. As outlined 

above, the first ejectment act was passed in 1712, allowing a landlord to bring a 

case in ejectment against a tenant provided he could produce a lease containing 

a clause for re-entry; by 1831 further legislation was passed permitting 

landlords to proceed without the necessity of a clause for re-entry, provided a 

year's rent or more was due. Essentially superior court ejectments were swift 

and simple provided the tenant was in arrears and held the land by virtue of a 

written agreement. If, however, a landlord wished to evict a tenant who did not 

have a lease the superior court procedure became a much more complicated 

matter. In such instances the question being tried was not a breach of condition 

contained in a lease (non-payment of rent), but rather the tenant's  title to the 

land.

The action of ejectment on title rested on several legal fictions. This was 

originally devised to escape from the still greater intricacies of real actions, 

which w ere the proper mode of trying questions of title to the freehold of land 

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 22
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[since the tenant did not hold a lease, the law assumed he was a freeholder), 

while ejectment was available only to those who could prove title to the land 

through a written agreement. To commence such an action two fictions were 

introduced. Firstly a fictitious lease by the landlord to an imaginary 'John Doe’ 

(nominal plaintiff], and secondly, an imaginary ouster of John Doe by ‘Richard 

Roe’ (nominal defendant], commonly known as the 'casual ejector'. The action 

was commenced by the party claiming title (the landlord) delivering to the party 

in possession (the tenant) a declaration in which the plaintiff and defendant 

were fictitious persons -  John Doe and Richard Roe. The declaration claimed that 

a lease of the lands in question, for a term of years, had been made by the 

landlord to John Doe who then entered into possession of the land. The 

declaration also claimed that afterwards Richard Roe, the fictitious defendant, 

entered the land and ousted^^ John Doe. Attached to the declaration was a notice 

by Richard Roe, addressed to the tenant in possession, informing him of an 

action brought by John Doe, and that Richard Roe had no title to the land, and 

advising him to appear in court at a certain time to defend his title otherwise, he, 

Richard Roe, would suffer judgment by default, by which the actual tenant would 

be turned out of possession by the sub-sheriff under a writ of habere facias. The 

court case, therefore, stood as follows: John Doe and the landlord seeking 

possession versus Richard Roe and the tenant in possession. John Doe and 

Richard Roe, both being fictitious, were then withdrawn. The tenant in

To oust was to put out o f  possession, to eject, to expel, or to drive out.
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possession was then permitted to defend the case provided he admitted the 

truth of these fictions, and relied only on his title as a d efen ce .^ ^

In simpler terms the two fictitious characters and the imaginary lease were 

invented so that a case in ejectment could be brought. The objective, from the 

landlords point of view, was to obtain a habere facias possessionem, which was a 

writ putting the landlord in possession of the recovered lands. This was done by 

the landlord granting a lease to John Doe, and then having Richard Roe enter the 

land and a ttem pt to take unlawful possession. This then enabled John Doe to take 

a case against Richard Roe, who readily admits to having no title to the land and 

withdraws from proceedings. This left the tenant in possession in a precarious 

situation. If he did nothing he was turned out by virtue of a default judgment 

against Richard Roe, but being an occupying tenant, however, he was permitted 

to appear in court and make a defence. Since, however, the occupying tenant had 

no title to the lands, the landlord was put back into possession.

In 1852 the common law procedure act abolished these fictions and 

simplified the action of ejectment. Thereafter an ejectment for non-payment 

commenced with w rit or summons being directed to the immediate tenant in 

possession regardless of w hether he had a lease or not.^s The procedure as it was 

before 1852 was seriously injurious to the tenant in possession, because he was 

not made aware of the action until he received the declaration, whereas the 

action had actually begun with a fictitious case between John Doe and Richard

John Burke (ed.), Jowlitt's D ictionary o f  English Law, I, A-K (London 1977), p. 1014 
15&  16 Viet., c. 76(1852)
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Roe. The new legislation meant that the tenant was aware of what was 

happening from the time the process was entered.

It was only necessary to invent fictitious characters such as John Doe and 

Richard Roe in cases of ejectment on title where the tenant was holding without 

a lease or written agreement. As we have seen where a leaseholder was in 

arrears he could be evicted under the normal ejectment statutes. However, there 

were times when a landlord brought an ejectment on title to a superior court in 

order to challenge the validity of a lease. This was also the only way a landlord 

could try to evict a rent-paying leaseholder before the expiry of the lease. Such a 

case occurred in Killala, Co. Mayo in 1847. The ejectment was brought by Dean 

Collins of Killala against William Knox. Collins became dean in 1844 and 

assumed the landlordship of lands by right of his deanery. Knox was a tenant on 

these lands. Collins on becoming dean wished to build a house for himself on the 

lands of Ladymore which belonged to the deanery, but which were leased to 

Knox. Collins made a formal demand for possession. Knox resisted the demand 

producing a lease given to him by Dean Gore, the former Dean of Killala. This 

lease was dated 1 March, 1842, and was signed by both Dean Gore and the 

Chapter of Killala. Collins' argument was that the lease was invalid as the Dean 

and Chapter signed it separately, and not when they were assembled together. 

Collins also argued that the land he wanted was in fact glebe land, meaning that 

it was especially designated for use by the deanery, and any lease of it was void. 

The judge at the court of the Queen’s bench found the lease of 1842 to be valid 

and decided that it was not glebe land. Knox, therefore, was not removed. As this
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case proves, the validity of leases was subject to the interpretation of the court, 

and were by no means a certainty.^^

The law also demanded that both the immediate tenant of the landlord, and 

all under-tenants who held from the immediate tenant were served with the 

process, as they were all entitled to take defence. After the judgment the superior 

court issued a habere facias possessionem, which was an order to the sub-sheriff 

to put the landlord back in possession of the holding. In cases for non-payment 

the tenant was given six months after the execution of the habere to pay the 

arrears and redeem the holding. This was similar to civil bill redemption, except 

in the case of a superior court proceeding the tenant did this by filing a case in 

redemption in the court of chancery. If the tenant did not pay the arrears plus 

costs within the six months' period, his tenancy and the tenancies of his under

tenants w ere 'extinguished', meaning that any hope of redemption was lost. 

Redemption, however, was quite an abstract concept, as it very rarely occurred 

in practice. One of the problems with redemption, in theory, was tha t during the 

six months’ period in which the tenan t was permitted to redeem the holding, the 

landlord could not demolish the house or put another tenant into it. A remedy for 

this was found in the ejectment and distress (Ireland) act, 1846,^° whereby the 

landlord, after the execution of the habere, could permit the tenant to remain in 

possession of the holding for another six months. If he paid the ren t he could 

redeem the holding, if not he was put out at the end of six m o n th s .T h i s  should 

not be confused with a caretaker tenancy, in which a landlord allowed a tenant to

Collins V Knox, ICLR, 1847, xii, p. 241 
30 9 & 10 Viet., c. I l l  (1846]

Irish Jurist, 12 May 1849
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occupy a holding indefinitely, bu t for which no con trac t implied or o therw ise  

existed. Caretakers could be rem oved any tim e w ithou t legal sanction.

During the  famine civil bill courts accounted for m ore cases in e jectm ent than  

the four superio r  courts combined. In 1847, for instance, the  court of the Queen's 

bench  accounted for 2,076 actions in ejectment, the  court of com m on pleas 

accounted  for 1,032, and the court of the exchequer for 116. M eanwhile the civil 

bill courts  accounted for 7,942 actions in ejectment. By 1849 the  gap had 

w idened  w ith the  superio r courts accounting for 4,712 actions in ejectment, 

while the civil bill courts accounted for 1 2 ,2 6 7 . ^ 2  d iscussed above, 

proceedings a t civil bill courts w ere  cheaper, m ore  efficient, and m ore intelligible 

than  a t  super io r  courts. The jurisdiction of civil bill courts for cases of ejectment, 

which w as established in 1816, was extended by the  civil bill act of 1851. From 

1816 tenan ts  w hose  annual ren t w as £20 or less could be proceeded  against a t a 

civil bill court; this was increased to £50 in 1851. A ten an t w ho w as in a rrea rs  

w as p roceeded  against for non-paym ent, while a landlord w ho w ished to evict a 

so lvent ten an t  could proceed against him for over-holding after the expiry of six 

m on ths ' notice to quit. Before 1851 only tenan ts  holding by v ir tue  of a lease or 

w r it ten  ag reem en t could be processed  for non-paym ent; the  civil bill act of 1851 

changed this, allowing landlords to proceed against yearly  tenants , holding 

w ithou t w ritten  agreem ents, for non-paym ent. Before 1851, therefore, m ost of 

the tenan ts  w ho w ere  processed for over-holding were, in fact, in arrears ,  bu t 

could not be processed for non-paym ent due to the  absence of a w ritten

A bstrac t Return o f  N um ber o f  E jectm ents in Courts in Ireland, 1847-49, H.C. 1851 (172), 1, 629.
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agreement.33 An exception to this seems to have occurred on the Fitzwilliam 

estate in Co. Wicklow where even after 1851 tenants in arrears w ere served with 

notices to quit. One explanation is that Fitzwilliam wanted to be sure that the 

tenants were put out, so did not w ant them to be able to avail of the option of 

redemption, which accompanied civil bill ejectments for non-payment. However, 

the Fitzwilliam ejectment books reveal that many of these tenants w ere not 

removed. It is likely, therefore, that the notices to quit were used as threats to 

compel the tenants to pay their rent.^'^

A landlord seeking to proceed against a tenant for non-payment had to comply 

with a number of conditions: (1) There had to be a certain amount of rent due 

and the tenant’s a rrears had to amount to one year or more. (2) A landlord- 

tenant relationship had to exist (this was generally proven by a written contract 

or the fact that the tenant had paid rent to the landlord). (3) The lands for which 

recovery was sought had to be all the lands described in the contract for which 

rent was paid. To begin proceedings the tenant was served with a civil bill 

stating the amount of rent and costs due. This essentially was a court summons. 

The process also summoned the tenant to appear in court and show why he had 

not paid the rent. Service of the process was of the upm ost importance as 

improper service constituted a strong defence for the tenant. The process had to 

be served on the tenant personally if possible or left at his house or workplace. If 

it appeared as though the tenant had deserted the holding it was permissible to 

affix the process to the front of the house or to the gate, and to post the process

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 29
Fitzwilliam ejectment books, 1845-60, (NLI, MS 4972).
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'at the usual place for notices in the nearest market town'; this was usually the 

front of the church or c o u r th o u s e .O n  serving the process it was important to 

conduct a thorough search for the tenant before deciding that he had deserted. If 

it came to light that the tenant had not deserted but was absent at the time of 

service due to work, and the process was served as though he had deserted, the 

court would find in favour of the tenant because the process was not served 

properly.3^

A tenant being proceeded against for non-payment had to receive at least 

fifteen days notice from their landlord or agent before the case was t r i e d . H e  

also had ten days within which to pay the rent and have proceedings stopped 

w ithout costs. If the tenant was out of the country it was acceptable to serve the 

summons on his wife or a member of his family provided that they were sixteen 

years or older.^^ If the service was met with violent resistance it was the practice 

to post the summons on the door of the courthouse as well as at the usual place 

for posting notices in the nearest market town.^^ In every case the civil bill 

process had to specify the following: the names of the landlord and the tenant, 

the nature of the tenancy, the location of the premises, the rent the tenant was 

paying, w hether or not the tenant had deserted, the rent due, and w hether or not 

there was sufficient distress upon the land to countervail the a r r e a r s . I t  was 

also necessary for the landlord to include a description of the premises for which 

he sought the ejectment. This description had to be of all the lands the landlord 

14 & 15 Viet., c. 57 (1851)
Lessee o f  E dw ard Connolly v. Casual Ejector. ILR, 1838-39,1, p. 38.

” l 4 &  15 Viet., c. 57 (1851)
M oore v. Casual Ejector, ILR, 1845-46, XIII, p. 3 
Ibid.
25 Geo. II, e. 13; see also 14 & 15 Viet., c. 57 (1851)
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sought to recover. If the tenant was not made aware of the exact lands sought to 

be recovered proceedings were suspended. In the case o f Lessee Robert Ross v. 

the Casual Ejector in 1840 proceedings were suspended until the landlord 

furnished the court with a bill of particulars and a map that clearly outlined the 

boundaries of the holding.'^^

Often the am ount of rent due was the subject of debate. Such a case came 

before the Court of the Exchequer in 1847. The landlord, Davis, claimed that the 

tenant, McMahon, owed a year's rent tha t amounted to £68 14s. 7d. The lands 

consisted of 114 acres and were let subject to a survey at a yearly rent of 11s. 6d. 

an acre. This amounted to £65 11s. per annum which was the sum McMahon 

thought he should have been paying. Davis, however, argued that he had a 

separate survey of the lands done and that the actual area in question amounted 

to 114 acres, 2 roods, and 20 perches, making the yearly rent and tithe charge 

amount to £68 14s. 7d. It was also revealed that previous to the last two years 

McMahon had been in the habit of paying that amount. However, when ejectment 

proceedings w ere brought against him McMahon argued that he should not have 

to pay the higher level of rent and lodged in court the sum of £64 4s. which he 

contended was the amount of rent due after the deduction of a portion of poor 

rate for which he claimed credit. Davis did not 'draw down’ this money or 

continue with ejectment proceedings, but brought a fresh ejectment claiming 

£103 Is. lOd. to account for one and a half years rent up to 25 March 1847. On 27 

September, 1847, McMahon gave Davis £28 13s. lOd. and receipts for poor rate 

with other deductions to which he claimed to be entitled, making the total sum 

Lessee Robert Ross v. Casual Ejector, ILR , 1839-40, II, p. 25
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£32 15s. 6d. McMahon claimed that this was the full amount of the rent due for 

the last half year. Davis refused this because when added to the £64 4s. that 

McMahon had lodged in court it did not make up the £103 Is. lOd. that he was 

demanding. At trial the court decided that Davis should either have drawn down 

the money lodged by McMahon or proceeded with the first ejectment by trying 

to prove that McMahon’s lodgement was insufficient instead of trying to bring a 

fresh ejectment six months later.^^ Though the dispute was originally about the 

level of rent per annum, it was not on that point tha t the court decided in favour 

of McMahon. It was because in a case in ejectment for non-payment the tenant is 

entitled to lodge money with the court in discharge of the rent due. The landlord 

can either draw  down that money or proceed to win the case by proving that the 

sum was insufficient. Therefore, if at any time before the case was determined 

the tenant wanted to pay the rent he could do so, and the amount payable in 

costs would have been 50 per cent less than if a decree had been granted. If the 

amount of money to be paid was disputed, the tenant could lodge the money 

with the clerk of the peace. If, during proceedings, it became clear that no greater 

sum of money was necessary, the case would be dismissed. If the tenant did not 

lodge enough money an ejectment decree would be granted to the la n d l o r d .

This was an order to the sub-sheriff of the county to put the landlord back into 

possession of the land.

If at any time before the sheriff went to execute the ejectment decree, the 

tenant paid the arrears plus costs and an amount to cover the sheriffs fee, the

■*- Davis V. McMahon, ICLR, 1849-50, XI, p. 60 
14 & 15 Viet., c. 57 (1851)
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eviction could be stopped. This, however, was subject to any order from the 

court that issued the decree. Execution of the decree had to take place on a 

weekday between 9am and 3pm and it could not take place on Christmas Day or 

Good Friday. It was also the responsibility of the landlord or his agent to notify 

the local poor law relieving officer at least forty-eight hours before the eviction 

occurred so preparations could be made for the relief of the tenant and his 

family.44 This notice had to be delivered to the relieving officer at his home or 

office; the post office could be used as long as a duplicate copy of the notice was 

left with the postmaster. Any neglect in notifying the relieving officer was 

punishable by a £20 fine payable to poor law g u a r d i a n s .

The amount offeree that could be used during an eviction was strictly 

regulated. Under the 11 & 12 Viet, c. 47 the sub-sheriff and his escort were not 

allowed to unroof the house of an evicted tenant, they merely gave possession of 

the holding to the landlord's bailiffs.'^^ If the house was unroofed it was done by 

the landlord's bailiffs to what had just become the landlord's property.^^ On 

some occasions the sub-sheriff was also supported by the army. For instance an 

application dated 26 July 1839 was made to the Lord Lieutenant by the sub

sheriff of Carlow for a military force of three or four hundred infantry and two 

troops of dragoons to aid the civil powers in protecting him in the execution of 

writs of habere on the lands of Coonogue in Co. Carlow. Between January and July 

1839 eleven such requests were  made to the government for military assistance.

11 & 12 Viet., c. 47 (1848)
Ibid.
Ibid.
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 22
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Altogether during that period over a thousand soldiers w ere deployed to assist 

sub-sheriffs in carrying out evictions.

There is no doubt tha t on some occasions extra security was necessary to 

ensure the safety of the party executing the ejectment decree or habere. On the 7 

September, 1848, the Connaught Telegraph reported an assault on Counselor 

White who, in the company of three bailiffs, had proceeded to the town land of 

Ballyglass in Co. Mayo to execute ejectment decrees obtained by him in the name 

of the late Lord Clanmorris. A group of locals set upon the party and the resulting 

injuries incurred by White were described as 'brutal and shocking’. W h i t e  was 

accompanied by three of Clanmorris’s bailiffs, but no constabulary or soldiers. 

During the nineteenth century it was usually the constabulary who were charged 

with curtailing any resistance to evictions (in exceptional circumstances the 

military were called). Before the establishment of civil powers, however, the 

posse comitatus handled this responsibility. They were an assemblage of able- 

bodied male inhabitants of the county who were summoned by the sheriff of the 

county to defend the county against enemies of the crown, to pursue felons, or in 

the case of evictions, to enforce royal writs. Anyone who ignored the summons 

was liable to be fined or imprisoned. When the police were established the posse 

comitatus fell into disuse, but the power to call on them remained in law until the 

repeal of certain provisions of the sheriffs act in 1887.50

Return o f  a ll Applications made to the Government fo r  any Military! Force to assist the Civil Power 
in the Execution o f  Writs o f  Ejectment in Ireland, HC 1839 (553), xliii, 887 

Connaught Telegraph, 7 September 1848.
John Burke (ed), J ow litt’s D ictionary o f  English Law, vol ii, L-Z, p. 322; see also 50 & 51, Viet., c. 

55 (1887)
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While the amount of rent due was often a point of contention between 

landlords and tenants in ejectment cases for non-payment, the authenticity and 

service of the six months' notice to quit was a common topic of debate in cases 

where landlords wished to evict tenants who were not in arrears. This point 

came to light in a case between John Jack and Joseph McEniry in 1851. On 22 

March 1849 Jack served McEniry with six months' notice to quit. When the case 

came to trial it emerged that Jack had signed the notice but had not filled in the 

details. Instead it was sent along with other blank notices to the office of his 

agent. The agent would then fill in the details of these notices as he required 

them. McEniry's defence argued tha t Jack was not aware of the details being 

entered into the notice and therefore the notice could not be valid, as it was not 

authorized by him. The agent, Thomas Wright, told the court that he often 

received blank notices and that it was common practice on the estate. The court 

agreed that Wright received no instruction from Jack concerning who to serve, 

but decided that the agent had a general authority to use his discretion in the 

management of the estate and this included the service of notices to quit 

whenever he felt they were needed.

After the civil bill act of 1851, landlords could proceed against yearly tenants 

for non-payment. This was the most contentious aspect of the act and was 

debated at length in parliament. Those who opposed it argued that it would 

enable landlords to evict tenants with more ease, while those in favour of it 

stated that it would provide a remedy for the service of notices to quit.^^ o thers

Ibid.
Hansard 3, cxviii, 343 (1851)
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claimed that if landlords' powers to evict were to be increased, then some 

measures should be taken to give tenants more security.^^ It was widely believed 

that the service of the six m onths’ notice to quit was a source of conflict between 

the landlord and the tenant. On receiving notices to quit tenants would 

immediately investigate the possibility of avoiding eviction on the grounds of a 

technical error such as was seen in the case between John Jack and Joseph 

McEniry. The tenant would spend his money trying to resist the landlord instead 

of paying his rent. For instance, in Cork in 1848 Mary Dankert wanted to evict a 

tenan t named Wilson after the expiration of six m onths’ notice to quit. Mary 

Dankert had been married to Paul Dankert but was separated. When the case 

came to trial Wilson’s defence argued that the notice to quit was not valid 

because it had not been signed by Mary Dankert’s husband. However, the court 

heard that the land was leased to Wilson after the separation and that on the 

notice to quit Mary Dankert was careful to include the words 'which you hold 

from me'. Several letters from Wilson were produced that proved he knew he 

held the land from Mary Dankert. It also emerged that in her marriage 

settlement, which did not include the property in question, there was a covenant 

by her husband not to interfere in the management of her property. The court 

decided in favour of Mary Dankert because it was proved that Wilson knew it 

was from her alone that he held the land and that he could not have been misled 

by the notice to quit.^^ This was an example of how tenants would go to great 

lengths to fight an eviction on notice to quit. The civil bills act of 1851 enabled

”  Ibid.,cxvii, n i l  (1851)
Dankert v. Wilson, ICLR, xiii, 1849-50, p. 40
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the landlord to compel the tenant to pay his rent v\/ithout irritating him with six 

months’ notice to quit.

It was not necessary for the landlord to give six months’ notice to quit to 

anyone except his immediate tenant. If the tenant did not give up possession of 

the holding after the notice to quit expired, the sheriff, in executing the habere or 

decree, could also turn out all under-tenants. However, if the landlord consented 

the under-tenants could be permitted to sign an acknowledgement of the 

landlord’s authority, and in such circumstances were allowed to remain on the 

land as caretakers until the landlord wanted them to leave.^^ If, however, the 

under-tenants of evicted tenants or middlemen defied the landlord and 

attempted to stay on the land without the landlord’s authority, they could be put 

out at any time without legal sanction. Such a case occurred in Meelick, Co. Clare, 

in 1848. The lands in question belonged to the Marquis Conyngham and were 

managed by the infamous Marcus Keane of Beach Park. A certain Patrick Hickey 

had been an under-tenant of a middleman who was evicted. Though Hickey had 

been paying rent to the middleman while he was there, he had not paid any rent 

to Conyngham since the middleman’s eviction. Furthermore, due to the 

middleman’s eviction, his own tenancy no longer existed. Hickey, being akin to a 

squatter or trespasser, had no rights to the land and Keane was justified in 

evicting him. Keane explained this in a letter to Under-Secretary T. M. Redington 

who had demanded an explanation for what was happening in Meelick. Sub-

14 & 15 Viet., c. 57 (1851)
Irish Jurist, 21 April 1849. See also 9 & 10 Viet., e. 111 (1846)
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Inspector Donovan, who investigated the MeeHck evictions, concurred with 

Keane on the matter.^^

After a tenancy was ended by six months' notice to quit and the tenant did 

not get out, the landlord could then serve him with a summons requiring him to 

appear in court and explain why he was still in occupation. Unlike the notice to 

quit which had only to be served on the immediate tenant, the summons had to 

be served on all occupying tenants and all those with interests in the land such 

mortgagors and trustees. This aspect of the law was unique to Ireland; in 

England only those in actual possession of the land w ere s e r v e d .T h e  summons 

had to specify the names of the landlord and the tenant, the location and 

description of the holding, the nature of the tenancy, and the amount of rent paid 

annually. It also had to specify the fact that the tenancy had ended, the means by 

which it had been ended, and the fact that the tenant refused to give up the 

holding. As with the summons for non-payment, if the tenant was not at home 

the summons could be served on a family member who was sixteen years or 

older.

If the notice to quit was served properly and the summons was served 

satisfactorily on all occupying tenants and those with an interest in the land, the 

court had little choice but to grant a decree or habere for possession to the 

landlord. After the service of a summons, any or all under-tenants, no matter 

how small their holding, could to take a defence and compel the landlord to

National Archives, Marcus Keane to T. M. Redington, 25 April 1848; Report o f  Sub-Inspector 
Donovan, Outrage Reports, Clare 1848, 5/380, 5/319

William Dwyer Ferguson, A Treatise on the Practice o f  the Q ueen’s Bench, Common Pleas, and 
Exchequer o f  P leas in Ireland, in Personal Actions and Ejectments, Vol ii, p. 556
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prove his title. Tenants taking defence had to provide security for costs so as to 

indemnify the landlord against any legal costs incurred. Sometimes tenants 

attempted to avoid this by taking defence in the name of an under-tenant who 

had moved from the jurisdiction. If this occurred the courts demanded that the 

other tenants who had been served with summonses forward security on his 

behalf before the defence would be h e a r d . I f  several tenants took defence the 

courts ordered that they were consolidated into one procedure so tha t each 

defence would not have to be dealt with separately.^o On some occasions the 

courts permitted under-tenants to remain on the land even after the landlord 

evicted the actual tenant or middleman. Such a case was tried at the court of the 

exchequer in November 1845. The landlord, William Jones, brought an ejectment 

for non-payment against a lease made in 1804. Michael Keogh, an under-tenant 

on the land, claimed no interest under the lease of 1804, but claimed to be 

entitled to half an acre under a lease made before that date. Keogh's attorney 

stated that Keogh was willing to consent to a judgment for Jones, the landlord, 

provided that he was allowed to remain on the land undisturbed. The court 

decided that the eviction could take place but Keogh was not to be disturbed.

It was important for the landlord to be able to prove his title to the land and 

that a landlord-tenant relationship existed. If the tenancy had been created by 

the landlord’s agent it was important that he could prove that he had power of 

attorney. In 1845 Lord Gosford was prevented from evicting a tenan t named 

Robb because in 1818 William Blacker, Lord Gosford’s agent, had granted the

Lessee Stewart v. Bartholomew, ICLR, i, 1838-39, p.377 
Lessee Gregory v. Archer and others, ICLR, i, 1838-39, p. 97 
Jones V Keogh, ICLR, vi, 1845-46, p. 127
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lease to Robb's father without having the power of attorney to do so.^^ 

Interestingly a similar incident occurred on Lord Gosford’s Dungannon estate in 

1869 when the land agent, William Wann, tried to evict Eliza Gartianey from her 

holding in the town-land of Kingsisland. When the case came before the assistant 

barrister the point was raised that the stamp on Wann's power of attorney was 

defective, causing the case to be a d j o u r n e d .

Cottiers. Farm Labourers, and Conacre

Cottier tenants and farm labourers were a separate group altogether to tenant 

farmers. Generally they held a small piece of land or a cabin or both from tenant 

farmers. While legally the tenant farmer was their landlord, it is important to 

make the distinction between this type of landlord and the great landowners 

such as Lord Lucan or Lord Gosford. For instance in the townland of Carrowkeel 

in Co. Mayo, John Ford, a tenant farmer, rented four acres and thirteen perches 

from the landlord, Walter Bourke, for an annual rent of £2. James Ford then 

rented a house, but no land, from John Ford for an annual rent of 4s.. In this case 

Walter Bourke can be described as a landlord, John Ford as a tenant farmer, and 

James Ford as a cottier te n a n t .S im i la r ly  in the townland of Ross, in the Parish 

of Killala in Mayo, John Molloy rented ten acres from Sir Roger Palmer at an 

annual rent of £7 165. William Gardiner, in turn, rented a house and one acre

Lord Gosford v. Robb, ICLR, xi., 1845-46, p. 127
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victoiian Ireland, p. 41
Griffiih 's Primary Valuation, Castlebar Union, p. 127
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from John Molloy for an annual rent of £2 4s. In this case Sir Roger Palmer was 

the landlord, Molloy was a tenant farmer, and Gardiner was a cottier tenant.^^ .

In most cases cottiers were also farm labourers. Labourers were divided into 

two categories. There was the bound labourer and the unbound labourer. The 

unbound labourer worked some of the year on farms, especially during the 

harvest season, but would also have engaged in other work such as road-making 

or rock-breaking. He might also have travelled to Britain as a migrant labourer at 

harvest time. The bound labourer generally worked the whole year round. They 

were known as bound labourers because their labour constituted some if not all 

of their rent. This type of farm labourer can also be divided into three categories. 

Firstly there was the unmarried man who lived with his master and was given a 

small wage for his labour from which rent was deducted, or was given a small 

piece of land on which to grow potatoes. Then there was the married man who 

lived with his family in a cabin which he held along with a small piece of land 

from the tenant farmer. He would pay the rent from the proceeds of the land, but 

would often have to supplement this by doing a certain amount of work for the 

tenant farmer. Finally there was the married man who rented only a cabin from 

the tenant farmer and paid the ren t through his labour or else received a small 

wage from which to pay the rent. The more fortunate of this class might have had 

a small amount of money left after the rent was deducted from their wages. Both 

the married man who held a cabin and land and the married man who held only 

a cabin were known as cottier tenants.

Ibid, K illala U nion , p. 7
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Before 1851 cottier tenants had very little legal status and could be evicted 

without notice at any time the tenant farmer wished. After 1851 this situation 

changed and a tenant farmer who wanted to evict a cottier tenant had to take 

proceedings at a court of petty sessions provided that the cottier’s rent did not 

exceed £1 per month. At the petty sessions the tenant farmer had to prove his 

title to possession of the land and that the tenancy was ended by notice to quit. If 

this was done the tenant farmer was given a w arran t for p o s se s s io n .T h is  

w arrant could not be executed after dark or on a Sunday. In 1856 further 

legislation was enacted stating that a tenant farmer who wanted to evict a cottier 

tenant could only proceed at the petty sessions if the land sought to be recovered 

was not more than half an acre.^'^ If the land was more than half an acre, or the 

rent exceeded £1 per month, the tenant farmer had to take the case to a civil bill 

court.

After 1856 the tenant farmer had to prove tha t there was a written 

agreement between the parties and that the cabin, when let, was inhabitable.

This meant that it was structurally sound and that there was glass in the 

w in d o w s .C o t t i e r  tenants w ere obliged to keep their cabin and land clean and 

in good repair. They were permitted to keep a pigsty and a dunghill provided 

that both w ere removed on the request of the tenant farmer. When this request 

was made it had to be carried out within three  days otherwise the agreement 

would be dissolved and the cottier could be evicted without notice to quit.^^

Thomas De Moleyns, Landlord and Agent's Practical Guide ( 1860), p. 531
1 9 & 2 0  V ict.,c . 65 (1856)

“  Ibid.
De Moleyns, Landlord and Agent's Practical Guide, p. 531
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W hen a cottier 's  tenancy  w as ended by notice to quit the  te n an t  farm er had to 

pay the cottier te n an t  a fair com pensation, recoverable by civil bill, for any  crops 

tha t w ere  grow ing on the land th a t  he had occupied. The te n an t  farm er had also 

to pay com pensa tion  for any benefit th a t  resulted  from m anuring  the  land.^° 

When a ten an t fa rm er w anted  to evict a cottier te n an t  for non-paym en t of ren t 

he proceeded a t a court of pe tty  sessions after forty days’ a rrears . The cottier 

te n an t  then  had fourteen days from the  tim e of being sum m oned  to give up 

possession of the  holding or pay the a rrears . If these  things w ere  no t done w ithin 

fourteen days a w a r ra n t  for possession w as issued.

A cottier 's  m os t com m on defence was th a t  the  holding did no t  constitu te  a 

'cottier tenancy ' or th a t  the te n an t  fa rm er did not keep the holding in good 

repair. The la tte r  issue was resolved by m agis tra tes  viewing the holding and 

deciding w h e th e r  o r  no t the  ten an t fa rm er fulfilled his obligations. With regards 

to the type of tenancy, the law w as clear that, by 1856, a cottier tenancy  existed 

w here  the  holding was no m ore  than  half an acre and the re n t  no m ore than  £1

per m o n th .^2

Some cottiers, especially those w ho held only a cabin from the  ten an t 

farmer, often took  land in conacre. This land was taken  for a period  of eleven 

m onths or a season  for the pu rpose  of growing potatoes. Under the  conacre 

system a land lord-tenan t re la tionship  did not exist- the re  was no con tract tha t 

the courts would recognize. Instead the  system w as based on a verbal ag reem en t 

be tw een  the te n an t  farm er and the m an taking conacre. The m oney  paid for

™1 9 & 2 0  Viet., c. 65 (1856)
Ibid.
De Moleyns, Landlord and Agent's Practical Guide, p. 531
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conacre was not rent, but a sum that allowed the use of a certain piece of land for 

an agreed periodJ^ Generally the agreement would have contained three things: 

the am ount of land being taken in conacre, the time period for which it was taken 

(usually one season or eleven months), and the cost of taking the land for the 

specified periodJ^ The money was usually paid after the crop was harvested. 

However, during the famine period anxious tenant farmers often demanded 

payment before the potatoes were sown. This made it practically impossible for 

cottiers to take conacre and m eant that many had to emigrate during this period. 

Even when payment was made after the harvest, taking land in conacre was 

something of a gamble and could prove ruinous to the cottier if the crop failed 

and he was left with nothing with which to pay the rent. The farmer who gave 

the land in conacre also took a risk as there was no guarantee that he would get 

his money.

According to Donnelly, those who took land in conacre generally paid an 

average of £7 or £8 per acre.^^ Evidence taken at the Devon Commission appears 

to verify Donnelly’s estimates. It is difficult to imagine that a cottier tenant or a 

farm labourer ever possessed that kind of cash. Perhaps the sum was offset 

against labour or some of it was paid for with potatoes. Manured land generally 

fetched a higher price, but even unprepared land went for 35-505. an acre. 

Sometimes little or no rent was charged. In 1835, near Rosscarbery in Co. Cork,

William Dwyer Ferguson and Andrew Vance, The Land Tenure and Improvement o f  Land in 
Ireland, (Dublin 1851) p. 198 

Devon Commission. Minutes o f  Evidence, pt. 2 [616] HC 1845, xix 1, 224 
Donnelly, The Land and the People o f  Nineteenth C en tw y Cork, p. 20
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conacre land was let for free. The only stipulation was that the land should be 

manured, the landlord finding his remuneration in the subsequent corn crop.’̂^

If a conacre tenant found himself unable to pay the farmer from whom he 

held the land due to a deficiency in the crop, he had to surrender that crop to the 

farmer from whom he took conacre. He did this by serving a notice on the farmer 

that stated that he was surrendering the crop. If it was potatoes or oats the 

notice had to be served before or on 1 September, or before or on 1 July where 

the crop consisted of hay or flax.'^’̂ In almost all cases potatoes were grown on 

conacre. After the notice was served the crop became the property of the conacre 

landlord. If the man who took the land in conacre tried to harvest or take away 

the crop after this he was guilty of a malicious injury and would have been open 

to criminal charges.’̂® If he decided not to surrender the crop and did not pay the 

agreed sum after he harvested the land, the farmer from whom he held the 

conacre had no choice but to proceed by ordinary civil bill process.^^During the 

famine some difficulties arose. There was little point in confiscating a failed crop 

of potatoes. In practice both the tenant farmer who let conacre, and the person to 

whom he let it, suffered losses. The tenan t farmer was not paid for the conacre, 

while the person who took the land in conacre lost his potatoes due to the blight. 

In either case the failure of the potatoes directly affected ability to pay rent and 

avoid insolvency. The loss of the conacre rent may have made it difficult for the

Ibid, pp. 19-20
A Bill fo r  the R elie f o f  Conacre Tenants in Ireland, HC 1838 [bill 85], I. 433 

’*9 Geo IV., c. 30 (1828)
Devon Commission, Minutes o f  Evidence, pt. 2 [616] HC 1845, xix 1, 333
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tenant farmer to pay his own rent, while the loss of conacre potatoes would have 

heralded the ruination of small cottier tenants.

All in all the famine had little effect on ejectment laws and very few changes 

were made to those laws either during or immediately after the famine. The 

evicted destitute poor act of 1848 was as limited as it was impotent and reflected 

Lord John Russell's weaknesses as a leader and politician more than any real 

attem pt to avert the Irish crisis. Its provisions, such as they were, w ere of a 

cursory nature and made little attem pt to curb the incidence of eviction in 

Ireland. The 1851 civil bill act, on the other hand, appears to have made it easier 

for landlords to evict tenants by broadening the jurisdiction of the more 

affordable and more efficient civil bill court. Less and less had landlords to 

indulge the archaic idiosyncrasies of the superior courts where convoluted 

procedures and exorbitant costs provided some impediment to evictions. On 

reflection, one of the bitter ironies of the famine eviction crisis was that it 

actually resulted in legislation that expediated the eviction process during and in 

the aftermath of the famine.
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2. Contemporary Perceptions: Evictions in the Press, Art and
Periodical Publications

Famine evictions w ere possessed of a very public profile. Besides the public 

m anner in which evictions were carried out, their prevalence was documented 

through several popular mediums. These included paintings and drawings, 

newspaper articles, cartoons and sketches, and many other periodical 

publications. In 1992 Dr. Michael Shine presented the National Gallery of Ireland 

with a painting entitled 'An Ejected Family*. The work was completed by Erskine 

Nicol in 1853 and depicts three generations of an evicted family huddled 

together underneath an earthen embankment. In the background a bailiff drives 

away cattle that, presumably, belonged to the tenant and his family.

Though not strictly related to the famine period, one of the most famous 

eviction paintings was completed by the esteemed artist, Elizabeth Butler. The 

painting, completed in 1880, was merely entitled Evicted and depicted a young 

woman rummaging through the ruins of her tumbled cabin. Lady Butler’s 

interest in the plight of Irish peasants came from her husband. Major William 

Butler who came from a poor Roman Catholic family in Ireland. The Evicted 

proved to be an unpopular painting in Britain and failed to find a buyer. It was 

while in the company of the Butlers in Australia many years later that Captain 

Arthur Kennedy, a former poor law inspector to the union of Kilrush in Co. Clare, 

spoke of his animosity towards Irish landlords, particularly those he had 

encountered in Kilrush during the famine. Paintings such as these, as well as 

illustrations, sketches, and cartoons, are evidence that evictions w ere at the
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h ea r t  of public consciousness during the  famine and  after. No m edium  conveyed

the inhum anity  and brutality  of evictions as poignantly  as visual art.

On 16 December 1848 the Illustrated London News published a draw ing

entitled: 'The Ejectm ent’. This depicted the  scene of an eviction as it occurred.

The Landlord is conspicuous on his horse  with the  decree for possession in his

hand, while his bailiffs drag  the ten an t and his family from the house and begin

to d ism antle  the roof. Neighbours w atch as tw o m em bers  of the constabulary

ensu re  tha t peaceable possession of the holding is given to the  landlord. The

following caption accom panies the  illustration:

The fearful system of w holesale ejectment, of which we h ea r  daily, and 

which we daily behold, is a m ockery of the e ternal laws of God— a 

flagrant outrage on the principles of nature. Whole districts are  cleared.

Not a roof tree  is to be seen w here  the  happy cottage of the labourer  or 

the snug hom e-stead of the farm er a t no d is tan t day cheered the 

landscape.1

The Illustrated London News published a p le thora  of famine rela ted  images, many

depicting evictions or the consequences of evictions. An image published on 22

Decem ber 1849 depicts an en tire  tow nland  of unroofed cottages and cabins at

Tullig near  Kilrush in Co. Clare. As m any as seven teen  unroofed cabins are  visible

in this illustration.2 The Illustrated London News published an o th e r  vivid image

on 19 January 1850. This time it was a sketch of the  roofless cabin th a t  had

formerly been the hom e of Pat McNamara of Clear near  Ennis. The caption states

tha t the  sketch is typical of the condition of the village.^ O ther publications such

as the  Pictorial Times also published eviction rela ted  images. One such image

' Illu stra ted  London News, 16 Dec. 1848 
^Ibid. 22 Dec., 1849 

Ibid. 19 Jan., 1850
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appeared in the issue of 2 January 1847 and depicted a tenant and his family 

attempting to stop the bailiff from entering their cabin by applying force to the 

door from the inside, surely an exercise in futility.'^

The fate of evicted tenants was also reflected in paintings, drawings, and 

cartoons. An image entitled 'After The Ejectment', published, again, in the 

Illustrated London News depicts an evicted tenant and his family endeavouring to 

exist in a makeshift hut dug into the side of a ditch. The accompanying article 

describes the ejectment decree as a 'warrant... signed for his extinction'.^ Such 

hovels, etched out of the landscape, were commonly known as 'scalps'. A 

description of a 'scalp' appeared in the Illustrated London News on 29 December 

1849 and stated:

Than this scalp, nothing could be more wretched. It was placed in a hole, 

surrounded by pools, and three sides of the scalp were dripping with 

water, which ran in small streams over the floor and out by the entrance.

Yet, wretched as this hole is, the poor inhabitants said they would be 

thankful and content if the landlord would leave them there, and the 

Almighty would spare their lives.^

Another illustration depicted two evicted families who had taken refuge in a hole

under a stone bridge. They consisted of two widows 'one with three children, all

ill of jaundice, and the other with five'.^ The scalp of Brian Connor and his family

was roofed over with sticks and pieces of turf, and according to the Illustrated

^Pictorial Times, 2 Jan., 1847 
 ̂Illustrated London News, 16 Dec., 1848 
 ̂ Ibid., 29 Dec., 1849 

’ Ibid.
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London News, 'it resembled, though not quite so large, one of the ant-hills of the 

African forests’.̂

The slightly more fortunate of the evicted tenants found shelter in structures 

known as 'scalpeens'. A scalpeen was the result of a make shift roof erected on 

the stone walls of a former house. The following description of a scalpeen 

appeared in the Illustrated London News on 15 December 1849:

'A Scalpeen is a hole... It is often erected within the walls when any are 

left standing, of the unroofed houses, and all that is above the surface is 

built out of the old materials. It possesses too some pieces of furniture, 

and scalpeen is altogether superior to the scalp.’̂

One such tenant who found shelter in a scalpeen was Tim Downes of Dunmore in 

the parish of Kellard. A sketch of this scalpeen portrays its inadequacies very 

clearly. The accompanying article describes how Tim Downes and his ancestors 

lived on the spot for over a century, with renewal of the lease in 1845. According 

to the article he owed neither rent arrears nor taxes, yet he was evicted along 

with ten other families from the townland. Each of the houses were levelled 'at 

one fell swoop on the spot'.^o Illustrations and sketches such as those published 

by the Illustrated London News and the Pictorial Times ensured that there was a 

constant sense of public awareness concerning evictions in Ireland, while the 

images themselves w ere designed to rouse public sympathy for Irish tenants.

As historical sources, illustrations and paintings such as those described are of 

immeasurable value to the historian, but like all sources have certain limitations.

 ̂ Ibid., 22 Dec., 1849 
‘̂ Ibid. 15 Dec. 1849 

Ibid.
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They are particularly competent at conveying the fact that there  was a huge 

am ount of contemporary awareness of evictions during the famine. Traveling 

artists such as Erskine Nicol brought an international aspect to the issue of 

evictions. The press, particularly the Illustrated London News ensured the issue 

would be highly politicised. On the other hand, being exclusively a visual art- 

form, they portray only what the artist captures and contain very little 

supplementary information on the theme depicted. They give no indication as to 

frequency of evictions or the scale of the problem. Occasionally the depiction 

itself was inaccurate. Elizabeth Butler's 'Charge of the Scot’s Greys’ at Waterloo is 

thought to be misleading as the formation of the charging cavalry is incorrect, 

even though she was able to borrow a squadron of cavalry for the purpose of 

painting. Paintings do however embed the subject of evictions in the 

consciousness of the viewer.

Nothing focused public consciousness on the subject of evictions as much as 

newspapers did. They were available, affordable and widely read. There were 

also many newspapers in circulation in Ireland with the vast majority being local 

newspapers that focused on issues that concerned individual counties or parts of 

counties. Newspapers also had several methods of delivering news. Some 

newspapers contained cartoons or illustrations; then there w ere the news 

articles themselves, but most importantly, there were the letters to the editor. 

With regard to evictions the letters to the editor were of the upmost importance. 

This facility gave ordinary members of the public a forum to express their 

grievances concerning evictions. They could also draw attention to evictions that 

occurred in their own localities. In an era before the dawn of the electronic
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media high-ranking politicians and clergymen used the press to publish their 

own messages. Lord John Russell and Archbishop John McHale of Tuam were 

two of many who utilised the press’s far-reaching command of the public’s 

consciousness.

Established in 1828, the Connacht Telegraph is Ireland’s oldest regional 

newspaper in continuous circulation. Despite his aristocratic background the 

founder of the newspaper. Lord Edward Cavendish and the Connacht Telegraph 

championed the call of land reform and rallied against absentee landlordism. The 

Connacht Telegraph's position as an nationalist, anti-landlord newspaper was 

copper-fastened in 1879 when James Daly, a prominent land leaguer and 

advocate of tenant rights, became sole owner and editor of the newspaper.^i 

With regard to famine evictions the Connacht Telegraph frequently published 

articles condemning evictions as well as lists of evicted tenants and other items 

designed to create an awareness of evictions in the county. Throughout the 

famine years and their aftermath most of the articles relating to evictions were 

to be found in the letters to the editor. Such letters were often accompanied by 

long lists of evicted tenants in which the tenant's name and his former address 

were listed. Certain landlords became the subject of severe criticism. Lord Lucan 

for instance was the subject of some very critical articles concerning the 

management of his estate and his clearance policies. Two letters addressed to 

the editor of the Connacht Telegraph in June 1848 listed the eviction of some 170 

families from the Lucan estate.^^ Even in 1880 the newspaper, then under the

" In February 1876 together with Alfred O'Hea, James Daly purchased the M ayo Telegraph, renamed 
the Connaught Telegraph in 1878, and became sole owner in 1879 on O'Hea's death.

Connaught Telegraph, 21 June 1848
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stewardship of James Daly, published an article containing an interview^ w^ith a 

man who was employed by Lord Lucan to level homes of evicted tenants during 

the famine.13 Both the Carlow Sentinel and the Kilkenny Journal published several 

articles relating to the Coonogue evictions of 1839. In February 1832 the Carlow 

Sentinel published a detailed list of tenants who had been evicted in the county 

throughout the previous year.^'’̂ Generally, in counties where evictions were 

numerous, so too were articles in local newspapers relating to them.

While there is no doubt that local newspapers reflected the grievances of 

tenant farmers and rural communities, the national press took a more political 

view of evictions. On 26 August 1850 the The Times published an article 

describing the eviction of nine families from Lord Portarlington's estate in 

Queen’s County as being 'for the general benefit of the community’.^̂  In this 

article the correspondent objected to tenants who, aware that they were about to 

be evicted, harvested and carried away their crops. The article goes on to 

describe this behaviour as 'mischievous'.^^ The article also revealed tha t the 

tenants who were evicted owed between three and seven years rent. It is almost 

impossible to imagine a present day landlord allowing seven years of unpaid 

rent to accumulate before evicting a tenant. The argument for evicting 

Portarlington's tenants is quite compelling. Even if these tenants offered to pay 

their arrears after a seven-year period of non-payment, they would be effectively 

benefiting from a medium term interest free loan at the expense of Lord 

Portarlington.

‘M bid.,21 August 1880 
Carlow Sentinel, 25 Feb. 1832 
The Times, 25 Aug. 1850 
Ibid.
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The Times, however, was quite impartial in its outlook on evictions in Ireland. 

While articles such as tha t relating to evictions on the Portarlington estate 

appeared to support landlords and endorse the rights of property, other articles 

were equally vigorous in attacking the establishment. The Times published two 

letters by Archbishop McHale of Tuam in which he both defended the Roman 

Catholic clergy who were accused by some members of parliament of inciting 

unrest and violence among the tenantry, and attacked Irish landlords over their 

neglect of moral duties. The first letter published on 20 December 1847 was 

addressed to the Prime Minister, Lord John Russell, and scathingly attacked 

members of both houses over allegations of criminality against members of the 

Roman Catholic clergy in Ireland. McHale w ent on to suggest tha t it was the 

landlords with the support of the government who were engaging in criminal 

activity. McHale referred to evictions as ‘cruel and heart rending’ and as 

'deplorable and reprobated crimes that disgraced the country’.^̂

In a second letter published on 13 May 1850 Archbishop McHale venomously 

attacked the Irish landlords stating:

'No, their vices, their evictions, their wasting of lands, their tumbling of 

cottages, and their casting of their inmates on dunghills, when unable to 

walk on from disease or decrepitude; these and several similar atrocities 

-  some in legal and more in illegal form -  are not the genuine, inbred 

offspring of that class as if they loved to riot in gratuitous cruelty. No 

they are more the production of a vicier’s and partial system of 

legislation, that made them spoilt children from the cradle, impressing

The Times, 20 Dec. 1847
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them with the conviction that their property v̂ âs an aggregate of rights 

without any correlative duties; and that therefore, their cruellest freaks 

in the demolition of houses and clearance of land were only the liberties 

one might take with "his own" without any social or moral 

rsponsibility'.^s

The Times also received many other letters referring to the subject of 

evictions. On 7 April 1849 a letter was published, which had been originally 

addressed to the Cork Examiner, relating to the eviction of thirty five families and 

the levelling of their houses in Callynafercey, Co. Cork.^^ On 7 May 1849 the 

Times published another letter detailing the eviction of a large number of tenants 

from lands leased by Trinity College to Messrs. Pope and Rice in Co. Kerry. The 

article states that ‘a very many cottages were unroofed'.^o Unfortunately the 

constabulary’s quarterly returns for this period are not available to verify these 

evictions. While The Times' stance on evictions appears quite impartial, one thing 

is clear, it served to generate awareness and understanding of famine evictions 

in Ireland. Between 1 January 1846 and 31 December 1854,173 articles relating 

to evictions in Ireland appeared on the pages of The Times. The fact that such a 

widely read and respected newspaper carried so many articles relating to 

evictions reveals how current and popular a topic they were. A measure of how 

highly politicised the issue was can be found in the fact that a great deal of these 

articles appeared in the government and parliamentary pages, while many more 

consisted of letters to the editor.

‘®Ibid„ 13 May 1850 
Ibid., 7 April, 1849 
Ibid., 7 May, 1849
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If The Times can be described as objective and impartial, then the Freeman’s 

Journal can only be described as its antithesis. Founded in 1763 it was the oldest 

nationalist newspaper in Ireland. Though not as radical as the Nation or the 

United Irishman, the Freeman’s Journal identified with the causes of personalities 

such as Henry Grattan, Henry Flood, Charles Stewart Parnell, and the Irish 

Parliamentary Party. The newspaper was popular among the peasant class, often 

being read aloud to groups by priests or teachers. Throughout the famine, and 

much of the nineteenth century, no other publication could match the Freeman’s 

Journal in its efforts to highlight landlord abuses and evictions in particular. It 

followed and reported on the Gerrard case in meticulous d e ta i l .W ith  regard to 

this case the main point being made by the newspaper was that laws that 

enabled Mr. and Mrs. Gerrard to evict 270 people22 in the dead of winter, without 

concern for their shelter or survival, were immoral and ruinous, reflecting 

shamefully upon the administration. Concerning the Gerrard clearance, the 

Freeman’s Journal stated that ‘the circumstances attending this clearance outrage 

all human sympathies; but the law sanctions the inhumanity -  nay, almost 

enjoins it -  so greatly does the law facilitate its c o m m i s s i o n ’.^s On 6 April 1846, 

the Freeman’s Journal published an article in which it was stated that 1,500,000 

to 2,000,000 persons were 'turned adrift on the world’ between 1829 and 1839. 

The article does, however, go on state that there was no evidence, documentary 

or otherwise, to prove this statement. This does provide an example of the 

Freeman’s Journal’s tendency to exaggerate the facts or, at best, manipulate

Freeman's Journal, 6 April 1846 
22National Archives, RP 1 8 5 3 /1 0 6 5 5

Ibid.
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sources to suit its own purpose. The same edition published lists of ejectment 

cases entered and ejectmets served in each county in Ireland between 1839 and 

1843. The article states that in the years 1839-43, 25,839 cases in ejectment 

were entered, while 80,000 persons (heads of families) were served. These 

figures are judicial returns and not a m atter of debate.^^ The Freeman's Journal, 

however, wrongly implied that every ejectment served constituted the eviction 

of an entire family. If one is to assume that families averaged five persons then 

the Freeman's Journal claimed that 400,000 people evicted between 1839 and 

1843.25 The limitations of their calculations and estimations will be discussed in 

a later chapter, but suffice to say that it was in the political interest of the 

Freeman's Journal to publish preposterously high eviction figures. Like the 

Freeman's Journal, the Nation was a strongly nationalist newspaper and pursued 

the issue of evictions vigorously. Such was its coverage of evictions that James 

Donnelly when writing ‘Mass Evictions during the Great Famine; The Clearances 

Revisited', published in Cathal Poirteir’s The Great Irish Famine, cited it as a 

source twenty-eight times out of a total of sixty-one citations.

Regional English newspapers also addressed the subject of evictions. On 21 

March 1846, the Northern Star and National Traders Journal published an article 

relating to the trial and subsequent hanging of Bryan Seery on 13 February, 

1846. Seery was charged with the attempted assassination of Sir Francis 

Hopkins, a landlord and resident of Co. Westmeath. Seery, a member of a local

Returns o f  the number o f  cases o f  ejectment entered fo r  trial, and o f  the number actually tried at 
quarter sessions before the assistant barristers o f  the several counties in Ireland, 1838-42, H.C. 1843 
(320), 1, 227

Ibid.
Donnelly, ‘Mass Eviction and the Great Famine; The Clearances Revisited’, in Cathal Poirteir (ed.), 

The Great Irish Famine, pp. 155-73
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group of Ribbonmen, was chosen to carry out the assassination of Hopkins who 

had carried out several evictions in the locality including the eviction of Seery 

himself.27 The trial itself was intriguing, generating a great deal of anger and 

frustration. Sir Francis Hopkins claimed that Seery was the would-be assassin, 

though the evidence was tenuous. Even on the scaffold Seery proclaimed his 

innocence. There were many concerns about Seery’s conviction. He was a man of 

impeccable reputation and after the jury failed to reach a verdict at the first trial 

for attempted murder, another jury was empanelled the very next day to hear 

widely contradictory evidence, during which, it was said, Hopkins changed his 

story regarding significant facts in the case.^s

The conviction of Bryan Seery also commanded the attention of the houses of 

parliament. The Marquess of Westmeath supported the execution, claiming that 

Seery was a member of a ribbon society and responsible for the assassination 

attempt. He also attacked the Roman Catholic clergy of Ireland for attempting to 

influence public opinion on the m atter from the pulpit. He contended that given 

the level of lawlessness in Ireland, the conviction and trial was not 'harsh and 

unusual'. In a somewhat remarkable assertion the Marquees of Westmeath 

suggested that almost all Irish men between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five 

were members of ribbon societies. The Earl of St. Germans defended both the 

Irish clergy and young men, but stated that the Crown had taken the appropriate 

action with regard to Seery.^^

The Northern Star and National Traders Journal, 21 Mar., 1846 
Ibid.

' ‘’ H ansard 3 (1846), Ixxxiv. 1-3
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It was not unusual for a person charged with attempted m urder to be 

executed in 19'*’ century Ireland. Between 1835 and 1899 there w ere sixteen 

hangings for attem pted m urder or conspiracy to murder.^o In terms of landlord- 

tenant relations, however, the case of Bryan Seery is a relevant one, and it is 

significant that a case that caused such consternation amongst politicians, the 

press, the clergy, and the ordinary public had its roots in the eviction of tenants.

Evictions on the Gerrard estate in Galway in 1846 resulted in a great deal of 

regional press activity in England. Lloyd's Weekly London Newspaper described 

Gerrard's actions as an ‘outrageous disregard of the common dictates of 

humanity, almost inconceivable, raised to the ground an entire village consisting 

of sixty-one houses, and containing more than 270 souls'.^ i The article concludes 

by stating that 'nearly 300 occupiers of holdings were turned out sans remorse, 

to perish from starvation, or to prolong existence by crime'. 2̂ The Bristol 

Mercury, in an article entitled ‘Wholesale Eviction of Tenants' stated tha t up to 

1,000 families had been evicted from the Gerrard estate ‘from time to time'.^^

The article also suggests tha t the reason for the eviction was the Gerrards' 

‘uncontrollable fancy for converting tenanted lands into pasture'.^^

While American newspapers dedicated a great many pages to coverage of the 

famine and related issues, they carried very few articles concerning the subject 

of evictions. Most of the articles were quite general, explaining the state of 

Ireland during the famine, and discussing relief measures taken by the

Report o f  the capital punishment commission, with minutes o f  evidence and appendices, [3590], H.C. 
1866, xxi, 664-5 

Lloyd’s Weekly London Newspaper, 5 Apr. 1846 
Ibid.
Bristol Mercury, 25 Mar. 1846 
Ibid.
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government. It is also clear from many articles in American newspapers that 

public opinion was very sympathetic towards the Irish and their plight, and that 

monetary and other contributions were great as a consequence. An article in the 

Vermont Chronicle illustrated just how prolific and widespread the sympathy for 

Irish famine victims was. The article states that crowded meetings w ere held in 

New York, Boston, and Philidelphia in an effort to raise funds for relief. These 

meetings appear to have assumed a significantly high profile. The New York 

meeting was addressed by Rev. Johnathon Mayhew Wainwright, who was 

appointed bishop of New York in 1852, and Rev. John Greenleaf Adams. Other 

speakers included the New York attorney, George Griffin, assistant postmaster, 

Barnabas Bates, and Charles King of the New York state assembly. In both 

Philadelphia and Boston the meetings were chaired by the respective mayors. 

Contributions, it appears, mirrored enthusiasm. A donation of $500 and another 

of 1,000 bushels of corn were received in New York, while in Boston the mayor’s 

office donated a further $500 d o l l a r s .

Unlike Irish or English newspapers, articles relating to the famine in 

American newspapers contained little in the way of a political agenda. The 

American press made little effort to place any blame at the doorstep of the 

British Government. A letter published in the Californian on 15 December, 1847, 

suggests that the American public placed a certain amount of trus t in the British 

Government. The letter was written by George Bancroft, American minister 

plenipotentiary to London, and addressed to Prime Minister Russell. The content 

of the letter described how a meeting in New Orleans, chaired by the governor of

Vermont Chronicle, 24 Feb. 1847
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Louisiana, resulted in the voluntary contribution of $15,000 for famine relief in 

Ireland. The money was then sent to Lord John Russell, as head of the 

government, to be disposed of as best he sav^ fit for Irish needs. This suggests 

that the American public supported the British in their endeavours to alleviate 

distress in Ireland. Russell’s prom pt and gracious reply to Bancroft suggests that 

there may have been a concerted effort to paint the government’s actions in 

Ireland during the famine in a positive light. In his reply Russell stated: 'With 

reference to the latter part of your letter, allow me to add that the earnest and 

universal sympathy of the people of the United States with our distressed 

countrymen in Ireland is most gratifying to the people of Great Britain and 

Ireland, and that her Majesty, the Queen, has seen with the highest satisfaction 

the manifestations of generosity and charity of a nation sprung from the same 

origins as ourselves’.^̂  Had the issue of evictions been more present in the 

American press, would the collective contribution of the American public for 

Irish relief have been channelled through the British Government? Perhaps it is 

more likely that a more direct approach would have been taken.

Irish-American patriotism, to which we became accustomed to in the latter 

half of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, was 

born out of famine emigration. It was this aggrieved Irish element within 

American society that helped politicise many Irish issues and highlighted Anglo- 

Irish problems. Before Irish immigrants influenced American society’s 

perception of the famine, Americans appear to have subscribed to the idea that 

the famine was a providential act of God and beyond the control of secular

Californian, 15 Dec. 1847
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pov^ers. A poem entitled 'The Irish Famine' was published by the Vermont 

Watchman and State Journal on 13 May 1847. It was written by Alaric A. Watts, 

clearly not an Irish American. The basic theme of the poem is the coming of the 

Irish famine and the suffering that occurred as a result. The poem is peppered 

with biblical references and imagery throughout. Watts refers to the famine as 'a 

curse’ that 'went forth across the land’ He also likens the famine to the biblical 

plagues of I s r a e l . I f  this was the philosophy behind mainstream American 

public opinion in relation to the famine, then it is not surprising that evictions 

did not become an issue as that would have caused the British Government to be 

called to task over their involvement in the famine and their handling of the 

crisis. Addressing the issue of evictions would also have called the idea of 

providence into question. While the potato blight may have been construed as an 

act of God, perhaps the government were in a position to limit or regulate 

evictions.

Other popular publications that addressed the subject of evictions included 

journals and periodical publications. While they were not as widely read or as 

popular as newspapers they did represent the views of a more scholarly or 

academic class. On the whole they approached the subject in an objective 

fashion. With regard to evictions the Mirror o f Literature, Amusement, and 

Instruction lay the blame firmly at the feet of Irish landlords, accusing them of

'viewing with indifference the distress around them  while the English are

doing their utmost to succour their distressed and hapless brethren’.^̂  Irish

Vermont Watchman an d  S ta te  Journal, 13 M ay 1847
Percy B. St. John, ‘The E vils and Benefits o f  the Irish Fam ine’, The M irro r o f  L iterature, Am usem ent 

an d  Instruction, 49:9 (April 1847), p. 235
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cottiers and tenant farmers, however, were not to escape without blame. 

According to this publication, one of the great benefits of the famine was 

perm anent removal of the potato as the sole diet of the Irish peasant. Though 

one could argue that the potato lost its prominence due to the increasing prices 

of cash crops such as wheat, oats, and barley after the famine. The publication 

maintained tha t sole reliance on the potato 'produced the most injurious effects 

on his character'. Laziness, it seems, was the net consequence of growing 

potatoes -  T h ree  months labour out of twelve was sufficient to raise the scanty 

supply of potatoes on which to depend for sustenance. For nine months the Irish 

cottier lounged about in idleness, what was the use in exertion; he saw no 

prospect for ameliorating his condition, and contented himself with saying, "My 

father lived so before m e”. Now, however, he must look around him, and work, 

for he can no longer depend on the potato'.^^

The Economist^^ followed events in Ireland during the famine with interest, 

frequently addressing the subject of evictions. It followed in detail the Evicted 

Destitute Poor (Ireland) Bill during its passage through parliament, highlighting 

amendments such as the notice to be given to the relieving officer of an 

impending eviction, which was a m atter of heated debate.'^^ Throughout the 

famine it consistently called the government to task on the subject of evictions. 

On 11 April 1846 The Economist published a lengthy article on the Gerrard 

evictions in Galway. While the article did contend that the evictions, though

”  Ibid., p. 236
The Economist is an English-language weekly news and international affairs publication owned by 

The Economist Newspaper Ltd. and edited in an office in the City o f  Westminster, London. Continuous 
publication began under founder James Wilson in September 1843

The Economist, 24 June 1848
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extremely harsh and injurious, were legal, it also challenged these laws and the 

government who enforced them, stating in reference to the Gerard evictions: 

‘But, as their conduct is according to law, and is, a t the same time, the source of 

much misery, the conclusion is irresistible tha t the law is e r r o n e o u s ’. 2̂ The 

Economist w ent  even further in its defence of the Irish peasantry stating that it 

was because evictions were given the full sanction of the law that the peasantry 

resorted to outrages and assassinations in an effort to counteract the effects of 

the law. in an article published on 31 July 1847, it was suggested that landlords 

who evicted pauper tenants were contributing to the social problems of the 

country by increasing the burden of the poor laws. The same article also stressed 

that although the amalgamation of small farms and the removal of insolvent 

pauper tenants were economic necessities, it should not be done by 'constrained 

amalgamation, encouraged or enforced by legislation, and attended by the 

ejectment of numerous families’.'̂  ̂ In general The Economist approached the 

subject of evictions in a balanced fashion, addressing the economic need for 

restructuring of estates, but also the governments responsibility for ensuring 

that this was done in a m anner that was, if not socially acceptable, then at least 

as non-injurious as possible to tenants.

Newspapers, periodicals, journals, paintings, and sketches all contributed to 

highlighting evictions as an issue, both political and social. The vast majority 

portrayed them in a negative light, furnishing the blame on Irish landlords or the 

government, or both. As James Donnelly has highlighted, the Irish local press, in 

particular, led the voices of opposition to clearances and evictions, persistently

''^Ibid., 11 April 1846 
Ibid., 31 July 1847
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linking mass evictions to mass death during the famine.'* '̂  ̂The Limerick and Clare 

Examiner protested vehemently against evictions in Kilrush in 1848, while Lord 

Lucan's clearances met staunch opposition in form of the Connaught Telegraph 

and the Galway Vindicator. Wholesale evictions in the north of Tipperary caused 

the Tipperary Vindicator to state despairingly of the clearance system that 'more 

lives have been sacrificed to its blind fury than have fallen in all the wars that 

reddened the fields o f  I r e l a n d ' . ^ s  Paintings, sketches, cartoons, and images 

depicting famine evictions did so in a m anner designed to generate sympathy for 

Irish tenants and anger towards Irish landlords and the British Government. 

Even more academic publications such as The Economist took issue with the 

manner in which the necessary restructuring of the land and the accompanying 

removal of tenants were carried out. To conclude there can be little doubt that 

the press and the visual arts were instrumental in creating public awareness of 

evictions and focusing public opinion against the government and landlords. 

Furthermore it is hard to resist the notion that the press contributed to the 

governments haste in passing the Evicted Destitute Poor (Ireland) Bill in 1848, 

limited as it was.

D onnelly, ‘M ass E viction and the Great Famine: The Clearances R evisited’, in Cathal Poirteir (ed.), 
The G reat Irish Fam ine, p. 164 

Ibid., p. 165
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3. Evictions Before the Famine

Although this thesis is dedicated to the study of famine evictions, it is necessary, 

in order to place famine evictions in context, to explore the subject of evictions 

before the famine. Evictions did occur before the famine. Several sources confirm 

this. Using national and local contemporary nev^^spapers, Timothy O’Neill has 

documented evictions and clearances on several estates including the Beresford 

estate, lands belonging to the Lord Bishop of Kilmore, the Stratford estate in Co. 

Wicklow, the estate of the Erasmus Smyth School in Co. Dow^n, the estate of the 

Marquis of Westmeath and the Vesey estate in Co. Mayo. Roy Foster suggests 

that evictions began to increase after 1813 due to a fall in grain prices towards 

the end of the Napoleonic wars. He also states that the famine did not instigate 

the process of population decline and that the growth rate had been slackening 

since 1821. Foster attributes this slackening in population to increased 

emigration and falling marriage rates even before the famine. Though it is 

probable that evictions did increase as a consequence of the economic downturn 

that followed the end of the Napoleonic wars, there is little evidence to support 

this assertion. Besides judicial statistics that are available for the years 1838-42, 

there is precious little information on pre-famine eviction numbers. If Foster’s 

argument is tha t eviction numbers increased on a yearly basis from 1813, it is 

difficult to reconcile this theory with the fact that there was no year on year 

increase in evictions in the years 1838-42. What we do know, and what this 

chapter intends to convey, is that evictions did occur before the famine, but with
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less frequency. It will also be suggested tha t clearances were rare before the 

famine and that most cases of eviction occurred because of non-payment of rent.

There were, of course, some exceptional cases w here clearances did occur, 

and w here solvent tenants were evicted. In an article in Carloviana, William Ellis 

discusses the Coonogue evictions that occurred in Co. Carlow in August, 1839.  ̂

The article is heavily reliant on a newspaper report of 12 August 1839 that may 

be prone to certain am ount of exaggeration. According to the report a large force 

of police and soldiers evicted forty-one tenants. The report also estimated that 

up to 1,000 men -  police and soldiers -  were involved. The official estimate, 

however, was about 700 men in total.^ The reason for this show of force was that 

a previous a ttem pt to evict the same tenants was thwarted when a smaller 

number of constabulary were outnumbered by local men and forced to abandon 

the evictions. Such a large demonstration of force on the second occasion was 

probably designed to reassert the authority of the law and discourage any future 

demonstrations by tenants, as well as address the evictions at hand. According to 

the Kilkenny Journal, such a show of military force had not been seen in Carlow 

since 1798.^

It appears the evictions took place after the expiration and non-renewal of a 

lease of one of Lord Courtown’s middlemen. Like often happened after the 

expiration of a middleman’s lease, Lord Courtown became immediate landlord 

again and realized he had to evict a lot of small-holders whose holdings were not 

economically viable. According to the Kilkenny Journal of 14 August 1839, 'not a

' William Ellis, ‘Coonogue Evictions’, Carloviana, no. 43 (1995-96), p. 15
 ̂Return o f  Applications to Government fo r  M ilitary fo rce  to assist C ivil po w er in execution o f  Writs o f  

Ejectment in Ireland, H.C. (553), xliii, 887 
 ̂Kilkenny Journal, 14 Aug. 1839
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shilhng rent was due'.'^ Forty-one famiHes, in total, were evicted. The Dublin 

Evening Post claimed that ‘they were good farmers and improving tenants’.̂  The 

Coonogue clearance was not the only pre-famine clearance to occur in Carlow.

On 25 February 1832 the Carlow Sentinel published a list of people who had been 

evicted since the beginning of that year. The total amounted to 463 people.^ Ten 

tenants were evicted from the townland of Marley in the barony of St. Mullins, Co 

Carlow, in 1844. According to John Joyce, these ten families were evicted because 

they failed to vote for their landlord’s candidate in the election of 1841.'^ Two of 

the tenants who were evicted from Marley were interviewed by the Devon 

Commission and explained that they were in no doubt but that their eviction was 

directly related to the manner in which they voted in 1841. Charles Doyne, 

however, who was the land-agent on the estate stated that the evictions had 

noting to do with the election, but occurred because the tenants in question were 

'wasteful and sold turf illegally'.^

In a bid to abolish the rundale system that prevailed on his Mullaghmore 

estate in 1842, Lord Palmerston resolved to remove some tenants in order to 

square the land into viable and sustainable holdings.^ In 1837 Palmerston 

removed ‘pauper’ tenants from his Ahlamish estate. The opportunity to do so 

arose when leases for the life of William IV expired, meaning tha t the immediate 

tenants or middlemen to whom the leases had belonged could be removed as

“ Ibid.
 ̂Dublin Evening Post, 12 Aug. 1839 
 ̂ Carlow Sentinel, 25 Feb. 1832 
John Joyce, 'The county Carlow elections o f  1841 and the Marley evictions',

Carloviana: [Journal o f  the O ld Carlow Society’] ,  47 (1999), pp. 86-91 
* Devon Commission, Minutes o f  Evidence, pt. 2 [616] HC 1845, xx, 121 
® Desmond Norton, Landlords, Tenants, Famine (Dublin 2006), p. 35
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u^ell as as many under-tenants as Palmerston deemed necessary.^'’ Several of the 

Marquess of W estmeath’s tenants in Roscommon were processed in the sum m er 

of 1844 because of arrears. Ejectments occurred on the Stratford estate in 

Limerick in 1841. James Bridgeman of Robertstown, on the Stratford estate, was 

evicted in 1842 for not co-operating in the re-organisation of the estate. Domnick 

Moran of Drumloghra on the Domville estate in Co. Mayo was evicted in 1844.

His annual rent was £2 2s. 2d. By 1 November 1843 he owed £8 8s. 8d. He did 

pay one year's ren t in October 1844, but that seems to have been too little too 

late, as he was evicted shortly after. Martin Staunton of Collarboy on the same 

estate was also evicted in 1844. His ren t had been £3 8s. per year. On 1 

November 1843 he owed £10 4s. He, in similar fashion to Domnick Moran, paid 

some of the a rrear in 1844, but the sum of £2 10s. was not deemed sufficient to 

stop the eviction.ii

While a lot of w hat we know of pre-famine evictions has come from 

newspapers, there are other sources of evidence. Before 1849 the constabulary 

did not record evictions. Parliamentary papers containing judicial statistics on 

evictions are also scarce for the pre-famine period, as evictions only became a 

political issue during the famine. An exception to this, however, is the report of 

the Devon Commission in 1845. Pre-famine evictions were often alluded to in 

evidence to the commission. One such example was evidence given by Pierce 

Crosbie, a tenant of Trinity College and proprietor in his own right, who owned 

over 2,000 acres in Co. Kerry. In evidence to the commission in 1845, he 

explained how on the expiration of one of his own middlemen’s leases, he 

Ibid, p. 41
" Rental o f  the Dom ville estate in Co. Mayo, 1844 (NLl, Domville papers, MS 11816)
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succeeded in bringing an ejectment against the title. Normally an ejectment 

would not be necessary at the expiration of a lease; the lands would usually 

revert back to the landlord unless the lease was renewed. One can only assume 

in this instance that there was a disagreement over the expiration and the case 

went to court. The ejectment effectively took possession of the land from the 

middleman and some one hundred and fifty occupying tenants. Crosbie then set 

about restructuring the land and dividing it into farms of about ten or fifteen 

acres, which he returned to as many tenants as he could. Naturally some of his 

former under-tenants got nothing. When asked how he made the selection of 

tenants who were to remain, he stated that many of them left after the ejectment 

was brought. Of those who did not leave, the poorest were given small lots on the 

mountain until they had accumulated the means to emigrate or find somewhere 

else, while the more industrious w ere given the newly squared farms. Of the 150 

tenants who had held land under Crosbie's middleman, only forty, including the 

poor who were sent to the mountain, w ere left after the execution of the 

habere. As the mountain was only intended as a temporary dwelling-place, it is 

likely that more than 110 tenants were evicted, or forced to leave under threat of 

eviction, from the Crosbie property. The eviction of so many families must have 

must have had disastrous social consequences, but one hundred and fifty 

families living on lands capable of sustaining only forty families must have been 

equally catastrophic.

The argument on behalf of landlords such as Crosbie was that the tenants 

were the architects of their own downfall. The main reason why farms such as

Devon Commission, Minutes o f  Evidence, pt. 2 [616], HC 1845, xx, 837.
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the one referred to, which was capable of sustaining about forty tenants, was 

occupied by almost three times tha t num ber was because of the tenants’ policy of 

sub-division; a policy practiced and encouraged by some middlemen for their 

own financial gain. Middlemen holding long leases could not be put off the land 

until the lease expired or if they defaulted on their rent. In practice this m eant 

that they were free to sub-divide the land without interference from the 

landlord. Even w here covenants, prohibiting sub-division, existed, they were 

difficult to enforce. Crosbie stated to the Devon Commission that there w ere 

clauses in his leases prohibiting sub-division, but that he found them impossible 

to enforce. When asked why he stated tha t '1 can only do it by turning out the 

tenant, which is not very p l e a s a n t ’ . gut out they were turned. Between 1843 

and 1851 the population on the Crosbie estate fell from 1,780 to 9 4 3 . Although 

it is not possible to gauge how many of these were victims of eviction, Crosbie’s 

willingness to use evictions as a means of regulating the population of his lands 

indicates that it was probably quite a high proportion.

While Pierce Crosbie’s program of estate re-structuring m eant tha t evictions 

were necessary, this was not always the case in the pre-famine Ireland. William 

Talbot Crosbie, a brother of Pierce Crosbie’s, faced the same situation when he 

succeeded to four thousand acres in the barony of Clanmaurice in Co. Kerry. The 

estate had been under the court of chancery during his minority and w hen 

Crosbie came of age and succeeded to the land he was faced by a multitude of 

poor tenants similar to those his brother faced at the expiration of his

I b i d .

Census o f  Ireland 1851: Part 1, Area, Population, and Number o f  Houses, by Townlands and 
Electoral Divisions, Co. o f  Kerry, [1542] H .  C. 1852, xcii, 453
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middleman’s lease.^^ William Talbot Crosbie, however, managed to reorganize 

his estate and provide the tenants each with a farm of between twenty and forty 

acres without turning out a single tenant. The advantage he had over his brother 

was that he had more land at his disposal. Having divided the land in this 

manner, he had the tenants build houses for which they received a rent 

allowance. He also provided instructions in agriculture to enable the tenants to 

farm more efficiently and made improvements amounting to £1,385 between 

1843 and 1845.1^

A comparative study of the two Crosbie brothers reveals that some landlords 

were compelled to evict tenants. To leave a multitude of tenants on lands that 

could not sustain them would have been a more irresponsible act than to evict a 

certain portion of them so that the remainder could continue to exist. If tenants 

were left in a state of insolvency on an over-populated estate, poverty and 

destitution would eventually force all of them to the workhouse or in search of 

sustenance elsewhere. The landlord, meanwhile, would receive no rent, and the 

poor rates payable on such a mass of paupers would surely render him bankrupt 

before long. As Pierce Crosbie demonstrated, it was often out of necessity that 

landlords engaged in clearances. His brother, meanwhile, dem onstrated that 

landlords would keep the tenants on the land if it could sustain them and enable 

them to pay rent. But what caused the proliferation of holdings that were too 

small to be sustainable? The most convincing answer is probably sub-division. 

Sub-division was a characteristic of an estate under bad management; the sub-

Devon Commission, Minutes o f  evidence pt. 2 [616], H.C. 1845, xx, 837
Ibid.
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division of holdings had begun before the famine, but was reaching crisis point 

when the famine struck. College lands in Kerry were certainly an example of this. 

Both the board and the tenants who leased the lands from the college w ere to 

blame. The college was concerned only with its immediate tenants and the rents 

they paid, reserving little interest for the tillers of the soil. The middlemen 

claimed that sub-division was too difficult to stop, and any attempts to initiate 

schemes of assisted emigration were hampered by their lack of financial means.

Pre-famine rentals also gives us an indication as to the level of evictions 

before the famine. While there were evictions before the famine, incidents such 

as that which occurred in Coonogue were rare. Evidence derived from estate 

papers, and rentals in particular, suggest that pre-famine evictions w ere low in 

comparison with the famine years. Arrears w ere also low, and clearances were 

infrequent. In 1841, for instance, the rental of the Trench estate in Co. Galway 

indicates that only one eviction occurred. This was the eviction of Biddy Healy 

from Caraholla. The rental states that her house was 'thrown down' which 

suggests that the holding became part of a neighbouring holding instead of being 

re-let as it was.^’̂ In 1830 there were forty-three tenants on John Hamilton's 

Magherybeg estate in Co. D o n e g a l . B y  1840 numbers had increased to fifty-two 

tenants.i^ This suggests that very few evictions took place on the estate. Though 

It is likely that evictions were minimal, another statistic is worth considering. Of 

the forty-three tenants who occupied the estate in 1830, twenty-nine were still 

in possession by 1840. This means tha t fourteen tenants disappeared from the

Rental o f the Trench estate in Co. Galway, 1841 (NLI, Trench papers, MS 2577}
Rental o f  the Hamilton estate in Co. Donegal, 1830 ( NLI, Hamilton papers, MS 1187)
Rental o f  the Hamilton estate in Co. Donegal, 1830 ( NLI, Hamilton papers, MS 1193)
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estate during the ten-year period. The causes v^ere death, voluntary surrender or 

eviction. As the rentals do not contain information on individual tenants in the 

observations column, there  is little to indicate v^hether or not the tenants v^ere 

evicted. Arrears, however, may be used as an indication. For example, William 

Huston of Lurganboy was £6 in arrears in 1830. In 1840 his name did not appear 

on the rental. It is therefore possible that he was evicted. It is likely, however, 

that evictions were minimal as Huston was the only tenant on the estate in 

arrears in 1830.^0

Population trends on Hamilton's Ballydavid estate reflected those of the 

Magherybeg estate. In 1830 there were sixty-seven tenants on the e s t a t e . B y  

1840 this had increased to eighty-five. Of the sixty-seven tenants on the estate in 

1830, fifty-one were still in possession in 1840. That leaves sixteen possible 

evictions. Again arrears can be used to indicate w hether or not evictions had 

taken place. Timothy Duncan of Altillow was listed on the rental for 1830. By 

1840, however, he was no longer in possession. He was, in 1830, £1 2s. in 

arrears, the possibility being that he was evicted. However, it is unlikely tha t 

many more were evicted.

Hamilton’s Ballydermot estate also experienced an increase in population in 

the years preceding the famine. In 1830 there were forty-six tenants on the 

estate. By 1840 this had increased to sixty-one. Of the forty-six tenants who were 

listed on the rental for 1830, thirty were still in possession by 1840. The increase 

in population on the estate is clear evidence that no systematic clearance took 

place. Though sixteen tenants disappeared from the rental between 1830 and

Rental o f  the Hamilton estate in Co. Donegal, 1830 ( NLI, Hamilton papers, MS 1187)
Ibid.
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1840, it is unhkely th a t  evictions occurred. Only one of the missing tenan ts  vv̂ as 

in a rrea rs  in 1830, albeit less than  £1. It seem s unlikely tha t a te n an t  such as this, 

owing such a small sum, w as evicted. In fact, John Hurst of Big Park on the sam e 

estate  had a rrea rs  am ounting  to £8 in 1830. He was not evicted and w as still in 

possession in 1840, a t w hich point his a r rea rs  had been  cleared.

Both J. C. Beckett and Derm ot James depict John Hamilton as a benevolent and 

considerate  land lord . 22 If one w ere  to use the num ber of tenan ts  he evicted as a 

means of gauging his level of benevolence, then  the rentals th a t  a re  available 

would su p p o r t  this verdict. It is clear th a t  he did not engage in schem es of 

system atic clearances o r  consolidation of holdings betw een 1830 and 1840. 

A rrears  on the es ta te  w ere  low and individual tenan ts  in a r rea rs  w ere  few. It is 

probable th a t  the  vast m ajority of tenan ts  who d isappeared  from the  rental 

be tw een  1830 and 1840 e ither  died or left voluntarily.

Rentals of the  Farnham  estate, which belonged to the Maxwell family in Co. 

Cavan, also supports  the theo ry  tha t evictions w ere  in frequent before the famine. 

In 1 8 4 0 ,1 3 9  tenan ts  occupied the th irty-n ine  tow nlands of the estate. By 1844 

the d isappearance  of five tenan ts  reduced  the ir  n um ber  to 133. Three  of these 

tenants, Rob Fagan, Rob West, and John Creighton w ere  in a r rea rs  in 1840 and 

may have been  evicted because of this. The o ther  two, James Rogers and  William 

Reed w ere  no t in a rrears , leaving no evidence to suggest th a t  they  w ere  

evicted.23 in similar fashion to the  Hamilton estate  in Donegal, the  ren ta ls  of the 

Farnham  esta te  indicate only a miniscule decrease in population  and  are  certain

Dermot James, John Hamilton o f  Donegal, 1800-84: This Recklessly Generous Landlord  (Dublin 
1998) pp. 48-50

Rentals o f the Famham estate in Co. Cavan, 1840-49 (NLI, Farnham papers, MS 5012)
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in their verdict that evictions on the estate were infrequent and that no 

systematic programme of evictions ever occurred.

If rentals for 1840 and 1844 are compared with the rental for 1848, however, 

a very different picture is revealed. Between 1844 and 1848 the number of 

tenants on the Farnham estate fell from one hundred and thirty-three to fifty- 

three.24 The num ber of occupied townlands also fell from thirty-four to twenty- 

seven. Such a large decrease in population on the estate is a very strong indicator 

that evictions occurred on a large scale. Substantial arrears in almost all 

townlands further strengthen this argument. Unfortunately it is impossible to 

say for certain how many of the eighty tenants who disappeared from the estate 

between 1844 and 1848 were actually evicted because neither 'eviction' nor 

'ejectment' are mentioned in the observations column of the rental. While this 

may be the case, the Farnham estate rentals suggest strongly that evictions were 

infrequent before the famine and a lot more frequent during the famine.

This fact is also reflected in the Dopping-Hepenstal papers. This estate was 

situated in Co. Longford and in 1840 there were fifty-four tenants listed in the 

estate rental.^s By 1841 the number had increased to fifty-six, and to fifty-seven 

by 1842. In 1844 sixty-four tenants occupied the estate. The cause of this 

increase from fifty-seven to sixty-four tenants raises an interesting point. 

Between 1841 and 1843 one of the townlands on the estate, Assolas, was 

occupied by two tenants. The rental for 1844 indicates that Assolas was occupied 

by seven tenants. There was not, however, an influx of new tenants in 1844.

Ibid.
Rentals o f the Dopping-Hepenstal estate in Co. Longford, 1840-53 (NLI, Dopping-Hepenstal papers, 

MS 9993)
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According to an annotation in the rental, a middleman disappeared and his 

former under-tenants became direct tenants of the l a n d l o r d . It is therefore 

evident that by 1844 Assolas was occupied by the one remaining direct tenant of 

the landlord and the six former under-tenants of the absent middleman. Nothing 

in the rental indicates w hether this middleman was evicted or left for some other 

reason. What may be problematic, however, is fact that if some estate rentals do 

not account for small-holders or cottiers who rent a cabin and land from 

immediate tenants, then it becomes increasingly difficult to ascertain accurate 

numbers of occupying tenants on estates. It also makes it almost impossible to 

detect the eviction of these small-holders.

What distinguishes the Dopping-Hepenstal estate from the Farnham estate, 

amongst others, is that the reduction in the number of tenants occurred later in 

the famine period. As previously mentioned sixty-four tenants occupied the 

estate in 1844. In 1845 and 1846, sixty-seven tenants were listed in the rental, 

falling to sixty-six in 1847. It was only from 1848 onwards that numbers fell 

significantly. In 1848 there w ere fifty-six tenants listed. By 1850 this had fallen 

to forty-eight, and to thirty-five by 1851. The 1853 rental listed the names of 

thirty-four t e n a n t s .O n c e  again it is impossible to say whether tenants who 

disappeared from the rental during these years were evicted, surrendered 

voluntarily, or died. If, however, we are to assume that a certain percentage that 

disappeared were evicted, then evictions had to have been more numerous 

during the famine years than before.

' Ibid. 
Ibid.
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Pre-famine evictions were generally isolated and unusual incidents and 

occurred almost alu^ays as a consequence of arrears. In 1842 Richard Giles was 

evicted from the Lismore estate in Co. Cork. He was heavily in arrears, so much 

so that he was pronounced bankrupt. Robert Power, also from the Lismore 

estate, was processed for non payment of rent in 1843. He was given until 

February 1844 to pay his arrears. On 29 September 1844 he owed £450. Power 

died during the six m onth’s period for r e d e m p t io n .O n  the Mansfield estate in 

Co. Kildare, James Dodd was served with notice to quit on 25 September 1837 

and evicted on 25 March 1838 from his holding near Naas. It is likely that the 

eviction was for non-payment, but as Dodd was probably a yearly tenant holding 

without a written agreement it was not possible to process him for such. A 

neighbour of Dodd's, Lawrence Kelly, was also served with notice to quit and 

evicted on the very same day.^^ According to Mary E. Daly, large-scale, systematic 

programmes of eviction or clearances did not occur before the famine because of 

agrarian aggression and landlord indifference. She states that the famine was 

marked by a serious erosion of the strength of the agrarian secret societies and 

this permitted widespread eviction free from the threat of retaliatory action.^o 

Daly also argues that with regard to landlord tenant-relations, eviction levels 

during the famine were the exception rather than the rule, as they were 

relatively low before and after the famine. She states that 'It would appear that 

the prolonged pressure of the famine years broke the normal landlord reluctance

Letter-book o f  Lord Lismore relating to the Lismore Castle estate in Co. Cork, 1843-44 (NLI, 
Lismore Castle papers, MS 1324)

Collection o f  notices to quit and superior court summonses relating to the Mansfield’s estate in Co. 
Kildare, 1837-54 (NLI, Mansfield papers, MS 38187)
30 Mary E. Daly, The Famine in Ireland, p. I l l
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to evict and that the cumulative terrors  of the preceding years numbed landlord 

sensitivity to the suffering which they were causing.'^i Another reason why 

clearances were infrequent before the famine was because middlemen were able 

to maintain a state of solvency that enabled them to pay rent to the landlord. As 

long as they could do this landlords were powerless to remove the multitudes of 

small-holders who held from middlemen. The famine heralded the end for many 

of these middlemen because they could no longer afford to pay their rents. Once 

the middlemen were removed for non-payment or at the expiration of a lease, 

the landlord was free to remove all under-tenants as a matter of course.

Sometimes non-payment of ren t was not the reason for pre- famine evictions. 

In 1 8 3 9  Lord Lorton evicted thirty-nine Catholic families and replaced them with 

protestant families. His reasons were three-fold. He believed Protestant tenants 

were more peaceful, less likely to commit outrages, and more likey to vote in a 

manner favoured by Lord Lorton. In fact, Lorton was angered by the fact that 

some of his Catholic tenants had voted in opposition to him on previous 

occasions.32 William Sydney Clements who became 3'’'̂  Earl of Leitrim in 1 8 5 4  

also commented on Lord Lorton’s pre-famine evictions. Speaking in relation to 

the Irish poor law act of 1 8 3 8  he stated 'we should never hear of Lord Lorton’s 

pranks, turning out the population, if the neighbouring landlords understood 

that they would be taxed for the consequent destitution’. I n  effect w hat Lord 

Leitrim was saying was that if landlords could reduce their poor rates tha t they

31 Ibid., p. 112
K. D. M. Snell (ed.), Letters from Ireland during the Famine o f 1847 by Alexander Somerx’ille, p.

88
Malcomson, Virtues o f  a Wicked Earl, p. 86
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would have to pay under the poor law act by reducing evictions, then they would 

do so.

Pre-famine evictions in Co. Clare are well documented by the civil bill 

ejectment books that were kept and updated by the civil bill court. They 

recorded all eviction cases that came before the civil bill court (civil bill ejectmet 

books will be examined in detail in a later chapter). Co. Clare civil bill ejectment 

books make two clear points with regard to pre-famine evictions. Firstly, they 

did occur, and secondly, they occurred less frequently than famine evictions.^'^ At 

the Ennis sessions^^ on 21 October 1837, John W estropp had ejectment decrees 

issued, enabling him to evict ten tenants, while the Rt. Hon. Vesey Fitzgerald had 

a further ten decreed for non-payment. Hugh Hogan attempted to evict thirteen 

tenants from lands adjacent to the town of Ennis but the case was nilled. George 

Studdert had decrees issued against six tenants from the lands of Tiereenveree 

in the barony of Inchiquinn.^^ At the Tulla sessions on 28 October 1837 the Rt. 

Hon. John Richards had an ejectment decree granted enabling him to evict four 

tenants from Ballylea West. The ejectment book states that the ejectment was 

brought for non-payment. The sum owed was £16, which was one year's rent.^’̂ 

This particular case provides an interesting insight into the system of under

tenancy. It is probable that one of the four tenants against whom the decree was 

issued was the immediate lessee of Richards. The other three were, most likely, 

under-tenants of Richards’ and held land from his immediate lessee. The £16

It should be noted that civil bill ejectment books deal only with ejectment cases that were brought at 
civil bill courts. Many other ejectments were also brought at superior courts.

In Clare the civil bill court sat in Ennis, Ennistymon, Killaloe, Kilrush, Sixmilebridge, and Tulla.
National Archives, CrowTi and Peace Office, lD -40-24, Co. Clare ejectment book, 1837-40 

” Ibid.
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mentioned in the ejectment bool< was owed to Richards by the immediate lessee. 

Failure to pay this would have resulted in the eviction of the immediate lessee 

and the three tenants holding from him regardless of whether or not they had 

paid their rent to the immediate lessee. Alternatively the land could have been 

held in common by all four tenants under a joint tenancy where each would 

contribute part of the rent. Where such a system existed the failure of one of the 

tenants to pay his share resulted in the eviction of all four.

Crofton Moore Vandeleur, who would later gain a reputation as a notorious 

evictor of tenants, had ejectment decrees issued at the Kilrush sessions of 17 

April 1838, which enabled him to evict twenty-seven tenants.^^ At the 

Ennistimon sessions of 26 June 1838, Sir William Fitzgerald had a decree granted 

allowing him to remove ten tenants from Clonboney. The decree was issued for 

non-payment of rent with a total of £3 outstanding. It is likely that either a joint 

tenancy existed in this case or one of the ten decreed was the immediate lessee 

of Fitzgerald and the other nine w ere under-tenants. At the Sixmilebridge 

sessions of 30 June 1838, Sir Arthur Brinsley Brook had eleven decrees issued 

against eleven tenants. Each was decreed in a separate action and each on 

determination of their tenancy.^^ it is important to make a distinction between 

these tenants and the tenants of Sir William Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald’s ten tenants 

were evicted as a result of one ejectment decree being granted in one single 

action. As mentioned above this was either due to the existence of a joint tenancy 

or because Fitzgerald had granted a single tenancy to his immediate lessee who

The number o f ejectment decrees granted and the number o f tenants evicted were not necessarily the 
same because when a tenant was evicted so were under-tenants who held from him. Therefore one 
ejectment decree could have resulted in multiple evictions.

National Archives, Crown and Peace Office, lD-40-24, Co. Clare ejectment book, 1837-40
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then sub-let to nine under-tenants. Sir Arthur Brinsley Brook on the other hand 

had granted separate tenancies to the eleven tenants against whom he had 

individual decrees granted, thus necessitating the need for eleven separate 

actions to be taken at court. Essentially a separate action was needed for each 

individual tenancy.

In some cases the assistant barrister allowed a stay of execution for a certain 

period. At the Ennis sessions of 17 October 1838, for example, Edward Macken 

Blood had an ejectment decree granted allowing him to remove sixteen tenants 

after the expiry of the lease. In this case, however, the assistant barrister granted 

the tenants a stay of execution until 25 March 1 8 3 9 . As we have seen tenants 

had ejectment decrees issued against them either for non-payment of rent or 

because of a determined tenancy. Obviously those decreed for non-payment 

were insolvent. However, many of those who had decrees issued against them 

due to a determined tenancy were also insolvent. The landlord, however, was 

only able to enter an action for non-payment where a written lease or agreement 

between him and the tenant existed. This meant that yearly tenants holding 

without written agreements had to be proceeded against for over-holding after 

the expiry of six months’ notice to quit even if the landlord’s reason for wanting 

them out was for non-payment of rent.'^^ At the Sixmilebridge sessions on 30 

|une 1838, for example. Sir Arthur Brinsley Brook had an ejectment decree 

issued against Michael and John Tierney. According to the ejectment book it was 

because of a determined tenancy. However, £30 rent was owed on the holding. It 

is likely tha t Brook’s reason for proceeding against them was the £30 arrears.

Ib id .
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 25
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but because they held without a w ritten agreem ent he had no choice but to serve 

them with six m onths’ notice. The sixteen tenants against whom Edward Macken 

Blood had an ejectment decree granted at the Ennis sessions on 17 October 1838 

were listed as tenants of determined tenancies. The ejectment book, however, 

also stated that between them they owed £40 in a r r e a r s . ' ^ ^

In pre-famine years evictions occurred consistently in Co. Clare, but on a much 

smaller scale than occurred during the famine. In 1839, for example, ejectment 

decrees were granted for the eviction of 239 tenants. Twelve of those were 

tenants of Crofton Moore Vandeleur, while a further twenty-two w ere tenants of 

Simon George Purdon. A further fourteen held land from John McDonnell. In total 

164 ejectment cases came before the Co. Clare civil bill court in 1 8 3 9 . In 

seventy-seven of these cases the assistant barrister's verdict favoured the 

landlord, and by virtue of this 239 tenants faced eviction. Agreements were 

reached between the two parties in forty-nine cases, while thirty-one cases were 

dismissed and seven nilled.^'^

A slight increase in court activity is detectable for 1840. A total of 175 

ejectment cases came before the civil bill court for Co. Clare. Of these, decrees 

were issued in ninety-six cases, thirty-three cases were agreed, forty-one 

dismissed, and five nilled. That is nineteen more decrees than were issued in 

1839, and sixteen less cases agreed between landlord and tenant before a verdict 

was reached. In 1840 a total of 275 tenants were evicted due to decrees issued as

National A rchives, Crown and Peace O ffice , lD -4 0 -2 4 , Co. Clare ejectm ent book, 1837-40  
This is the sum  total o f  all ejectm ent cases heard at the five aforem entioned locations where the civil 

bill court sat.
^  National A rchives, Crown and Peace O ffice, lD -4 0 -2 4 , Co. Clare ejectm ent book, 1837-40
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oppose to 239 the previous year.'^^ A question worth asking, however, is whether 

there was an increase in the average number of tenants evicted due to each 

individual case decreed. In 1839 decrees were issued in seventy-seven cases, 

affecting 239 tenants. That is an average of 3.1 tenants evicted due to each case 

decreed. In 1840 decrees were issued in ninety-six cases, enabling landlords to 

evict 275 tenants, resulting in an average of 2.9 tenants being evicted by each 

individual decree. So while the number of tenants evicted as a consequence of 

each ejectment decree issued in 1840 was greater than in 1839, the average 

number of tenants involved in each case decreed was less.

Unfortunately ejectment books for 1841 to 1843 are not available. Figures for 

1844, however, fell dramatically. A total of ninety-five cases came before the 

courts. Decrees were issued in forty-five cases, fourteen cases w ere agreed, 

twenty-three were dismissed, and thirteen nilled. A total of 175 tenants faced 

eviction as a consequence of the forty-five decreed cases. The number of cases in 

total to come before the civil bill court fell by eighty-five when compared with 

1840, while the number of decrees issued fell by fifty-one.'^^ The average number 

of tenants who faced eviction as a result of each individual decree, however, 

increased to 3.8. Some of the details of individual cases explain how this 

happened. At the Kilrush sessions of 29 June 1844, ninety-nine tenants faced 

eviction due to decrees issued in only twelve cases. That is an average of 8.25 

tenants per case. Crofton Moore Vandeluer had a total of thirty-two tenants 

decreed at these sessions, while Mary Dwyer and Latitia Jane Hickman had

Ibid.
National Archives, Crown and Peace Office, lD -40-27, Co. Clare ejectment book, 1843-45
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decrees issued enabUng them to evict tv^^enty-four tenants.'’̂  ̂ In pre-famine years, 

and even during the famine, these would certainly be categorized as clearances, 

though these examples are exceptional in pre-famine years. Sources such as the 

Co. Clare civil bill ejectment books reveal that such clearances were rare before 

the famine.

The num ber of cases to come before the Co. Clare civil bill court in 1845 

remained relatively low. Only two cases were brought at Killaloe on 1 April 1845. 

Ejectment decrees w ere issued in both cases. One of these decrees gave William 

Woods permission to evict twelve tenants from lands at Tulla. Three cases 

appeared before the Ennis sessions of 5 April 1845, two were decreed, the other 

dismissed. Sixteen cases appeared before the Kilrush sessions of 14 April 1845. 

Decrees w ere issued in twelve cases, three cases were agreed, and one 

dismissed. Of the twelve cases decreed, nine related to cases brought by Nicholas 

Westby, allowing him to remove sixteen tenants. The other three decrees w ere 

for the eviction of a further eight tenants by other landlords. Twenty cases came 

before the Sixmilebridge sessions of 17 June 1845. Decrees w ere issued in eight 

of these cases, five cases w ere agreed, six dismissed, and one nilled.^^

A total of 120 tenants faced eviction by virtue of twenty-eight ejectment 

decrees being granted at Tulla on 20 June 1845; a further six cases were agreed 

and four dismissed. This resulted in an average of 4.3 tenants facing eviction for 

each decree that was granted. Figures for the rest of 1845, however, levelled off 

and remained relatively low. Only four cases were brought at Ennistimon on 31 

December 1845. Three of these were dismissed, one was nilled, one was agreed,

Ibid.
^'Ibid.
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and only one decreed. The decreed case involved the landlord, Robert Mahon 

w h o  w anted  to evict Pat Devinny and Pat Lynch from Brownslane near Ennis. 

The yearly rent w as  £3. IO5. Sn.; arrears w ere  £ 9 . 14s. 9d. The case w as brought 

on determ ination o f  the tenancy rather than for non-paym ent, m eaning that 

tenants held the land without a written agreement.'^^

As a source for the study o f pre-famine evictions civil bill ejectm ent books  

reveal the following: evictions did occur before the famine, m ost of them  

occurred due to non-paym ent of rent, which w as as a consequence of tenants’ 

insolvency, and pre-famine evictions occurred less  frequently than famine  

evictions.^o Furthermore, pre-famine eviction num bers w ere  quite stable.

Neither significant upward nor dow nward m ovem ent in eviction levels is 

detectable in pre-famine years.

The m ost com prehensive information relating to pre-famine evictions can be 

found in tw o parliamentary papers published in 1821  and 1843; both contain 

judicial returns concerning actions in ejectm ent taken in all courts during the  

periods 1818 -20  1 8 3 8 - 4 2 . The first thing that is obviously striking is h ow  few  

in num ber pre-famine actions in ejectment w ere  compared with actions in 

ejectm ent during the famine. Firstly, according to this judicial returns published  

in 1843, 29 ,264  actions in ejectm ent w ere  entered betw een  1838  and 1842, 

resulting in 18,930 ejectm ent decrees being g r a n t e d . 2̂ m anner in which  

these  cases w ere  distributed betw een  the various courts w as similar to what

Ibid.
This final point will be made clearer in chapter 5 when famine evictions, as they are reflected in civil 

bill ejectment books, are explored.
Return o f  the number o f  cases o f  ejectment entered fo r  trial; number tried at quarter sessions o f  

counties in Ireland and in superior courts, 1838-42, H. C. 1843 (320), 1, 227
Ibid.
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occurred during the famine. As one would expect most of the actions were taken 

at the civil bill courts, while the least num ber of actions were taken at the court 

of common pleas. The civil bill courts alone heard 28,163 cases, or 96 percent of 

the total number of actions in ejectment brought for the years 1838-42. Unlike 

the famine years the court of the exchequer recorded more cases in ejectment 

than the court of the Queen's bench. Between 1838 and 1842, 664 actions in 

ejectment were taken at the court of the exchequer, while only 328 w ere taken at 

the court of the Queen’s bench. Between 1846 and 1849, however, 9,298 actions 

in ejectment were taken at the court of the Queen's bench, while 3,795 actions 

were taken at the court of the exchequer.^^

Very little, in terms of a pattern, is detectable for the years 1838-42. The 

movement in actions entered and decrees granted is neither upward nor 

downward during this period. In 1838, for instance, the number of actions in 

ejectment taken at all courts amounted to 6,434. This fell to 5,684 in 1839 before 

rising again to 6,044 in 1840. The lowest point of this period was reached in 

1841 when the number of actions in ejectment amounted to 5,326, increasing to 

5,766 in 1842. In comparison to the famine years the period, 1838-42, reflected 

more stability in ejectment figures. It is therefore reasonable to argue tha t the 

dramatic increase in eviction figures from 1846 onwards was a direct 

consequence of the famine.

When comparing the two periods, 1838-42 and 1846-49, the difference in 

judicial figures is striking. The total num ber of actions in ejectment entered in

Abstract return o f  the number o f  ejectments brought in the courts o f  Queen’s Bench, Common Pleas, 
and Exchequer, in Ireland, from 1846 to 1849; and o f  the number o f  civil bill ejectments brought in the 
Assistant Barristers ’ Courts in the same period, H. C. 1849 (198), xlix, 243
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the years 1838-42 amounted to 29,254, whereas the total number of actions 

entered in the years 1846-49 was 49,122. Such an increase is remarkable when 

comparing the two periods, especially if one considers that the period 1838-42 

was a year longer than the period 1846-49. In term s of ejectment decrees 

granted, a similar pattern is detectable. Between 1838 and 1842,18,930 

ejectment decrees were granted by all courts. The figure for the years 1846-49 

was 38,086, representing an increase of 100 percent. If one were to estimate the 

num ber of actual evictions that occurred as a consequence of actions in 

ejectment entered between 1838 and 1842, the total would am ount to 

approximately 24,280. The calculation of this figure is a somewhat complicated 

matter, and is based on the formula used to calculate evictions during the famine. 

Using both the constabulary returns and the judicial returns for 1849 it is 

possible to reveal that approximately 83 percent of actions in ejectment entered 

resulted in evictions. If this formula is applied to the period 1838-42, the total 

number of actual evictions amounts to 24,280. This figure, however, and the 

m anner in which it was calculated are rife with problems. The most notable 

problem is that the formula used to obtain it assumes that the same economic 

and social conditions that prevailed during the famine were also present in the 

years 1838-42; this, however, was not the case. Any accuracy possessed by 

eviction figures from the famine years is derived from the constabulary returns 

of 1849 and the notion that their figure was accurate. Using that figure in 

conjunction with the judicial returns for 1849 made it easier to manipulate the 

judicial returns for the preceding years in order to estimate actual evictions 

between 1846 and 1848. One has also to assume that the economic and social
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conditions prevaiUng between 1848 and 1846 were similar to those of 1849. It is 

probable, however, that social and economic conditions for the years 1838-42 

were more favourable. Tenants threatened with eviction, and even tenants 

against whom eviction proceedings were initiated, may have eventually paid 

their rent or arrears and avoided eviction. Such were conditions during the 

famine, on the o ther hand, that tenants simply did not have the means to pay 

rent.

It is likely, in fact, that the actual num ber of evictions for the years 1838-42 

was much lower than the estimate. Given that the level of insolvency in the 

country was less in 1838-42 than in 1846-49, it is likely that a lot of the actions 

in ejectment entered w ere to compel tenants to be more timely in their payment 

of rent rather than to remove them from the holding. There is also reason to 

believe that very few clearances occurred w here whole townlands or parishes 

were cleared of tenants. Generally a landlord who wished to clear a large part of 

his estate of tenants would have to have taken an action at a superior court 

because such an action would probably have been outside the jurisdiction of the 

county courts. Between 1838 and 1842 only 4 percent of ejectment cases were 

tried in the superior courts, indicating that clearances were very much the 

exception. Between 1846 and 1849, on the other hand, 41 percent of all actions 

in ejectment were taken at superior courts. It is, therefore, reasonable to 

conclude that evictions before the famine constituted the removal of individual 

tenants who fell into arrears rather than the large-scale clearance of estates.

Sources for tables: Abstract return o f  the number o f ejectments brought in the 
courts o f  Queen’s Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer, in Ireland, from  1846 to
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1849; and o f the number o f civil bill ejectments brought in the Assistant Barristers' 
Courts in the same period, H. C. 1849 [198), xhx, 243; Return o f the number o f 
cases o f ejectment entered for trial; number tried at quarter sessions o f counties in 
Ireland and in superior courts, 1838-42, H. C. 1843 (320), 1, 227

Actions in ejectment entered in all courts for the years 1838-42
Year 1838 1839 1840 1841 1842
Actions 6,434 5,684 6,044 5,326 5,766
Total 1838-42: 29,254

Ejectment decrees granted in all courts in Ireland for t le  years 1838-42
Year 1838 1839 1840 1841 1842
Decrees 3,883 3,280 3,776 4,240 3,751
Total 1838-42: 18,930

A comparison of actions in ejectment entered in all courts in two periods, 1838- 
42 and 1846-49
Year 1838 1839 1840 1841 1842 1846 1847 1848 1849
Actions 6 ,4 3 4 5 ,6 8 4 6 ,0 4 4 5 ,3 2 6 5 ,7 6 6 4 ,6 7 1 10 ,8 6 2 1 6 ,6 1 0 1 6 ,7 9 7
Total 1838-42: 29,254 
Total 1846-49: 49,122

A comparison of the ejectment decrees granted in all courts in tŵ o periods, 
1838-42 and 1846-49
Year 1838 1839 1840 1841 1842 1846 1847 1848 1849
Decrees 3,883 3,280 3,776 4,240 3,751 2,661 8,545 13,042 13,838
Total 1838-42:18,930 
Total 1846-49: 38,086

While eviction ejectment figures for the period 1838-42 appear low when 

compared with the famine period, they are considerably higher than the 

ejectment figures for the years 1818-20, published in 1821. In 1818, for instance, 

2,500 cases of ejectment were entered in civil bill courts. In 1819 this fell to 

1,800 before rising again to 2,020 in 1 8 2 0 . While the parliamentary paper 

detailing ejectments for the period 1818-20 only accounts for cases taken at civil 

bill courts, it is still evident that there were considerably fewer evictions in this

5“̂ Account o f  the number o f  civil bills and ejectments entered fo r  trial in Assistant Barristers Courts 
of Ireland, 1818-20, H.C. 1821 (525), xx, 51
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period than in the period immediately before the famine and during the famine 

itself. Two possible truths can be deduced from a study both judicial returns for 

the tv^o periods before the famine. Firstly, evictions during the famine v^^ere 

greater in num ber than at any time before the famine. Secondly, both 

parliamentary papers indicate that yearly eviction figures were already on the 

rise by the eve of the famine.

To conclude, it is evident from information derived from the judicial ejectment 

returns for the periods 1818-20 and 1838-42 that there was a year on year 

increase in pre-famine evictions. This increase however was gradual and returns 

were marked by a greater degree of stability than was the case during the famine 

years. The average number of cases in ejectment entered in the period 1818-20 

was 2,100 per year; this increased to 5,850 for the period 1838-42, and to 12,

235 in the period 1846-49. These figures represent a gradual increase in eviction 

figure between 1820 and 1842, and a much more stark and sudden increase in 

eviction figures between 1842 and 1849. While the sharp increase in evictions 

during the famine is most remarkable, one should not lose sight of the fact that 

evictions had been increasing consistently, though at a lesser rate for some thirty 

years before the famine.
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4. Calculating Famine Eviction Figures

Eviction figures for the Irish famine have been a topic of vigorous debate and 

contention am ongst historians, w îth each generation re-evaluating the estim ates  

o f  their predecessors. While there are a num ber o f  sources for famine eviction  

figures, it is important to note that these  are the only sources available and w hen  

one talks o f  Vaughan’s or Donnelly’s eviction figures, it is their use of these  

sources that is in question. In relation to famine eviction figures the m ost  

com m only used sources are court statistics and constabulary returns. Courts in 

Ireland, both civil bill and superior courts, kept records of actions of ejectm ent  

entered, processes served and cases decreed. On occasion, and at the request of  

parliament, these w^ere published as parliamentary papers. It is evident from 

these parliamentary papers that the clerks o f  the peace from the various  

counties w ere  charged with the responsibility o f  providing this information for 

parliament.! In total six parliamentary papers, docum enting court statistics in 

relation to evictions during the famine, w ere  published betw een  1849  and 1856  

[these do not include the papers published on the Kilrush evictions which will be  

dealt with later). Besides drawing attention to the issue o f  evictions, this also 

conveys the fact that the Government deem ed the issue  an important one.

The second and m ost reliable source for famine evictions are the constabulary  

returns. Several such papers w ere  published as parliamentary papers after 

1880, but the one that is of m ost interest to famine historians is that which  

pertains to the years 1849-81 , published in 1881.2 7 ^ 1 5  parliamentary paper

' Return o f  the number o f  Original Civil B ill Ejectment Processes in Counties in Ireland, 1844-50, H.C. 
1851 (322), 1,335
 ̂Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 

Constabulaiy, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725
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documents the num ber of evictions that came to the knowledge of the 

constabulary for the years 1849-81. It lists the number of families and the 

number of persons who w ere evicted as well as the number of families and 

persons who were re-admitted after an eviction. The paper details this 

information for both the five provinces and the thirty-two counties of Ireland. 

The fact that counties are dealt with individually enables one to gain an 

understanding of the distribution of evictions -  where most occurred and w here 

least occurred.

Other sources for famine evictions also exist, though none are as 

comprehensive or as complete as the court statistics or the constabulary returns. 

In 1849, for instance, a parliamentary paper was published which documented 

returns of all notices served on relieving officers of poor law unions regarding 

the eviction of tenants who would be in need of relief. Under the act 11 & 12 Viet. 

C.47 (1848) all landlords had to notify the local relieving officer of all evictions 

on their estates. Elements of this document are very helpful. It proceeds through 

each poor law union alphabetically, indicating both the electoral division and the 

townland in which the eviction or evictions took place. It also lists the persons by 

whom the notices w ere served and the persons on whose behalf the notices were 

served, the latter generally being the landlord or agent responsible for the 

eviction. Finally it lists the num ber of people evicted in each instance. The 

shortcomings of this document are that the names of the evicted tenants were 

not listed, and furthermore, there is very little contained in the document to 

indicate the period of time covered by the information. One could, however, 

deduce that the period in question was 1848-49. The paper was published in
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1849 as a result of the passing of the act 11 &12 Viet, in 1848. As an indicator of 

the number of evictions that occurred in Ireland during that period, its main 

weakness is the possibility that not all landlords notified relieving officers of 

evictions on their estates. The document does, however, illustrate the manner in 

which evictions w ere distributed throughout the country.

Estate rentals are another source for evictions during the famine. Their 

usefulness, however, depends, largely, on the am ount of detail contained in them, 

and on how complete the collection is. Lord Leitrim’s rentals for his Mohill estate 

in Co. Leitrim, for instance, are both complete for the famine years and 

comprehensive, indicating in each instance w hether a tenant who left the estate 

was evicted or surrendered voluntarily. Other rentals, such as the Johnston 

estate rentals, also in Co. Leitrim, are possessed of very little information, 

containing only the tenants name and an account of rent paid and payable. On 

the whole, while rentals do shed light on evictions on individual estates, they 

provide little in terms of an indicator of eviction figures on a country-wide scale. 

In a less direct m anner Griffith’s primary valuation is a useful source for the 

study of famine evictions. Griffith’s work was done in the two decades following 

the famine, and therefore, if used in conjunction with pre-famine rentals or 

census returns, can provide an insight into changes in population in townlands 

and parishes. The only problematic feature of Griffith’s valuation is that it lists 

only the landlord and the immediate tenant, without acknowledging the 

existence of under-tenants.

One of the least utilised sources for famine evictions are the agricultural 

statistics. These were collected and compiled by the constabulary on an annual 

basis and published as parliamentary papers, beginning in 1847. The agricultural
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statistics were produced for each county and poor lavi  ̂union individually and 

contained information regarding the number of acres under various crops, and 

the quantity of produce, as well as the number of animals and livestock. The 

smallest division for which such statistics were made available by these returns 

were electoral divisions. In fact, one of the problems encountered w hen trying to 

use the agricultural statistics in conjunction with census returns or Griffith's 

valuation is that the latter two use parishes and townlands to impart 

information, while the divisions used by the agricultural statistics w ere poor law 

unions and electoral divisions. However, if one considers the consolidation of 

holdings as an indication of the prevalence of eviction, the agricultural statistics 

are very enlightening. In 1841 for instance there were 691,114 holding in 

Ireland; by 1851 this had fallen to 554,413. A further indication of consolidation 

and evictions is the fact that the most dramatic decrease occurred in the number 

of holdings of one to five acres. This conveys the fact that many small-holders left 

or were removed during the famine. Furthermore, there was a significant 

increase in the number of holdings of thirty acres or more, from 48,623 in 1841 

to 151,408 in 1851.3 Another indication of consolidation of holdings during the 

famine was the increase in the number of grazing farms, as indicated by an 

increase in the number of cattle. In 1841 there were 1,863,116 cattle in Ireland; 

by 1851 this had risen to 3,095,067.'*^

The sources most responsible for publicising the issue of evictions during the 

famine were newspapers. Very few people would have read parliamentary 

papers; even fewer would have seen estate rentals, but most had access to

 ̂Returns o f  agricultural produce in Ireland, in the year 1852 [1714], H.C. 1854, Ivii, 1 
Ibid.
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newspapers. Newspapers, especially local newspapers, often published lists of 

evicted tenants from various estates. The Connaught Telegraph published several 

long lists of tenants evicted by Lord Lucan in the Castlebar area between 1847 

and 1849.s Newspapers also gave the issue of evictions an international element. 

The Gerrard evictions, for instance, were covered by newspapers in America and 

Britain as well as in Ireland.

The eviction numbers contained in the accounts of contemporary writers such 

as Davitt and Mitchel are preposterously high as a result of their endeavours to 

instigate anti-British or anti-government propaganda. Their calculations were 

probably designed to support their view that all Irish landlords w ere predatory 

rack-renters. John Mitchel, for instance, believed that the systematic clearing of 

tenants began in 1829 after the disestablishment of the forty-shilling franchise. 

He argues that before 1829 landlords sub-divided farms in order to create 

voters. After the abolition of the franchise landlords began to clear their estates 

of small-holders in order consolidate their holdings into larger more 

economically viable farms.^ The population census returns do not support this 

argument. In 1821 the population of Ireland was 6,801,827. By 1831 it was 

7,767,401, and this rose to 8,175,124 by 1841.’’ Mitchel also believed that the 

ejectment acts of successive governments of the nineteenth century were 

deliberately designed to assist landlords in their systematic eviction of tenants. 

He also stated that the Devon Commission was established to investigate how 

best to rid Ireland of its surplus population. Quoting the Devon Commission he 

states 'the calculation is put forward, showing that the consolidation of the small

 ̂ Connaught Telegraph, 1 July 1849 
 ̂Mitchel, The Last Conquest o f  Ireland, p. 66

’ Report o f  the commissioners appointed to take the census o f  Ireland fo r  the yea r 1841 [504], H.C. 
1843, xxiv, 1
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holdings up to eight acres would require the removal of about 192,380 families.’̂  

According to Mitchel, 50,000 families, or 200,000 people, v^ere evicted in 1849 

alone.^ It is likely that Mitchel derived this figure from the number of civil bill 

ejectment processes that were served. According to court statistics this would 

have amounted to about 60,000. It is unclear how else he could have arrived at a 

figure of 50,000 for families ejected. The number of processes entered in all 

courts, for instance, was 16,979 in 1849^°, while the constabulary estimated the 

number of evictions at 13,384 families in that same year.^^ Mitchel also states 

that in 1846 not less than 300,000 perished, either of hunger or of typhus fever 

caused by h u n g e r . ^ ^  Referring to the quarter acre clause in the poor law 

am endm ent act of 1847, Mitchel states that it was 'found to be the cheapest and 

most efficient of all ejectment acts.... Farms w ere daily given up without the 

formality of a notice to quit, or summons to quarter sessions.’^̂

Michael Davitt, writing at the beginning of the twentieth century, stated that 

under the laws of eviction over 200,000 houses were destroyed or made 

tenantless during the lifetime of Queen Victoria; in terms of persons evicted this 

would translate to about one million. Davitt believed that a system of agricultural 

clearances began in 1849 with the passing of the encumbered estates act. He 

states that 'in order to better dispose of their properties, old owners began, in 

1849, a system of clearances in wholesale evictions which, according to Mulhall's 

dictionary, disposed of over 190,000 families or 950,000 people between 1849

* Mitchel, The Last Conquest o f  Ireland, p. 31 
 ̂Mitchel, Jail Journal, p. xlviii 

Abstract Return o f  Number o f  Ejectments in Courts in Ireland, 1847-49, H.C. 1851(172), 1, 629 
'' Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 
Constabulaiy, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725 

Mitchel, The Last Conquest o f  Ireland, p. 117 
Ibid., p. 126
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and 1851’.!  ̂As W. E. Vaughan has pointed out it would seem that Mulhall 

confused families evicted with persons ev ic ted .A cco rd in g  to the constabulary 

183,695 persons were evicted between 1849 and 1851. Davitt, however, was not 

entirely consistent in his use of eviction figures. He cites both the constabulary 

returns and Mulhall’s figures as well as his own calculation of 200,000 families 

evicted during the lifetime of Queen Victoria. His inability or reluctance to 

reconcile these figures to one another undermines his authority on this matter.

More recent scholarship on the subject of famine evictions and the land 

question in general, especially since the 1950s has had a greater focus on more 

impartial, scientific sources. John E. Pomfret, widely considered the father of 

Irish land question scholarship, relied on court statistics for his eviction figures 

in 1930. From these he asserted that 25,700 families were evicted between 1847 

and 1849 and a further 58,423 between 1849 and 1 8 5 2 . Pomfret calculated a 

total of 84,123 families evicted between 1847 and 1852. This num ber is 

significantly less than those of Davitt or Mulhall. In calculating eviction figures 

for the years 1847-49 it is clear that Pomfret relied on the courts’ return of 

ejectment haberes and decrees granted in those years. However, a study of the 

parliamentary paper used by Pomfret in obtaining his estimate, indicates that he 

may have made a mistake in his calculations. Pomfrets 25,700 evictions between 

1847 and 1849 is the total number of ejectment decrees granted by civil bill 

courts, without taking into account the 9,677 superior court haberes granted 

during the same period.

Davitt, TheF allofF uedalism , p. 68
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 21 
Pomfret, The Struggle fo r  land in Ireland, p. 38
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In more recent times, and due to the constabulary’s returns of eviction from 

1849 onwards, the debate has centered on the years 1846,1847, and 1848^^ and 

the m anner in which court statistics for these years should be interpreted. James 

Donnelly uses constabulary returns to, correctly, calculate 250,000 people 

evicted between 1849 and 1854 and then proceeds to state that numbers for 

1846 to 1854 would probably have exceeded half a million persons. According to 

Timothy O’Neill, Donnelly relied on literary sources to calculate eviction figures 

for 1846,1847, and 1 8 4 8 . It is more likely, however, that he relied on court 

statistics for the years 1846-48. Donnelly does, however, rely on some 

contemporary writing for his eviction figures. The three most prominent 

contemporary writers quoted by Donnelly are Mitchel, Davitt and 6 Donavon 

Rossa. Donnelly quotes Mitchel’s figure of 200,000 people evicted in 1849 

alone.i^ He also relies on the writings of T. P. O'Connor who had an extensive 

chapter on evictions in The Parnell Movement, stating that even a constitutional 

nationalist such as O’Connor supported the charge of genocide.^o While Donnelly 

does often refer to contemporary writers on the subject of evictions, there is 

very little indication as to how he calculates his eviction figures before 1849. His 

figures seem quite high, especially when compared to those of other historians 

such as Vaughan, Foster, 6 Grada, Kinealy, Daly, and Pomfret.

Almost all scholars of this period are in agreement with regards to the 

accuracy of the constabulary returns from 1849 onwards. While W. E. Vaughan 

does point to some years w here the constabulary might have underestimated the

The Constabulary made returns o f  evictions from 1849 onwards. These were published as 
parliamentary papers.

O ’Neill, ‘Famine Evictions’ in Carla King (ed.), Famine, Land and Culture, p. 31 
Donnelly, ‘The Construction o f  the Memory o f  the Famine in Ireland’, Eire-Ireland, xxxi, nos 1 and 

2 (1996), p. 41 
Ibid., p. 42
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num ber of evictions, he also gives a num ber o f reasons as to why, on the whole, 

their returns should be trusted.^i They w ere  instructed to report all evictions.  

They k new  the countryside well, and knew  of pending evictions because they  

attended the courts as a matter of routine. Vaughan also points to the  

agricultural statistics as proof that the constabulary w as capable and 

experienced in gathering statistics . 22 Betw een 1849  and 1 8 5 4  the constabulary  

reported the eviction of 48 ,735  families or 248 ,402  people  -  these  figures are for 

actual evictions and do not include tenants w ho w ere  re-admitted.

The m anner in which historians have chosen to interpret the court statistics  

has lead to variations in eviction numbers for the years 1846  to 1848. Mary E. 

Daly believes that there w ere  19,283 families or 96 ,415  people  evicted betw een  

1846  and 1848. Christine Kinealy also quotes this figure. W hen Daly's return is 

added to the police returns the number of families evicted betw een  1846  and 

1854  am ounts to 66 ,794  or 333 ,970  souls. This is significantly less than 

Donnelly's half a million people. W. E. Vaughan’s figures for 1846  to 1848  are 

slightly greater than Daly’s. He estim ates that 24 ,092  families or 120 ,460  people  

w ere  evicted. When added to post 1849  constabulary returns this number  

increases to 71 ,603  families or 358 ,015  people  evicted b etw een  1846  and 1854.  

While this too is quite a bit short o f  Donnelly’s estimation, both Vaughan's and 

Daly's num bers are significantly greater than those  o f  R. F. Foster. Foster  

estim ates a total of 50 ,000  evictions betw een  1847  and 1854. The fact that he 

condones the use of constabulary returns after 1849  can only lead one to suspect  

than his interpretation of the court statistics is very conservative. One reason

■' Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 229 
Ibid.
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why Foster’s figures are quite low is that he believes that the court statistics 

misleadingly included the under-tenants of evicted tenants among those ejected, 

though they actually remained in situ.^^ It would seem that Foster arrived at his 

estimate adding the number of processes entered in all courts between 1846 and 

1848 with the constabulary returns for the years 1849-54. This produced a 

figure of 48,735 families evicted. By ignoring the processes served it would 

appear that Foster believes that many of the under-tenants who w ere served 

were merely relocated as part of estate re-organisation. Landlords who engaged 

in the re-organisation of their estates often entered processes in ejectment in 

order to relocate tenants. J. Duckworth, a Leitrim landlord, evicted forty families 

in the spring of 1853; they were all re-admitted as this was part of a plan to re 

organise and consolidate holdings.

Both Cormac 6  Grada and George Boyce use the constabulary’s re turns after 

1849, but make no attempt to interpret court statistics for 1846 to 1848. O’Neill, 

on the other hand, suggests that the constabulary under-recorded evictions after 

1849. He also suggests that historians have been too quick to accept the 

constabulary returns. 0  'Neill estimates that a total of 579,036 people were 

evicted between 1846 and 1854.^4 The reason for O'Neill's high estimate is 

related to the m anner in which he interprets the court statistics for 1846 to 

1848. The basis of O’Neill’s findings is the 1861 parliamentary paper that 

documents the number of civil bill ejectments entered for the years 1846 to 1850 

together with a return of the num ber of decrees that r e s u l t e d .F r o m  this O’Neill 

calculates tha t a total of 97,248 families, or 486,240 people, were decreed 

Foster, Modern Ireland, p. 374
O ’N eill, ‘Famine Evictions’ in Carla King (ed.), Famine, Land and Culture, p. 48 
Return o f  the Number o f  Civil Bills and Civil B ill Ejectments in Courts o f  Assistant Barristers, or 

Chairmen, in Ireland  1846-50, H.C. 1861 552), li, 677.
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between 1846 and 1848. When police returns for 1849 to 1854 are added to this, 

a total of 144,759 families, or 723,795 people, is reached for the period 1846 to 

1854. O'Neill admits tha t this figure is too high and makes a deduction to take the 

num ber of tenants served, who were not in possession, into account, resulting in 

his estimate of 579,036 people evicted. It might, however, have been prudent to 

make further reductions to account for tenants who w ere readmitted and for 

decrees that were not executed.

The problem with the m anner in which O’Neill calculates famine eviction 

figures is his inconsistent use of the Constabulary’s returns from 1849 onwards. 

He does rely on the Constabulary’s return of 47,500 families evicted between 

1849 and 1854, but then questions their accuracy by his reluctance to use the 

1849 Constabulary returns to obtain a coefficient in relation to the judicial 

returns in that same year. If one examines the Constabulary returns in 

conjunction with the judicial returns for the year 1849 (the only year for which 

both exist), it is possible to reveal that for every hundred ejectment processes 

entered in the courts, seventy-nine evictions occurred. If this formula is applied 

to the years 1846-48 then 26,756 families were evicted in tha t period. O’Neill on 

the other hand makes no a ttem pt to examine the relationship between the 

constabulary returns and the judicial returns in 1849, but instead suggests that 

6.5 families were evicted for every ejectment process entered. The fundamental 

weakness of O’Neill’s argument is that he is willing to comply with the notion 

that the constabulary were accurate in their calculations after 1849, but is 

unwilling to use the relationship between the constabulary returns and the 

judicial returns in 1849 to manipulate judicial returns between 1846 and 1848.
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The discrepancy between the court statistics and the constabulary returns is 

problematic. One explanation is that the police under-estimated evictions. W. E. 

Vaughan, however, has shown that there are good reasons to assume that their 

returns are accurate. In fact sometimes they over-estimated the number of 

evictions, such as occurred at Caherciveen on the Trinity College estate in Co. 

Kerry. If constabulary returns and court statistics are to be reconciled to one 

another then focus must be directed on the year 1849, as this is the only year in 

which both overlapped. A parliamentary paper, published in 1851, records the 

number of ejectments in all courts in Ireland between 1847 and 1849. It states 

the number of actions in ejectment entered in each of the courts and of ejectment 

decrees granted. In 1849,16,979 actions in ejectment were entered in the 

various c o u r t s . A s  a consequence of this 13,837 decrees were granted. 

According to O’Neill five tenants were served with every process entered in the 

civil bill courts and eight in the superior courts. This is an average number 

deduced from the court statistics of 1846 to 1848. If we therefore assume that 

6.5 families were served for every process entered in 1849, then 110,365.5 

families were served in total. If we then assume that 6.5 families were evicted as 

a result of each decree granted in 1849, then 89,947 families were evicted. If this 

figure is reduced by 20 per cent to account for tenants who were readmitted, a 

total of 71,958 is reached. This is still extremely high when compared to the 

constabulary re turn  of 13,384 actual evictions. One reason for this may be that 

the average of 6.5 families served for each process entered is an over-estimation. 

According to the Co. Clare ejectment books 5.3 families were served for every 

process in ejectment entered ( this would also have meant that an average of 5.3

A bstrac t Return o f  N um ber o f  E jectm ents in courts in Ireland, 1847-49, H.C. 1851 (172), 1, 629.
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families were removed with each ejectment decree e x e c u te d ) .E v e n  this 

adjustment would only reduce the overall figure to 63,341 families evicted. This 

figure assumes than one hundred per cent of all ejectment decrees granted by 

the courts w ere executed, though it is very unlikely that that was the case. What 

percentage, then, of decrees granted were actually executed and does the answer 

go any way in reconciling the court statistics with the constabulary returns?

In simple terms, there is no way of knowing, from court data, the number of 

decrees that were actually executed by sub-sheriffs. It is unlikely, however, that 

the number of ejectment decrees that were granted, but not executed, would 

explain the difference between the court statistics and the constabulary returns. 

There must, therefore, have been another factor involved. W. E. Vaughan draws 

attention to the fact that the constabulary returns did not include the eviction of 

cottier tenants or the removal of town tenants.^s Their exclusion would certainly 

reduce the court figures.

If one assumes that the constabulary’s returns of evictions from 1849 

onwards are accurate, then famine eviction calculations become somewhat 

simpler. We know from court statistics that 16,979 actions in ejectment were 

entered in all courts in 1849.^9 Unfortunately records for ejectments served exist 

only for the Hillary term. This problem can be rectified if one looks at the 

percentage of processes served in relation to processes entered in previous 

years. In 1848 for instance, 69,899 processes w ere served, while 16,610 

processes were entered. The number of processes entered, therefore, amounted 

to twenty-three per cent of processes served. If this formula is applied to 1849,

National Archives, Crown and Peace Office lD -40-24-32, Co. Clare Ejectment Books, 1836-50
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 229
Abstract Return o f  Number o f  Ejectments in Courts in Ireland, 1847-49, H.C. 1851 (172), 1, 629
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then a total of 71,990 processes were served in that year. We know the 

constabulary returns that 13,384 actual evictions occurred in 1849. Using basic 

arithmetic it is possible to conclude that nineteen per cent of tenants served 

were actually evicted. If this formula is applied to the years 1846 to 1848 then 

the results are as follows: in 1846 there were 3,743 actual evictions, in 1847 

there were 9,734, and 13,280 in 1848. Therefore a total of 26,756 families were 

evicted between 1846 and 1848. When this is added to constabulary re turns the 

overall estimate for the years 1846 to 1852 amounts to 70,047. If the 

constabulary returns for 1853 are included the figure increases to 73,667 

families or 368,335 people. This is still quite a bit short of Donnelly’s half a 

million people or of O’Neill’s 579,036, but is quite close to Vaughan’s estimate of 

70,000 families. Alternatively one could focus on processes for which a decree 

was granted. A parliamentary paper published in 1851 states that in 1849 a total 

of 13,838 ejectment decrees were granted by all courts. This figure is very close 

to the constabulary’s actual evictions for that year, which amounted to 13,383. 

The next step is to assume that the num ber of decrees granted for the years 

1846-48 also equalled the number of evictions tha t occurred. The only problem 

with this approach is that there is no data available for processes decreed in 

1846. It is clear from the years 1847-49, however, that eighty percent of 

processes entered resulted in decrees being granted. If this was the case then 

2,661 ejectment decrees were granted by all courts in 1846. If one then assumes 

the total number of evictions equalled the total num ber of decrees granted, 

24,248 families were evicted between 1846 and 1848. If this figure is added to

Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 
Constabulaiy, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725
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the constabulary returns then a total of 71,158 families or 355,790 persons is 

reached for the years 1846-53.

Another way to work out the eviction figures for the years 1846-48 is to 

compare the constabulary returns with the number of ejectment processes 

served in 1849, and assuming if 100 of the latter produced X evictions in 1849, 

then the relationship would be the same in the preceding three years. Using this 

formula one can deduce that there were eighteen evictions for every hundred 

processes served in 1849. If this formula is applied to the years 1846-48, the 

total num ber of evictions for these years amount to 26,757. If this is added to the 

constabulary returns the total number of evictions for the years 1846-53 amount 

to 73,677.

Reconciling some literary sources to eviction figures based on court statistics 

and constabulary has proven problematic. While there w ere political reasons for 

the likes of 0  Donavon Rossa, Mitchel, and Davitt to exaggerate their figures. 

Captain Arthur Kennedy's investigation of the Kilrush Union, and his 

consequential report to parliament, must be afforded serious consideration. 

According to Kennedy, 3,200 families, or 16,200 people, were evicted in the 

Kilrush union between June 1848 and June 1849.31 if one is to consider these 

figures in light of eviction figures for the whole country derived from court 

statistics and constabulary returns, they do appear disproportionately high for 

one poor law union. Kennedy’s 3,200 families evicted between June 1848 and 

June 1849 almost equal evictions for the entire country in 1846, and would 

comprise quite a substantial percentage of evictions in the years 1847,1848, 

1849, and 1850, 32, 24, 23, and 22 percent respectively. Furthermore, the

Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373
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constabulary’s re turn  of evictions for Co. Clare in 1849 amounted to 1,638 which 

is just over half the number that Captain Kennedy reported for the second half of 

1848 and the first half of 1849. If one is to assume tha t half of the 1,638 evictions 

returned by the constabulary for 1849, 819, occurred between January and June 

1849, then 2,381 families would have to have been evicted between June and 

September 1848 if the constabulary returns are to be reconciled with Kennedy's 

figures. Detailed study of Kennedy’s report and other parliamentary papers 

relating to Kilrush, along with the other sources for eviction figures, indicate that 

Kennedy over-estimated the number of evictions tha t occurred in Kilrush 

(Kennedy’s report and evictions in Kilrush will be dealt with in a later chapter).

Cottier tenants and farm labourers are particularly problematic with regard to 

the calculation of eviction numbers. As we have seen in chapter 1, which dealt 

with the laws governing evictions, judicial returns and statistics did not account 

for the eviction of cottier tenants because before 1851 cottiers had no legal 

recourse, and after 1851 their cases w ere heard at petty sessions and not at civil 

bill or superior courts. Unfortunately there are no petty sessions records relating 

to evictions available today. What we do know is that the judicial returns used to 

calculate famine eviction numbers did not include evicted cottiers. It is also 

unclear w hether or not the constabulary included the eviction of cottiers in their 

returns, although they probably did as it is unlikely that they distinguished 

between cottiers and under-tenants. According to Timothy O’Neill the eviction of 

cottiers by tenant farmers probably went unrecorded for the most part. The 

mass removal of cottiers by landlords, on the other hand, would probably have 

been on foot of a superior court habere or civil bill decree obtained to remove a 

middleman or tenant farmer who sub-let land to cottier tenants. The cottiers
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would have been automatically removed when the middleman or tenant farmer 

was evicted, but their removal would have been almost certainly recorded by the 

constabulary. The removal of a single cottier by a tenant farmer might not have 

gone to court at all. Cottiers were the poorest of the rural classes and would have 

been unlikely to have the financial means for legal action. If, after 1851, the 

cottier did wish to make a defence, the case was tried at the local petty sessions. 

Such cases were not included in the judicial re turn  of ejectment statistics. With 

regard to the inclusion of cottier evictions in eviction numbers generally, one 

could argue the following: the mass removal of cottiers by landlords engaging in 

clearances were probably recorded, while most cases of tenant farmers 

removing cottier tenants could probably have been categorized as voluntary 

surrenders rather than court-sanctioned evictions. It is likely that only in a 

minority of instances were cases for cottiers’ evictions heard at petty sessions. It 

is therefore likely that most cases of cottier evictions were recorded.

Evictions

Year Actual Evictions 
(families)

1846 3,742
1847 9,734
1848 13,280
1849 13,384
1850 14,541
1851 8,815
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1852 6,550
1853 3.631
Total 73,677

Processes Entered and Served

Year Processes Entered Processes Served
1846 4,671 19,704
1847 10,862 51,232
1848 16,610 69,899
1849 16.979 71.990
Total 49,122 212,825

Causes of Proceedings

Year Non-Payment
Over-Holding or 

On Title Desertion
1846 1,671 2,857 17
1847 5,893 4,922 32
1848 7,277 8,830 53
1849 7.921 9.613 36
Total 22,762 26,222 138

Ejectment Decrees Granted (all courts)
Year Decrees
1846 2,661
1847 8,545
1848 13,042
1849 13.838
Total 38,086
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5. Sources for Famine Evictions

i. Estate Papers

As manuscript estate papers became available to historians from the 1960s 

onwards, accurate conclusions with regard to landlord-tenant relations were 

more easily attained. John E. Pomfret, writing in the 1930s, portrayed Irish 

landlords in the nineteenth century as absentee, predatory, rack-renters.^ Estate 

papers reveal that, for the most part, this was not the case. While some tenants 

paid unusually high rents, the average on most estates was lo w .^  The great 

advantage of estate papers is their archival and methodical nature and their 

absolute impartiality. They recorded the business of an estate without trying to 

argue a point. Royal commissions and parliamentary inquiries were set up to 

investigate a specific problem. Those who gave evidence did so because they had 

something specific to say, and as such may not have been representative of the 

majority. Pamphlets, in a similar fashion, were partial as they were designed to 

support a certain set of view-points. Newspapers were often sensational and 

articles usually documented the particular rather than the general. The most 

valuable component of estate papers from the perspective of the historian 

studying famine evictions is undoubtedly the rental. Thankfully a good number 

of these are available for consultation in repositories such as the National 

Library of Ireland, the National Archives of Ireland, and the Public Records Office 

of Northern Ireland.

' Pomfret, The Struggle fo r  Land in Ireland, p. 1 
 ̂Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Ireland, 1848-1904, p. 14
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Depending on the estate, rentals varied slightly in term s of format and the 

amount of information they contained. In essence a rental vi âs a yearly 

summery of a tenan t’s account v\/ith his landlord. It contained the tenants name, 

townland and size of the holding. It also recorded anything the tenan t owed in 

arrears as ŵ ell as the ren t due for the current year and whether or not that rent 

was paid. Where tenants paid rent in two installments annually, the rental was 

updated twice yearly. Where rent was paid annually, the rental was updated 

once a year.^ Where a set of rentals covering a period of several consecutive 

years can be consulted it is possible to document fluctuations in population on 

townlands or estates concerned. Besides the aforementioned particulars, 

rentals also contained an observations column. This contained the observations 

of the agent or landlord with regards to issues of rent, arrears, solvency and 

tenure. The condition of the tenan t’s house and farm is often mentioned. If a 

tenant was issued with notice to quit, served with an ejectment process, or 

evicted, that information might also appear in the observations column. The 

column would also often contain any reasons for evicting solvent tenants.

Even where observations are sparse, rentals are a valuable source. Take the 

rentals of the Johnson estate in Co. Leitrim for example. While the observations 

column may be empty, much can still be learned of the tenants and the impact 

the famine had on the estate. Fortunately for the historian engaged in famine 

studies the only two surviving rentals for the Johnson estate are for the years 

1846 and 1853. The impact the famine had on the population of the estate can 

be gauged by comparing both rentals. For instance, the number of tenants on

 ̂ It may also have been the case that rent was paid in two installments annually, but the total was only 
recorded once in the rental.
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tlie Johnson Estate fell from 136 in 1846 to 120 in 1 8 5 3 . Such an innocuous 

decrease might suggest that the impact of the famine was not all that great. 

Hovi^ever, when the changes in personnel on each individual townland are 

taken into account, a different picture is revealed. For example, only five of the 

eleven tenants that lived in the townland of Drumrovey in 1846 w ere still in 

possession by 1853. In Derryculanan only four of the seven tenants survived 

the period.5 Similarly only ten of the eighteen tenants listed as being in 

possession in Drumkeeran in 1846 were still in possession by 1853. In total, on 

the Johnson estate, only 68 of the 136 tenants who were in possession in 1846 

were still there in 1853.^ The understanding that can be gained from these 

figures is that while 50 per cent of the tenants holding in 1846 had been 

displaced by 1853, either through eviction or surrender, no great clearance 

scheme was initiated on the estate. In most cases evicted or surrendering 

tenants were simply replaced. While it is difficult to tell from the Johnston 

rentals w hether or not those tenants who disappeared between 1846 and 1853 

w ere evicted or not, the constabulary’s quarterley re turn  of evictions state that 

ten families were evicted from the estate in 1852 a lo n e .T h is  conveys the fact 

that at least some of the tenants who disappeared from the Johnston estate 

during the famine were evicted -  the total number is almost certainly greater 

than ten.

The trend was similar on the Talbot-Crosbie estate in Co. Kerry. Eighty-two 

tenants occupied twenty-six townlands on the estate in 1845. By 1849 this had

Rentals o f  the Johnson Estate in Co. Leitrim. 1846, 1853 (NLI, MSS 9456-7)
 ̂ In this context an evicted tenant represented an evicted family. The eviction o f  three tenants from 

Derryculanan between 1846 and 1853 meant the eviction o f  three families, or fifteen people if  one 
assumes there was an average o f  five per family.
® Rentals o f  the Johnson Estate in Co. Leitrim. 1846, 1853 (NLI, MSS 9456-7)
 ̂National Archives, CSORP 1852/C267
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fallen to seventy-one.^ This is hardly a huge reduction given the circumstances of 

the time. However, when the fact that only forty-five of the eighty-two tenants in 

possession in 1845 still occupied the land in 1849 is considered it is evident that 

close to 50 percent of the tenants holding in 1845 had disappeared by 1849. 

Again this suggests that those who surrendered or were evicted were replaced 

and no clearances took place, as there is no evidence that holdings were 

consolidated. The rentals for the Pakenham estate in Co. Roscommon suggest 

that very few evictions took place on the estate during the famine. In 1840 thirty- 

nine tenants were  listed on the rental. By 1849 this had fallen to thirty-five. Of 

the thirty-nine in possession in 1840, twenty-five were still listed on the rental 

for 1849.^ It would seem as though a higher proportion of tenants on the 

Pakenham estate survived the famine compared to the Johnson or Talbot- 

Crosbie estates. However, some evictions did occur and some tenants 

surrendered land voluntarily. The Widow Cassidy surrendered possession in 

1848. She had assumed the tenancy on the death of her husband in September 

1847, but being unable to afford the rent she was forced to give up possession. 

Daniel Cox was evicted on 12 May 1848. His half-yearly ren t had been £4. 85 . By 

1848 he owed a total of £10 14s. Michael Moran of Kilmacumpsy was evicted in 

1848 after the duration of six m onths’ notice to quit. He was two years in arrears, 

having paid no rent in 1846 or 1 8 4 7 . The fact tha t he was issued with notice to 

quit instead of a process for non-payment of ren t suggests that he was a yearly 

tenant holding without written agreem ent and therefore could not be proceeded 

against for non-payment. Thomas Gormly, on the other hand, was served with an

* Rentals o f  the Talbot-Crosbie estate in Co. Kerry, 1845-49 (NLI, MS 5035)
 ̂Rentals for the Pakenham estate in Co. Roscommon, 1840-48 (NLI, MS 9471)

Ibid.
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ejectment process for non-payment and had an ejectment decree issued against 

him at the sessions of Castlerea on 8 April 1 8 4 8 . It is clear he v^as a leaseholder. 

What can be understood from the Pakenham papers is that arrears were the 

cause of tenant displacement and that only those in arrears were evicted. As with 

the Johnson and Talbot-Crosbie estate rentals, there is no evidence of systematic 

clearances during the famine. The rentals also suggest that very little 

consolidation of holdings took place and that those evicted were replaced.

The advantages of rentals as sources for the study of famine evictions have 

been discussed. There were, however, some limitations. Firstly, the fact that not 

all rentals survive makes a systematic study of evictions on the entire island 

impossible. Though it is likely that enough survive to convey what was typical. 

Another problem is the lack of consistency within individual rentals. Some, such 

as the Leitrim and Ormond rentals, contain a great deal of information within the 

observations columns. Others such as the Johnson rentals contain little more 

than the tenants names. The absence of observations and annotations means 

that a certain amount of guesswork has to be performed. Fluctuations in the 

numbers of tenants holding can be monitored easily even using the most 

sparsely annotated rentals, but it becomes almost impossible to tell for certain 

whether a tenant who disappeared from the rental was evicted or left of his own 

accord. One way to do this is to ascertain whether or not the out-going tenant 

was in arrears. If the tenant was in arrears and disappeared from the rental, it is 

then more likely that he was evicted.

The study of famine evictions through the use of estate papers, and rentals in 

particular, answers two important questions. How do the figures for tenants who

"  Ibid.
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voluntarily surrendered their holdings v^ithout being subject to formal eviction 

compare with the figures for formally evicted tenants (tenants whose eviction 

was sanctioned by the courts)? Secondly, was the threat of eviction more 

commonly used and more useful to landlords in estate management than actual 

evictions?

In a bid to avoid the costs of legal proceedings some tenants would surrender 

after receipt of notice to quit or an ejectment process, while others would 

surrender when a rrears  mounted. Some tenants surrendered when offered a 

small sum of money to do so. In the Kilglass district of Roscommon, for example, 

the landlord's agent, Joseph Kincaid, removed 150 families from the estate by 

offering each between £3 and £5 to surrender possession voluntarily, thus 

avoiding any legal p ro cess .^ ^  On Daniel Henry Ferrall’s estate, also in 

Roscommon, tenants w ere offered between £6 and £7 to quit. The objective was 

to clear the estate of defaulting small t e n a n t s .L o r d  Palmerston paid the 

passage of tenants wishing to emigrate during the famine. It was of course 

conditional on them surrendering possession.

An unusual surrendering of possession occurred on the Emly estate in Co. 

Clare in 1847. In a letter to his landlord, John Hennessy expressed utmost 

gratitude for the fact that his landlord was taking possession of his house and 

land. The letter stated 'I having given up the house and land I held from you, not 

having any use for it and not being able to till or seed the land, and I further beg 

to thank you for taking it from me. 1 have the honour dear Sir of being your most

Nation, 1 January 1848
'i^orXon, Landlords, Tenants, Famine, p. 114
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obedient s e r v a n t ’ l l  letter was signed by John Hennessy. The letter also 

revealed that the landlord, John Monsele, was willing to disregard arrears of £53 

as well as donate £5 to Hennessy once possession of the house and land was 

surrendered. This conveys an interesting insight into the psyche of heavily 

indebted tenants. Such were Hennessy’s circumstances that he was willing to 

relinquish his house and land in return for £5 and the cancellation of his arrears. 

Had he been evicted he would have received nothing. John Hennessy could have 

considered himself lucky in light of another case that occurred on the Emly 

estate w here Patrick Sheeran of Killdonnell was imprisoned under a civil bill 

decree for the sum of £2. While some tenants did receive money in return for 

possession, other tenants w ere given no such incentive. In September 1850, for 

example, Patrick Reynolds of Anaghadarge on Lord Leitrim's Mohill estate 

surrendered his holding. In 1848 his arrears had amounted to £80. Given the fact 

that his annual rent was £12, he would have owed £104 by the time he 

surrendered the holding.!^ Surprisingly no legal proceedings were initiated. It 

would seem that the burden of debt was such that surrendering possession 

appeared to be the best option. Other cases like this one occurred on the Leitrim 

estate and other estates, reflecting the fact that heavily indebted tenants 

sometimes felt they had no choice but to surrender their holdings.

Tenants threatened with eviction often surrendered possession in order to 

avoid legal proceedings. William Cox of Bohey, also on the Mohill estate, was 

issued with notice to quit in March 1845 after he built a house contrary to 

orders. He did not wait to be legally evicted; he left for America a month later.

Emly papers: letter o f  surrender from John Hennessy to William M onsele, January 1848 (NLI, MS 
7868)

Rental o f  Lord Leitrim’s estate, Mohill, Co. Leitrim, 1842-53 (NLI, MS 5803)
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Pat Gilroy, also of Bohey, surrendered possession in 1850 after being served with 

notice to quit. He was five and a half years in a r r e a r s . T h e  Widow McDonnell of 

Newtownblake on the Knox estate in Galway had an ejectment decree issued 

against her in 1845. An annotation in the rental stated that ‘she is willing to give 

up possession if she gets an acre’.^̂

While some tenants surrendered voluntarily either due to the th rea t of 

eviction, mounting arrears or in receipt of money, there is some reason to argue 

that the majority of displaced tenants were subject to formal eviction. This was 

certainly the case on Lord Leitrim’s Mohill estate. There were ten tenants listed 

on the Mohill estate rental for the townland of Breynross in 1845. By 1849 five of 

those were heavily in arrears, between two and six years. In that year four of 

those were evicted, while only one surrendered his holding before a formal 

eviction. Similarly, five tenants were evicted from the townland of Clooncumber 

between 1845 and 1849, while not a single tenant surrendered.^^ A study of the 

townland of Bohey in Co. Leitrim reveals that twenty-two of forty-four tenants 

were evicted between 1846 and 1850, while only seven surrendered possession. 

Of the tenants who surrendered only one had been issued with notice to quit. All, 

however, had arrears amounting to four years or more. This was the general 

pattern across all townlands on the Mohill estate. In total 101 tenants were 

evicted from the Mohill estate between 1846 and 1850, compared with eighteen 

who voluntarily surrendered possession.!^ of those evicted from the Mohill 

estate during the famine were in arrears of several years.

Ibid.
Rental o f  the Knox estate in Mayo and Galway, 1845-46 (NLI, MS 3077) 
Rental o f  Lord Leitrim’s estate, Mohill, Co. Leitrim, 1842-53 (NLI, MS 5803) 
Ibid.
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If one subscribes to the idea that Lord Leitrim’s Mohill estate was typical of 

Ireland as a vi^hole, then one could also assume that more people were evicted 

during the famine than surrendered their holdings voluntarily. This notion, 

however, poses problems. Firstly, if Lord Leitrim had engaged in a scheme of 

assisted emigration, then perhaps more tenants would have given up their 

holdings. Furthermore, we are aware of estates such as the Palmerston, 

Landsdowne, Benn-Walsh, Mahon, Gore-Booth, Shirley, Fitzwilliam and 

Monteagle estates w here large-scale schemes of assisted emigration occurred. 

With the exception of the Mahon estate, more tenants surrendered voluntarily 

than w ere evicted on these estates. Finally it is necessary to look at eviction 

numbers in conjunction with the fall in population during the famine years. 

Between 1846 and 1853 approximately 350,000 people were evicted. Between 

1841 and 1851 the population of Ireland fell by approximately 1.5 million 

people. According to F. S. L. Lyons the population of Ireland reached 8.5 million 

by 1845 and then fell by 2 million to 6.5 million by 1851. He states that of that 2 

million who disappeared, half died and half emigrated. Lyons also suggests that 

emigration numbers continued to rise after 1851 and that a total of 2 million 

people emigrated from Ireland between 1845 and 1855.^0 Essentially Lyons 

believes that a million died and 2 million emigrated between 1845 and 1855. 

With regard to the million who died, some may have been evicted; some may 

have surrendered voluntarily, while others may have died without leaving their 

holdings at all. Many of the two million who emigrated, however, were either 

evicted or surrendered voluntarily. Even if one imagines for a moment that all 

those evicted during the famine, 350,000 people between 1846 and 1853,

F.S.L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine (London 1971), p. 44
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emigrated, th a t  still leaves a further 1.65 million em igrants  w ho w ere  not 

evicted, bu t su rren d e red  voluntarily. Though m ore w ere  evicted than  

su rren d e red  voluntarily  on the  Lord Leitrim’s Mohill estate, it appea rs  th a t  this 

w as som eth ing  of an  anomaly. Population statistics and eviction num bers  

suggest strongly  th a t  m ore su rren d e red  voluntarily  than  w ere  evicted.

The traditional folk verdict on Lord Leitrim^i is th a t  he encapsulated  

everything th a t  w as negative about landlordism  in Ireland -  rack-renting, 

evictions, tyranny; it has even been  suggested th a t  he was a sexual predator, 

though th e re  is no evidence to qualify this. The prim ary  source evidence th a t  is 

available, however, d isputes these  notions. Though the Leitrim ren ta ls  reveal 

th a t  famine evictions occurred, they did so w here  tenan ts  w ere  in heavy 

arrears . The fact th a t  Lord Leitrim allowed a rrea rs  on his es ta te  to am oun t to 

several years  in m any cases suggests th a t  he did not w an t to evict his tenants, 

and w an ted  to give them  every opportun ity  to clear the ir  arrears .  Eviction, it 

would seem, w as a last resort. In the  early  1840s Lord Leitrim w as in 

ag reem en t w ith Daniel O’Connell over the  repeal of several laws th a t  increased 

land lords’ p o w er  to evict .22 Malcomson, in Virtues o f  a Wicked Earl, reveals tha t 

ren t  aba tem en ts  w ere  g ranted  on the  Leitrim esta te  during the famine. In fact, 

the  Leitrim esta te  rental fell from £7,449 to £6,013 be tw een  1845 and 1848.^3 

Unlike m any o the r  landlords, especially in Co. Leitrim, Lord Leitrim resided on 

his ow n esta te  and had a genuine in te res t  in farming and agricultural progress 

and developm ent. Lord Leitrim deplored absenteeism  and d isparaged those 

w ho did no t m ake an effort to run the ir  esta tes  correctly, especially during the

For the purpose o f  this thesis Lord Leitrim is William Sydney Clements who became the 3̂ ‘* Earl o f  
Leitrim in 1854, but was running the family estates since before the famine.

A.P.W, Malcomson, Virtues o f  a Wicked Earl (Dublin 2009), p. 100 
■̂’ibid, p. 141
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famine. Neither his own father nor Russell’s government escaped his criticism 

on this issue. Lord Leitrim served as chairman of both the Mohill board of 

guardians and the Mohill relief committee during the famine. In August 1845 he 

was among the few landed proprietors to attend the south Leitrim agricultural 

society's annual dinner where he made a speech about agricultural progress in 

Leitrim.

Whatever may be argued of his later life. Lord Leitrim’s landlordship during 

the famine was commendable. In fact, Malcomson suggests that some of the 

evictions that occurred on the Leitrim estate were not in fact evictions at all, 

but part of a process of estate-reorganization. Tenants were merely moved 

from one holding to another. Further evidence of Lord Leitrim’s good nature 

can be found in a statement by Canon Doherty, PP of Carrickonshannon, who 

praised Lord Leitrim for the good treatm ent and protection of his tenants 

during the famine.^^ Even during the 1852 election campaign Lord Leitrim was 

not among the many Leitrim landlords who were denounced as landlords 

personally responsible for a lot of famine deaths in Leitrim.25 w hile  Lord 

Leitrim did not engage in clearances that were typical of some landlords such 

as Lord Lucan in Mayo or Colonel Vandeleur in Kilrush, he did evict tenants 

when he thought it necessary. In the second quarter of 1850, for instance, he 

evicted fifty-five families, consisting of 343 people.^6

As well as evictions, estate papers provide evidence of voluntary surrender 

of possession occurring on many other estates also. Four tenants from the 

townland of Frisheen on the Domville estate in Co. Mayo surrendered

Ibid., p. 142 
Ibid.
National A rchives, CSORP 1850/C  187
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possession in 1848. Each of these w ere in arrears. Two tenants from 

Loobnamuck on the same estate surrendered possession also in 1848. In fact 

the number of tenants living in Loobnamuck fell from forty-one to thirty 

between 1844 and 1851. This would indicate that a further nine were evicted. 

Thomas Hyland of Coolpark on the Lindsay estate in Mayo surrendered his land 

in 1848. His half-yearly rent had been £5. An annotation in the observations 

column of the rental states 'gone'. This suggests tha t he surrendered voluntarily 

instead of being evicted. Perhaps he surrendered to receive relief under the 

poor law extension act of 1847.^7 The same may be true of the Rev. William 

Cromie of Castleland. His rent was £140 per annum. He left in 1848. Again the 

word 'gone' appears in the observations column. Patrick Faragher of 

Curramore was also 'gone' in 1852. His annual rent was £1 85. By 1852 he owed 

£2 15s. Francis Mannion of Currane also surrendered possession. His annual 

rent was £3.105., and by 1851 his arrears amounted to £4.145. Nine of the 

twelve tenants from Mollyroe on the Lindsay estate surrendered possession 

between 1848 and 1850. All were small-holders paying an average of 155. per 

half year.

The threat of eviction was a very important tool used by landlords in the 

management of their estate. It was used for a number of reasons, but most 

commonly as a means of compelling defaulting tenants to pay their rent. This 

threat could either have taken the form of notice to quit or service of an 

ejectment process. It is im portant to note that it was to the advantage of the 

landlord if a tenant could be compelled into paying their rent rather than be 

evicted, in which case no rent would be paid until the landlord found a new

1 0 &  l l , c .  31 (1847)
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tenant. It v^^ould almost certainly mean a loss of revenue, especially on less 

prosperous estates v^^here tenants were not solvent enough to compete for land. 

Pat Kerrigan of Clooncarne, a tenant of Lord Leitrim’s, had an ejectment decree 

issued against him in 1854, at which point his arrears amounted to £57. The 

decree was not executed and by the following year he had cleared his arrears. 

Similarly Patrick Magarry, of the same townland, also had an ejectment decree 

issued against him for the recovery of arrears amounting to £30 in 1854. Like his 

neighbour, he paid the arrears and remained in possession. Another of Leitrim’s 

tenants, Matthew Winter, also of Clooncarne, had an ejectment decree issued 

against him in 1854. By 1855 his arrears, which had amounted to £13, were 

cleared. By threatening to evict the three aforementioned tenants Lord Leitrim 

was able to recover £100 pounds of rent in arrears on one townland in one year. 

Had those tenants been evicted the arrears would almost certainly have been 

lost. In 1853, for example, Owen Dunne of Cloncumber was evicted and arrears 

of £9 lost. Some tenants needed to be pressurised more than others. Pat 

O'Donnell became a tenant on the Knox estate in Galway in 1843. His rent was 

£ 9 .17s. per annum. By 1844 his arrears amounted to £18 55. He was arrested 

under decree but discharged that same year. On his discharge he was issued with 

six m oths’ notice to quit. In 1845, however, he reduced his arrears to £ 1 .16s., 

thus avoiding eviction.

While it was inevitable that a certain amount of arrears would be lost, the 

threat of eviction as an instrument of estate management reaped some rewards. 

Lord Leitrim recovered £70 from tenants on the townland of Cloncumber in 

1854 after ejectment decrees were issued against them. A further £53 was 

recovered by the same means from the townland of Derrane in the same year.
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and £40 from Farnaght. In total Lord Leitrim recovered £319 in arrears from the 

Mohill estate in Co. Leitrim in 1854 by threatening tenants with eviction. It is 

also worth noting that as the famine period drew to a close towards the middle 

of the 1850s tenants w ere beginning to find the financial means to pay off 

arrears that they had accumulated during the famine years.

While the threat of eviction was an integral part of estate management, 

especially with regard to the recovery of rent, it was only effective if the tenants 

either had, or were able to locate, the financial means to clear their arrears. On 

the Leitrim estate at Mohill, tenants who emerged from the famine years in a 

position to pay off their arrears were in the minority. The vast majority of 

tenants on the Mohill estate who fell into arrears from 1846 onwards were 

evicted. Taking the townland of Aughadarge as a case study, it is possible to 

show how arrears accrued during the famine usually resulted in eviction. 

According to the 1845 rental there w ere ten tenants living in Anaghdarge. By 

1853 all but one, Cormack Logan, were evicted. In each case the evicted tenant 

was in arrears and each eviction was by civil bill ejectment. Cormack Logan 

continued to hold what he had in 1845 while the rest of the land was divided 

between three incoming tenants, Michael Murphy, John McCullagh, and Robert P. 

O’Brien. Some land returned to Lord Leitrim to be held in fee. The fact that 

tenants w ere fewer, and holdings larger, in the aftermath of the famine also 

reflected the widespread movement from tillage to pasture farming, where 

larger grazings were a necessity.

The townland of Clooncarne is another useful example in illustrating this 

point. As has been illustrated, Lord Leitrim recovered £100 of arrears from the 

tenants of this townland in 1854 through the threat of eviction. This money was
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recovered from three tenants, Pat Kerrigan, Patrick Magarry, and Matthew 

Winter. During the period 1846 to 1849, however, twelve tenants from 

Clooncarne were evicted for non-payment and no arrears were recovered 

through the threat of eviction during this period. In fact the loss of revenue that 

resulted from these evictions amounted to £246.28 jp the case of these tenants 

the th rea t of eviction had little bearing on the situation, as they simply could not 

afford to pay the rent. While the threat of eviction proved useful in the period of 

revival after the famine and in other periods of prosperity as a means of 

compelling tenants to pay rent, its use at the height of the famine proved to be 

limited. Tenants simply did not have the money to pay rents and no threats 

would change that.

On some occasions the threat of eviction enabled landlords to recover arrears 

from sources other than the tenant who rented the land. On the Ormond estate in 

Kilkenny, Michael Clifford of Ballypatrick was issued with notice to quit when 

unable to pay rent that accrued in 1849. His neighbour, Patrick Manning, 

however, offered to pay six m onths’ rent on condition tha t he would get 'first 

charge’ on Clifford’s crops. This was agreed and the agent placed keepers on the 

crops to insure that Clifford would not a ttem pt to carry them away. It was also 

agreed that Manning would have first refusal on the holding should Clifford 

leave. A similar situation arose on in the townland of Fullohea on the same 

estate. Patrick Fox was served with notice to quit due to arrears  of £13. His 

brother, James, aware of an opportunity to become tenant, paid the arrears and

Rental o f  Lord Leitrim ’s estate, M ohill, Co. Leitrim, 1842-53 (NLI, M S 5803)
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was, from that time onwards, considered the tenant. In fact Ormond agent stated 

that if Patrick did not give up the land to James he would be evicted.^^

It is evident from the Ormond papers that the estate operated differently to 

the Leitrim estate. This was probably due to the relative prosperity of the 

tenants. Something resembling 'tenant right' appears to have existed on the 

estate. On some occasions the incoming tenant had to pay the arrears of the 

outgoing or evicted tenant. In February 1850, for instance, Thomas Hurley of 

Kilmacshane was evicted. Possession of the land was given to the widow of an 

Edmond Gray, but not before she paid Hurley's arrears of £3 and a further £3 

that Hurley owed to a James Riley.^^ On other occasions incoming tenants had to 

give money to outgoing or evicted tenants. In 1850 William and Richard McGrath 

and their families surrendered their holdings in Inchonaclough. Their houses 

were pulled down and the lands divided between Mary Butler and John Hyland. 

Between them Hyland and Butler had to pay the emigration costs of the 

McGraths. In 1847 John Riley was offered three acres in Kilcash Demesne on 

condition that he pay the emigration costs of the evicted Philip O'Shea and his 

wife, which he duly did.^i

On a relatively prosperous estate such as the Ormond estate in Kilkenny the 

threat of eviction was a potent instrument of estate management during the 

famine period. In contrast to the Leitrim estate, tenants were capable of paying 

rent when threatened. Futhermore, even when an eviction occurred competition 

for land was such that an incoming tenant was often willing to pay the arrears of 

the evicted tenant. Therefore the landlord was less likely to suffer a loss of

Rentals for the Ormond estate in Co. Kilkenny, 1844-53 (NLI, MSS 23,797-25,058)
“  Ibid.

Ibid.
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revenue. While tenants on the Ormond estate and tenants in other parts of the 

east and north-east of Ireland v^ould have been, on average, better off than their 

counterparts on the western seaboard, they still experienced difficulties during 

the famine. Lord Fitzwilliam needed to issue notices to quit in order to compel 

tenants to pay their rent, while on the Powerscourt estate it took some tenants 

several yearly installments to pay their rent. Mrs. Anne Darlington of Monastery, 

on the Powerscourt estate paid a rent of £20 per annum. In 1845 she paid it in 

four installments. In 1846 she paid it in five installments. In 1847 she paid it in 

six installments. In 1848 and 1849 it was back to three installments, and from 

1850 onwards it was two.^^

The threat of eviction appears also to have worked well on the Fitzwilliam 

estate in Co. Wicklow during the early stages of the famine. In September 1845 

ninety-three tenants were served with notices to quit. All were in arrears 

ranging from £1 to £202. Of these ninety-three, only sixteen w ere summoned 

before the April sessions of 1846. Ten of these paid at some point during 

proceedings, while only six were evicted. A further thirteen were summoned to 

appear before the June sessions -  eight of those were evicted. As the famine grew 

more severe, however, the number of notified tenants who were actually evicted 

on the Fitzwilliam estate increased. Of the seventy-three tenants who were 

issued with notice to quit in 1846, fifty-two w ere summoned. Of those, forty- 

three were evicted. Similarly, of the 181 tenants issued with notice to quit in 

1847, ninety-three were evicted. Of the 100 tenants notified in 1848, ninety-one 

were summoned and eighty-seven evicted. From 1849 the num ber of notified 

tenants who were subsequently evicted began to fall again. Of the 184 tenants

32 Powerscourt papers (NLl, MS 3164]
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issued with notice to quit in 1849, fifty-nine were summoned and thirty evicted. 

By 1853 the number of notified tenants who w ere evicted had fallen back to p re 

famine levels, with only six of the 142 tenants issued with notice to quit being 

summoned -  five of those were evicted. These figures are further evidence that 

the effectiveness of the threat of eviction was subdued by the famine. In 1853 for 

example rent was recovered from 136 defaulting tenants using the threat of 

eviction. In 1848, however, only thirteen of the one hundred tenants threatened 

with eviction paid their a r r e a r s . ^3

While the threat of eviction was usually used to compel tenants to pay their 

rent, W. E. Vaughan has drawn our attention to some other reasons. The 

Fitzwilham ejectment books also reveal that tenants were threatened with 

eviction because of sub-letting, non-residence, bad farming, and admitting 

squatters or lodgers. One tenant was threatened with eviction for 'beating his 

wife and drunken rows', while another was threatened with eviction for snaring 

hares.34 Such threats, exhibited by the more paternal landlords, were a popular 

method of estate management and supervision of farming. In 1867, for instance, 

several of Lord Fitzwilliam's tenants were issued with notice to quit for selling 

hay off their farms and ‘for not managing the place as a farmer s h o u l d ' . Usually 

threats alone were enough to encourage tenants to give up their bad practices 

and few were evicted. As Vaughan has pointed out some landlords interfered in 

the affairs of their tenants more than others. Lord Fitzwilham, as we have seen, 

was one of these. So too was John George Adair who used the threat of eviction to

Fitzwilliam ejectment book, 1845-53 (NLI, MS 4972)
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 29 
Ibid.
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reorganise holdings on his estate in the 'most equitable and convenient v̂ ây'.^̂  

During the famine, however, threats of eviction were made predominantly to 

compel tenants to pay their rent and keep the estate free of arrears. High 

insolvency among tenants during the famine in particular, however, meant that 

often landlords had to carry out their threats and evict tenants.

Sometimes landlords would evict one tenant in the townland so as to 

encourage other neighbouring tenants to pay their rent or surrender their 

holding voluntarily. This system appears to have been adopted on the Wingfield 

estate in Sligo. In 1845 Edward Wingfield wrote to his land-agents, Stewart & 

Kincaid, stating that 'Ormsby (bailiff) served the ejectment yesterday....it had the 

effect of getting possession from one or two others'.^^ This was known as the 

‘demonstration effect'. It encouraged others who were in arrears to pay or 

surrender their holdings voluntarily, and thereby saved the landlord time and 

money. Voluntary surrender might also have been in the interests of the tenant 

in obtaining compensation upon departure.

Besides rentals and ejectment books, some estate papers contained other 

items that indicated the occurrence of evictions. Copies of notices to quit or 

documents relating to superior court or civil bill court ejectment proceedings 

would certainly suggest the occurrence of evictions. On the Wright estate in Co. 

Longford, for instance, seventeen notices to quit were issued on 26 and 27 April, 

1848. On 23 September 1840, Robert Payne, land agent to Lord Bantry, issued 

six notices to quit. Each notice stated that that the tenant was to be given until 

the 25* of the following March to quit the holding. The notices also stated that if

“  Ibid., p. 30 
't^orX.on, Landlords, Tenants, Famine, p. 135 
Ibid.
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possession was not given up, legal proceedings would begin.^^ A civil bill 

ejectment process entered on behalf of Charles Joseph Kelly, 3''  ̂Viscount Monck, 

indicates the eviction of Richard Hicks of Kilmacanogue, Co. Wicklow, for non

payment of rent in 1848. The Monk estate rental states that the holding was then 

let to a neighbour, Thomas Kirk, on a nine-year lease.'^'’

As a source for famine evictions estate papers are of the upmost importance. 

As we have seen they convey the fact that evictions, in general, increased during 

the famine and its immediate aftermath. A study of the Leitrim and Ormond 

rentals reflect the fact that evictions were localised in nature, and that some 

parts of Ireland endured more evictions than others. Estate papers also make it 

clear that the majority of those evicted were evicted because they did not pay 

their rent. Estate papers also show that arrears increased rapidly on many 

estates during the famine, often amounting to several years. We also see that 

those who managed to survive the famine without being evicted or giving up 

their holding were able to clear their arrears after the crisis had passed. The 

Ormond rentals demonstrate that even during the famine there were parts of 

Ireland w here tenants were still solvent and w here competition for land was 

intense; this was exemplified by incoming tenants paying the arrears or costs of 

outgoing tenants in order to get the land. Finally the use of eviction and the 

th rea t of eviction as an instrument of estate management is clearly conveyed in 

estate papers. The threat of eviction was most prudently used in compelling 

defaulting tenants to pay their rents, an approach used consistently by Lord 

Fitzwilliam. The Fitwilliam and Leitrim papers, however, convey the fact that the

39 Notices to quit issued on the Bantry estate, Co. Cori<, Sept., 1840 (UCC, BL/EP/1019) 
'̂ 0 Monck papers [NLI, MS 26843]
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threa t of eviction as a means to compel tenants to pay their rents lost some of its 

potency at the height of the famine.

ii. Trinity College Estate Papers

It would be unwise to conclude a study of estate papers without examining the 

comprehensive collection relating to the Trinity College estate. While the papers 

contain a great deal of information with regard to the running of the estate, most 

of the material relates to the immediate lessees of the board. The nature, 

therefore, of the Trinity College estate papers makes an accurate study of 

occupying tenants on the college estate during the famine difficult. In most 

instances college rentals and surveys contain only the names of tenants who held 

directly from the college; there is little documented on the fortunes of those who 

actually tilled the soil. There are, however, some sources that, when used in 

conjunction with one another, can shed light on evictions and population 

fluctuations on the Trinity College estate. There is also some material among the 

college muniments, especially in relation to Co. Kerry, that shed light on the 

plight of occupying tenants. Newspapers and parliamentary papers such as the 

Devon Commission are also useful in providing an insight into the occupation of 

land. Through a systematic study of these sources it is clear that the number of 

evictions on the college estate varied from region to region, and depended very 

much on geography, topography, and the m anner in which the estate was 

managed.

In the early 1840s Maurice Collis, commissioned to produce a detailed survey 

of all the college lands, carefully considered the issue of land quality and how it 

differed from one property to the next on the college estate. Quite a large portion
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of the college lands was situated on the less productive and less fertile west 

coast. Of the 235,000 acres ofwhich the college estate comprised, 76,122 w ere in 

Co. Kerry, 31,703 in Co. Galway, and 63,411 in Co. Donegal. This brought the total 

of less desirable west-coast land to 171,236 acres or 72 percent of the entire 

college estate. Maurice Collis, when surveying the college estates in the early 

1840s, found that 104,266 acres w ere  mountain, their quality being such that 

they could not be categorized as arable.^i This was one of the reasons why 

conditions for tenants living on the Co. Kerry estate were especially poor. The 

other, and equally significant reason, was the complicated and multi-layered 

middleman system that had been allowed to fester on the estate. In order to 

avoid the detailed administration involved in the running of their estate, and to 

ensure a steady income, the board of Trinity College leased most, but not all, of 

its lands to middlemen. These middlemen then subdivided their holdings and let 

them to smaller tenant farmers who became tenants of the middlemen and 

under-tenants of the college. These in turn  let land to even smaller tenants and 

cottiers.

John Hurly, chairman of the Tralee Board of Guardians, described the college’s 

Kerry estate as 'the most unimproved lands in the country'. It is not surprising, 

therefore, tha t evictions were more common in Kerry than on any other of the 

college lands before and during the famine period. In fact between 1849 and 

1853 only Limerick, Tipperary and Clare recorded more evictions, per 1,000 

agricultural holdings, than K e r r y . Qug to the sub-division of land that continued 

unchecked on the Kerry estates right up to the famine, multitudes of tenants

Collis Survey, TCD, MUNA^/79/16
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 233
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were trying to exist on lands that could not sustain them, with the result that 

landlords had either to evict the excess tenants or risk loosing their estate. On 5 

and 6 June 1850 the sub-sheriff of Kerry executed forty-four haberes in 

ejectment in the townlands of Lislaughlan and Lanmore, thirty-one in 

Ballylongford, and nineteen in Aghnagreene. Each of these townlands leased 

from the college, as part of the Rusheen lease in north-west Kerry, by Patrick 

Griffin, the representative of Pierce Crosbie (Crosbie died in 1849). The sub

sheriff charged one shilling per e x e c u t i o n . ' ^ ^  total ninety-four families were 

evicted over a two day period in June 1850. This was a famine clearance in the 

typical sense. Like those on the Lucan estate in Mayo or the Gerard estate in 

Galway, it was designed to clear the land of all excess tenants and their houses 

and to make way for large, consolidated, more economically viable, pasture 

farms or grazings.

Some tenants in the Ballylongford area w ere more fortunate and were given 

money by Patrick Griffin in return for their holding. It is likely that tenants used 

this money to emigrate. In all, forty-five tenants gave up their holding in return 

for payment. The average amount paid was seven shillings; the most paid was 

£2.^5 Even £2 was very little. Lord Lansdowne who owned a neighboring estate 

in Co. Kerry and facilitated much larger schemes of assisted emigration paid an 

average of £3 per tenant. William Stuart Trench wrote to the board in 1852 

strongly recommending that they begin to finance a scheme of assisted 

emigration on the Kerry lands and that the cost per tenant would probably be

Accounts for expenses o f  executing haberes on Lanmore, Lisloughhn, Aghangreene, and 
Ballylongford, June 1850, TCD, M UN/P/23/1560

Excess tenants is intended to mean those in excess o f  the number o f  tenants that the land could 
sustain.

List o f  people who gave up their holding on the Crosbie property in Ballylongford, and the amount 
paid to each for so doing, 1850, TCD, MUN/P/23/1561
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about £4. Even more fortunate still was the wife of a certain John Mulvihill 

against whom a habere in ejectment was executed in June 1850. Either she 

managed to redeem the holding or was reinstated as caretaker, it is likely that if 

the latter was the case, it was due to the passing of her husband and Patrick 

Griffin's reluctance to throw  a helpless widow out of her home. While Griffin’s 

actions may seem excessive, the circumstances that dictated at the time often 

made it necessary, for the survival of the landlord and his estate, to evict the 

poorest of the tenants who, in any case, were unable to sustain themselves.

While the board of Trinity College rarely concerned itself with matters 

relating to under-tenants, an occurrence on Pierce Crosbie’s lands, then in the 

hands of Patrick Griffen, in 1851 proved to be an exception. On 25 January 1851 

nine tenants from Lisloughlan, eight tenants from Leancinore, and five tenants 

from Aghanagreene, signed a memorial addressed to the college board, stating 

that they had been incorrectly served with processes for non-payment of rent. 

The cause of the confusion was the fact that Pierce Crosbie, the middleman who 

had leased the lands in question from the college, died in 1849 with the result 

that no head-rent had been paid to the college since that time. The memorial, 

however, stated categorically, that the under-tenants had paid £699, which was 

the total amount of rent due since the death of Pierce Crosbie as well as £393 in 

poor rates and other c h a r g e s . ^  would appear as though the representative of 

Pierce Crosbie, Patrick Griffin, who was in receipt of the ren t from the under

tenants had neglected to forward any head-rent to the college. A likely reason 

why the tenants were served with writs of ejectment in 1851 was because the

Memorial signed by tenants o f  Lislaughlin, Leancinore, and Aughagreene, who were served with 
writs o f non-payment, 25 Jan. 1851, TCD, MUN/P23/1559
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college decided to proceed against the representatives of Crosbie for non

payment of rent. In order to do this in compliance with the law it was also 

necessary to serve all under-tenants with writs of ejectment. On examining 

Griffith's valuation, however, it is evident that the representatives of Pierce 

Crosbie and the tenants listed for eviction were both still on the land by the mid 

1850s. It would appear that the tenants w ere removed as a m atter of routine and 

then re-instated while the representatives of Crosbie probably settled their debt 

with the college after receiving the summons or at some point during 

proceedings. This proves tha t the board was capable of good management when 

necessary.

The important point about the tenants who signed the memorial was that they 

were solvent and had paid their rent in full. Such tenants were few and far 

between in Kerry during the famine and it was neither necessary nor 

advantageous to evict them. According to David Peter Thompson, resident of 

Dingle, receiver under the court of chancery, and agent to Lord Ventry, who 

owned land in the Dingle area, the eviction of solvent, rent-paying tenants was 

very rare  before the famine.'^^ In fact, when giving evidence to the Devon 

Commission he stated: '1 do not think I could bring a dozen cases of the actual 

dispossessing of men, and w henever it took place it was for non-payment of 

ren t’”̂ .̂ It would appear that neither middlemen nor sub-division prevailed on 

the Ventry estate to the same degree as it did on college lands. The same cannot 

be said of the tenants on J. T. Orpen’s estate, which he held from the college in 

the Kenmare area of Co. Kerry. In a letter addressed to the college on 10 June

Devon Commission, Report [605], H.C. 1845, xix, 48 
«  Ibid.
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1852 Orpen requested that the board pay for the emigration of his 'pauper 

tenan ts’.'̂  ̂He also stated that as his tenants were paying him no ren t he could 

not assist them in emigrating. Assisted emigration, he believed, would be 

cheaper in the long-run than maintaining pauper tenants on the land or in the 

workhouse. This was probably true as the board of guardians for the Kenmare 

union calculated the annual expenses of each pauper in the workhouse at £5, 

while William Stuart Trench, writing to the college in 1852, advised the board 

that a scheme of assisted emigration would cost no more than £4 per family.^o 

Another interesting point raised in Orpen’s letter was tha t he appeared not to 

be possessed of much knowledge of his own tenants and the m anner in which 

they ran their farms. He did manage to furnish the board with a list of his own 

lessees and the rent they were supposed to be paying, but he was unable to say 

what rents they were supposed to get from their tenants or even if they had any. 

It is evident that a complicated and layered system of middlemen and under

tenants existed. Realizing that the college was not willing to finance a scheme of 

assisted emigration, Orpen had no choice but to serve all of his tenants with six 

months’ notice to quit, which he did on 30 June 1 8 5 2 . While there is no direct 

evidence to prove that these tenants, or a certain number of them, were evicted, 

Collis’ survey and the census returns for 1851 indicates tha t there was a 

substantial reduction in the population on Orpan’s lands. According to Collis the 

population in 1843 was 1,822. By 1851 this had been reduced to 967. Similarly

Papers concerning emigration from the Kenmare area, from property held under the college by J. T. 
Orpen, and from that o f the Marquis of Landsdowne, TCD, MUN/P/23/1562 
“̂ Ibid.

Ibid.
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the num ber o f  houses  fell from 326  to 180  betw een  1841  and 1 8 5 1 . ^ 2  x h e  fact 

that the num ber of houses  w^as reduced by m ore than 45 percent m eans that 

either large-scale evictions took place or the tenants w ere  rem oved by schem es  

of  assisted  emigration and their houses  pulled down. At 53 percent, the fall in 

population corresponds closely with that o f housing. As the college w as  

unwilling to finance emigration and Orpen had not the means, it is likely that 

evictions w ere  the cause of the depletion. Orpen’s tenants had clearly felt the  

severe  effects of the famine.

The majority of m iddlem en w h o held land from the college in Co. Kerry 

survived the famine. Their nam es or those of their successors  can be seen  listed  

in Griffith’s valuation, though the sam e can not be said of their under tenants. 

Imm ediate lessees  of the college on the Provost's estate  in Co. Galway, however,  

w ere  less  fortunate. These lands w ere  granted to Provost Thomas Steele and his 

successors  in 1 6 6 9 . The Galway lands w ere  leased by the college in tw enty-one  

separate divisions. Seventeen of these  w ere  situated in the barony of Ross and 

ranged in size from 300 acres in Tum neenaun to 5 ,891 acres in Teernakill. The 

lands o f  Ross w ere  situated in the north-w est of Galway, w e s t  of Lough Mease 

and south of Killury Harbour. A map drawn in 1815  indicates that the land 

consisted  mainly of mountain and bogland. The best farming land could be found 

in pockets im m ediately south o f  Killury Harbour and along the shores of Lough 

Measc.54

Census o f  Ireland 1851: Part 1, Area, Population, and Number o f  Houses, by Townlands and  
Electoral Divisions, Co. o f  Kerry, [1542] H. C. 1852, xcii, 453

Copy o f  certificate concerning the granting o f  lands in the baronies o f  Ross and Ballynahinch in Co. 
Galway and and Navan, Kells and Screen in Co. Meath to the Provost and Fellows o f  Trinity College, 
1669, TCD, MUN/P/30/1

Map o f  the estate in the barony o f  Ross, Co. Galway, belonging to the provost and fellows o f  Trinity 
College, 1815, TCD, MUN/ME/18
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Two rentals for the Ross estate exist among the college estate papers. One is 

for 1837 and the other for 1852. By studying these in conjunction with Griffith's 

valuation it is possible to gain an idea of population fluctuation on the estate and 

of the effect the famine had on the land-holding system. Of the twenty-one 

immediate tenants of the college who were listed on the rental for 1837^^^ only 

eight of them were left by 1 8 5 2 . The fate of those who disappeared during the 

famine years is difficult to ascertain, though it is reasonable to assume that a 

number of them may have been evicted. Take Theobold Butler for example. In 

1837 he was £18 in arrears for land he held from the college in the townland of 

Crumlin. His name appears neither on the rental for 1852 nor on Griffith’s 

valuation, at which point the lands had been leased to Edward Browne, Michael 

Joyce & Partners, and John Blackney. The likelihood is that Butler was evicted. 

The fact that the land was re-leased in 1846 indicates that he was probably 

evicted during the early stages of the famine. Similarly, it appears as though 

Catherine Brennan was evicted from the lands of Brendrum. In 1837 she was 

£14 in arrears. Like Theobold Butler, her name appeared neither on the rental 

for 1852 nor was it listed in Griffith's valuation. However, it is important to 

emphasize that arrears were not always an accurate prelude to an eviction. John 

Phayer of Drinn Torlagagh had arrears of £35 in 1837, but was given a new 

twenty-one year lease in 1 8 3 8 . At the time of Griffith's valuation the land was 

in the hands of Robert Phayer, presumably a relation. Thomas St. Ledger was £7 

10s. in arrears in 1837 for lands held from the college in Maam West. This, 

however, did not stop the college granting him a new twenty-one year lease in

Rental o f  the estate o f the Provost in cos. Meath and Galway, 1837, TCD, MUN/P/30/5a 
'̂"Rental o f the estate o f the Provost in cos. Meath and Galway, 1852, TCD, MUN/P/30/6 
Ibid.
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1841. By the 1850s St. Ledger v̂ âs in possession of the entire tou^nland of Maam 

West which he sub-let to seven different tenants. Griffith valued the property  at 

£35 pounds per annum, more than twice the £17 per annum that St Ledger paid 

the college. Similarly, Richard Joyce of Letterlagagh owed £5 in 1837, but had his 

lease renewed for twenty-one years in 1 8 4 6 . It seems the college accepted that 

sometimes arrears would occur, and were quite happy to renew the leases of 

tenants who they believed to be reliable and industrious even if they had 

previously been in arrears.

Twenty-three immediate tenants of the college were listed on the rental for 

1837. By 1852 fifteen of these had disappeared. However, by the time of 

Griffith's valuation the num ber of tenants holding directly from the college had 

increased to twenty-five. As well as these, there w ere a 127 under-tenants on the 

Ross estate, bringing the total number of tenants to more than 152 in the mid 

1850s. Does this rise in the number of immediate tenants signify an increase in 

the entire population of the estate? On the contrary the slight increase in the 

num ber of middlemen belies the truth of the matter entirely. A study of Maurice 

Collis’ survey reveals that there were 395 families on the Ross estate in 1843. 

The fact tha t only 152 tenants were listed on Griffith's valuation indicates a 

substantial decrease in the number of tenants occurred during the famine years, 

the vast majority being under-tenants of the college ra ther immediate lessees. It 

should however be remembered that sometimes Griffith’s valuation failed to 

account for cottiers and smallholders who were three or four times removed 

from the head landlord.

Ib id .
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The limitations of the college’s estate papers are evident v^^hen examining the 

Galway estate. The rentals list only the immediate lessees of the college, and 

while they do shed light on the possible eviction of some of these lessees, the 

rentals do not reveal any information regarding the occupying tenants. Griffith’s 

evaluation and Collis's survey are useful in examining shifts in population, bu t 

contain no information on evictions. Essentially, any attem pt to estimate the 

number of evictions that occurred on college lands in Galway would be heavily 

reliant on guesswork. The same is to be said of the college's estate in Co. Down. 

While some of the college’s immediate lessees in Galway were either removed or 

left during the famine, the position of the college’s lessees in Co. Down was more 

secure and stable.

According to Collis, the Co. Down estate was the most fertile and productive of 

the college lands. In 1843 he valued it at between fifteen and twenty shillings an 

acre. The vast majority of the Down lands were leased for terms of lives 

renewable forever. Only one of the nine divisions had a terminable lease, that 

being twenty-one years for the lands of Slievenagriddle.^^ In 1851 the college 

lands in Down contributed £413 per annum in ren t and £159 in renewal fines to 

the income of the college.^° Though the college's immediate tenants on the Down 

estate were middlemen in theory, owing to the fact tha t they leased land from 

the college and sub-let part if not all to smaller tenants for profit, they held 

nothing like the amount of land that the great middlemen of Kerry and Donegal 

held. The largest holding in Co. Down was Slievenagriddle, consisting of 261 

acres. It was leased to James and Charles Rooney and John and William Polly for

Return o f  Lands and Hereditaments in Bill to extend Leasing Powers o f  Corporate Body o f  College 
o f  Holy Trinity, near Dublin, HC 1851 (318), 1. 899.
“  Ibid.
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a period of twenty-one years in 1828. Such a holding was minute when 

compared with Lord Leitrim’s 28,734 acres at Kilmacrenan in Co. Donegal or St. 

John Slacker's 20,500 acres in the barony of Irtighconnor, Co. Kerry.^^ Another 

unusual aspect of the Down estate was that it was one of the only parts of the 

college estate that was run with the assistance of a land agent. By the time of the 

famine the agents responsible for the collection of rents on the Down estate were 

Alexander and John Miller of D o w n p a t r i c k . ^ 2  Only four rentals survive before 

1874; they are those of 1842,1843,1849, and 1859. The rentals would suggest 

tha t the tenants who held these lands were also relatively prosperous. In 1842 

there were seventeen immediate tenants of the college on the Down estate.

There were two in Ballysalagh, four in Dillon, one in Spittle Ballina, eight in 

Ballynagross, and two in Rustbarge.^^ Of the 17 tenants listed on the rental for 

1842, fourteen were still there in 1849, and eleven in 1 8 5 9 . The tenants who 

left were James and Robert Houston of Ballynagross and Gerard McKnight of 

Dillon, none of whom were in arrears in 1842. James and Robert Houston were 

replaced by John Allen and Rowland McKnight respectively, while no 

replacement tenant was listed for Gerard McKnight. Furthermore, two new 

tenancies were created for J. Maywill and S. McKnight in Ballysalagh. The 

num ber of college tenants had increased from seventeen to eighteen between 

1842 and 1849.

The level of arrears on an estate is always a good indicator of its prosperity. 

That being true, the level of arrears on the Down estate in 1849 validates Collis’

R. B. MacCarthy, The Trinity College Estates, 1800-1923: Corporate Management in an Age o f  
Reform, (Dublin 1992), p. 94 
“  Ibid. p. 131

Rental for College lands in Co. Down, 1842, TCD, MUN/P/29/262
Rentals for College lands in Co. Down, 1842, 1849, and 1859, TCD, MUN/P/29/262,266,291.
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assertion of the prosperity and quality of the lands. Rowland McKnight of 

Ballynagross was the only tenant in arrears on the estate, owing £5 3s., a 

remarkable achievement at the height of the famine. At the time the rental for 

1849 was written Rowland McKnight was in prison for debt.^  ̂One can only 

assume that proceedings were taken against him for a greater sum than that 

which he owed the college; shopkeepers and banks were other likely creditors. It 

is not surprising that McKnight's name does not appear on Griffith's valuation.

Given the relative degree of prosperity on the Down estate, it is unlikely that 

the three tenants who disappeared between 1842 and 1849 were evicted; there 

is certainly nothing to be found in the estate papers to suggest it. Further 

changes occurred between 1849 and the time of Griffith's valuation. In Dillon for 

instance, only Samuel McKnight survived. He was also joined by William, Hugh, 

and James McKnight, presumably relatives of Samuel as they held some land in 

common. The other new arrival to Dillon after 1849 was Spencer Perceval who 

held ninety-three acres from the college. In 1849 the lands of Ballysallagh were 

leased in four separate farms to R. Gray, M. Thompson, J. Ma3m îll and S.

McKnight. None of these tenants were left when Griffith valued the property.^^ 

They were replaced by Rowland C. Laurie and Margaret Seed who in turn sub-let 

to fourteen under-tenants. Both Laurie and Seed held their lands for terms of 

lives renewable forever.^’̂ Only two of the nine tenants who held land from the 

college in Ballynagross in 1849 were left by the mid 1850s. They were John 

Keown and John Craig. In other cases the land continued to be held by the same 

family but the tenant named on the rental for 1849 was succeeded by a family

Rental for College lands in Co. Down, 1849, TCD, MUN/P/29/266 
“  Ibid.

Return o f  Lands and Hereditaments in Bill to extend Leasing Powers o f  Corporate Body o f  College 
o f  Holy Trinity, near Dublin, HC 1851 (318), 1. 899.
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member. For instance, John Dixon who held ten acres in 1849^^ had been 

replaced by Hugh Dixon by the time of Griffith’s valuation. Similarly lands held 

by Michael Huston and James Gracey v^ere subsequently held by William Huston 

and Thomas Gracey. Likev^ise James and William Allen succeeded to the lands 

formerly held by John Allen. It was most likely the sons of the former tenants 

who succeeded upon the deaths of their father's as the lands were held for terms 

of lives renewable forever. Some names, however, disappeared completely. John 

Jo Hunter held forty-six acres in 1849 but was not to be found on Griffith’s 

valuation some years later. Joseph Mac who held fourteen acres also 

disappeared. As there is no evidence in the college estate papers that suggests 

that any of the college tenants were evicted, it is probable that Hunter and Mac 

left voluntarily. As the terms of the leases w ere for lives renewable forever, 

another possibility is that neither man had an heir and the leases ended on their 

deaths.

While the number of tenants holding directly from the college in Co. Down 

increased from seventeen to eighteen between 1842 and 1849, and from 

eighteen to over twenty-five between 1849 and the middle of the 1850s, this was 

not reflective of a general increase in population on the estate at large. In 1841 

the population of the estate was 728; by 1851 this had fallen to 534. Similarly the 

number of houses on the estate fell from 146 to 121. It was the college’s under

tenants, the tillers of the soil, who bore the brunt of famine hardship. It is 

therefore clear that the position of immediate lessees of the college was a lot 

more stable and sustainable than that of the small tenant farmers and cottier 

tenants who w ere the first leave, voluntarily or otherwise, in a time of crisis.

“  Rental for College lands in Co. Down, 1849, TCD, MUN/P/29/266
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Like the Galway estate, the Carrickglass esta te  in Co. Longford experienced  

m any changes in tenancy during the fam ine years. A map of the property, drawn  

in 1826 , indicates that there w ere  sixty-eight separate holdings on the estate.^^

In 1830  this estate, consisting  o f 2 ,442  acres, w as leased  by the co llege to the Rt. 

Hon. Thom as Lefroy. A rental o f that sam e year listed thirty-five tenants, the  

likelihood being that th ese  tenants held m ultiple h o l d i n g s . O f  th ose  tenants, 

only eleven  w ere left at the tim e of Griffith's valuation. Of th ose  e leven , nine w ere  

held by a son or relatives o f the tenants listed  on the rental for 1830 . The thirty- 

five ten ants listed  on the rental w ere  the im m ediate le ssees  o f Lefroy and only a 

fraction o f the total num ber of tenants on the estate. In 1843 M aurice Collis 

counted 122 houses and calculated the population to be 7 2 8 . He also counted  

121 fam ilies. Just over eighty tenants w ere  listed in Griffith’s valuation som e  

years later. If each tenant represented  a family, one could conclude that the  

fam ine period saw  the loss o f som e forty fam ilies from the Carrickglass estate. 

The census returns for 1851  tells a sim ilar story. This indicates that the  

population on the Carrickglass esta te  fell from 635  to 397  b etw een  1841  and 

1 8 5 1 ^ 2  One can only speculate as to w h eth er  or not th ese  tenants w ere  evicted  

or left voluntarily. None o f Lefroy’s im m ediate tenants w ere in arrears in 1830 , 

but m ight w ell have been during the fam ine period. Of the forty tenants w ho  

disappeared b etw een  1843 and the m iddle o f the 1850s, a little over half w ere  

probably im m ediate tenants o f Lefroy’s, the rem ainder being under-tenants o f  

theirs. This can be deduced by the fact that tw enty-four o f Lefroy's im m ediate

Map o f Carrickglas estate, Co. Longford, 1826, TCD, MUN/ME/14 
™ Rental o f  the Carrickglass estate, 1830, TCD, MUN/P/27/47 
” Collis Survey, TCD, MUNA^/79/11

Census o f  Ireland 1851: Part 1, Area, Population, and Number o f  Houses, by Townlands and 
Electoral Divisions, Co. o f  Longford, [1542] H. C. 1852, xcii, 453
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tenants who were hsted on the rental for 1830 were not listed in Griffith's 

valuation, and their eviction would also have m eant the eviction of anyone 

holding from them.

Evidence given by Rev. Martin O'Beirne to the Devon Commission shows that 

Lefroy was not slow to remove tenants he deemed to be problematic. In his 

evidence Rev. Martin O’Beirne stated that Lefroy evicted all the tenants from the 

townland of Dromore, in the parish of Clunglish, in 1834. According to Rev. 

Martin O’Beirne these evictions occurred because the tenants were Catholic and 

Lefroy was afraid they might vote against him. He removed them and replaced

them with Protestants.

A num ber of conclusions can be drawn from an examination of the Trinity 

College estate papers. The rate of evictions on the college estate varied from 

place to place. Most occurred in Kerry, while least occurred in Down. The quality 

of land, the condition of tenants, and the level of prosperity were directly linked 

to the level of evictions on any given part of the estate. In Kerry where farms 

were small, tenants poor, and sub-division rife, evictions were most common. In 

evidence to the Devon Commission, college middlemen in Kerry stated that even 

before the famine, clearances w ere necessary due to a surplus of tenants on the 

land.' '̂  ̂ In Co. Galway where land was even poorer, rentals indicate the 

disappearance of the majority of the college’s tenants during the famine years, 

while the census returns for 1851 reflect a substantial fall in population. On the 

Carrickglass estate in Longford the trend was similar. Only in Co. Down was

Devon Commission, Minutes o f  Evidence, pt. 2 [616], H.C. 1845, xx, 398 
Ibid.
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there any sense of stability. Farms were larger, land w^as better, and there were 

almost no arrears during the famine.

An unusual aspect of the Down estate was that it was one of the only parts of 

the college estate that was run with the assistance of a land agent.^^ Had the 

board taken any interest in the running of the Kerry estate, it would surely have 

tackled the crippling prevalence of sub-division that was the direct cause of 

clearances both before and during the famine. The board’s ignorance of their 

estates was reflected in an article in the Kerry Examiner of 25 August 1848 

entitled T h e  Estates of Trinity College Dublin’. The article strongly criticized 

how the college treated and cared for their tenants during the famine.^^ The 

board’s intervention and the initiation of more direct control over the estates in 

pre-famine years, such as occurred on the neighboring Kerry estates of Lord 

Landsdowne and Sir John Benn-Walsh, would have resulted in fewer evictions 

during and in the aftermath of the famine.

iii. Civil Bill Ejectment Books

In 1998 Michael J. Coffey wrote an article in The Other Clare which drew 

attention to ejectment books as a source for historians. Unfortunately the article 

was short and did not discuss the content of the ejectment books in great detail, 

and Coffey’s primary objective was to use the books as genealogical guides. The 

article, however, was useful in that it created awareness of the existence of 

ejectment books and explained w here they were to be f o u n d . I n  essence, 

ejectment books are records of county court proceedings in cases of ejectment.

Ibid.
K erry Examiner, 25 Aug. 1848
Michael J. Coffey, 'Ejectment books : an unknown source for county Clare historians and 

genealogists'. The Other Clare, xxii (1998), p. 58
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They are to be found in the National Archives of Ireland, listed under crown and 

peace offices. With the exception of County Clare, very few books survive for the 

famine years. However, such is the detail available in the books that a 

remarkable insight into Co. Clare ejectments can be obtained.

The collection available for Co. Clare is a comprehensive one. Ejectment books 

for the periods 1825 to 1850 and from 1878 to 1920 are available. This is ideal 

for the study of evictions during the famine. Besides providing comprehensive 

details of each ejectment case to come before the civil bill courts, ejectment 

books also convey how these courts worked and where they sat at various times 

of the year. In Co. Clare, for instance, sessions would take place in January, April, 

june, October, and December in the towns of Tulla, Ennis, Ennistimon, Kilrush, 

Killaloe and Sixmilebridge.

Details regarding each individual ejectment were w ritten concisely into the 

ejectment book, with one page being dedicated to each case. The name of the 

assistant barrister appears at the top of each page followed by the name of the 

plaintiff (or plaintiffs) and the defendant (or defendants). Other details included 

the annual rent charged by the landlord and the tenan t’s arrears. The reason for 

the ejectment was also documented, w hether it was for non-payment of rent or 

'determination’ of the tenancy. Where determination of the tenancy is stated to 

be the reason for the ejectement, nothing is mentioned as to w hat ended the 

tenancy. It is likely, however, that the tenancy was determined by six months’ 

notice to quit. The other possibility is that the lease expired. It is also worth 

noting that many of the ejectments that listed determination as the reason for 

the process may have, in fact, occurred because of non-payment of rent as
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tenants who held on a yearly basis vv^ithout a w ritten agreement could not be 

proceeded against for non-payment before 1851.

One of the most im portant pieces of information contained in the ejectment 

books was the assistant barristers decision in each case. This appeared at the 

bottom of the page and was represented by one of the following five words or 

phrases: Decreed, Agreed, Dismissed, Nilled, or D.W.P. (dismissed without 

prejudice]. Decreed meant that the assistant barrister found in favour of the 

landlord and issued a decree ordering the sub-sheriff to put the landlord back 

into possession of the land.'^^ The word 'agreed' indicated tha t at some point 

during proceedings the landlord and tenant had reached an agreement and the 

case was dropped. The ejectment books do not mention the terms of such 

agreements, but it is most likely that they involved the payment of some or all of 

the rent deemed to have been owed. If the word 'dismissed' appeared it meant 

that the case had been dismissed by virtue of a motion to dismiss entered by the 

tenant. Cases were dismissed for a num ber of reasons. Firstly a case would have 

been dismissed if the tenant was not summoned correctly (correct service of the 

summons is dealt with in chapter 1). A case would also be dismissed if the 

landlord did not deliver his statem ent of claim to the court within the correct 

time limit. Cases were also dismissed when landlords failed interrogatories or 

failed to produce documents. Finally a case might also be dismissed if the 

landlord failed to turn up at t r i a l . I n  essence most dismissals occurred on 

technical grounds. When a case was dismissed the action could not be brought 

again. The only exception to this was where the case was dismissed without

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 22 
™ John Burke (ed.), Jowlitt s D ictionary o f  English Law, I, A-K, p. 1014
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prejudice. This was represented by the letters 'D. W. P.’ and m eant tha t the action 

could be brought again.

It is important to note that the issuing of an ejectment decree by the assistant 

barrister did not necessarily mean that an eviction took place. One of the 

limitations of the ejectment book, as a historical source, is that there is no 

indication as to whether or not the decree was executed, and even where it was, 

tenants evicted for non-payment of rent had, under law, six months in which to 

pay the rent and redeem their holding. Others may have been restored 

temporarily as caretakers. It is likely, however, that most ejectment decrees 

were executed. Furthermore, the books reflect the fluctuations in court activity 

and the drastic increase in ejectment cases during the famine.

In 1844 the Co. Clare civil bill ejectment book documented the following: 

ninety-five ejectment cases were entered, decrees in ejectment were issued in 

forty-five cases, and 175 families were evicted as a result. The famine caused 

these figures to increase dramatically. In the month of April, 1847, alone, for 

instance, 126 families were evicted by civil bill ejectment decree in Co. Clare.^'’ 

The potato crop failure of the autumn of 1845, however, was not widespread. 

Clare, for instance, escaped the worst of the crisis. It was therefore of little 

surprise that the number of ejectment cases brought before the courts in 1846 

remained low. Six cases were brought before the Tulla sessions of 3 January 

1846. Four were dismissed and two d e c r e e d . I t  is worth noting that in the two 

cases where decrees were issued the phrase 'on notice to quit’ appeared instead 

o f ‘on determination’. Although it is probably not of great significance as it is still

National Archives, Crown and Peace Office, lD -40-28, Co. Clare ejectment book, 1846-1847 
Ibid.
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likely that the majority of cases where the ejectments were brought ‘on 

determination’ were brought because of the expiry of six m onths’ notice to quit. 

At the Ennistimon sessions of 8 January 1846 eleven cases were brought. Eight 

decrees were granted, two cases were dismissed, and one was agreed. The eight 

cases that were decreed, however, were brought by Simon George Purdon. This 

allowed him to proceed with the eviction of forty tenants. A total of ten cases 

were brought before the various sessions for April 1846. Decrees w ere issued for 

five of these cases, four cases were dismissed, and one agreed. In one of the 

decreed cases brought before the Ennistimon sessions of 9 April, the landlord 

sought to evict seven tenants. However, an annotation appears in the ejectment 

book stating 'possession decreed except as to John Sexton’; his case was 

d i s m i s s e d . jh ig  goes to prove that even in an individual case where a decree is 

issued for possession of a particular holding, not all in occupation were thrown 

out by virtue of that decree -  the assistant barrister had some discretion. June 

experienced a distinct increase in the num ber of ejectment cases. Twelve were 

brought at Sixmilebridge, seven at Tulla, fourteen at Ennistimon, and twelve at 

Kilrush. Out of a total of forty-five cases brought at the various sessions, 

seventeen resulted in decrees for the landlord. A further seventeen cases were 

dismissed, and eleven agreed. It is also evident from the Co. Clare ejectment 

books that some ejectment cases were decided by a jury. At the Sixmilebridge 

sessions on 16 June 1846, for example, a case between Miss Ellen O’Brien and 

five tenants from Derrynadorragh was decided by a jury. Incidentally, an 

ejectment decree was granted.

Ibid.
Ibid.
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A further and sharp increase occurred in the num ber of cases brought and the 

num ber of decrees granted in 1847. At Tulla on 1 January a total of sixteen cases 

were brought before the sessions. Decrees w^ere issued in thirteen of these cases, 

as a consequence of u^hich forty-three tenants were evicted, forty of whom held 

land from Simon John Purdon. Fourteen cases were brought at the Ennistimon 

session in the following week. One case was dismissed, one agreed, and fifty-one 

tenants w ere evicted after twelve decrees were granted. In Kilrush on 11 January 

five cases were decreed resulting in the eviction of nineteen tenants, eleven of 

whom held land from John Westropp. Sixty-three ejectment cases were brought 

at the various sessions for Co. Clare in April 1847. Of these thirty-six resulted in 

decrees granted, indicating the eviction of 126 tenants. This meant an average 

3.5 tenants w ere evicted for each decree granted. June saw a slight increase in 

court activity, A total of seventy cases were brought at the sessions. Decrees 

were granted in forty-four cases, enabling landlords to evict 131 tenants.

October 1847 bore witness to another large increase in ejectment cases. One 

hundred cases were brought at the Co. Clare sessions during October 1847.^5 Of 

these, eighty-one cases resulted in decrees being granted, as a consequence of 

which 247 tenants were evicted. October 1847 saw what may well have 

amounted to a number of large-scale clearances. Thomas Arthur evicted thirty- 

three tenants in twelve separate actions. The Rt. Hon. John Richards evicted 

forty-five tenants at the Ennistimon sessions of 25 October. Crofton Moore 

Vandeleur evicted eleven tenants for non-payment of rent from lands of Kilrush 

and Leannmore.^6

Ibid.
National Archives, Crown and Peace Office, lD-40-29, Co. Clare ejectment book, 1847
Ibid.
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Ejectment cases continued to increase in January 1848. If one w ere to 

compare January 1847 with January 1848, a noticeable difference is evident. At 

the Ennistimon sessions of January 1847, fourteen ejectment cases were 

brought, twelve of which w ere decreed. In January 1848, a total of twenty 

ejectment cases were brought at the same sessions, with decrees being granted 

in thirteen cases. Remarkably at both the Ennistimon sessions of January 1847 

and January 1848, the landlords to whom decrees were granted sought to evict 

the exact same number of occupying tenants - fifty-one.^’̂ In April 1848 eighty- 

four ejectment cases were brought before all sessions for Co. Clare. Of these, 

decrees were granted in sixty-four cases. A total of 235 occupying tenants were 

evicted. When compared with numbers for April 1847, a significant increase is 

evident. The number of ejectment cases rose from sixty-three to eighty-four, 

decrees granted from thirty-seven to sixty-four, and the number of occupying 

tenants evicted rose from 126 to 235.^^

June 1848 saw another steep rise in ejectments. At the Tulla sessions of 24 

June 1848, ninety-two cases were brought, with decrees being granted in fifty- 

nine cases. This resulted in the eviction of 113 tenants. When compared with the 

Tulla sessions of June 1847, there is a remarkable difference. The num ber of 

cases brought rose from twenty-one to ninety-two, decrees granted from 

nineteen to fifty-nine, while the number of tenants evicted increased from 25 to 

113. June 1848 also experienced a number of clearances. Stafford O’Brien 

obtained thirteen decrees for the eviction of sixteen tenants. At the Tulla

Ibid. 
‘ Ibid.
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sessions Thomas Arthur obtained decrees allowing him to evict eighty-seven 

tenants.^^

Court activity remained high through the summer. At the Kilrush sessions of 4 

July decrees were obtained for the eviction of ninety-nine tenants. Of those, the 

eviction of twenty-three was sought by William Coppinger, seven by Crofton 

Moore Vandeleur, twenty by John Mahon, and fifteen by Henry Stuart Bunton.^o 

High levels of ejectments were also sustained through the autumn and winter 

months of 1848. John Westropp sought the eviction of twenty-five tenants at the 

Killaloe sessions of 10 October 1848. John Sampson brought sixteen separate 

actions at the same sessions. All, however, w ere agreed before verdict. In total 

the eviction of sixty-one tenants, by virtue of thirteen decrees granted, was 

sought. That same month the eviction of 123 tenants was sought by landlords at 

the Ennis sessions. The Ennistimon sessions of October 1848 witnessed eighteen 

cases brought, ten for which decrees were granted, by virtue of which thirty-five 

tenants were evicted. Fifty-two ejectment cases were brought at the Kilrush 

sessions that same October. Decrees were issued for forty cases, six cases were 

decreed, and six nilled. In total 197 tenants w ere evicted. John W estropp evicted 

ninety-three of these.^^

The beginning of 1849 saw very little change in court activity. Sixteen cases 

were brought at the Tulla sessions where landlords sought to evict 110 tenants. 

Fifteen decrees were granted at Ennis, resulting in the eviction of ninety-eight 

tenants in total. At the Ennistimon sessions landlords had decrees issued for the 

eviction of forty-eight tenants. Eighteen cases were brought at the Kilrush

National Archives, Crown and Peace Office, lD -40-30, Co. Clare ejectment book, 1848 
National Archives, Crown and Peace Office, lD -40-31, Co. Clare ejectment book, 1848 
Ibid.
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sessions. Twelve w ere  decreed, tw o agreed, and  four dismissed; this resu lted  in 

the eviction of th irty-eight tenants . The total num ber  of decrees g ran ted  in 

January 1849 a t all sessions w as fifty-three. The total num ber of tenan ts  evicted 

due to this w as 2 9 4 .^̂

Figures began to fall after January 1849. Only th ree  ejectm ent cases w ere  

b rought a t the  Killaloe sessions of March 1849, w ith only one decree being 

granted. At the  Ennis sessions for April decrees w ere  g ran ted  in eight cases 

com pared  w ith fifteen decreed  a t Ennis in January. Tw enty-eight tenan ts  had 

ejectm ent decrees issued against them  a t the  Ennistimon sessions in April 

com pared w ith forty-eight in January. While the  n um ber  of cases in which 

decrees w ere  g ranted  a t  the Kilrush sessions decreased from twelve in January 

to nine in April, the  num ber  of tenan ts  evicted by virtue of these  decrees 

increased from thirty-eight to fifty-one. This might be explained by a clearance 

on the es ta te  of Crofton Moore Vandeleur in which eighteen families w ere  

evicted. The total num ber  of decrees g ran ted  by the  civil bill court in Co. Clare 

fell from ninety  in January to tw enty-tw o  in April, a certain indicator of a 

reduction in famine e v i c t io n s .F ig u r e s  for June 1849, however, increased quite 

dramatically. Eighteen e jectm ent decrees w ere  g ranted  a t the  Sixmilebridge 

session, precipitating in the  eviction of sixty-two families. Twelve cases w ere  

decreed a t Tulla, w ith  landlords evicting 140 families. One landlord, Elizabeth 

Brown, evicted thirty-six families, while John W estropp  had decrees g ran ted  

allowing him to evict fourteen families. Decrees w ere  issued for the eviction of 

forty-six families a t  the  Ennistimon sessions, and th irty-eight a t the Kilrush

National Archives, Crown and Peace Office, lD-40-32, Co. Clare ejectment book, 1849-1850
Ibid.
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sessions. N ovem ber saw  num bers  decrease again with five cases decreed  at 

Ennistimon and six at Kilrush.

January 1850, however, saw  a re tu rn  to large num bers  of ejectments. Twenty- 

two cases w ere  b rought a t the  Tulla sessions of January 1850, decrees w ere  

gran ted  in fifteen cases, th ree  cases w ere  dismissed, and four nilled. The fifteen 

cases decreed  m ean t the eviction of forty families. Seven ejectm ent cases w ere  

decreed a t  Ennis, by which th ir ty -th ree  families w ere  evicted. Landlords evicted 

105 families a t the Ennistimon sessions, by virtue of tw elve e jectm ent decrees 

granted. One landlord, John McNamara, evicted sixty-one families. John Scott had 

ejectm ent decrees granted  for the eviction of th irty-four families a t the Kilrush 

sessions. At the sam e sessions Crofton Moore Vandeleur had an e jectm ent decree 

g ran ted  enabling him to evict four families. A total of eight e jectm ent decrees 

w ere  g ran ted  a t these  sessions.^'^ On the whole, however, eviction num bers  for 

1850 w ere  less than those  of 1849. As the constabularies  re tu rn  of evictions 

show, this was not typical of the whole of Ireland. According to the constabulary  

evictions peaked at 14,541 in 1850 com pared  with 13,384 in 1 8 4 9 .

It is clearly evident from the Co. Clare eviction books th a t  the  n um ber  of 

tenan ts  evicted escalated be tw een  1845 and 1850. As w e have seen above, 

num bers  w ere  relatively low at the beginning of the famine w ith  only a m inor 

increase be tw een  1845 and 1846. In 1847, however, the n u m b er  of e jectm ent 

cases increased sharply, and even m ore so in 1848 w here  th ey  reached a peak. 

They stayed high in January 1849 bu t then  began to fall. Though num bers  

fluctuated from m onth  to m onth  in 1849 and 1850, on the whole, they  decreased.

Ibid.
Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 

Constabulaiy, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725
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Findings from the ejectment books are clearly mirrored in a parliamentary paper 

published in 1861 that gave a return of the num ber of civil bills and civil bill 

ejectments in the civil bill courts of Ireland between 1846 and 1850. In 1846 a 

total of ninety-six cases were entered in Co. Clare, resulting in forty-one 

ejectment decrees being granted. The follwing year 199 decrees were granted 

out of 300 cases entered. This rose to 507 cases entered and 250 decreed in 

1848. The number of ejectment cases entered in 1849 fell to 208, and decrees 

granted to 152. A further reduction was evident in 1850; 157 cases were 

entered, with decrees being granted for 109 of them.^^ It is interesting to note 

that there are some minor discrepancies evident when comparing the figures in 

the parliamentary paper of 1861 and the Co. Clare ejectment books. In 1849, for 

instance, the num ber of ejectment cases entered, according to the ejectment 

book, totaled 213, while the parliamentary paper records a figure of 208. Such a 

discrepancy, however, is probably too minor to merit any further investigation.

The foremost advantage that the ejectment books have over the 

parliamentary paper is that they reveal the number of tenants affected by each 

ejectment decree that was granted. While the parliamentary paper can state that 

152 ejectment decrees were granted in 1849, the ejectmemt books can reveal 

that 812 families were evicted as a consequence of these decrees. If we assume 

that each family contained an average of five, then the total number of persons 

evicted stood at 4,060. It must also be rem em bered that these figures refer only 

to cases entered in civil bills' courts and not those entered in the superior courts, 

the addition of which would result in a much greater number. According to the

Return o f  the Number o f  Civil Bills and Civil B ill Ejectments in Courts ofA ssistant Barristers, or 
Chairmen, in Ireland, 1846-50 and 1856-60, H.C. 1861 (552), li, 677
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constabulary, for instance, the total number of tenants evicted in Co. Clare in 

1849 was 1,638, or 8,969 p e r s o n s . Finally the ejectment books do shed light on 

one type of calculation, and that is the relationship between the number of cases 

entered and the number of decrees granted. In 1847, for instance, an average of 

66 percent of cases brought before the assistant barristers for Co. Clare resulted 

in ejectment decrees being granted. In 1848 this average rose to 69 percent, 

before rising again in 1849 to 75 percent. This resulted in an overall average of 

70 per cent of cases brought resulting in decrees being granted for the years 

1847, 1848, and 1849.

iv. The Constabulary’s Quarterly Returns of Evictions

Eleven of the sixteen quarterly returns of evictions made by the constabulary, in 

manuscript form, have survived for the years 1850-53.^^ It is upon the details 

contained in these quarterly returns that the constabulary’s return of evictions, 

published as parliamentary papers from 1849 onwards, are based. The most 

significant benefit of this source is that it details evictions made by individual 

landlords on a county-by-county basis. The number of tenants re-admitted and 

the num ber of houses leveled are also detailed. As W. E. Vaughan has mentioned, 

a large proportion of evictions in the late 1840s and the early 1850s were 

clearances. Vaughan has also drawn attention to the fact that according to the 

constabulary’s quarterly returns, there were 141 clearances w here more that 40 

families were removed simultaneously.^^ While the removal of forty or more 

families is a good indicator of a clearance, many smaller but equally devastating

’̂Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Evictions under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 
Constabulary, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725 

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 25-6 
Ibid.
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clearances occurred. One could argue that a clearance did not necessarily have 

to constitute the removal of forty or more families from one estate or locality. In 

the second quarter of 1850, for instance, George Callaghan, a Co. Clare landlord, 

evicted 32 families, consisting of 145 persons, and leveled 24 houses -  such 

displacement in such a short period of time must also be regarded as a 

clearance.̂ '̂̂

It is also notable from the quarterly returns that some very large-scale 

clearances took place. The Earl of Kenmare evicted 138 families, consisting of 

671 persons, in the second quarter of 1850. In Co. Mayo the Earl of Lucan 

removed 139 families and leveled 109 houses in the same period, while the 

Marquis of Sligo evicted 186 families, consisting of 946 persons, but leveled only 

19 houses. In Co. Meath, the Marquis of Headford, evicted 80 families and leveled 

28 houses, while the Earl of Leitrim evicted 55 families, consisting of 343 

persons. In Co. Waterford, also in the second quarter of 1850, Richard Sause 

evicted 75 families and leveled all 75 houses.

It is also evident from the quarterly returns that clearances sometimes 

occurred in counties that would not have been associated with large-scale 

evictions. The general perception was that clearances were solely concentrated 

along the western and south-western seaboard. The constabulary’s re turns 

prove that this was not always the case. In Tipperary, the Earl of Carrick 

removed thirty-three families and leveled sixteen houses between April and June 

1850, while in Wicklow, Earl Fitwilliam and William Johnston each evicted more 

than twenty-five families. In Co. Tyrone, Fredrick Lindsay removed forty-three

National Archives, CSORP 1850/C 187 
Ibid.
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families, consisting of 239 persons, also in the second quarter of 1850, while 

William Cose, a Limerick landlord, evicted forty-six families, consisting of 200 

persons. In the same period, in King's county, Earl Digby removed forty-four 

families, while J. C. R. Burke evicted fifty-two families in east Galway, leveling 

forty houses. In Co. Cavan James Atkinson evicted thirty-four families, consisting 

of 143 persons.

Another issue thrown up by the quarterly re turns concerns the definition of a 

clearance. The question is which is a better indicator of a clearance, the number 

of families evicted from a locality or the number of houses leveled? There are 

many examples of cases where a large number of tenants were evicted from an 

estate, but only a few, of large-scale leveling of houses. In the quarter ended 30 

June 1850, for instance. Sir Roger Palmer evicted 30 families from is estate in Co. 

Mayo, but did not level a single house. In the third quarter of 1852, Robert Bailey, 

a Co. Kerry landlord, removed seventeen families, consisting of 103 persons, 

w ithout leveling any h o u s e s . I n  the same period Sir Roger Palmer removed a 

further eighteen families, leveling only three houses, while the Marquis of Sligo 

evicted eighty-one families and leveled nine houses. Can these examples be 

defined as clearances or are they merely the removal of insolvent tenants who 

were then replaced by other tenants. Given that so few houses were levelled this 

would certainly appear to have been the case. Another possibility is that 

constabulary returns tha t detail large numbers of evictions on estates, but few 

houses leveled reflect the process of estate re-organization from the rundale 

system to squared, consolidated holdings. In such cases tenants w ere evicted but

Ibid.
National Archives, CSORP 1852/C267
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then given another holding on the restructured estate. !n such cases only the 

smallest and most insolvent of the tenants would have been permanently 

removed. An example of such restructuring occurred on William Talbot Crosbie's 

and Fierce Crosbie's estates in Co. Kerry before the famine. On other occasions 

the constabulary may have even reported evictions where none actually 

occurred -  evictions at Caherciveen on the Trinity College estate are an example 

of this. The Caherciveen clearance was the biggest ever recorded by the 

constabulary. It was recorded in 1851 and according to the constabulary 753 

families w ere evicted. There is, however, evidence that reveals that these 

evictions never actually took place. The census returns for the district did not 

record a dramatic fall in population, while Griffith’s valuation records show 

hundreds of tenants still in occupation years later. What actually happened was 

that a large middleman was evicted by the college because he had not paid his 

rent; the 753 families were his immediate tenants, and under-tenants of the 

college, and were automatically evicted as a consequence of his eviction. This 

procedure, however, was a formality and the 753 families were restored as 

tenants. The constabulary, however, did not record this.^®''  ̂ It is important, 

however, to note that in cases where tenants were processed for the purpose of 

re-organizing estates, actual evictions did occur and that tenants were put out of 

their holdings before they were offered new holdings to rent. These tenants 

should not be confused with tenants who were categorized as re-admitted by the 

constabulary. Re-admitted tenants were most likely re-admitted because of the 

redemption clause in the ejectment laws, which meant tenants evicted for non-

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Ireland, 1848-1904 (The Economic and Social History Society 
o f  Ireland, 1984), pp. 16-17
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payment could redeem their holding if they paid the arrears within six months of 

being evicted. In either case it is perhaps inaccurate to use the term  'clearance'.

A more plausible definition of the term 'clearance', and one which will render 

its occurrence less frequent, is the large-scale levelling of houses on a particular 

estate. The widespread leveling of houses in the Kilrush union between 1847 and 

1850 are infamous and will be discussed in detail in a later chapter. In fact, even 

after 1850 house leveling in Co. Clare continued. In the second quarter of 1850, 

for instance, George Studdart levelled thirty-one houses, while George Callaghan 

levelled twenty-four, and Richard Barclay leveled twenty. In the same period 

Lord Leitrim levelled thirty-two houses on his Kilmacrennan estate in Co. 

Donegal, which he held from the board of Trinity College. In Limerick George 

Gore levelled forty-one houses. One of the greatest clearances recorded by the 

constabulary occurred on the Lucan estate in Co. Mayo in the second quarter of 

1850 when the Earl of Lucan levelled no fewer than 109 houses, permanently 

evicting over 700 persons.^^^ Lord Lucan’s clearances were well documented in 

newspapers and by contemporary touring writers such as Sir Francis Bond Head 

and Sir John Forbes. Information contained in the quarterly returns provides 

further evidence of their severity. The single largest clearance documented by 

the constabulary occurred on the estate of Sir Samuel O'Malley in Co. Mayo. In 

the third quarter of 1852 O'Malley evicted 289 families, consisting of 1,441 

persons, and levelled a total of 197 h o u s e s . I n  the second quarter of 1852 

William E. Armstrong levelled seventy-two houses in Co. Clare, while the 

Marquis of Sligo and the Earl of Lucan levelled seventy-six and fifty-three houses

National Archives, CSORP 1850/C187 
'“ National Archives, CSORP 1852/C267
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respectively. Sir Roger Palmer levelled sixty-one houses and Sir Samuel O’Malley 

a further forty, also in the second quarter of 1852.

The quarterly returns are also useful as a means of proving or disproving 

contemporary notions with regards to evictions on individual estates. George 

Henry Moore, for instance, had a reputation as a landlord who never evicted 

tenants. Fr. Browne, parish priest of Ballintubber, stated, in a letter addressed to 

the editor of the Connaught Telegraph, that he 'never heard of a single tenant 

being evicted from the Moore e s t a t e ' . I t  is possible that at the time this edition 

of the Connaught Telegraph was published no evictions had taken place on the 

Moore estate, or that at least Fr. Browne had not been made aware of them, but 

by the early 1850s evictions were being carried out on the Moore estate. In the 

third quarter of 1852, for instance, George Henry Moore evicted ten families, 

consisting of thirty-five persons, and leveled six houses.

The quarterly returns are also a good indicator of whether or not the number 

of evictions began to fall on individual estates after 1850. We know from the 

constabulary returns for the whole of Ireland, published as a parliamentary 

paper, that evictions peaked at 14,541 in 1850^1° and fell steadily in the 

subsequent years, amounting to only 490 in 1 8 5 9 . That  may have been the 

overall trend, but the trend on some individual estates was different. Lord 

Fitzwilliam, for instance, evicted sixteen families from his estate in Co. Wicklow 

in the second quarter of 1852 and seventeen families in the third quarter of 

1853. The Earl of Leitrim evicted sixteen families in the third quarter of 1852,

National Archives, CSORP 1852/C268 
Connaught Telegraph, 24 June 1847 
National Archives, CSORP 1850/C268 

' Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 
Constabulary, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 230
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but none in the preceding quarter. Ten tenants w ere evicted from the Johnston 

estate in Co. Leitrim in 1852 compared to none in 1850. Evictions remained high 

on the Marquis of Sligo’s estate also. In the second quarter of 1850 he evicted 

186 families. Two years later, however, in the second quarter of 1852, he evicted 

193 families. Evictions on Sir Samuel O’Malley's estate in Co. Mayo illustrates 

that not all estates experienced reduced numbers of evictions after 1850. In the 

second quarter of 1850 the constabulary reported no evictions on the O’Malley 

estate. In the second quarter of 1852 sixty-six evictions were returned, while 

evictions for the subsequent quarter increased dramatically, amounting to 289 

families e v i c t e d . Roger Palmer, who by 1876 owned an estate of 80,000 

acres in Mayo^^^, evicted twenty-nine families in the second quarter of 1850. 

Eviction numbers continued to be high on the Palmer estate in the years after 

1850. In the second quarter of 1852 Palmer evicted seventy families, and a 

further eighteen families in the subsequent quarter.^^^

Most estates, however, experienced a reduction in the number of evictions 

with each passing year after 1850. Lord Lucan evicted 134 families in the second 

quarter of 1850, fifty-six families in the second quarter of 1852, and not a soul in 

the third quarter of 1852. Co. Clare Landlords who gained a notorious reputation 

for evicting tenants between 1847 and 1850 are conspicuous by their absence 

from the quarterly returns. There is no mention of Col. Vandeleur or Marcus 

Keane, while the number of evictions carried out by the Marquis of Conyngham 

was miniscule when compared with landlords such as the Earl of Leitrim, the 

Marquis of Sligo, the Earl of Lucan, the Marquis of Headford, or Sir Samuel 

National Archives, CSORP 1852/C267; CSORP 1852/C268
Return o f  Owners o f  land o f  one acres and upwards in Counties and Towns in Ireland, [1492] H. C. 

1876, Ixxx, 61
National Archives, CSORP 1852/C267; CSORP 1852/C268
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O'Malley. In the second quarter of 1850 the Marquis of Conyngham evicted 

fifteen families and leveled tvi^elve h o u s e s . while quarterly returns are not 

available for 1851, the returns for 1852 reveal that he did not evict a single 

family. It certainly seems as though the incidence of evictions on the Conyngham 

estate began to decrease after the famine, especially when considered in light of 

the fact tha t the Marquis of Conyngham evicted eighty families, consisting of 428 

persons between November 1847 and July 1850. Remarkably there is no 

indication in the quarterly returns of evictions carried out by Col. Vandeleur, 

Nicholas Westby, or John McDonnell who, between them, evicted a total of 402 

families in the Kilrush union between November 1847 and July 1 8 5 0 . Kilrush, 

in particular, is evidence of a reduction in evictions, in Ireland as a whole, after 

1850.

The quarterly returns also put the Kilrush clearances into perspective. While 

Col. Vandeleur’s eviction of 145 families between November 1847 and July 1850 

was devastating, it is dwarfed by Sir Samuel O'Malley’s eviction of 355 families, 

consisting of over 1,770 persons, between April and September, 1852. In that 

same period of 1852 the Marquis of Sligo evicted 274 families, while the Earl of 

Lucan evicted 134 families in the second quarter of 1850 alone.^^^ There is no 

doubt but that the evictions in Kilrush were on a large scale and had devastating 

social and economic consequences, but perhaps there is a need to re-evaluate 

their significance in light of other clearances.

National Archives, CSORP 1850/C 187
Report from  the Select Committee on the Kilrush Union; together with the proceedings o f  the 

committee, minutes o f  evidence, appendix, and index, H. C. 1850 (613), xi, 529 
National Archives, CSORP 1850/C 187
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V. Agricultural Statistics

The Irish agricultural statistics are one of the most informative, but least utilized 

sources for the study of evictions during the famine. They were first compiled 

and published in 1847, after which time they were published annually as 

parliamentary papers. Besides providing a detailed account of the amount of 

crops produced and the number of animals farmed on an annual basis, the 

agricultural statistics also contained information regarding farm holdings. The 

number of holdings, in five separate size categories, on a county-by-county basis, 

was detailed annually, beginning with holdings of less than an acre and ranging 

to holdings of 500 acres or more. The most significant shortcoming, however, 

was that it was not until 1851 that holdings greater than thirty acres were sub

categorized. The categories from 1847 to 1851, for instance, were as follows:

1 -5 acres 5 - 1 5  acres 15 -  30 acres Above 30 acres Less than 1 acre

From 1851 the format changed to the following:

Less than 1-5 acres 5-15 acres 15-30 30-50 50-100 100-200 200-500 Above
1 acre acres acres acres acres acres 500 acres

The fact that the agricultural statistics w ere published on an annual basis means 

that it is possible to compare the num ber of holdings in each individual category

from one year to the next, or over a period of time. In this way it is possible for 

the historian to calculate the reduction in holdings during the famine. In 1847, 

for instance, there were 66,534 holdings of less than one acre in I r e l a n d . B y  

1855 this had fallen to 39,266, meaning that the number of holdings of less than 

an acre had fallen by 31,565 between 1847 and 1855.^1^ That is a decrease of 59 

percent in the space of eight years. If one were to assume that one family,

Return o f  agricultural produce in Ireland, in the year 1848, [1116] HC 1849, xlix, 1 
Return o f  agricultural produce in Ireland, in the year 1855, [2174] HC 1857, xv, 81
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consisting of an average o f  five persons, disappeared u^ith each holding, then the  

population would have sustained a loss o f  157 ,825  persons as a result of the  

disappearance 31 ,565  holdings o f  less  than an acre betw een  1847  and 1855.

As one w ould expect it was the small holdings that sustained the greatest  

losses  during the famine. The following table details the total change in the 

numbers of holdings b etw een  1847  and 1 8 5 5 : ^ 2 0

Acres
Less than 1 

acre 1-5 acres 5-15 acres 15-30 acres
Above 30 

acres
Total change 
in the 
number of 
holdings, 
1847-55 -3 1 ,5 6 5 - 53 ,808 -9 0 ,3 1 0 - 24 ,919 + 13,191

The net reduction in the number of holdings in Ireland betw een  1 8 4 7  and 1855  

was 187,411. If one assum es that a family of five disappeared for each holding  

that w as  lost, the total fall in population w ould have am ounted to 937 ,055  

persons betw een  1847  and 1855. While it is evident from the table above that 

the number of holdings above thirty acres increased betw een  1847  and 1855, it 

w as not until 1851  that the agricultural statistics provided information  

concerning the size of these  holdings. The agricultural statistics reveal that the 

small holdings that w ere  lost w ere  not consum ed by the very large tenant  

farmers and m iddlem en w h o  held over 500  acres. The following table details the  

change in the num ber of holdings of thirty acres or more b etw een  1851  and 

1855:121

30-50  acres 50 -100  acres 1 0 0 -2 0 0  acres 2 0 0 -500  acres Above 500 acres

+ 754 + 2 ,780 + 1,358 + 396 + 185

Ibid.
Return o f agricultural produce in Ireland, fo r the year 1852, [1714] HC 1854, Ivii, 1
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The data contained in the table above indicates that the greatest increase  

occurred in the number of medium to large sized farms o f  b e tw een  50 and 200  

acres, while  the sm allest increase occurred in the num ber of large farms of more  

than 500  acres. As a consequence of this one can only conclude that the very  

m any small farms that disappeared during the famine w ere  not consum ed by the  

very large tenant farmers or m iddlem en of the time, but by the m edium  to large 

farmers or m iddlemen. Holdings of 30 acres or more increased by a total of 5 ,473  

b etw een  1851  and 1 8 5 5 . ^ 2 2  greatest increase w as experienced by holdings  

within the 50 to 100 acre category -  the num ber of holdings in this category  

increased by 2 ,780 or by 51 percent o f the overall increase. The number of  

holdings of 500  acres or more, on the other hand, experienced an increase of 185  

b etw een  1851  and 1855, accounting for 3 percent of the total increase.

If one subtracts the total increase in holdings of 30 acres or more betw een  

1851  and 1855, 5,473, from the total increase in holdings of 30 acres or more  

b etw een  1847  and 1 8 5 5 ,1 3 ,1 9 1 ,  one can reveal that holdings o f  30 acres or 

m ore increased by 7 ,718  betw een  1847  and 1851. Applying the sam e  

percentages as w ere  applied to 1851-55 , one can calculate that holdings of  

b etw een  50 and 100 acres increased by 3,936, while  holding o f  500  acres or 

more increased by 231. In total, therefore, holdings of b e tw een  50 and 100 acres  

increased by 6,716, while  holdings greater than 500 acres increased by a total of  

4 1 6  b e tw een  1 8 4 7  and 1855. This is irrefutable evidence that it w as  not the very  

large tenant farmers that benefited from the transfer of land that occurred  

during the famine.

Ibid.
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Used on their ov̂ n̂ the agricultural statistics provide little in the v^ay of 

ev id en ce o f ev ictions or insight into the subject. H ow ever w h en  used in 

conjunction w ith other sources, their w orth is evident. Take the constabulary’s 

return of ev iction s for exam ple. The constabulary returned a total of 2 ,317  

fam ilies, or 14 ,474  persons, evicted in Co. Tipperary in 1849.^23 in the sam e year  

Co. Tipperary experienced the loss o f 2 ,176  h o l d i n g s . 1̂ 4 T hese figures are very  

close to one another. Does this m ean that one could assum e that a fam ily w as  

evicted  for every  holding that disappeared? Let us take Co. Mayo as another  

exam ple. In 1849  the constabulary returned a total o f 695  fam ilies evicted in Co. 

Mayo, w h ile  the agricultural statistics reported the loss o f 1 ,281 holdings. 

Therefore, in Mayo, evictions accounted for 54  percent o f holdings lost in 1849. 

The constabulary returned a total o f 2 ,554  fam ilies evicted in the entire province  

of Leinster in 1849 , w h ile the agricultural sta tistics returned a total loss o f 4 ,825  

h o l d i n g s . 1 2 5  in Leinster, therefore, evictions accounted for 53 percent o f all 

holdings lost in 1849 . It is clear that the ratio o f ev ictions to holdings lost  

fluctuated from county to county and from one part o f Ireland to another.

The constabulary returned a total o f 13 ,384  fam ilies evicted in Ireland in 

1 8 4 9 .1 2 6  A ccording to the agricultural statistics, 22 ,923  holdings disappeared in 

1849 . If w e  assum e that one eviction  m eant the loss o f one holding then ev ictions  

accounted for 58  percent o f all holdings lost in Ireland in 1849 . If one w ere  to  

apply this form ula to the years preced ing 1849 then  one could calculate that 

4 1 ,2 5 9  fam ilies w ere  evicted in 1847  and 26 ,703  fam ilies in 1848. As w e  can see

Return by Provinces and Counties, o f  the cases o f  eviction under Knowledge o f  the Royal Irish 
Constabulary, 1849-80, HC 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725

Return o f  agricultural produce in Ireland, in the year 1850, [1404] HC 1851,1,1
Ibid.
Return by Provinces and Counties, o f  the cases o f  eviction under Knowledge o f  the Royal Irish 

Constabulary, 1849-80, HC 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725
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these figures are far to high to make this approach to calculating famine eviction 

figures accurate. In reality one family was not evicted for every holding that 

disappeared. In fact it is difficult to detect any proper relationship between 

families evicted and holdings lost. For instance the loss of holdings peaked in 

1847 with the disappearance of 71,137 holdings, while the number of evictions 

peaked in 1850 at 14,541. According to constabulary returns 46,920 families 

w ere  evicted between 1849 and 1853. In the same period the agricultural 

statistics state that 65,766 holdings were lost. Using these figures one could 

calculate that evictions accounted for 71 percent of the total number of holdings 

lost in the years 1849-53. This is significantly more than the 58 percent 

calculated for 1849 alone. How then does one reconcile the 1847 eviction figures 

with the 71,137 holdings that were lost in that year? Judicial statistics used in 

conjunction with the constabulary returns reveal that 9,734 families were 

evicted in 1847. In 1847 evictions accounted for only 14 percent of holdings lost. 

It is, therefore, possible to conclude that in the early years of the famine most of 

the holdings that disappeared did not do so as a consequence of evictions, but 

ra ther as a result of surrendering, emigration, or death. The high number of 

holdings lost during the early years of the famine was more likely due to the 

mass exodus of cottier tenants, farm labourers, and small-holders. This lends 

further weight to Donnelly’s thesis on why eviction numbers in Co. Mayo were 

relatively low at the beginning of the famine but then increased and remained 

high into the early years of the 1850s when eviction figures in other counties 

were falling.i27 The agricultural statistics galvanize the theory that after the first

D onnelly, ‘M ass Eviction and the Great Famine: Clearances R evisited’ in Cathal Poirteir (ed.) The 
G rea t Irish F am ine  (Dublin 1995)
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potato failure many of the cottier tenants and small-holders quit their lands 

voluntarily before any eviction proceedings could be brought. Such u^as their 

lack of means, any attempt to remain in situ after the first potato failure would 

have been futile.

While, during the early years of the famine, the number of holdings lost 

annually bore little relation to evictions, from 1849 onwards the relationship 

between evictions and holdings lost became more discernable. By 1849 most of 

the farm labourers, cottier tenants, small-holders and others who would have 

found it necessary to quit voluntarily had done so. From this point onwards 

holdings that were vacated by tenant farmers would often have been due to an 

eviction. As we have seen, of the 65,766 holdings that were lost between 1849 

and 1853, evictions could have accounted for 71 percent of these (as long as one 

subscribes to the idea that an one holding was lost for every eviction recorded).

So what do the agricultural statistics reveal? Firstly, the famine caused a 

significant reduction in the number of holdings in Ireland. Between 1847 and 

1855 the number of agricultural holdings in Ireland fell by 187,411. Secondly, 

the early years of the famine saw the mass exodus of cottier tenants, farm 

labourers, and small-holders on what usually amounted to a voluntary basis. 

These voluntary surrenders probably kept eviction numbers artificially low 

during the early years of the famine. Between 1847 and 1849, for instance, the 

total number of holdings of five acres or less fell by 58, 244, while the total 

number of holdings of between five and fifteen acres fell by 39,823. The number 

of holdings of thirty acres or more, on the other hand, experienced an increase in 

numbers, climbing from 137,147 to 156,960 between 1847 and 1849. These 

figures are quite clear in showing that it was the smallest of farmers who
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suffered loss of land in the early years  of the famine. From 1849 onw ards  a 

closer rela tionship  betw^een evictions and holdings lost developed. The figures 

for the years 1849-53 suggest tha t seven evictions occurred for every ten  

holdings tha t w ere  lost.

The agricultural statistics a re  also quite accurate  in gauging which counties 

suffered g rea tes t  from evictions. On a county-by-county basis th e re  is a 

correlation  be tw een  evictions and loss of holdings. Counties, which according to 

the constabulary, suffered m ost evictions also recorded  the g rea tes t  loss of 

holdings. Take the  year 1849 for example. T ipperary  recorded  the  highest 

num ber  of evictions for tha t year  with the  constabu lary  re tu rn ing  a total of 

2 ,3 1 7 . ^ 2 8  According to the agricultural statistics T ipperary  also recorded  the 

h ighest num ber of holdings lost in 1849, totaling 2 , 1 7 0 . 1 2 9 the sam e year 

Galway recorded  the third highest num ber of evictions and  the  second highest 

num ber  of holdings lost. Also in 1849, Clare recorded  the second highest num ber 

of evictions and the third highest num ber of holdings lost. In essence the th ree  

counties who recorded  the highest num ber of evictions also recorded  the  highest 

num ber  of holdings lost. Besides Dublin, Ferm anagh recorded  the  least num ber  

of evictions in 1849 with a total of only thirty-six. Ferm anagh also recorded the 

fifth low est n um ber  of holdings lost. At a total of seventy, Kildare recorded  the 

least n um ber  of holdings lost in 1849, and a t ninety-nine, Kildare also recorded  

the fifth low est n um ber  of evictions. While the  rela tionship  be tw een  evictions 

and holdings lost is not a perfect one, in general, those  counties w ho suffered the 

g rea tes t  loss in holdings also experienced the  g rea tes t  n um ber  of evictions, while

Return by Provinces and Counties, o f  the cases o f  eviction under Knowledge o f  the Royal Irish 
Constabulary^ 1849-80, HC 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725

Return o f  agricultural produce in Ireland, in the yea r 1850, [ 1404] HC 1851,1,1
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those counties w ho suffered the sm allest loss of holdings, usually experienced 

the least n um ber  of evictions.
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6. Evictions in Kilrush

'The general state of the Union causes me serious anxiety and pain. I cannot 

conceal from myself that the condition of the poor becomes daily vi^orse, and the 

mortality more distressing’.̂  This is an extract from the report of Capatain 

Kennedy to the poor law commissioners regarding the condition of the Kilrush 

union. Such was the infamy of the evictions that occurred in the Kilrush union 

during the famine that five separate parliamentary papers were produced on the 

subject. The first of these was Captain Arthur Kennedy's report to the poor law 

commission. Kennedy was appointed poor law inspector for Kilrush, arriving in 

November 1847. From his arrival until his departure in September 1850 

Kennedy kept an account of evictions in the Kilrush union, the details of which he 

forwarded to the poor law commission in Dublin on an ongoing basis. Such was 

the m anner in which Kennedy highlighted Kilrush’s plight that a select 

committee of enquiry, chaired by George Poulett Scrope M.F., was established in 

1850 to investigate the union.^ In its report this committee concluded that 

between November 1847 and September 1850, 2,700 families were evicted in 

the Kilrush union.

Kennedy’s report sheds light on these evictions as it includes lists of evicted 

tenants from various townlands, presented in tabular form. The tables also 

include a useful observations column. Kennedy was replaced as poor law 

inspector by Richard Burke in 1850. The circumstances of Kennedy’s transfer are

' Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373 
 ̂Report from  the Select Committee on the Kilrush Union; together with the proceedings o f  the 

committee, minutes o f  evidence, appendix, and index, H.C. 1850 (613), xi, 529
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still quite uncertain. It is clear, however, that in Col. Crofton Moore Vandeleur, 

Kennedy made a powerful enemy. Not only was Vandeleur the chief landowner 

in the union, but he was also chairman of the board of guardians. It is widely 

believed that Vandeleur was instrumental in Kennedy’s transfer to Kilkenny in 

1850. Kennedy, it would seem, had a particular dislike for Vandeleur. In 1850 he 

was involved in an incident with Vandeleur in which he challenged him to a duel. 

When Kennedy realized that he had been given bad information, the original 

cause of the incident, he went to apologize to Vandeleur who would not accept it, 

but opted instead to having his name cleared at court. The case was tried at the 

Cork assizes in August 1851. Kennedy’s defence was conducted by Isaac Butt and 

Sir Colman O’Loughlin. Vandeleur’s action failed when the jury failed to reach a 

verdict.3

Kennedy's distaste extended further than Vandeleur. In fact he disliked 

landlords as a group. Many years after he left Kilrush, while posted in Australia, 

Kennedy recalled his time in Clare at dinner one evening, remarking to Major 

William Butler tha t often when returning home in the evening and reflecting on 

the events he had witnessed in Kilrush, that should he have met a landlord, he 

would have reached for his gun and shot him.'^ Kennedy’s recollections of his 

experience in Ireland may well have had a profound effect on Butler's wife, 

Elizabeth, who painted an eviction scene some years later. The painting depicted 

a young Irish girl standing next to the ruins of her former cottage. Elizabeth 

Butler's painting was called 'Evicted'.

 ̂George Harrat, ‘Captain Arthur Edward Kennedy’, wmv.darelibran’.ie (25/06/08)
■' Ibid.
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Richard Burke, Kennedy’s successor, v^^rote a report on the Kilrush union in 

1850; this was consequently published as a parliamentary paper. This report 

was a lot less damning than Kennedy's, painting landlords in a slightly more 

tolerable light. In fact Burke made very little mention of evictions except for to 

say that they had occurred en masse due to the failure of the potatoes during the 

previous few years. Instead Burke focused his thoughts on the workhouse and 

the m anner in which relief was being administered, both being to his satisfaction. 

His reported stated: 'I was led to the opinion tha t the unusually large num ber of 

sick and the high rate of mortality were not occasioned by any defect in the 

workhouse themselves, or in their management, calculated to engender disease, 

but by the enfeebled condition to which the poor were reduced before they 

applied for admission.’ Burke was also impressed by the m anner in which the 

hospital was being run.^ It would be unwise, however, to in terpret Burke's 

silence on the issue of evictions as a testam ent to their lack of prevalence.

Burke's report is much shorter and less comprehensive than Kennedy's and is 

based on less investigation. Kennedy's report was the fruit of much labour and 

the product of almost three years' research. It is also a fact that the bulk of 

Kilrush's evictions had already occurred by the time Burke replaced Kennedy. 

The report of the select committee on Kilrush and the Co. Clare ejectment books 

bear testimony to this.

From its first declaration as a union in 1839 until March of 1848, Kilrush was 

governed, like all unions in Ireland, by a board of guardians. The guardians

 ̂Report to the Poor Law Commission o f  Ireland by inspector Burke with reference to the condition o f  
the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1850(259), 1, 99.
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decided on the level of the poor law rate, the property tax tha t funded the union's 

operations, they appointed the different officials who actually ran the workhouse 

and supervised their management through meetings, and made final decisions 

on individual applications for admittance to the workhouse. The Kilrush board of 

guardians, barely competent enough to deal with the business of the union in 

pre-famine years, became utterly overwhelmed by the torren t of relief 

applications that resulted as a consequence of the famine. According to Ciaran 6 

Muracadha 'This situation was tolerable enough in pre-famine times, when the 

duties of guardians were not especially onerous, and w here the assiduous 

attendance of the few conscientious guardians was enough to cover the neglect 

of their fellows. It was a very different m atter when the workhouse became filled 

to overflowing with the hapless victims of famine destitution, as it had by the 

middle of 1847. By that time the few attentive guardians had become 

overwhelmed by the tasks of processing applicants for relief, and with the other 

administrative tasks relating to their maintenance in the workhouse.'^ It is also 

worth noting that with the poor law am endm ent act of 1847 the responsibilities 

of the boards of guardians increased. It was against this background tha t Captain 

Arthur Kennedy was appointed as an inspector to the Kilrush union; part of his 

remit was to bring the guardians to some sense of their responsibilities.

The Kilrush evictions or clearances, known to contemporaries by the more 

expressive phrase, 'exterminations', were on a colossal scale. One contemporary 

estimate was tha t between 1847 and 1850, some 20,000 persons were

 ̂Co. Clare Local Studies Project (CLASP), iwi'vi'.clarelibran-.ie (21/04/2009)
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perm anently removed from their homes in the union, or a quarter of the 

population of the Union as recorded in 18417 This was also reflected in Captain 

Kennedy’s correspondence to the poor lau^ commissioners. In his report of 7 May 

1849 Kennedy stated that it v^as his belief that 15,000 people had been evicted in 

the previous twelve months, with a further 1,200 to be evicted within a fortnight 

of his writing.^ There is no doubt that evictions on such a large scale had drastic 

social and economic consequences in a union such as Kilrush. The notoriety of 

w hat occurred is reflected in the fact that parliamentary papers w ere produced 

on the subject, and the issue was discussed at length in parliament. Addressing 

his thoughts to Kennedy’s report, Sir Robert Peel stated that 'such tragical 

instances I do not believe were ever presented either in point of fact, or as 

conjured up even in the imagination of any human being'.^ While it is clear that 

the sheer scale of evictions was ruinous to the population of Kilrush, and while it 

is also clear that the many thousands evicted endured great hardships, 

reconciling Captain Kennedy’s eviction figures with those derived from 

constabulary returns and court statistics poses difficulties. According to 

Kennedy's reports 3,200 families or 16,200 people were evicted in the Kilrush 

union between June 1848 and June 1 8 4 9 . The interpretation of court statistics 

suggests that 13,280 evictions occurred in the country as a whole in 1 8 4 8 . It 

seems highly unlikely that in a twelve months period from June 1848 to June 

1849 seventeen per cent of the total number of evictions recorded in 1848 would

’ Ibid.
* Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373 
’ Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 235 

Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373 
Abstract Return o f  Number o f  Ejectments in Courts in Ireland, 1847-49, H.C. 1851 (172), 1, 629
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occur in one poor law union, even if Co. Clare recorded the  second highest ra te  of 

evictions be tw een  1849 and 1 8 5 3 . ^ 2  j h e  sam e is true  of 1849 w hen  the 

constabulary  recorded  a total of 13,384 evictions in the county.^^

Reading Captain Kennedy's rep o r t  to the  poor law com m issioners, it becom es 

increasingly obvious th a t  m any of the  evictions th a t  he recorded  w ere  not 

actually official evictions in the  legal sense. Many, in fact, w ere  the  voluntary  

su rrenders  of houses and  land, m ost probably as a consequence of the passing of 

the poor law extension act of 1847. Others w ere  the  forcible removal of tenan ts  

w ithou t legal sanction, in w h a t am ounted  to illegal evictions, though these w ere  

quite  rare. In e i ther  case ne ither  the courts nor the  constabulary  would have 

recorded  these  evictions. This m ay explain the d iscrepancy  tha t is evident w hen 

com paring both sets of figures. Pat Halloran, for instance, head of a family of five, 

gave up his house and tw o acres of land in Doonbeg un d er  a prom ise  to get 

ou tdoor re lie f  Richard Eustace and his family of four deser ted  the ir  house and 

four acres in the tow nland  of Tullyroe.^'^ N either desertion, such as in the case of 

Richard Eustace, nor voluntary  su rrender,  such as in the  case of Pat Halloran, 

constitu ted  an actual court-sanctioned eviction, yet Kennedy recorded  m any 

such cases as legal evictions. This resulted  in inflated figures being sen t back to 

parliament.

At Fromore, on the Vesey es ta te  seventeen  families or eighty-five people 

su rren d e red  the ir  holdings to a middlem an, Michael Hern, un d er  a prom ise  of

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 235 
Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 

Constabulary, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725 
Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373
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outdoor relief. An annotation in the observations column of the document states 

that these people owed no a r r e a r s .T h e  very same thing occurred in Kurreroe, 

the property of 6  Gorman Mahon, where seven families, consisting of forty-two 

people, all surrendered under a promise of outdoor relief. Kennedy, in his report, 

also stated that twenty-eight families from Creggane, the property of Charles 

Mahon, w ere evicted. On closer inspection, however, it is evident that three of 

these families, those of Tom Falsy, Michael Woods, and Andrew Woods, were not 

actually evicted, but quit voluntarily. An observation states that 'these three 

families had to give up both houses and land to get outdoor r e l i e f . . I n  

Bleandega, the property of Michael Dalton, ten families, consisting of fifty-two 

people, also surrendered their holdings in o rder to avail of outdoor relief. In fact, 

a detailed study of Captain Kennedy's report reveals that of the 16,200 people 

listed as being evicted, almost 1,000 were not actual court-sanctioned evictions. 

They consisted mainly of surrenders and desertions. It is therefore more likely 

that the select committee’s estimation of 2,700 families evicted between 1847 

and 1850 was more accurate than Kennedy’s estimation of 3,200 between June 

1848 and June 1 8 4 9 . This number, however, is still very high. What then were 

the causes of evictions in the Kilrush union?

The poor law extension act of 1847, and the Gregory clause in particular, had 

a devastating effect on the Kilrush union and appears to have been a major 

component in triggering large-scale clearances. The main provisions of this act

Ibid.
Ibid.
Report from  the Select Committee on the K ilm sh Union; together with the proceedings o f  the 

committee, minutes o f  evidence, appendix, and index, H.C. 1850 (613), xi, 529
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allou'ed the poor-law authorities, for the first time, to extend relief to destitute 

persons without necessarily obliging them to become inmates of a workhouse. In 

the case of relief applicants adjudged able-bodied, this outdoor relief was to be 

made available only under the most stringent conditions; mainly where 

insufficient accommodation existed within the workhouses. One important 

qualification of the right to relief, however, was outlined in the Gregory clause of 

the act, which required that relief applicants surrender all but a quarter acre of 

their land.^^ Because workhouse accommodation was not remotely sufficient for 

the huge numbers entitled to relief and because poor-law administrators refused

to sanction outdoor relief on the scale necessary, the act was calamitous for the 

poor.

It is highly probable that many of the evictions recorded by Captain Kennedy 

in his report on the Kilrush union were, in fact, voluntary surrenders of land by 

tenants who wanted to qualify for relief. In many cases, such as the ones 

previously discussed, annotations in the observations column of the document 

express this clearly. It is also likely that other recorded evictions, not possessed 

of such annotations, may also have been voluntary surrenders. Take the 

townland of Ballard, for instance. According to Kennedy’s report, John Singleton 

evicted twenty-six families between June 1848 and June 1849.^^ It is clear from 

the report that six of these families surrendered voluntarily in order to qualify

'M 0 &  11 Vict.,c. 10(1847)
''^Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373
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for relief.20 One family, however, that of John McEnnery, was not put off the land 

and was listed in Griffith’s valuation in 1855. It is also possible that some of the 

others surrendered for the same reason as there is no mention of legal process 

and none of them were in arrears.

One of the main problems with Kennedy’s lists of evicted tenants is that there 

is very little consistency in the manner in which he uses the observations 

column. Generally, the names of the tenants, the number of people in the family, 

the size of the holdings, the annual rent and the reason for eviction are given in 

the document in tabular form. There is also an observations column containing 

what Kennedy believed to be pertinent information. For the most part the 

observations column is empty, with only the odd exception. However, when 

observations are included it is often difficult to reconcile these with the rest of 

the information on that particular tenant. Take the seventeen tenants of James 

Hern, who were evicted from the townland of Fromowe (according to Kennedy’s 

report).21 The document states that all were tenants at will and all w ere evicted 

for non-payment. An annotation, however, appears in the observations column 

stating that all of these tenants surrendered their land under the promise of 

outdoor relief.22 in effect the document contradicts itself

Another issue concerns the actual legal eviction of tenants resulting as a 

consequence of legal process. Again the difficulty is with the observations 

column. Occasionally an annotation appears stating that the eviction or evictions 

occurred with the sanction of the court. Twenty-six tenants w ere evicted by Sir

Annotations in the observations column expressed this.
Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373
Ibid.
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John Reed from the tou^nland of Cloherenhey in July 1848. An annotation states 

clearly that 'all these were ejected in the superior courts in Dublin by Sir John 

Reed or his executors’. It is safe to assume that these were actual evictions 

sanctioned by the law, as it is indeed, safe to assume that w here an observation 

states that the land was surrendered, that is probably what happened. In fact, 

none of the twenty-six tenants evicted by Sir John Reed were listed by Griffith in 

1855. It is in cases where observations do not appear -  the vast majority of cases 

-  that difficulties arise and there is no way of knowing for certain w hether an 

actual eviction occurred or the land was surrendered. There are reasons, 

however, to believe that in the majority of cases w here it is not clearly stated that 

the land was surrendered, actual evictions took place. Firstly it is clear from 

sources such as civil bill ejectment books, constabulary returns, judicial returns 

and the parliamentary paper entitled Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in 

the Kilrush Union that Kilrush incurred high levels of evictions during the famine 

Secondly, Lord Leitrim’s rentals for his Mohill estate in Co. Leitrim clearly shows 

that more tenants were evicted than surrendered voluntarily. In total one 

hundred and one tenants were evicted from the Mohill estate between 1846 and 

1850, compared with eighteen who voluntarily surrendered p o sse ss io n .^ ^  in 

light of this it is likely that the majority of the tenants listed by Captain Kennedy 

in his report were legally processed and evicted.

Further evidence to suggest that where Kennedy’s report does not state that 

land was surrendered, legally sanctioned evictions occurred can be obtained by

Rentals o f the Leitrim estate in Co. Leitrim, 1845-52, (NLI, Mss. 5802-5803)
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comparing Captain Kennedy’s report with Co. Clare civil bill ejectment books. 

According to Kennedy, for instance, John W estropp evicted fifty-two tenants 

from the townland of Morreen in June 1848. The Co. Clare ejectment book for 

1848 states tha t the number of tenants evicted by W estropp in June was thirty- 

two. 4̂ Because the ejectment books only recorded legal evictions, it is probable 

that the other twenty tenants in the Kennedy report surrendered their land. The 

fact remains however, that the majority of the evicted tenants listed by Kennedy 

were legally processed. It should also be rem em bered that Kennedy’s objective 

was to record evictions in the Kilrush union. While he may have mistakenly 

included some desertions or voluntary surrenders, it is probable that the 

majority of those he listed were evicted, it should also be noted that countless 

thousands did surrender their lands in Kilrush and in Co. Clare as a whole during 

the famine. It was never Kennedy’s intention to include all of these in his return 

of e/ictions. On the occasions tha t he did, it was probably unintentional.

While it is clear that some evictions recorded by Kennedy were, in fact, cases 

where tenants gave up their land voluntarily, there w ere others, admittedly few 

in number, where tenants were illegally and forcibly removed from the land 

without any legal sanction. As with the voluntary surrendering of land, these 

illegal evictions were not recorded by either the courts or the constabulary. 

Cha'les Bolton, for example, evicted two tenants, Peter Griffin and the Widow 

Nasi, from the townland of Inmuremore without legal sanction. An annotation in 

the  observations column states tha t ‘these two families were put out of their

Naional Archives, Crown and Peace Office lD-40-24-32, Co. Clare Ejectment Books, 1836-50
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house without any law process'.^s Other cases recorded by Kennedy tha t would

not have amounted to an actual eviction included Charles O’Dowd of Donagha

West who 'gave up his holding because of arrears, rather than have their effects

sold for payment'.26 A tenant of the Marquis of Conynham, Simon O'Loughlin left

his house in May 1848 in search of employment. On his return he found his

house was levelled. Again, this would not have constituted an actual eviction, as

there was no legal process.

While it is often argued, and usually correctly, that the Gregory clause of the

poor law extension act of 1847 was an instrum ent of eviction utilised by

landlords and was ruinous to tenants, such as those of Kilrush, there is reason to

argue that in some cases surrendering land in order to qualify for relief was the

only means by which tenants could survive. A case in point is that of Michael

Consindine. He held land in the townland of Clohenchy from Sir John Reed. As a

consequence of his holding land and his refusal to give it up he could not, by law,

be relieved. According to Kennedy's report his 'wife and nine children died of

actual want'. Consindine, in any case, was evicted shortly afterwards.^7

Besides the Gregory clause, two other factors caused a high concentration of

evictions in the Kilrush union. Both are related to the widespread poverty that

existed in the area. Firstly, one of the most damaging provisions of the Irish poor

law, from a tenant's point of view, was the £4 clause. This meant that where

tenants held land to the value of £4 annual rent or less, their landlords were

obliged to pay the poor rates for them. It was therefore in the landlords’ best

Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373 
Ibid.

”  Ibid.
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interest to rid their estates of these small holders in order to cut expenditure. 

Farms in the west of Ireland tended to be smaller than those in other places and 

the Kilrush union was no exception. It is clearly reflected in Captain Kennedy’s 

report that the vast majority of those listed as being evicted held land valued at 

less than £4 per year. Of the thirteen tenants evicted by Marcus Keane from the 

lands of Gunaneatwhy, only one paid more than £4 per year, that being John 

McNamara who paid £4 10s. for three and a half acres. In fact, only one other 

tenant, John Gorman, paid more than £1 a n n u a l l y . ^ s  A similar situation existed in 

the townland of Clondrum, the property of Matthew Kelly, where out of a total of 

thirteen tenants evicted between June 1848 and June 1849, only one paid more 

than £4 rent annually. Of the forty-six tenants evicted by Thomas Crowe from the 

lands of Clongamane, only three paid more than £4 rent per year. A similar 

situation existed in the townland of Coolmen where only five of the thirty-four 

tenants were charged more than £4 rent annually.^^ It is clearly evident from the 

report of Captain Kennedy that the vast majority of the evicted tenants were of 

the poorest variety and whose position was made all the more precarious by the 

£4 clause contained within the original Irish poor law act.

Besides the effect the poor law had on the poorest in Kilrush, another possible 

reason why Kilrush suffered high levels of eviction was the relatively high rents 

being charged on some estates. This is especially evident when compared with 

other parts of the west of Ireland. Such was the high level of rents on some 

estates that Captain Kennedy, on witnessing the situation of a Daniel Macke,

Ibid.
Ibid.
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remarked 'this is rack-rent for one acre and a cabin'.^o The sum he was referring 

to was £3 per year. From Kennedy’s report it is evident tha t rents on the estate of 

Messrs. Burroughs were unusually high when compared with surrounding 

estates and estates in the west generally. Besides Daniel Macke, many other 

tenants paid above £2 an acre for what was often described as poor land. John 

Keane of Querin who was evicted for non-payment had been charged £5 annually 

for two and a quarter acres. James Carty, of the same townland, paid £8 8s. for 

four acres, while his neighbour, James Power, was charged £5 55. for two and a 

quarter acres. Edmund Conway, also of Querin, paid £44 per year for twenty 

acres, while John Scanlon was charged an annual rent of £23 2s. for eleven acres. 

In the townland of Tullyroe, also on the Burroughs' estate, Peter Scanlon was 

charged £9 10s. for six acres of what Captain Kennedy described as ‘bad boggy 

land’. His neighbour, Michael Kelly, paid £1 an acre for what was ‘entirely bog’.^i 

It seems as though high rents on the Burrough estate contributed to the high 

level of evictions. Between 1847 and 1850 Messrs. Burrough evicted 783 

persons from their estate, a tally surpassed only by Col. Vandeleur and Nicholas 

W e s t b y . ^ 2  High rents w ere not confined to the Burroughs’ estate. John Cleary of 

Kilclohane paid an exorbitant £7 per year to Thady and William McMahon for 

one acre. Dr. Harold of Limerick also exacted particularly high rents from his 

tenants, ten of whom w ere evicted from the townland of Kilmichael between 

June 1848 and June 1849. Of these, Edmond Shaughnessy held half an acre for

Ibid.
Ibid.
Report from  the Select Committee on the K ilm sh Union; together with the proceedings o f  the 

committee, minutes o f  evidence, appendix, and index, H.C. 1850 (613), xi, 529
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which he paid an annual rent of £3. Thomas Crowe paid £9 for four acres, while 

Michael Corry was charged £1 4s. per year for a quarter of an acre.^^

Such rents were high when compared to other parts of the west of Ireland. In 

his evidence to the Devon Commission, Henry Joynt, a land surveyor from north 

Mayo, stated that in his locality good land was held at between 25s. and 30s. an 

acre.^'^ Mr. George Irwin, a land agent in the barony of Tyrawly in Co. Mayo, 

claimed that the price of good land very rarely ventured above £2 an acre. John 

Reilly, a farmer from Belmullet, testified that arable land in his part of the 

country was let at 25s. an acre, while mountain was let at 10s. John C. Garry, a Co. 

Mayo landlord, claimed to charge between £1 and £2 an acre. Lord Sligo charged 

between 24s. and 25s. an acre, while Mr. William Bland, a farmer from Westport, 

held from the O'Donnells of Newport at 27s. an acre.^^ John Singleton, a Co. Clare 

landlord (not in the Kilrush union), let his land at 25s. an acre. He did, however, 

also state that some land in his locality (Ennis) was let at up to £3 an acre. In Fact 

evidence given at the Devon Commission seems to concur with Captain 

Kennedy’s assertion on high rents in Kilrush by depicting the entirety of Co. Clare 

as place of high rents in relation to other counties on the w estern seaboard. In 

evidence to the commission William Daxon, a land agent from Ennis, stated that 

land in his locality was let for as much as £3 10s. an acre. According to John 0 ’ 

Dwyer, a tenant farmer from Kilfenora, land was let at between 30s. and £3 an 

acre. This shows that there was quite a variation in rent prices. Like Mayo, rents 

in Co. Donegal were lower, on average, that those in Co. Clare. John O'Donnell,

Ibid.
Devon Commission, Minutes o f  Evidence, pt. 2 [616], H.C. 1845, xx, 676  
Ibid.
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vice-chairman of the board of guardians for the Glenties union, claimed that land 

was let for about £1 an acre.^^

Though there is no doubt but that evictions in the Kilrush union w^ere prolific 

and devastating, it is important to consider Kilrush in light of population changes 

in other poor law unions in Co. Clare and in other parts of the country. In 1841 

the population of the Kilrush union amounted to 64,462; by 1851 this had fallen 

to 51,247, representing a decrease of 13,215 or 21 percent. In terms of real 

numbers Kilrush union lost more people than any other in Co. Clare (it must also 

be remembered that it was also the most populated union in Co. Clare]. In terms 

of percentages, however, other unions in Clare suffered greater losses. The 

population of Tulla union fell by 33 percent, from 28,703 to 19,248. In the part of 

the Limerick union that was located within Co. Clare the population fell by 42 

percent, from 28,262 to 16,483. In fact the total fall in population in Co. Clare 

amounted to 26 percent, falling from 286,394 to 212,428.

In terms of houses Kilrush suffered a loss of 25 percent between 1841 and 

1851. In 1841 the number of houses in Kilrush totalled 10,337; by 1851 this had 

fallen to 7,785. The loss of 2,552 was more than was suffered by any other union 

in Co. Clare. In terms of percentages, however, the part Limerick union tha t was 

in Clare incurred a greater house loss than any other union in Clare. The number 

of houses fell from 4,604 to 2,808, representing a fall of 39 percent between 

1841 and 1851. In total, the number of houses in Co. Clare fell from 46,099 in 

1841 to 33,150 in 1851, representing a decrease of 28 percent. While in term s of

Ibid.
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population and houses, the losses incurred by the Kilrush union were greater 

than were suffered by any other union in Clare, the fact that, proportionately, its 

losses were less than those experienced by the county as a whole is significant. 

When comparing Kilrush to other unions in Clare one must be careful to 

rem em ber that it was the most populated and any loss would represent a 

smaller percentage than a union with a smaller population.

Population changes in Poor Law Unions in Co. Clare.

Poor Law Union Pop in 1841 Pop in 1851
Percentage 

change in pop
Ballyvaghan 11,969 8,148 - 32%
Corrofin 14,359 9,352 - 35%
Ennis 49,562 40,362 - 19%
Ennistimon 39,285 31,612 - 20%
Killadysert 24,018 16,807 - 30%
Kilrush 64,462 51,247 - 21%
Tulla 28,703 19,248 - 33%
Gort (part of} 726 434 - 40%
Limerick (part of) 28,262 16,483 - 42%
Scarriff fpart of1 25.048 18.752 - 25%
Total 286,394 212,428 - 26%

Changes in numbers of houses in Poor Law Unions in Co. Clare.
Percentage 

change in number
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Poor Law Union Houses in 1841 Houses in 1851 of houses
Ballyvaghan 1,970 1,351 - 31%
Corrofin 2,341 1,659 - 29%
Ennis 7,777 6,084 - 22%
Ennistimon 6,457 4,595 - 30%
Killadysert 3,751 2,744 - 27 %
Kilrush 10,337 7,785 - 25%
Tulla 4,618 3,284 - 29%
Gort (part of] 104 67 - 36%
Limerick (part of] 4,604 2,808 - 39%
Scarriff fpart of) 4.140 2.773 - 33%
Total 46,099 33,150 - 28%

How then did population changes in the Kilrush union compare vi îth 

population changes in other unions throughout Ireland? In Co. Tipperary, for 

instance, the union of Nenagh experienced heavier losses than Kilrush between 

1841 and 1851. In 1841 the population of Nenagh union amounted to 71,418; by 

1851 this had fallen to 50,492, representing a loss of 20,926 or 29 percent.^^ 

Nenagh, however, was the only union in Tipperary, a county tha t recorded more 

evictions than any other for the years 1849-53^^, that incurred a greater 

depletion in population than the union of Kilrush.

In Co. Mayo the W estport union experienced a fall in population of 18,134 or 

33 percent, from 54,336 to 36,202 between 1841 and 1851. In Ballina union the 

population fell from 46,387 to 30,464, representing a fall of 15,923 or 34 

percent. The Castlebar union recorded an even greater decrease in population, 

with a total reduction of 22,285 or 38 percent between 1841 and 1851. In the 

Ballinrobe union the population fell from 49,782 to 36,022, representing a fall of

Census o f  Ireland 1851: Part 1, Area, Population, and Number o f  Houses, by Townlands and 
Electoral Divisions, Co. o f  Tipperary, [1542] H. C. 1852, xcii, 412 

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 235
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13,760 or 28 percent.^^ In Co. Kerry the Tralee union incurred a decrease in 

population which amounted to 16,399 or 22 percent, from 74,944 to 58,545.

The unions of Nenagh, in Tipperary, Ballina, Ballinrobe, Castlebar, and 

W estport in Mayo, and the union of Tralee in Kerry all recorded greater 

reductions in population than in the Kilrush union, both in terms of the number 

of people lost and the percentage of population lost. This point is worth 

highlighting as it reflects the fact tha t though the 13,215 persons lost by the 

Kilrush union between 1841 and 1851 was significant and devastating to the 

area, it was not an isolated exception within Ireland at the time. The reason it 

received such coverage in the press and in parliament was down to the lobbying 

of one Captain Arthur Kennedy.

It is difficult to say exactly how many of the 13,215 who disappeared from 

Kilrush between 1841 and 1851 were e v ic t e d .T h e  figure does, however, 

correspond closely to the total number of evictions estimated by the select 

committee. According to the select committee 2,700 families or about 12,000 

persons were evicted in the Kilrush union between 1847 and 1850. This figure 

does fit into the census reduction and it is possible that famine evictions in 

Kilrush accounted for the bulk of the reduction. Any attem pt at reconciling 

Kennedy’s 3,200 evictions between June 1848 and June 1849 with census figures 

for 1841 and 1851 would be problematic. As we have seen the population of 

Kilrush union fell by 13, 215 between 1841 and 1851. If one converts Kennedy’s 

3,200 evicted families into persons the number amounts to 16,000 persons

Census o f Ireland 1851: Part 1, Area, Population, and Number o f Houses, by Townlands and 
Electoral Divisions, Co. o f  Mayo [1542] H. C. 1852, xcii, 443 

Ibid., Co. o f  Clare [1542] C. 1852, xcii, 401
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evicted between June 1848 and June 1849, almost 3,000 more than the 

population reduction indicated by the census between 1841 and 1851. It seems 

highly improbable. It is of course possible that some of the evicted could have 

been in the workhouse or elsewhere in the union when the census was taken and 

would therefore have been recorded as living in the union. It is also probable 

that the population of the Kilrush union on the eve of the famine was greater 

than that recorded in 1841. in tha t case perhaps Kennedy's estimate could be 

reconciled with the census returns.

What is significant about evictions in Kilrush is the amount of information 

available to historians on the subject. As mentioned, several parliamentary 

papers were published on evictions in Kilrush; but furthermore, the Kennedy 

report and the report of the select committee reveals a lot about the actions of 

individual landlords and agents. Why had Kennedy such a dislike for Col. 

Vandeleur? Kennedy’s report reveals that between June, 1848 and June, 1849 

Vandeleur evicted seventy-four families, or 370 persons from the townlands of 

Caherfinic, Monmore, Leadmore, Carnacalla, and Tullycrine. The report of the 

select committee states that Vandeleur evicted 1,001 persons between 1847 and 

1850. Both of these figures seem reasonably consistent with one another. 

Griffith’s valuation of Co. Clare, which was done in 1855 also indicates that 

widespread evictions occurred on the Vandeleur estate. None of the five tenants, 

for instance, whom, according to Captain Kennedy, were evicted from the 

townland of Tullycrine, on the Vandeleur estate, were holding land at the time of 

Griffith’s valuation. In the townlands of Monmore and Leadmore, also on the
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estate of Col. Vandeleur, a number of tenants who, according to Kennedy, were 

evicted during the famine were still on the land in 1855. William Hennessy, 

Thomas O’Dea, John and Thomas Brew, Lawrence McDonnell, and Francis 

Dempsey were all listed as evicted tenants by Kennedy, but were listed as 

occupying tenants by Griffith in 1855. This is another indication that Kennedy 

may have overestimated the number of evictions in Kilrush. The same is true of 

Vandeleur’s property in Ballyeva where three of the thirty-three listed as being 

evicted by Kennedy were still on the land in 1855. Similarly, Griffith’s valuation 

reveals that two of the thirteen tenants whom, according to Kennedy, were 

evicted by Vandeleur from the townland of Caherfinic in 1849 were still there in 

1855.

Changes in population and evictions on a selection of townlands that constituted 
part of the estate of Crofton Moore Vandeleur of Kilrush House.

Townland Pop in 1841 Pop in 1851 % change

Number of 
evictions 

according to 
Kennedy 

report 
(families)

Caherfinic 515 339 - 34% 13
Monmore 588 459 - 22% 30
Leadmore 638 350 - 45% 10
Carnacalla 677 377 - 44% 16
Tullycrine 569 346 - 39% 5

No study of evictions in Kilrush or in Co. Clare would be complete without due 

attention being focused on Marcus Keane of Beechpark. Such was the distaste the 

people of Kilrush, and Clare at large, had for Marcus Keane, tha t after his death
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his remains were stolen from his grave and w ere not recovered for eight years. 

Marcus Keane was one the most powerful land agents in Co. Clare. In 1847 he 

controlled more than 100,000 acres. By 1853 this had increased to 150,000 

acres.'^^ As well as being a land agent, Keane had 4,784 acres of his own. Keane 

obtained a reputation among landlords as a good collector of rent; although, 

according to Ciaran 0  Murchadha, he was incapable of recognizing human 

s u f f e r i n g . 4 3  The main landlords for whom Keane worked were the Marquis 

Conyngham, Col George Wyndham, and Nicholas Westby. Both Conyngham and 

Westby were amongst the major evictors in Kilrush. Throughout his career 

Conyngham held a number of official positions in the government and, with 

regards to his estates in Clare and Donegal, was an absentee landlord. In an 

article published by the New York Times shortly after his death in 1876, 

Conyngham was exposed as the w orst sort of landlord. The article stated: 'it may 

be doubted w hether Conyngham had ever visited more than twice in his life his 

immense outlying properties in Clare and Donegal....From one end of the estate 

to the other nothing is found but poverty, misery, wretched cultivation, and 

infinite sub-division of land....all are poor, wretchedly poor....the people do what 

they can to improve the land but landlord does nothing’. The article also stated 

that Conyngham never answered any complaints made by te n an ts .A c co rd in g  

to the report of the select committee on the Kilrush union, 428 persons were

6  Murchadha, ‘’T h e Exterminator General o f  Clare,” Marcus Keane o f  Beech Park (1815-1883)’, 
Ciaran O Murchadha (ed.). County’ Clare studies: essays in memory o f  G erald O ’Connell, Sean O 
Murchadha, Thomas Coffey, and Pat Flynn (Ennis: Clare Archaeological and Historical Society, 
2000), p. 169

Ibid, p. 173 
« lb id .

New York Times, 19 July 1876
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evicted from the Conyngham estate between 1847 and 1850. These evictions 

were carried out by the land agent, Marcus Keane.

One of the most infamous series of evictions occurred in Meelick on the 

Marquess Conyngham’s estate, beginning in March 1847. The reason these 

evictions are of special interest is because of the plethora of material that is 

available on them. Such was their notoriety that the under-secretary in Dublin, T. 

N. Redington demanded communication from Keane on the issue. In March 1847 

Keane served processes for non-payment on sixty tenants in Meelick. The 

following September Keane appeared at Meelick and demanded possession from 

a further eighty tenants. On this occasion he was unable to take possession 

because of tenant intimidation. In 1848 Keane sent a large group of'levellers’ to 

Meelick to systematically clear away the tenants. It took them two days to 

unhouse 141 people, either by ejectment or voluntary su rren d e r .^ s  Besides the 

fact that Keane claimed to have encountered tenant intimidation when he tried 

to recover possession of the land in Meelick, the prospect of the prevalence a 

tenant combination was further strengthened when it was alluded to in the 

police report. The police report stated that a notice had been affixed to the door 

of the Meelick chapel warning tenants against taking the land of evicted 

tenants.'*^^ In a letter to T. N. Redington, Keane suggested that the tenants of 

Meelick did not pay rent, not because they could not afford to do so, but because

6  Murchadha, “T h e Exterminator General o f  Clare,” Marcus Keane o f  Beech Park (1815-1883)’, 
Ciaran O Murchadha (ed.), County Clare studies: essays in memory o f  G erald O ’Connell, Sean O 
Murchadha, Thomas Coffey, and Pat Flynn (Ennis: Clare Archaeological and Historical Society,
2000), p. 179

National Archives, Marcus Keane to T. M. Redington, 25 April 1848; Report o f  Sub-Inspector 
Donovan, Outrage Reports, Clare 1848, 5/380, 5/319
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of an organised combination.^^ While such a large num ber of evictions was 

devastating for the area, and while Marcus Keane was the driving force behind 

these evictions, the evidence states clearly tha t he did not act outside the rem it of 

the law. In fact, in his report, sub-inspector Donovan was careful to point this 

out, distinguishing between recognised tenants, who paid rent to Conyngham, 

and those who never paid rent; the latter amounted to little more than 

trespassers.

Donovan also distinguished between those who surrendered and threw  down 

their own houses and those who w ere actually turned out.'^^ One of the charges 

laid against Keane was that he illegally evicted tenants w ithout court sanction. It 

is true that some were removed without legal sanction, but these were people 

who had no right to be there in the first place; in such cases the sanction of the 

law was not necessary. The case of Patrick Hickey was highlighted during the 

Meelick evictions. Hickey had paid rent to a middleman of Conyngham’s who was 

no longer there by the time of the Meelick evictions. By law the determination of 

the middleman's tenancy should also have signalled the end of Hickey's tenancy. 

In staying on the land and paying no rent to the head landlord, Conyngham, 

Hickey was effectively a trespasser or squatter rather than a tenant. This m eant 

that Keane was justified in removing him without legal sanction. One of Keane's 

strengths was his ability to adhere closely to the technical truths of the law. In 

fact, while 141 people were unhoused in Meelick in 1848, only seven families

Ibid.
48
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w ere legally evicted; the rest surrendered voluntarily.'^^

Another of Keane’s clients was Nicholas Westby. Westby, an absentee landlord 

with an address in Dublin, held over 25,000 acres in Co. Clare. Besides being 

land-agent, Keane had a more personal connection with the Westby family, 

having married Louisa Isabella Westby, daughter of Nicholas Westby. According 

to the report of the select committee on the Kilrush union, Westby evicted 847 

persons between 1847 and 1850, a figure surpassed only by Crofton Moore 

Vandeleur. Westby's evictions on individual townlands are well documented by 

Captain Kennedy. Westby’s evictions were focused mainly on the parishes of 

Kilrush, Kilballyowen, and Moyarta. In the townland of Moyarta, which lay in the 

parish of Moyarta, for instance, thirty-seven families, consisting of 182 persons, 

were evicted between December 1848 and April 1849.^0 In the townlands of 

Kilballyowen and Oughterard forty-five families, consisting of 239 persons were 

evicted in May 1849. A total of seventy-two families, consisting of 403 persons 

were evicted from the townland of Tullybrack. A further fifty-one families, 

consisting of 227 persons were evicted from the lands of Donagh East, Donagh 

West, and Braiffa.^i All evictions w ere carried out by Marcus Keane at the behest 

of Nicholas Westby.

As with the Vandeleur estate, Kennedy's reports of evictions on the Westby 

estate are not entirely consistent with Griffith’s valuation. In the townland of 

Tullybrack, for instance, four of the seventy-two tenants who, according to

Ibid.
Report from  the Select Committee on the Kilrush Union; together with the proceedings o f  the 

committee, minutes o f  evidence, appendix, and index, H.C. 1850 (613), xi, 529
Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373
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Kennedy, v^ere evicted, w ere  still occupying land in 1855. In the tou^nland of 

Donagh W est only one tenant, Pat Moloney, w^ho v̂ âs listed as evicted in 1849 

v^as still the re  in 1855, while in the  tow nland  of Moyarta tw o tenants , Pat 

Scanlan and  Martin Roche, both of w hom  w ere  listed as evicted by Kennedy, still 

occupied land in 1855. While som e of the  tenan ts  listed by Kennedy w ere  not 

actually pu t off the  land, the  vas t majority  w ere  not to be found in Griffith’s 

valuation.

As well as being an agen t for som e of the  w ealth ies t landlords in Co. Clare, 

Marcus Keane both  ow ned and leased land of his own. According to the  rep o r t  of 

the select com m ittee  on Kilrush, Keane only evicted th ir teen  families, consisting 

of sixty people, from his own lands during  the period 1 8 4 7 -5 0 . ^ 2  Captain 

Kennedy’s rep o r t  would ap p ea r  to concur with this as it lists a total of fourteen 

families evicted by Keane from his ow n l a n d s . S u c h  evidence begs the  question: 

w ere  the  large-scale evictions the brainchild of Marcus Keane, or was he m erely 

acting on the  instruction of the  landlords. While Keane w as involved in the  great 

m any evictions th a t  occurred on the  es ta tes  of the  M arquis Conyngham and 

Nicholas Westby, he was also agen t for Col. George W yndham  from w hose  es ta te  

only five families w ere  evicted be tw een  1847 and 1850.

While Keane w as an efficient land agen t and  a good collector of ren ts , in 

clearing tenan ts  from the es ta tes  of his respective clients it is likely th a t  he was 

acting u n d er  orders. There is no doubt, however, tha t he devoted a trem endous

Report from  the Select Committee on the Kilrush Union; together with the proceedings o f  the 
committee, minutes o f  evidence, appendix, and index, H.C. 1850 (613), xi, 529 

Reports and Returns relating to Evictions in the Kilrush Union, H.C. 1849 (177), xlix, 373 
Report from  the Select Committee on the Kilrush Union; together with the proceedings o f  the 

committee, minutes o f  evidence, appendix, and index, H.C. 1850 (613), xi, 529
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am ount of time and effort to these evictions. As Ciaran 6  Murchadha has stated, 

‘one indication of the energy expended by him in the campaign of May 1848 was 

tha t he was forced to give up his leased farms, not having enough time to devote 

to them ’.55 It must also be remembered that Keane was not the land agent for 

Crofton Moore Vandeleur, on whose estate most evictions occurred. According to 

6  Murchadha a fear prevailed among landlords that if the opportunity to clear 

their estates of small, impoverished tenants was not taken immediately, it may 

be lost to tenant right legislation.^^ Some of the bigger landlords also saw the 

famine as the ideal opportunity to accelerate estate improvement policies that 

they had begun years before. Either way Marcus Keane was possessed of the 

a ttributes necessary for the landlords to realize these objectives.

Population changes and evictions on townlands that constituted parts of estates 
managed by Marcus Keane. _______________ _______________ _____________

Townland Pop in 1841 Pop in 1851 % change

Number of 
evictions 

according to 
Kennedy 

report 
(families')

Dromellohy 324 232 - 28% 36
Gunaneatwhy 190 86 - 55% 14
Kilballyowen 331 366 + 10% 54
Moyarta 648 481 - 26% 37
Tullybrack 654 447 - 32% 72
Donagh East 250 135 - 56% 13
Donagh West 428 482 + 11% 28
Kilfera 323 230 - 30 % 20
Braiffa 161 120 - 25% 10

6  Murchadha, ”T h e Exterminator General o f  Clare,” Marcus Keane o f  Beech Park (1815-1883)’, 
Ciaran O Murchadha (ed.). County Clare studies: essays in memory o f  G erald O 'Connell, Sean O 
Murchadha, Thomas Coffey, and Pat Flynn (Ennis; Clare Archaeological and Historical Society, 
2000), p. 177 

Ibid., p. 174
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7. Evictions in Co. Mayo

In 1850 Captain Arthur Kennedy was replaced as poor lav^ inspector to Kiirush

by John Burke. After his first tour of the union, Burke wrote to the poor law

commissioners in Dublin stating that, in his experience, the only other place in

Ireland that he could equate with Kiirush, in terms of distress and suffering, was

Mayo. As we have seen the poor law unions of Castlebar, Westport, Ballinrobe,

and Ballina suffered greater depletion in population than the union of Kiirush.

Between 1849 and 1853 only Tipperary, Clare, Limerick, and Kerry experienced

more evictions per 1,000 holdings than Mayo.i In terms of absolute numbers of

evictions between 1849 and 1853, Mayo was surpassed only by Tipperary.

According to the constabulary returns 5,249 families were evicted in Mayo

between 1849 and 1853, while 6,052 families were evicted in Tipperary .^

Between 1847 and 1849, 978 civil bill processes in ejectment were entered in

Co. Mayo civil bill courts.^ In tha t same period 786 civil bill ejectment decrees

were granted. This number is surprisingly low when compared to other counties.

In Tipperary, for instance, 3,157 processes in ejectment were entered, with

2,600 ejectment decrees being granted. In Antrim 1,278 civil bill ejectment

decrees were granted, while 1,787 were granted in Armagh. In Galway 1,442

ejectment decrees w ere granted, while 1,334 were granted in Monaghan.^ When

these figures are studied in conjunction with the constabulary returns one can

only conclude that most ejectment cases in Co. Mayo in the early years of the

’ Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 235 
 ̂Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 

Constabulaiy, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725
 ̂Abstract Return o f  Number o f  Ejectments in Courts in Ireland, 1847-49, H .C . 1851 (172), 1, 629 

“ Ibid.
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famine were tried in superior courts in Dublin. The following table takes a 

sample of six counties, which includes Mayo, which experienced high rates of 

eviction during the famine.

Civil bill ejectment processes entered and decrees 
granted, 1846-49

County Processes entered Decrees granted Processes 
entered per 
1000 holdings

Decrees 
granted per 
1000 holdings

Tipperary 3,291 2,483 127 96
Armagh 2,010 1,618 75 61
Galway 1,988 1,596 35 28
Monaghan 1,981 1,584 81 65
Mayo 1,649 1,260 31 24
Clare 1,108 641 34 20

According to a parliamentary paper published in 1849, 279 processes in 

ejectment were entered for Co. Mayo in the superior courts between 1846 and 

1848. Again this seems quite low for a county from which the second highest 

number of families were evicted between 1849 and 1853. In the county of 

Limerick, for instance, there were 589 superior court processes in ejectment 

entered for the years 1846-48. In Queen’s County 326 superior court ejectment 

processes were entered for the years 1846-48, while 356 such processes were 

entered for Co. Kerry. In Co. Clare 455 superior court ejectment processes were 

entered for the years 1846-48. In fact, the total number of ejectment processes 

entered in all courts (superior courts and civil bill courts] for Clare for the years 

1846-48 was 1,478, a figure greater than Mayo's 1,421.^ The following table 

demonstrates that superior court ejectment processes for Mayo were fewer than 

one might suspect, especially since Mayo recorded the second highest num ber of

 ̂Abstract return o f the number o f  ejectments brought in the Courts o f  Queen’s Bench, Common Pleas, 
and Excheqeur, in Ireland, from 1846 to 1849; and o f  the number o f civil bill ejectments brought in the 
Assistant Barristers ’ Courts in the same period, H.C. 1849 (198), xlix, 243
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evictions in the years 1849-53 and the second highest number of evictions for 

the entire period of this study, 1846-53.^

Superior court ejectment processes entered, 1846-48

County Processes entered Processes entered per 
1,000 holdings

Tipperary 1,095 40
Clare 455 14
Galw^ay 325 6
Mayo 279 5
Armagh 160 6
Monaghan 85 3

Using the same means as v^ere used to work out pre-1849 eviction figures for 

the whole of Ireland, it can be estimated that about 1,450 families were evicted 

in Co. Mayo between 1846 and 1848.'^ This was less than Clare's 1,500 and 

Tipperary’s 2,800 families evicted in the same period. Galway also experienced 

more evictions than Mayo for the years 1846-48, with a total of 1,750 families, in 

fact, if one were to rank counties according to the number of families evicted in 

the years 1846-48, Mayo would be fifth, behind Tipperary, Armagh, Galway, and 

Clare. It stands to reason, therefore, that Mayo would have experienced high 

numbers of evictions after 1848.

In 1849 the constabulary recorded 695 evictions in Co. Mayo. In Galway,

however, the constabulary recorded the eviction of 1,055 families in 1849. In

fact, Tipperary, Clare, and Galway each recorded more evictions than Mayo in

1849. In 1850, however, the constabulary recorded a total of 1,448 families

evicted in Mayo, while the total recorded in Galway was 1,005. Mayo also

experienced more evictions than Clare, who recorded 1,430 in 1850. Tipperary,

® Above, appendix 1.
’ Above, chapter 4.
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however, recorded substantially more evictions than any other county in 1850, 

with a total of 2,157 families. In 1851 857 families were evicted in Mayo. In the 

same year both Tipperary and Galway experienced more evictions than Mayo, 

1,030, and 924 respectively; the substantial reduction, however, experienced by 

Tipperary in particular was significant.^

James Donnelly has suggested that the reason eviction figures in Mayo in 

famine years were as high as they were was because the numbers of evicted 

families stayed high into the 1850s when numbers in other counties began to 

fall.^ His theory also implies that evictions in Mayo in the early years of the 

famine were relatively few. The constabulary return for 1852 seems to validate 

this argument. In 1852 Mayo, for the first time, experienced more evictions than 

any other county, with a total of 1,121 families evicted. This was substantially 

higher than Galway’s 704 and Tipperary’s 677. Furthermore, and in a m anner 

contrary to the general trend in Ireland, the num ber of evictions recorded in 

Mayo in 1852 was greater than the previous year, and substantially greater than 

the number of evictions recorded in 1849. The general trend in Ireland was that 

evictions reached its peak in 1850; this was also true of Mayo. The general trend, 

however, was also a country-wide fall in eviction numbers after 1850. Though 

Mayo appeared to be following this trend when the number of families evicted 

fell from 1,448, in 1850, to 857, in 1851, the trend was reversed again in 1852 

when the constabulary recorded the eviction of 1,121 families in Mayo. The 785 

evicted families recorded in 1853 meant that the number of evictions in Mayo

® Above appendix, 1
 ̂Donnelly, The Great Irish Potato Famine, p. 156
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remained relatively high. The county with the next highest number of evictions 

in 1853 was Galway with 421. It is also worth noting that more evictions were 

recorded in Mayo in 1853 than in 1849. It was not until 1854 when Mayo 

experienced a total of 403 evictions, that eviction numbers for the county began 

to fall back to pre-famine levels.^°

Evidence contained in the constabulary's quarterly returns of evictions, which 

survive for the years 1850-53, reflect the fact that many of the evictions that 

occurred on Co. Mayo estates in the early 1850s were as a result of large-scale 

clearances on several estates. In the second quarter of 1850, for instance, the 

Earl of Lucan removed 139 families and leveled 109 houses, while the Marquis of 

Sligo evicted 186 families, consisting of 946 persons. In the same period Sir 

Roger Palmer evicted thirty families from his estate in Mayo.^i In the third 

quarter of 1852 Sir Samuel O’Malley evicted 289 families, consisting of 1,441 

persons, and leveled a total of 197 h o u s e s .

It is not clear why Mayo, proving to be an exception to the rule, failed to 

experience a reduction in evictions after 1850. Donnelly, however, suggests that 

a possible reason why pre-1850 eviction numbers in Mayo were lower than they 

might have been was because 75 percent of tenants in Mayo were very small 

holders, with land valued at £4 or less. He deduces from this that it was likely 

tha t such small tenants gave up their holdings early in the famine in order to 

qualify for relief under the poor law extension act of 1847. The constabulary

Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish 
Constabulaiy, 1849-80, H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725 
" National Archives, CSORP 1850/C 187

National Archives, CSORP 1852/C267
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v^^ould not have recorded voluntary surrenders of this type.^^ This suggests that 

a high level of voluntary surrenders kept eviction figures for Mayo in the years 

1846-48 artificially low. Another possible reason proffered by Donnelly was that 

many Mayo estates w ere sold in the encumbered estates court, which was 

established in 1849, the theory being that new owners would begin to evict once 

they took p o s s e s s io n .T h e  case of Sir Samuel O'Malley's estate would appear to 

validate this theory. Sir Samuel let arrears on his estate amount to such a level 

that the estate's court of chancery managers decided to evict almost three 

quarters of the t e n a n t s . I n  a letter to George Henry Moore, Lord Sligo referred 

to this occurrence on the 0 ' Malley estate and stated that if 0 ’ Malley had evicted 

some of the less comfortable tenants earlier he could have avoided the court of 

chancery.i^ Lord Sligo wrote the letter to George Henry Moore in an effort to 

encourage him to rid his estate of insolvent tenants. He used the case of Sir 

Samuel O'Malley as an example of what could happen to Moore if he were not to 

heed his advice. Having to borrow £1,500 to pay the poor rates, Lord Sligo, in 

1848, stated that he was under the necessity o f ‘ejecting or being ejected'.^^

Most of what is written about George Henry Moore portrays him as a non

evicting, benevolent landlord. Moore, however, was not an efficient landlord and 

suffered much indebtedness as a consequence of this. Both the rundale system

Donnelly, The Great Irish Potato Famine, p. 156 
'M bid.,p. 158

Donnelly, ‘Mass Eviction and the Great Famine: The Clearances Revisited’, The Great Irish Famine, 
Cathal Poirteir (ed), p. 158 

Letter from Lord SHgo to GHM, 1850 (NLI, MS 893)
Donnelly, ‘Mass Eviction and the Great Famine: The Clearances Revisited’, The Great Irish Famine, 

Cathal Poirteir (ed), p. 158
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and middlemen were prominent on his estate.^^ On the Ballintubber estate, for 

instance, nine of the sixteen townlands, or 75 percent of the Ballintubber estate, 

were under the control of middlemen. These middlemen each held between 500 

and 3,000 acres. The prominence of the middleman system meant that Moore 

was getting nothing close to the full rental value of his estate, thus contributing 

to his financial woes. One middleman, Malachy Touhy, held the townland of 

Kiltarsaghaun for an annual sum of £40, while renting the land out for £130. 

According to Joseph Hone, the alleviation of the middleman system would have 

increased the rental of the Moore estate by 50 percent.!^

Contemporary opinion in Mayo was strong on the point that Moore never 

engaged in famine evictions. Father Browne of Ballintubber was well known for 

his criticism of landlords who evicted tenants; his criticism, however, was never 

directed at Moore. In a letter to the Connaught Telegraph in 1847 Father Browne 

stated that he had 'never heard of a single tenant being evicted, either by himself 

(George Henry Moore) or his agent’. Browne also drew attention to the fact that 

Moore, in 1846, used part of his Chester gold cup winnings to alleviate the 

suffering of tenants on his estate.^o After his triumph Moore wrote to his mother 

requesting that she arrange to have a 'milch cow’ given to any tenant who was in 

immediate need of relief. In fact much of what was significant about George 

Henry Moore’s life and career would appear to support the contemporary view 

of him as a benevolent landlord. He was MP for Mayo; he was one of the founders

Joseph Hone, The Moores o f  Moorehall (London 1939), p. 68 
Ibid., p. 43
Connaught Telegraph, 24 June 1847
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of the Cathohc Defense Association; he vi^as also a leader of the Ind ep en d en t Irish 

Party.

During the  famine Moore, along v\^ith Lord Sligo and  Sir Robert Blosse, 

financed the  voyage of the  M artha Washington, a ship charte red  to deliver a 

cargo of food from New Orleans to W estport  in June 1847. The food w as sold a t 

highly subsidized prices, the  deficit being m et by the  th ree  l a n d l o r d s . A t  his 

funeral in 1870, George Henry Moore's coffin w as carried  by sixteen ten an ts  and 

w as a t tended  by a large n u m b er  of the poor of Mayo, w ith  very few gen try  

attending.22 Some evidence, however, points to the fact th a t  evictions m ay have 

occurred on the Moore estate. The es teem ed  w riter, George Moore, son of George 

Henry Moore, s ta tes  in his semi-autobiography. Hail and Farewell, his m em ories  

of evictions occurring on the  es ta te  during his childhood. 3̂ It should, how ever, be 

m entioned  th a t  the good will show n by George Henry Moore tow ards  his tenan ts  

had very  little affect or influence on his son. George M oore’s descrip tion of his 

fa ther’s tenan ts  leaves the  read e r  in no doub t as to his belief in social division. 4̂ 

David Barr's es tim ation of be tw een  800 and 1,600 houses leveled in 

Ballintubber and  Burriscara, both p a r t  of the Moore estate, fu rther  validates 

George M oore’s c l a i m s . A  study  of population  shifts in the  parish of 

Ballintubber, however, appea rs  to be consisten t w ith  the  notion th a t  George 

Henry Moore tried  to avoid evicting tenants. In 1841 th e re  w ere  6,753 people 

living in the  parish; by 1851 this had fallen to 3,141. The population of lands

David Barr, ‘George Henry Moore and his Tenants’ Cathar na Mart, vol 8, no. 1, 1988, p. 72 
Hugh McGinley, ‘Images o f  Mayo: Moore Hall’, h-h'w.castlebar. ie (09/09/2009)
George Moore, H ail and Farewell, p. 124 
Ibid., p. 124-26
David Barr, ‘George Henry Moore and his Tenants’ Cathar na Mart, vol 8, no. 1, 1988, p. 72
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within the parish of BalHntubber ow^ned by George Henry Moore was 1,708 in 

1841, and fell to 1,066 by 1851. Meanwhile, the population of lands within the 

parish of BalHntubber owned by other landlords fell from 5,045 in 1841 to 2,970 

in 1851.26 -fhe population on Moore's land fell by 37.6 percent while the 

population of the rest of the parish fell by 59 percent.

While Moore may be remembered as a landlord who did not evict his tenants, 

the reality was that he paid a price for his benevolence. In the years after the 

famine he was forced to sell portions of his estate in order to meet the demands 

of his creditors. Though Moore may have been a landlord who tried to avoid 

evicting tenants, there is one piece of irrefutable evidence that proves tha t he 

was not always able to do this. The constabulary’s quarterly return of evictions 

state clearly that in the third quarter of 1852 George Henry Moore evicted ten 

families, consisting of thirty-five persons, and leveled six h o u s e s .

Lord Sligo, on the other hand, decided to evict tenants once he deemed it 

absolutely necessary. The Sligo estate was one of the largest in Ireland, 

amounting to 115,000 acres in 1876.^8 Col. John Browne acquired their original 

estates during the land upheavals that followed the restoration settlement of 

Charles II. The Brownes of W estport were extensive landholders in Co. Mayo 

from the 1670s until the first decade of the twentieth century. They were also 

the Earls of Altamount and Marquesses of Sligo from the sixteenth century to the 

twentieth. He eventually held property in every barony in Co. Mayo. He also held

Census o f  Ireland 1851: Part 1, Area, Population, and Number o f  Houses, by Townlands and 
Electoral Divisions, Co. o f  Mayo, [1542] H. C. 1852, xcii, 453 
”  National Archives, CSORP 1852/C 187 

Return o f  Owners o f  land o f  one acres and upwards in Counties and Towns in Ireland, [1492] H. C. 
1876, Ixxx, 61
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extensive lands in Galway and interests in Roscommon, Clare, Kildare, Dublin 

and Meath. Col. Browne soon fell into debt due to the cost of amassing such an 

estate and due to his support of the Jacobite cause towards the end of the 

seventeenth century. By 1704 all his lands in Co. Galway and lands in the 

baronies of Gallon, Erris, Kilmaine, Tirawley, and two-fifths of his lands in the 

Barony of Carra in Co. Mayo were sold.^^ In the following years lands in the 

baronies of Murrisk and Burishoole w ere sold leaving a much smaller estate 

centered on Westport.

Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the Browne family 

began to repurchase the lands they had sold and although 16, 722 acres were 

sold through the encumbered estates court in 1854, the Brownes still retained by 

far the largest estate in Co. Mayo amounting to 114,881 acres by the time of The 

Survey o f  Landowners o f  One acre or More in 1876. In 1757 the Browne family 

inherited the Lisduff estate in Galway and sugar plantations on the island of 

Jamaica. The Lisduff estate was sold in the late 1820s and the Jamaican estates 

were sold in the 1840s.^o

John George Browne, the 3‘‘̂  Marquis of Sligo inherited the Browne family 

estate in 1845. At the beginning of the famine Lord Sligo tried to help his tenants 

by importing and distributing Indian meal. However, as his own debts began to 

amount. Lord Sligo started to evict tenants. In fact, it is evident tha t even before 

the famine Lord Sligo, should he have deemed it necessary, was willing to engage 

in the eviction of tenants. In a case tha t came before the court of the Queen's 

Westport Estate Papers (NLI, MS 40915)
Documents relating to the sale o f  the Lisduff and Jamaican estates,

(NLI, MS 41095/6)
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bench in 1841 Lord SHgo sought to evict Michael and Patrick Davitt. This 

ejectment was brought for over-holding after notice to quit. The issue in this case 

was w hether or not Lord Sligo's agent, Clendinnen, had the authority to end 

tenancies by notice to quit. While it was clear that Clendinnen did not have 

power of attorney to end or create tenancies on behalf of Lord Sligo, he did state 

during the trial that he had spoken to Lord Sligo about the tenants in question 

and had received permission to serve them with notice to quit. The case was sent 

to a jury who found in favour of the Lord Sligo.

Though Lord Sligo was one of the largest landlords in Ireland he still found 

the famine years to be a financially difficult time. It is also worth baring in mind 

that much of his estate was comprised of mountains, boglands and lakelands, 

which could not be let to tenants, or could only be let for a nominal rent. With 

regard to evictions his position was very clear -  he had either to clear his estate 

of insolvent tenants or succumb to bankruptcy induced by his poor rate liability. 

Between 31 May and 13 June 1848, Lord Sligo served 331 families with 

ejectment processes, while a further thirty-two surrendered their holdings in the 

same p e r i o d . Most of the summonses were served personally on the tenants. If 

the tenant was absent at the time of service the summons was left with his wife 

or posted at the tenant’s house. On five occasions during this period the 

summons was served on the tenan t’s m o t h e r . ^ ^

L ord Sligo V.  Davitt, I.L.R., III 1840-41, p. 113
Schedule o f  ejectments served on tenants o f  Cloonmonad, Lanmore, Bunraver, Gleneally, and other 

townlands, (NLI, MS 40978/1)
Schedule o f  Ejectments served on tenants o f  Cloonmonad, Lanmore, Bunraver, Glenealy and other 

townlands, 1847 (NLI, MS 40978/10)
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In 1848 George Hildebrand, the agent on the estate, submitted, to Lord SUgo, 

a bundle of vouchers for expenses incurred by him on Lord Sligo’s behalf 

including one for the levelling of thirteen houses in the tow^nlands of Bohen, 

Liscarney, Glensky and Attireesh on 18 August, 1 8 4 8 . Both incidents were 

examples of clearances.

Like many landlords during the famine. Lord Sligo found it impossible to 

sustain large populations of pauper tenants on his estate. Firstly, they were not 

possessed of the financial means to pay rent, and secondly, and most 

importantly, the burden of paying the poor rates for these pauper tenants rested 

on the shoulders of the landlords. By 1848 poor rates in Ballina, Ballinrobe, 

Castlebar, and W estport poor law unions were between 35. and 3s. 6d. per £1 

valuation annually, while the rate in the Swinford union was exceptionally high 

at 6s. 3d.^^ Furthermore, the law required that landlords w ere responsible for 

the poor rate levy of all tenants whose holdings were worth £4 or less annually. 

This issue was particularly topical in Mayo where 75 percent of all occupiers 

held land valued at £4 or less. This caused poor law rates to be exceptionally 

burdensome for Mayo lan d lo rd s .^ ^  Even large and prosperous landlords such as 

Lord Sligo were not immune to the financial hardship arising as a consequence of 

this. In October 1848 Lord Sligo wrote a letter to Lord Monteagle stating that he

A Bundle o f  Vouchers for expenses incurred by George Hildebrand, Lord S ligo’s agent, 1848 (NLI, 
MS 40978/11)

A Return o f  the valuation o f  each Electoral Division in Ireland, H. C. 1849 (198), xlix, 244  
Donald E. Jordan Jr., Popular Politics in Ireland: County M ayo from  the Plantation to the Land  

War, p. 110
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had not received any rents for three years and had to borrow £1,500 to pay the 

poor rates.37

During the famine and in the years afterwards Lord Shgo always claimed to 

have been selective in the m anner in which he evicted tenants. He did this not 

only to safeguard his own interests, but also those of his ‘honest’ tenants.^^ He 

was of the opinion that carefully selected evictions in the short term would 

enable him to avoid more drastic action in the long term. It was this point he 

tried to impress upon George Henry Moore, using Sir Samuel O’Malley as an 

example. Though Lord Sligo resisted the urge to evict tenants during the early 

years of the famine, after 1848 he began to evict tenants on a regular basis. 

Unfortunately rentals for the famine years do not survive, but according to local 

newspapers Lord Sligo engaged in a vigorous campaign of evictions in 1850-51.^9 

The constabulary’s quarterly returns also demonstrate that this was the case.

While most of Lord Sligo’s evictions occurred because the tenant failed to pay

his rent, som etim es there w ere other reasons. In 1866 Tom and James Burke

were evicted from the townland of Lettermaghera for burning the surface of

lands they held from the Browne family. Another incident of land burning had

occurred tw enty-seven years earlier in 1839. On this occasion the Marquess

of Sligo had to get a court injunction to stop Thomas Ruthledge burning the lands

of Lugatallin in the barony of Kilmaine in Co. Mayo, which he held from Lord

Sligo. Ruthledge believed he could do as he pleased with land for which he was

paying rent and intended to burn the surface of it as a means of converting it

”  Ibid., p. 111 
Ibid.
Connaught Telegraph, 9 Jan. 1850, 22 Jan. 1850, 2 July 1850, 19 Nov. 1850
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from meadow to arable land. When the case vi^ent to court Lord Sligo was able to 

prove his title to the land by producing a deed dated 1818. He was also able to 

prove that he had been in receipt of rent for the lands for twenty years. A court 

injunction to stop the burning of the lands was granted on 4 May 1839.^° While 

the aforementioned examples did not occur during the famine, they do 

dem onstrate the fact that tenants were sometimes evicted from the Sligo estate 

for reasons other than non-payment of rent.

A reasonable estimate as to what extent Lord Sligo engaged in evictions and 

clearances during the famine period can be gauged by studying the population 

figures for 1841 and 1851 on the Browne estate. For the purpose of this exercise 

fifty-two townlands in the Oughaval parish and twenty-two townlands in the 

Aghagower parish will be examined. Both parishes were situated in the barony 

of Murrisk and the townlands in question w ere all part of Lord Sligo's estate. In 

1841 the fifty-two townlands in Oughaval parish had a combined population of 

5,491 persons who inhabited 1,030 h o u s e s . B y  1851 the population had fallen 

to 3,649 and the num ber of houses to 683. That is a 33.5 per cent decrease in 

population and a 33.7 per cent decrease in the num ber of houses in ten years. 

The twenty-two townlands in the Aghagower parish also experienced a 

significant decrease in population and houses. In 1841 the combined population 

of these townlands was 3,031, and the houses numbered 561. By 1851 the 

population had fallen to 1,910 while the number of houses fell to 378. That is a 

37 per cent decrease in population and a 32.6 per cent decrease in houses.

Documents relating to a case between Lord Sligo and Thomas Ruthledge, 1839, (NLI, MS 40976/5) 
■*' Census o f  Ireland 1851: Part 1, Area, Population, and Number o f  Houses, by Townlands and 
Electoral Divisions, Co. o f  Mayo [1542] H. C. 1852, xcii, 443
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While it can be stated that a significant reduction in population and houses 

occurred in the parishes in question, this cannot be strictly attributed tp 

evictions or clearances. Many would have left willingly to emigrate or to move to 

a different locality. However, if some of the townlands are studied in isolation the 

evidence for the occurrence of evictions and clearances is more substantial. For 

instance, the townland of Kilsallagh Lower, in the Oughaval parish, had a 

population of 381 in 1841. By 1851 this had fallen to ninety-nine. The number of 

houses in Kilsallagh Lower also fell from sixty-eight to eighteen. This 74 per cent 

decrease in population and 73.5 percent fall in the number of houses is much 

more striking than the average figure taken from the parish as a whole, judging 

by these statistics it can be stated in almost certain terms that a clearance or a 

num ber of clearances took place in Kilsallagh Lower between 1841 and 1851.

The localised nature of clearances is evident by the fact tha t Kilsallagh Upper, a 

neighbouring townland of Kilsallagh Lower also experienced a very significant 

decrease in population and houses during these years. In Kilsallagh Upper the 

population fell from 269 to 120 (55.4 per cent decrease) and the number of 

houses from forty-nine to twenty-three (53 per cent decrease]'’̂^

Where large reductions in population and housing such as these are evident, it 

is almost certain that clearances took place. However, where the population of a 

townland fell by very little or even increased it is highly unlikely that clearances 

took place, although there probably would have been isolated incidents where 

individual tenants were evicted. This is especially true in cases where there was

Ibid
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no reduction in the number of houses in a tov^^nland as the aim of a clearance was 

to clear lands of all obstructions so as to create large grazing farms. For instance, 

in the townland of Farnaght in the parish of Oughaval, only a very slight decrease 

in population occurred during the famine years. In 1841 the population of 

Farnaght was 148, falling to 139 by 1851. Remarkably the number of houses in 

the townland increased from twenty-eight to thirty-four. This m eant that those 

who remained in Farnaght after the famine lived more comfortably that they had 

in pre-famine years with the average number of people per house falling from 

5.3 to 4. Taking these figures into account it is almost certain that no clearances 

took place in Farnaght between 1841 and 1851. Like Farnaght, Lettermaglin, a 

townland in the parish of Aghagower, also experienced an increase in both 

population and houses, from twenty-four to twenty-eight and from six to seven 

respectively, between 1841 and 1851. Judging from these figures one can be 

almost certain that no clearance took place as no a ttem pt was made to 

consolidate the holdings.'’̂^

The strongest evidence of large-scale evictions and clearances on Lord Sligo’s 

estate is to be found in the constabulary’s quarterly returns of evictions, 1850- 

53. While not all returns are available, there is enough information to conclude 

that Lord Sligo did engage in a programme of eviction during the famine and its 

immediate aftermath. In the second quarter of 1850, for instance, 186 families 

were evicted from the Sligo estate. In the second and third quarter of 1852, 274

Ibid.
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families w ere  evicted. In te rm s  of severity, such clearances equaled or even 

surpass  the w o rs t  tha t happened  in Kilrush.

One nam e is and has always been  synonym ous w ith  famine evictions and 

clearances in Co. Mayo -  Lord Lucan. In te rm s  of notorie ty  the evictions and 

clearances in which Lord Lucan engaged are  probably  only surpassed  by those of 

Kilrush. The Earl of Lucan w as Lord Lieutenant of County Mayo and the  ow ner  of 

60,570 acres in the county. Two of the m ost enlightening pieces of evidence 

relating to the Lucan estate  a re  con tem porary  books w ritten  by au thors  who 

traveled through Ireland during  or shortly after the famine. Sir John B. Forbes, a 

physician w ho served in the navy before taking to w riting on medical m atters, 

undertook  a tou r  of Ireland in 1852. In Memorandums o f  a Tour in Ireland, a w ork 

published in the following year, he reflected on m a tters  such as agriculture, 

education, w orkhouses, religion, and emigration. The book also contains an 

in teresting  account of Lord Lucan’s estate, which he visited. While being 

decidedly un im pressed  by Lord Lucan’s house  in Castlebar, Forbes does po rtray  

Lucan as a keen and able farmer, describing Lucan’s own farm stead  as 'a model 

es tab lishm en t’.

By m ost landlords’ s tandards  Lord Lucan was, himself, a very  large farmer, 

holding no few er than  15,000 acres in his ow n hands. According to Forbes, Lucan 

had spen t years  endeavoring to convert his es ta te  into large farms based on the 

English or Scottish system. His bailiff, in fact, was a Scotsman appoin ted  for this 

purpose. Such w ere  the scale of the im provem ents  undertaken  by Lord Lucan

Sir John B. Forbes, Memorandums o f  a Tour in Ireland  (1853), p. 98
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that the outlay of money involved was estimated to be close to £100,000.'^^ 

Forbes also stated only Lord Fitzwilliam’s farm at Coolattin exhibited such a 

striking contrast with the wild countryside around it. Forbes also suggests that 

part of the reason Lucan retained so much of his estate in his own hands was 

because he was in the process of consolidation and had not been able to get 

tenants for much of what was consolidated.

In general, Forbes’ impression of the Lucan estate was a positive one and he 

was decidedly impressed by the improvements, though he questioned w hether 

Lucan would live long enough to reap any reward. In addressing the m atter of 

social difficulties associated with large-scale consolidation, Forbes states that 

Lord Lucan was as little daunted by the moral and social difficulties involved, as 

by the physical obstacles presented to him.'’̂  ̂Forbes does, however, allude to the 

fact that the num ber of people forced from their homes because of Lucan's 

improvements was 'enormous'.'^’̂ In general, however, Forbes is sympathetic to 

Lucan’s actions, seeing them as positive and necessary, and without any undue 

severity. The several thousand people who were unhoused by virtue of Lucan’s 

‘farsightedness’ were probably of a different opinion.

The views of another travel writer. Sir Francis Bond Head, appear to be less

partial. In 1852 the former Lieutenant-governor of Upper Canada visited Ireland.

His account of that journey is recorded in A Fortnight in Ireland published by

John Murray in the same year. A substantial portion of this work was dedicated

to the study of Lord Lucan’s estate in Mayo. While much of the imagery he

Ibid., p. 99 
Ibid., p. 100 
Ibid
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generates with regards to the evicted tenants falls into line with the general 

opinion of Lord Lucan as the 'exterminator', he is also portrayed as a very 

progressive farmer whose actions, though cruel, were geared towards economic 

recovery.

The large, square, well-cultivated fields of grass and cereals on the Lucan 

estate were a stark improvement on a countryside divided into small fields by 

‘crooked stone walls' such as the author had witnessed traveling through Galway 

on his way to Lord Lucan’s estate. When Sir Francis Bond Head interviewed Lord 

Lucan at his house in Castlebar he discovered that between 1845 and 1852, 

15,000 acres in the Castlebar area had been cleared of all tenants and buildings 

and were stocked and cropped. Another 15,000 thousand acres were in a state of 

transition.'^^ The famine convinced Lord Lucan of the urgent necessity to clear 

the land. In his view the land could not support the people, so the people must 

go. He did not consider it his responsibility any more that the government 

considered it theirs, to arrange how the people should go and where. He was 

getting very little money from his estate during the famine. All his rent and a 

great deal more was being put back into the land. On one farm alone he spent 

£8,000.49

As well as the 30,000 acres cleared in the Castlebar area, another 10,000

people were evicted and 15,000 acres cleared around the town of Ballinrobe in

south Mayo.50 Behind his house in Castlebar Lord Lucan established a large dairy

farm. The yard and buildings of this farm which covered three acres were

'** Sir Francis Bond Head, A Fortnight in Ireland  (1852) p. 140 
Cecil Woodham Smith, The Reason Whv (New York 1953) p. 116 
Ibid.
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cleared in the tow n  of Castlebar itself Sir Francis Bond Head visited the  dairy  

and described it as being m odern  and in good w orking  order. At one poin t during 

his tou r  of the  dairy, Sir Bond Head com m ented  on tw o young w om en  em ployed 

in the production  cheese, stating th a t  they  'looked as though they  had  been  

created  on pu rpose  to tu rn  milk into Cheshire cheese’.

James Hack Tuke, ano th e r  travel w r ite r  of the  famine period, w ro te  ab o u t the 

hum an consequences of evictions by Mayo proprie tors, which had caused 

considerable public controversy  by the end of 1847. Tuke was a Q uaker from 

Yorkshire in England. One of the exam ples of evictions he described occurred in 

the Mullet peninsula  in the union of Erris, Co. Mayo. He described how  the 

landlord, an absen tee  nam ed James Walsh, w as accom panied by the  sheriff, 

tw en ty  constabulary  and  fifty soldiers. Tuke describes how  furniture, clothing, 

household utilities, and o the r  items w ere  th row n  ou t onto the road before the 

roof w as pulled down. Tuke also s tates  th a t  the constabu lary  and arm y  a ttended  

evictions reluctantly. In a le tte r  addressed  to the  central relief com m ittee  of the 

Society of Friends, Tuke s ta ted  th a t  be tw een  six and seven hundred  people  had 

been  evicted from the Walsh es ta te  in Erris by the  Autum n of 1 8 4 7 . Such 

num bers  evicted from one es ta te  w as catastrophic, bu t  as we have seen, no t 

unusual. In fact, the  num bers  evicted from the Walsh es ta te  w ere  dw arfed by the  

num bers  evicted from o th e r  Mayo estates. Lord Lucan’s es ta te  in particular.

Ample evidence of evictions on the  Lucan estate  is to be found in local 

new spaper  articles, the  C onnaught Telegraph in particular. One article entitled

Sir Francis Bond Head, A Fortnight in Ireland, p. 140
Colm Toibi'n and Diarmaid Ferriter, The Irish Famine, pp. 141-2
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'Tale of the Crowbar Brigade as related by an active recruit of the period’ was 

published in the Connaught Telegraph on 21 August 1880. The article was an 

interview with a man who had been a member of Lord Lucan's crowbar brigade 

during the famine. The crowbar brigade was the name attributed to the men 

recruited by Lord Lucan to carry out his evictions. The article revealed that the 

crowbar brigade leveled as many as twenty houses a day, with each member of 

the brigade being paid a sum of between 6d. and 8c/. per day. According to the 

article, house leveling on the Lucan estate continued right into 1850.

Constabulary quarterly returns reveal that evictions continued to occur long 

after that. The article also revealed that a system of co-leasing or co-letting was 

in operation on the Lucan estate. This meant that for the purpose of paying rent 

tenants were grouped together. A head tenant was appointed to collect the rent 

from the group and pay the agent. If one of the tenants defaulted, however, and 

that tenant's  arrears amounted to a year or more, then the whole group was 

evicted unless others in the group were willing to make up the shortfall. It is 

likely that such a system contributed to a great many e v ic t io n s . I n  one 

townland, for instance, the crowbar brigade leveled 164 houses in 1848.

Letters to the editor of the Connaught Telegraph often addressed the subject of 

evictions. On 24 June 1848 Thomas Hardiman, a native of the parish of 

Kilmaclasser, Westport, wrote a letter to the editor of the Connaught Telegraph 

in which he referred to Lord Lucan as a 'Gerrardiser' -  clearly a reference to the 

evictions that occurred on the Gerrard estate in Co. Galway. The letter also

Connaught Telegraph, 21 Aug. 1880 
Ibid.
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contained a list of tenants and their families who were evicted and their houses 

levelled in the townlands of Kiltrane, Aughagowlmore, Aughagowlbeg, and 

Drimulra, all in the parish of Kilmaclasser. The list revealed that twenty-nine 

houses w ere levelled and 126 people evicted in the three weeks preceding 25 

June 1848.^5 The article also revealed tha t the majority of those evicted w ere still 

living in the locality, either with neighbors or in temporary dwellings.

Another article published on 21 June 1848 contained an even more 

comprehensive list of evicted tenants on the Lucan estate. Again the article 

revealed the name of the evicted tenant, the number in each family, the location 

of the family at the time the article was published and w hether or not the family 

was in receipt of relief. In total 913 people w ere evicted from their homes on the 

Lucan estate from the beginning of 1847 to 1 May, 1848. Most of the evicted 

were still in the locality at the time the article was published; only a handful had 

emigrated; most were in receipt of relief.^^ The families dispossessed numbered 

187.

The eviction of tenants on the Lucan estate is also reflected in the population 

census of 1851. According to the Connaught Telegraph fifty-nine people were 

evicted from the townland of Drimulra, in the parish of Kilmaclasser, in June 

1848. The 1851 census reveals tha t the population of the townland fell from 264 

to fifty-seven between 1841 and 1851. The num ber of houses also fell from forty- 

four to nine.^^ Such statistics are surely evidence of clearances on the Lucan

Connaught Telegraph, 24 June 1848
Ibid.
Census o f  Ireland 1851: Part 1, Area, Population, and Number o f  Houses, by Townlands and 

Electoral Divisions, Co. o f  Mayo, [1542] H. C. 1852, xcii, 414
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estate. The Connaught Telegraph reported the eviction of twenty people in the 

townland of Aughagowlmore in June 1848. Again this dispossession was 

reflected in the census of 1851. The population of Aughagowlmore fell from 227 

to five between 1841 and 1851, while the num ber of houses fell from forty to one 

-  a definite indication of a clearance. This trend prevailed on almost all 

townlands on the Lucan estate. Take the parish of Kilmaclasser, for example, the 

entirety of which lay within the Lucan estate. In 1841 the population of this 

parish amounted to 3,548; by 1851 the population had fallen to 1,614, while the 

num ber of houses fell from 630 to 315. In terms of percentages the population 

fell by 55 percent, while the number of houses fell by 50 percent.^®

The reduction in population in the parish of Ballyhean, on the Lucan estate, 

was also on a large scale. In 1841 the population was 4,032; by 1851 it had fallen 

to 1,987, or by 51 percent. The number of houses fell from 798 to 405, or by 49 

percent. According to the Connaught Telegraph of 21 June 1848, 289 people were 

evicted from the townland of Aughadrina, in the parish of Ballyhean, on the 

Lucan estate. Further evidence of clearances in the townland of Aughadrina can 

be found in the 1851 census. In 1841 the population of Aughadrina was 314; this 

fell to nine by 1851. Houses in Aughadrina numbered sixty-six in 1841, falling to 

two by 1851.5^

The constabulary’s quarterly returns of evictions provide evidence of the fact 

that evictions and clearances continued to occur on the Lucan estate in the early 

1850s. In the second quarter of 1850 the earl of Lucan evicted 134 families from

Ibid.
Ibid.
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his estate, while a further 156 families were evicted in 1852.^°A study of the 

agricultural statistics reveals further evidence of evictions and clearances in 

Mayo. In Co. Mayo as a whole, for instance, there were 50,662 holdings exceeding 

one acre in 1847; by 1852 this had fallen to 31,915. In essence Mayo experienced 

the disappearance of 18,747 holdings in five years; or 37 percent of all holdings 

exceeding one acre. If one calculates tha t one family disappeared with every 

holding, then the total population loss accruing from this in Mayo would have 

amounted to some 94,000 persons.^! The disappearance of holdings on such a 

scale is certainly an indicator of clearances. The agricultural statistics also 

indicate tha t Mayo suffered the plight of eviction to a greater degree than most 

other counties. Holdings exceeding one acre in Co. Clare fell from 29,015 in 1847 

to 16,838 in 1852, a fall of 12,177 holdings or 42 percent. The num ber of 

holdings in Cork fell by roughly 10,000 between 1847 and 1852, while the 

number of holdings in Galway fell from 53,134 in 1847 to 32,414 in 1852, a 

reduction of 20,720 holdings or 39 percent. The only other county to lose more 

than 10,000 holdings between 1847 and 1852 was Tipperary where the 38,505 

holdings exceeding one acre that existed in the county in 1847 was reduced to 

24,786 by 1852. Of the thirty-two counties of Ireland, only Galway experienced a 

greater reduction than Mayo in the num ber of holdings exceeding one acre.

These small holdings tha t were lost during the famine were generally 

amalgamated into larger holdings which landlords could let at a more profitable

“ National Archives, CSORP 1850/C l87; CSORP 1852/C267, C268 
Returns o f  Agricultural Produce in Ireland, 1852 [1714], H. C. 1854, Ivii, 1
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rent to prosperous and solvent tenants. This is probably what Lord Lucan 

envisaged as he cleared his lands at Castlebar and Ballinrobe.

As we have seen the population census of 1851, local newspapers, the 

constabulary’s quarterly returns and contemporary writing all indicate strongly 

that large-scale evictions occurred on the Lucan estate. The agricultural statistics 

also provides further evidence, although unfortunately the smallest division for 

which information is available with regard to the size and number of holdings is 

the county. The following tables shed light on the changes that occurred in 

relation to the number and size of holdings in Co. Mayo during the famine.

1847

Holdings not 
exceeding 1 

acre 1 - 5  acres 5 - 1 5  acres 15 -  30 acres
Above 30 

acres
2,341 10,349 23,571 9,857 6,887

1854

Holdings not 
exceeding 1 

acre 1 - 5  acres 5 - 1 5  acres 15 -  30 acres
Above 30 

acres
1,020 4,672 13,862 8,399 5,974

Net Difference between 1847 and 1854

Holdings not 
exceeding 1 

acre 1 - 5  acres 5 - 1 5  acres 15 -  30 acres
Above 30 

acres
-1,321 -5,677 -9,709 -1,458 -913
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These tables clearly show a reduction in the number of small holdings in Mayo 

during the famine. Between 1847 and 1854 the number of holdings up to thirty 

acres fell by 18,165, from 46,118 to 27,953, or by 39 percent. Most of the 

holdings that disappeared were in the one to fifteen acres range, 15,386. In Mayo 

this size-range would have encompassed most tenant farmers. These statistics 

indicate that tenant farmers holding land in the one to fifteen acre range were 

most vulnerable to evictions as it was holdings within this range that 

experienced the greatest reduction in numbers. The disappearance of the 913 

holdings above thirty acres w arrants further consideration. Unfortunately it was 

not until 1852 that the agricultural statistics began to sub-categorize the 

holdings above thirty acres. Fortunately the 1852 agricultural statistics also 

contained statistics for 1851. In 1851, for instance, there w ere 2,344 holdings of 

between thirty and fifty acres in size; by 1855 there were 2,570. The num ber of 

holdings of between fifty and a hundred acres was 1,534 in 1851, increasing to 

1,587 by 1855. The num ber of holdings of between 100 and 500 acres amounted 

to 1,328 in 1851, increasing to 1,431 by 1855. Finally the number of holdings of 

500 acres or more rose from 165 in 1851 to 211 in 1855. The increase in larger 

farms suggests that clearances occurred in order to provide more profitable 

holdings or grazings to larger tenant farmers.

The agricultural statistics reveal two fundamental facts with regard to the 

famine and its aftermath in Co. Mayo: the number of small holdings fell 

considerably, while the number of large holdings increased. This is a clear 

indicator of evictions, clearances, and consolidation of land, such as occurred on
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the Lucan estate and other estates. Small tenant farmers were systematically- 

removed, while their holdings were consolidated to form larger, more profitable 

farms. It was this consolidation of holdings that impressed Sir Francis Bond Head 

and Sir John B. Forbes, but is was the mass removal of tenants that constituted 

the social consequences of these policies, as were revealed by the local 

newspapers.

Evictions in Co. Mayo were not confined to the Lucan, Sligo and O’Malley 

estates alone. As we have seen evictions occurred on the Walsh estate in Erris in 

1847. Twelve families were evicted on 26 October 1848 from the estate of Henry 

S. Jones near Castlebar. Evictions on Sir Roger Palmer’s estate were frequent and 

persistent during the famine. In September 1848 the Tyrawley Herald published 

an article in which it was claimed that several houses on the Palmer estate had 

been pulled down and the 'inmates cast forth on the w o r l d ’ . ^ ^  j h e  following year 

the Connaught Telegraph stated that Sir Roger Palmer evicted 186 people from 

lands at Islandeady and Glenisland near Castlebar. The article also claimed that 

fourteen of those thrown out were w id o w s .E v id e n c e  of evictions in Co. Mayo 

during the famine suggest that they were both numerous and widespread.

Besides evictions, the famine in Co. Mayo also heralded a wave of voluntary 

surrenders of holdings. Four tenants from the Domville estate near Castlebar 

surrendered possession of their holdings in 1848; each w ere in a r r e a r s . A  

further nine of the twelve tenants from the townland of Mollyroe on the Lindsay

Tyrawley Herald, 1 Sept. 1848 
Connaught Telegraph, 5 Sept. 1849 

^  Rentals o f  the Domville estate in Co. Mayo, 1848-50, (NLI) MS. 11816
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estate in south Mayo surrendered possession between 1848 and 1850.^^ Again, 

all w ere in arrears. The fact that the tenants who surrendered were in arrears 

begs the question: to what degree were the surrenders 'voluntary'? It is quite 

probable that these tenants had little choice but to surrender or be evicted. The 

costs involved in challenging an eviction would have been far to ruinous for 

tenants to endure, while voluntary surrender sometimes m eant that tenants 

received some monetary assistance from their landlord to emigrate or to settle 

somewhere else, such as occurred on the Landsdowne and Palmerston estates. 

There is, however, no evidence that tenants who surrendered voluntarily or 

were evicted from the Lucan or Sligo estates received any monetary assistance 

from their landlords. On other occasions landlords permitted their tenants to 

take their goods and crops with them or even any materials they could salvage 

from the ruins of their tumbled cottages, if they quit voluntarily.

Rentals o f  the Lindsay estate in Co. Mayo, 1848-51, (NLI) MS. 16554-56
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8. Alternatives to Eviction: Distress and Assisted Emigration

Distress

During the famine landlords evicted tenants because they did not pay their rent, 

or they wanted to clear their estates of small-holders and replace them with 

larger, solvent and more dependable tenants in order to improve their own 

financial situation. There were, however, alternative ways of recovering rent and 

clearing estates besides evictions. The levying of distress enabled landlords to 

confiscate and sell the goods of tenants in arrears, while assisted emigration 

enabled them to remove tenants without formal court proceedings, albeit at a 

small cost.

Besides a personal action against the tenant for rent, or an action in 

ejectment for the recovery of land due to the non-payment of rent, distress was 

the only other additional means of recovering rent from tenants who failed to 

meat their obligation. The concept was in use in England (and still is) and also in 

Scotland where it was known as 'hypothec'. It is unclear w hether distress was 

derived from feudal or civil law, but it is clear that it had always been a part of 

the common law of England and Ireland. In fact it has been suggested that the 

concept has its roots in article sixty-three of the Magna Carta. On reflection, 

however, the link between the translation of article sixty-three and distress is 

tenuous at best. According to J. C. Holt, however, the twenty-five barons of
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Magna Carta were empowered to distrain the King if he failed to accept their 

judgement.!

Under common law distress was a remedy for non-payment of rent. It was the

act or process whereby a landlord, without prior court approval, seized the

personal property  of a tenant located upon the landlord’s land in satisfaction of

rent owed to him.^ Distress typically involved the seizure of crops or animals

belonging to the tenant by the landlord, which w ere then sold for the paym ent of

the rent. The statute 6 & 7 Wm. IV., c. 75 required notice to be given to the tenant

of the amount and particulars of rent for which distress was levied, but it

appears that no particular time was fixed for giving such notice, and tha t the

want of it was no objection to the validity of the distress.^

The fact that a landlord who wished to distrain the goods of a defaulting

tenant did not need the court's permission before doing so meant that this

method of recovering arrears was open to abuses. However, the law did provide

a number of safeguards for tenants to ensure that the value of the goods seized

was no more than what the tenant owed the landlord. Whenever goods were

distrained, the party levying the distress, be it the landlord, his agent, or his

bailiff, had to deliver a list of all the items seized to the tenant. This generally

took place at the time the goods were being distrained. This list also had to

include a fair estimation of the value of the goods taken. If the landlord did not

comply with this he was subject to a financial penalty. If the tenan t or his family

were not present at the time of the distraint, the list had to be affixed to the door

' J. C. Holt, M agna Carta  (London 1961), p. 147
^Steven H. Gifis, Barron's Law D ictionary (2d ed. 1984), p. 139
^ 6 & 7 W m .  IV., c. 75 (1836)
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of the house or 'in some other conspicuous place’.A f te r  the landlord distrained 

the tenan t’s property he generally kept it for a period of days before he 

auctioned it at a sheriff s sale. How^ever, if the tenant was able to pay the sum of 

rent for which the distress was levied before the sheriffs sale took place, his 

property was returned to him. A licensed auctioneer was employed to sell the 

items at a sheriffs sale and the constabulary attended as a m atter of routine. 

Their presence was to ensure tha t the sale was conducted in a fair m anner and 

that the property was sold to the highest bidder. On some occasions auctioneers 

were employed by landlords or agents to assess the quality and value of the 

goods on which the levying of distress was intended.^

If the tenant from whom the goods were distrained had any doubt as to 

w hether or not the sale of the goods was conducted fairly, he was entitled to a 

certificate of assurance from the attending constable.^ If the distrained goods 

were not sold for more than two thirds of their estimated value, the tenant was 

entitled to receive one third of their value back. This would generally be paid in 

discharge of the tenan t’s arrears so as to ensure that they were completely 

cleared. Therefore, it was in the landlord’s best interest to realize the full value of 

the items distrained because if these items w ere sold for less than what the 

tenant owed in arrears, it was the landlord who would have to absorb the deficit.

The law also provided the tenant with a course of action that would enable

him to recover the property that was taken provided that he paid the rent that

was due. This action, known as replevin, could be taken by the tenant if he

‘*9&  10 Viet., c. I l l  (1846)
 ̂ Connaught Telegraph, 6 Oct. 1847 
Ibid.
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believed that his property had been wrongfully distrained, or if he disputed the 

amount for which the distress was levied. From 1827 onwards such actions were 

heard in civil bill courts.’̂ While cases of replevin were rare, the procedure itself 

was simple. At the outset of the action the court required the landlord to return 

the property  he had distrained. In order to have the property returned, the 

tenant had to provide the court with sureties twice the value of the distrained 

property. If the court found in favour of the tenant his sureties were returned 

and he kept the property that had been distrained. If the court found in favour of 

the landlord, either the tenant had to pay the full amount of rent owed or the 

property that the landlord had seized from the tenant was returned to the 

landlord to be sold at a sheriffs sale. In either case the party that lost had to pay 

the costs of the court.

Actions in replevin were most commonly taken when a landlord and tenant 

disputed the amount of rent for which distress was levied. A case that occurred 

in Manglin, Co. Cork, in 1859 between Sullivan, a tenant, and Lyons, the landlord, 

demonstrated this. On 23 November 1858 Lyons distrained property to the value 

of £100 from the Sullivan’s farm. The controversy in this case was w hether that 

was the sum of the rent owed, or a lesser sum of £86, as contended for by 

Sullivan. Sullivan took an action of replevin against Lyons and won. His property  

was returned to him permanently and the sum of arrears was set a t £86. Costs 

were paid by Lyons.^

^7 & 8 Geo. IV, c. 69(1827) 
® Irish Times, 4 Nov., 1859.
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Desmond Norton’s study of the Stewart and Kincaid papers reveal that on 

some estates the preferred method of rent recovery before the famine was 

distress. Ejectment was used less often and usually as a last resort. Of the fifty- 

six tenants from various townlands in the Kilmore parish in Roscommon who 

were in arrears of rent in 1846, twenty-eight were distrained, twenty-five were 

served with a summons in ejectment, and three paupers surrendered their lands 

voluntarily. In 1858 Griffith’s Valuation indicated that only five of those served 

with a summons in ejectment remained, compared with thirteen of those who 

were distrained. In this case four fifths of those served were evicted. Most of the 

tenants tha t were in arrears in Kilmore, however, were distrained. In the 

sum m er of 1846 there were a number of ejectment decrees outstanding in the 

Kilglass and Kilmore areas of Lord W estmeath’s Roscommon estate, but none 

were executed. However, four of the defaulting tenants had their livestock 

distrained. According to correspondence between the Stewart and Kincaid 

agency and Blackwell, the local agent on the Stratford estate in Clare, distress in 

the years before the famine occurred frequently where tenants were in arrears. 

Remarkably, however, there was no mention of ejectment in the 

correspondence.^

Further evidence of the prevalence of distress before the famine is found in 

the letters of Alexander Somerville, which were written while he toured Ireland 

in 1847. Somerville states that he was struck by how often distress was levied. 

He also suggests that in the south and west of Ireland in particular, distress had

'^Desmond Norton, Landlords, Tenants, Famine, p. 173
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long been the 'method of collecting rents, and of exporting provisions to 

England’.I*’ The levying of distress also occurred on the Shirley estate in Co. 

Monaghan in pre-famine years. Bailiffs or keepers w ere employed by the 

landlord to monitor tenants while they harvested their crops. Their main charge 

was to ensure that tenants did not try to carry the crops away, in which case the 

landlord would be unable to levy distress.^! In September 1847 the Connaught 

Telegraph stated that distress was being levied in every barony in Mayo.^^

From the tenants’ point of view distress was the lesser of two evils. The losses 

incurred as a consequence of distress were more short-term than those of 

ejectment. In most cases an evicted tenant lost all means of recovery. For 

landlords distress had the advantage of being a very direct method of recovering 

rent from defaulting tenants. Ejectment on the other hand was more dangerous 

when utilized as a method of rent recovery and was more indirect as it relied on 

the tenant paying the arrears at some point between the receipt of the summons 

and the execution of the ejectment decree (the tenant also had six months after 

the execution to redeem the holding by paying the arrears). Ejectment often led 

to the recovery of possession rather than the recovery of arrears. It was usually 

the practice to distrain either livestock or crops, but if the tenant had neither, 

items of furniture were taken. In December 1845 Stewart and Kincaid’s local 

agent on Lord W estmeath’s Roscommon estate distrained the bed of a tenant

K.D.M. Snell (ed.). Letters from Ireland during the Famine o f 1847 by Alexander Somerville, p. 29 
" Patrick Duffy 'Assisted emigration from the Shirley estate, 1843-54', Clogher Record:

Journal o f  the Clogher Historical Society, xiv no. 2 (1992), p. 13 
Connaught Telegraph, 6 Oct. 1847
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who w^as in a r r e a r s . On the O’Donnell estate in Newport, Co. Mayo, even 

clothes, pots and kitchen implements were distrained.

One aspect of the Devon Commission's examination of the Irish land system 

was an investigation into the use of distress. While the commission did not 

recommend the ultimate abolition of distress as a means of recovering rent, it 

did highlight some of its shortcomings. From a tenan t’s point of view the system 

was liable to be abused by landlords, as no court sanction was necessary to levy 

distress. Landlords, on the other hand, found it difficult to find purchasers for the 

distrained g o o d s .A cco rd in g  to the laws of distress it was illegal to distrain 

goods after sunset or on Sundays. As a consequence of this provision tenants 

used these times to harvest and carry crops away to secret locations where they 

could not be found by landlords. Tenants involved in this activity were aided by 

the 1846 ejectment and distress act which effectively repealed the recovery of 

tenem ents act of 1816 and made it illegal for landlords to distrain growing crops, 

though the same act did outlaw the carrying away of crops or stock by tenants 

who were attempting to avoid distress^^ This was very advantageous for tenants 

as it m eant that crops were safe while growing and could be harvested and 

transported safely during the night or on Sundays.

One of the main problems associated with distress was that it led to violence. 

In Co. Cork in 1849 a crowd of 300 people armed with pikes, scythes, and other 

weapons drove away keepers who had been installed on a farm to guard the

K.D.M. Snell (ed.), Letters from  Ireland during the Famine o f 1847 by Alexander Somei'ville, p. 29 
Ivor Hamrock, The Famine in M ayo  (Mayo 1998), p. 120 
Desmond Greer (ed.), One Hundred and Fifty Years o f  Irish Law, p. 172 

"^9& 10 Viet., c. I l l  (1846)
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crops for landlords. The constabulary was called and several people v^ere injured 

and others arrested. A few months later, also on a Co. Cork estate, a bailiff was 

murdered while trying to levy d is tre s s .A le x a n d e r  Somerville, writing from 

Limerick in March 1847, described another instance where distress led to 

murder. The potatoes of a farmer who was in arrears were distrained in a pit in a 

haggard and guarded by two keepers. According to Somerville’s letter the farmer 

had no other food with which to feed his family, so he elected to rescue his 

potatoes. The rescue attempt, however, culminated in the murder of the two 

keepers, an offence for which the farmer was hanged. In this instance, distraint 

led to the death of three people.

Besides its questionable legality, associated violence, and the difficulty 

involved in finding purchasers for distrained goods, distress was unpopular 

during the famine for another simple reason. Small-holders and destitute tenants 

who were in arrears had nothing for which distress could be levied. The only 

viable option open to the landlord was to recover possession of the land by 

ejecting the tenant, and hope to find a solvent replacement. While this was 

difficult during the famine, it was less difficult than trying to extract ren t or 

distress from a tenant on the brink of destitution. The bulk of the evidence 

contained in estate papers and in the evidence given to the Devon Commission 

points to the fact that distress was rare from the 1840s onwards. This as we have 

seen was due to the violence associated with it, difficulties in finding buyers for 

distained goods and its peculiar and precarious legal footing.

Donnelly, The Land and People o f  Nineteenth Century Cork, p. 103
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Some sources, hov^ever, suggest that distress may have been more persistent 

than generally thought during the famine. Alexander Somerville, for instance, 

writing from Dublin on 23 January 1847, was struck by the fact that ‘rent was 

usually paid through the sheriff, his officers, the keepers put in possession of the 

pigs and potatoes, corn and cows, and the armed police who assisted the keepers 

to keep possession’ll. The letter went on to shed light on a less well-documented 

aspect of the practice of sheriffs sales. According to Somerville the distrained 

goods were put up at auction, with the agent of the landlord as buyer. Once the 

goods had become the property of the landlord, by virtue of the sheriffs sale, he 

shipped them to England where they were sold at a higher price than that which 

the landlord had paid at the sheriff s sale.^^ In this way the landlord maximized 

his profits.

Two aspects of Somerville’s evidence should be challenged. Firstly, that rent 

was usually paid through sheriffs sales. This is almost certainly not true. Estate 

rentals from all parts of Ireland convey the fact that rent was usually collected 

from tenants in monetary form twice a year, or on some occasions rent was paid 

in labour. Where goods were distrained, this was usually noted in the rentals; 

such annotations were rare in comparison to normal rent payments. Secondly, 

the financial advantage of buying items at a sheriff s sale in Ireland and then 

paying for those items to be transported and sold in England; it is difficult to 

imagine that this was a sustainable, profit-making enterprise. Somerville also 

refers to police involvement in distress. It is unlikely tha t the constabulary

K. D. M. Snell (ed.), Letters from Ireland during the Famine bv Alexander Som en’ille, p. 29 
Ibid.
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habitually aided landlords in the levying of distress; it u^as certainly not in their 

standing orders. W. E. Vaughan points out tha t part of the reason why distress 

fell into disuse after the famine was because of the constabulary’s reluctance to 

assist, since it was a private procedure and not the execution of a decree given by 

a court.20

It is difficult to say how prevalent distress was as a method of rent collection. 

It appears to have varied from estate to estate. Evidence given to the Devon 

Commission, estate papers, Stewart and Kincaid papers, and o ther sources such 

as Somerville’s letters all contain many examples of the use of distress without 

enabling one to gauge its prevalence in the countryside a t large. What is clear, 

however, is that the practice fell into disuse after the famine.

Assisted Emigration

The clearing of estates during the famine was an economic necessity for many 

landlords. Estates were often overcrowded and the plots of land that tenants 

occupied w ere so small that they found it difficult to survive even before they 

paid rent to the landlord. In such cases landlords could either continue to allow 

their tenants to live on the estate with little or no hope of extracting rent from 

them, or they could do w hat made economic sense and re-organize their estates 

by increasing the size of individual holdings and letting them to more prosperous 

tenants. This enabled landlords to avoid bankruptcy, and industrious tenants to 

prosper. However, this could only be done by reducing the number of tenants on

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 206
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the estate. This would ensure the landlord’s income as well as that of the tenants 

who stayed. For those displaced, however, the results w ere catastrophic. There 

was only two ways to rid estates of tenants -  eviction or voluntary surrender.

One of the major questions concerning estate m anagement during the 

famine was and is: were landlords more morally obliged to ensure tha t no 

tenants were put off the land no m atter what their circumstances, or were they 

obligated to make economically rational decisions that would ensure the long

term  survival of the estate and the tenants who remained on it? Estates had 

become over-crowded with small-holders before the famine and certain 

landlords saw the famine as an opportunity to reorganize and consolidate their 

holdings. According to William Steuart Trench, the population in the barony of 

Farney was such that in 1841 that there was one human being for every acre of 

land.21 Another indication of the explosion in population can be gained from the 

Shirley estate’s rent roll which increased from £8,000 in 1769 to £40,000 in 

1843.22 Some landlords even looked back on the destruction of the potato as a 

blessing. A Kerry landlord who dined with Sir John Benn-Walsh in 1852 stated 

that 'the destruction of the potato is a blessing for Ire land '.^^  One can assume 

that this was because it enabled landlords to clear their estates and reorganize 

them in a more economical manner.

Donnelly asks an important question regarding the judgment of an improving 

landlord: 'does one condemn him for callous insensitivity to human suffering or

Trench, Realities o f  Irish Life, p. 296
Patrick Duffy 'Assisted emigration from the Shirley estate, 1843-54', Clogher Record:
Journal o f  the Clogher H istorical Society, xiv no. 2 (1992), p. 11

Donnelly, The Journals o f  Sir Benn-Walsh Relating to the Management o f  his Irish Estates, 1823-64  
(Cork 1975), p. 119
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applaud him for his enlightened economic rationality?'24 Landlords who refused 

to evict insolvent tenants may have appeared benevolent in the short-term, but 

in the long-term they were only compounding the misery of their tenants. Take 

the estate of Sir Samuel O’Malley in Mayo for example. Sir Samuel let a rrears  on 

his estate am ount to such a level that the estate's court of chancery managers 

decided to evict almost three quarters of the t e n a n t s .P e r h a p s  if he had evicted 

some of the small-holders and paupers before the famine or during its early 

stages, O’Malley could have avoided the court of chancery. This was certainly the 

opinion of Lord Sligo.^^

One method used to rid estates of small insolvent tenants and cottiers was 

to offer them the financial means to emigrate in exchange for their holding. This 

concept was known as assisted emigration. This was popular among some of the 

wealthier landlords during the early years of the famine, and even before the 

famine, but seems to have stopped after 1848, probably due to a shortage of 

money. It is impossible to estimate the number of tenants who availed of these 

schemes during the famine, but what is clear is that none of these tenants have 

been included in eviction statistics because they "quit voluntarily" and no 

ejectment proceedings were ever brought against them. According to William 

Steuart Trench, any tenant who accepted assisted emigration did so willingly, 

and no ejectment was brought.^^ However, the fact of the m atter was tha t a 

pauperized tenan t did not have a free choice. The choice was to avail of the

Ibid, p. 5
Donnelly, ‘Mass Eviction and the Great Famine: The Clearances Revisited’, The Great Irish Famine, 

Cathal Poirteir (ed), p. 158
26 Letter from Lord Sligo to GHM, 1850 (NLI, MS 893)

Trench, Realities o f  Irish Life, p. 104
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assisted emigration or be evicted. According to David Fitzpatrick approximately 

80,000 benefited from landlord-assisted emigration during the nineteenth 

century. This of course is only a very small portion of the total number who

emigrated.28

On some estates schemes of assisted emigration were very successful.

Francis Spaight who owned an estate in Kilaloe, on the Clare-Tipperary border 

told sir John Benn-Walsh in 1849 that he had 'emigrated' 1,400 people and that 

the poor rates would soon be under his c o n t ro l .S p a ig h t  spent £3 10s. per 

emigrant. William Steuart Trench organized the emigration of some 4,600 

persons from Lord Landsdowne’s estate in Kenmare between 1849 and 1854. 

This cost a total of £17,000 and, according to Trench, was a lot more cost 

effective than supporting the tenants at home.^'’ Sir John Benn-Walsh, who 

owned estates in Kerry and Cork, was another strong exponent of assisted 

emigration. Writing about one of his townlands in Kerry, Benn-Walsh stated that 

'on Derrimdaf there is a super abundant population; however as there is much 

work to be done this is less regrettable. 1 shall set to the tenants by the year, take 

part of the rent in labour, and get rid of the poorest by degrees'.^i It was through 

a scheme of assisted emigration that Benn-Walsh got rid of the poorest of his 

tenants. In the townland of Gortshanvoe in Kerry two young insolvent tenants 

named Nelligan and Hartnett were given money to emigrate so that the land

David Fitzpatrick, ‘Irish Emigration, 1801-1921’, Studies in Irish Economic and Social History, no.
7 (1980), p. 19 

Donnelly, The Great Irish Potato Famine, p. 141 
Trench, Realities o f  Irish Life, p. 109-10
Donnelly, The Journals o f  Sir Benn- Walsh Relating to the M anagement o f  his Irish Estates, 1823-64,

p. 8
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could be consolidated into a larger h o l d i n g . ^ ^  Thirty people were given financial 

assistance to emigrate from the townland of Derrimdaf between 1848 and 1849. 

In 1850 Benn-Walsh declared that he had assisted in the emigration of several of 

the w orst tenants and enlarged the farms in the townland of Forhane in Kerry.33 

A scheme of assisted emigration on the Shirley estate in Co. Monaghan, 

initiated and directed by William Steuart Trench, enabled 1,300 people to 

emigrate between 1843 and 1854. Trench's objective was to get rid of excess 

small-holders and keep larger more industrious tenants. In 1847 there was a 

total of 2,647 small-holders or cottiers on the estate.^'^ By 1875 this num ber was 

reduced to 3 4 0 . While assisted emigration was the preferred way of clearing 

the estate under Trench’s management, tenants who refused the offer of 

assistance to emigrate were evicted. 6̂ These would almost certainly have been 

joined by any tenants found to be engaging in sub-letting or sub-division of 

holdings, an activity that Trench was very anxious to alleviate. In fact, evictions 

in the barony of Farney seems to have been a m atter of public concern during 

and after the famine. In 1866 a parliamentary paper was published which 

converyed the num ber of civil bill ejectment processes entered in the barony 

between 1846 and 1856, as well as well as the names of the landlords for whom

Ibid, p. 16 
”  Ibid, p. 22
^''P.R.O.N.I. D 3531/M /5/2 

Patrick Duffy 'Assisted emigration from the Shirley estate, 1843-54', Clogher Record: 
Journal o f  the Clogher H istorical Society, xiv no. 2 (1992), p. 15 

Ibid.
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the ejectments were sought. The total number of processes entered amounted to 

1,113. Of these, 620 were entered on behalf of Evelyn Shirley.^^

The Earl of Middleton’s rental reveals that he too engaged in a policy of 

assisted emigration during the famine. An entry dated 7 August, 1847 reveals 

that the Earl of Middleton paid for the emigration of seven families from his Cork 

estate over the course of the previous six months. It is also evident from the 

rental that all arrears were lost and had to be w ritten off

For the most part schemes of assisted emigration w ere beneficial to all 

parties involved. They enabled landlords to consolidate holdings and ensure 

their income, while giving tenants an opportunity to start their life over far away 

from the hardships of the famine. However, there w ere occasions w hen things 

did not go to plan. Major Denis Mahon, a landlord in Roscommon, was another 

exponent of assisted emigration. In 1847, after evicting 3,000 people, Mahon was 

murdered on his estate. He had, in fact, spent about £4,000 on enabling the 

majority of those he had evicted to emigrate to Canada. What enraged a lot of 

people was not the clearances or the assisted emigration, but the m anner in 

which these people emigrated. Tenants were not medically assessed before 

embarking and as many as a quarter perished during the crossing. Those who 

survived were the most wretched creatures the medical officers in Canada had 

ever seen.^^ On 28 May 1847 the Virginius sailed from Liverpool to Quebec with 

476 of Mahon's passengers. Even before the ship left the Mersey, deaths brought

Return o f  Ejectment Processes in the Barony o f  Farney at Quarter Sessions in Divisions o f  
Carrickmacross and Castleblaney, Co. Monaghan, 1846-56, H.C. 1866 (178), Iviii, 95 

Rental o f  Middleton estate, Co. Cork, 1847, NAI, 978/2/3/2/1 
Donnelly, The Great Irish Potato Famine, p. 141
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on by disease and starvation occurred. George Mellis Douglas, medical 

superintendant of Grosse He in Quebec, recalled how it was found that 106 of the 

passengers were ill of fever, including nine of the crew, when the ship reached its 

destination. Another 158 had died in the passage, including the first and second 

officers and seven of the crew. Not more than six or eight people were healthy 

enough to exert themselves by the end of the journey. Nineteen more died while 

the ship lay in anchor and ninety died in the quarantine sheds.

One of the most famous examples of assisted emigration occurred at 

Lissadell on the Gore-Booth estate in Co. Sligo. In 1836 Robert Gore-Booth 

decided to annex eight hundred acres of good grazing land adjoining Lissadell. 

The land was known locally as the seven cartrons. The lease, which had belonged 

to a middleman, had expired and the process involved the removal of fifty-two 

families. Robert gave the tenants in question the choice of taking land elsewhere 

on the estate or taking a paid passage to America. Because the alternative land 

was inferior all the tenants chose to go to America. Tenants were given £2 for 

disturbance and £4 for every improved acre. Robert chartered a ship called the 

Pomano to take the tenants to America. Shortly after the ship left Sligo a rumour 

began to circulate that it had sank and all on board had been lost. As it turns out 

this was a complete fabrication. The truth about the Pomano can be found in 

Loyd's Register o f  Shipping. It states tha t the Pomano sailed from Sligo to Quebec 

on 31 May 1839, returning to Kingstown where she arrived on 29 August and 

from there she sailed to Sierra Leone on 15 October. The register also records

Arthur Gribben, The Great Famine and the Irish Diaspora in America, p. 142
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that the Pomano made several other voyages betw^een Ireland and America after 

that.'^^ During the famine Robert Gore-Booth chartered three more ships, the 

Aeolus, the Yeoman, and the Lady Sail all made numerous voyages, successfully 

enabling more than 1,000 tenants, whom Robert had assisted, to emigrate to 

Canada. In fact, Perly, the government’s emigration assistant in Canada, stated 

that both the boats and the passengers were always in good condition when they 

a r r iv e d .G iv in g  evidence before the Devon Commission, Robert Gore-Booth 

stated that he never forced anyone to emigrate.^^ However, tenants were likely 

avail of financial assistance out of fear of the consequences of refusal.

Assisted emigration was also common practice on the Lord Palmerston’s 

estate in Sligo. When his land agent, Joseph Kincaid, recommended to him in 

1837 to thin the populations on townlands where the leases of middlemen had 

expired, Palmerston responded by saying: '1 have long ago made it my mind not 

to do so unjustifiable an act. 1 never yet have acted on so cruel a system and shall 

certainly not begin now....If any tenants can be persuaded to emigrate 

voluntarily well and good; but not a single creature shall be expelled against his 

will’.'̂ '̂  Like many other landlords. Lord Palmerston’s scheme of assisted 

emigration coincided with his policy of squaring the land. In order to fully 

understand how and why land was squared it is necessary to look back at the 

m anner in which tenants held land before the famine. Generally landowners like 

Palmerston or Benn-Waish leased their land to a small number of middlemen for

Dermot James, The Gore-Booths ofLissadell, p. 25
Ibid, pp. 37-38
Devon Commission, Minutes o f  Evidence, pt. 1 [606], H.C. 1845 xix, 57
Norton, Desmond, Landlords, Tenants, Famine: The Business o f  an Irish Land Agency in the 1840s, 

p. 41
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a num ber of lives or a long period of years, usually twenty-one or thirty-one. 

These middlemen then divided their land into small farms, which they rented to 

tenant farmers. This resulted in very few tenant farmers actually holding directly 

from the head landlord. For instance in 1843 the Trinity College estate consisted 

of 195,000 acres on which there 12,529 tenants. Less than 1 per cent of these 

held directly from the college. Forty-five per cent held from a college lessee, 

while the remainder held from another middleman who was a lessee of a college 

lessee.^^ However, middlemen were notorious for mismanaging their farms and 

rarely worked at the optimum level of efficiency. Through negligence and the 

promotion of sub-division they seriously hindered agricultural improvement. 

Often a very scattered and inefficient system of land division was present on the 

farms of middlemen. This system was known as ‘Rundale’ and was characterized 

by tenant farmers holding patches of isolated land scattered throughout a 

townland or even a parish. Essentially middlemen were only concerned with the 

receipt of rent. They did not care if their land was in disrepair, overcrowded, or 

sub-divided to an unsustainable level. Their logic was that more farms meant 

more rent; sub-division, as a consequence, was rampant. One of the reasons that 

tenan ts’ holdings consisted of several patches of land scattered throughout the 

estate was because this enabled the landlord or middlemen to divide the  good, 

the mediocre and the bad land equally among tenants. It did, however, make for 

dreadfully inefficient farming.

Donnelly, The Great Irish Potato Famine, p. 132
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It vi âs to combat such a system that ‘squaring of the land' v^as introduced. 

The objective was to reorganize the holdings on an estate so that each tenant 

farmer held one consolidated unit of land instead of patches of land here and 

there. However, when this process of re-organization began it was often found 

that there were too many tenants trying to sustain themselves on too little land, 

making it impossible for the landlords to reorganize the land into viable holdings 

without getting rid of some of the tenants.

In 1847 nine vessels sailed from Sligo to America carrying over two- 

thousand emigrants from Palmerston's Sligo estate. Another vessel sailed from 

Liverpool to Quebec carrying about 480 of Palmerston’s tenants."^^ The scheme 

cost Palmerston over £3 per adult emigrant. The first of Palmerston's chartered 

ships, the Carhcks, left Sligo at the end of March 1847. The ship, however, got 

into difficulty and most of the passengers, mainly from the Ballymote district of 

Sligo, were d r o w n e d .A p a r t  from the Carhcks the rest of Palmerston's ships 

reached their intended destinations. On 2 November 1847 another of 

Palmerston’s ships, the Aeolus, berthed at St. John, New Brunswick. Despite 

Palmerston’s best efforts and the investment of £100 on clothes and blankets for 

the emigrants, they arrived at their destination in very poor condition. An 

emigration officer in New Brunswick complained that the 'destitute and naked 

emigrants' had to be provided with clothes to combat the harsh winter before 

they could land.'^s Palmerston did not intend that his former tenants should 

arrive at their destination in such poor condition. Palmerston was so concerned

Ibid, p. 51
Ibid.
Ibid, p. 52
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about how his tenants would be treated during their passage that he wrote to his 

land agents, Stewart and Kincaid, in 1847 stating that if the financial terms for 

chartering the ships w ere not sufficient to ensure that the tenants would be 

treated well, to w ithdraw  the tender in place of an increased offer. Palmerston 

even went so far as to demand that each of the passengers be given a hot tumbler 

of the best Jamaica rum-punch after dinner on S u n d ay s .H o w ev e r ,  no m atter 

what safe guards w ere put in place they were unlikely to prevent a voyage of 

hardship for the passengers. No amount of financial investment in the journey 

was likely to combat illnesses and diseases that were a cause of constant concern 

on famine ships.

Stephen de Vere, an Irish landlord from Curragh Chase, Co. Limerick, who

made the passage to Grosse He in Canada, the quarantine station for Quebec,

thirty miles below the city, stated of the ship and its passengers:

Before the emigrant has been a week at sea he is an altered man. How 

can it be otherwise? Hundreds of poor people, men, women and 

children, of all ages from the drivelling idiot of 90 to the babe just born, 

huddled together, w ithout light, without air, wallowing in filth, and 

breathing a foetid atmosphere, sick in body, dispirited in h e a r t ... the 

fevered patients lying between the sound in sleeping places so narrow  

as almost to deny them ... a change of position ... by their agonized 

raving disturbing those around them ... living without food or medicine 

except as administered by the hand of casual charity, dying without 

spiritual consolation and buried in the deep without the rites of the 

church.50

Ibid, p. 53
Woodham-Smith, The Great Hunger, p. 221
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An example of how well the combination of squaring of the land and 

assisted emigration could work for both the landlord and the tenants who 

remained can be seen on the Clonbrock estate near Ballinasloe in Co. Galway. 

During the famine, Robert Dillon, 3'''  ̂Baron Clonbrock, evicted middlemen and 

insolvent tenants on an individual rather than a clearance basis, and those who 

were evicted were given money to emigrate. In 1849 and 1850 Clonbrock paid 

£110 to tenants who were evicted or left their holdings voluntarily. According to 

Terence Dooley this was probably something akin to compensation for 

disturbance that existed under the Ulster custom. Even up to the 1860s 

Clonbrock paid up to £100 per annum to help tenants to e m ig ra te .T h is  allowed 

Clonbrock to consolidate his holdings and form large farms of around 100 acres, 

which were never subdivided thereafter. By the mid 1850s he had at least 

twenty tenants paying rent in excess of £100 per annum and between them 

accounting for forty per cent of his rent role.^^

While the eviction of Clonbrock's middlemen allowed him to square the land 

and reap the financial rewards, there were occasions on several estates during 

the famine when the middleman system was considered advantageous. The 

problem with evicting the middleman during the famine was that the landlord 

was left to collect rents directly from a largely insolvent group of tenants. 

However, if the middleman was retained it meant that there was a better chance 

of the landlord receiving the greater portion of his ren t even if the small tenant 

farmers and cottiers holding from the middleman were defaulting. This was

Terence Dooley, Decline o f  the Big House (Dublin 2001), p. 295
Terence Dooley, Clonbrock: H istoiy o f  a Big House, (2003) www.askaboutireland.ie. p. 2
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because even if the middleman vi âs unable to collect rent from his lessees, he 

v^as still obliged to pay rent to the head landlord. When Benn-Walsh evicted all 

of his middlemen immediately before and during the famine years he 

experienced a notable decrease in rent collected. On the other hand. Lord 

Kenmare retained most of his middlemen up to 1850 and managed to obtain 86 

percent of his rents due between 1846 and 1850 (£69,500 of £81,100). Similarly 

Sir Charles Denham Jephson-Norreys received as much as 90 per cent of his rent 

between 1846 and 1853 due to the fact tha t he also had retained his 

middlemen.

What were the advantages and disadvantages of assisted emigration when 

compared with eviction? Firstly, assisted emigration cost money. According to 

Patrick Duffy, 'landlord-assisted emigration was mostly favoured on the larger 

estates whose management was able to see the advantages of reducing the 

population, and had the capacity to engage in the complex process of moving 

whole families to America’.P a l m e r s t o n  for instance, spent £3 per emigrant, 

while Spaight spent £3 10s. Besides raising the money, landlords also had to 

convince tenants to leave voluntarily. This process was sometimes drawn out 

and difficult as not all tenants wanted to leave. Large-scale schemes of assisted 

emigration were certainly more suited to the very wealthy landlords such as 

Landsdowne and Palmerston whose financial resources could absorb the cost of 

chartering ships, the cost of lost arrears, and the cost of squaring their lands and

Donnelly, The Great Irish Potato Famine, p. 136
Patrick Duffy 'Assisted emigration from the Shirley estate, 1843-54', Clogher Record:
Journal o f  the Clogher H istorical Society, xiv no. 2 (1992), p. 9
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reorganizing their estates. On the other hand, landlords did not have to give any 

money to evicted tenants; they merely informed the poor law relieving officer.

The disadvantages of eviction, except for a possible disturbance of the peace, 

were long-term rather than immediate. The greater the numbers in the 

workhouse or in receipt of relief under the poor law in any given union, the 

greater the poor rate levied on the union. The poor rate for each individual union 

was decided by the board of guardians in accordance with the needs of the 

union. The fact that landlords had to pay up to half of their tenants’ poor rates 

meant that it was to the advantage of the landlord that those in receipt of poor 

law relief be kept to a minimum. This meant keeping evictions to a minimum.

The greater the number of tenants evicted in a union, the higher the poor rate. 

While the cost of assisting tenants to emigrate required a solitary payment, the 

cost of maintaining tenants in the workhouse was unremitting. According to 

William Steuart Trench, assisted emigration was more cost effective in the long

term than eviction. Had all landlords been as wealthy and far-sighted as 

Palmerston and Landsdowne, perhaps the eviction crisis that afflicted many Irish 

families during the famine could have been averted.

The negative stigma associated with emigration was one of the main obstacles 

facing those who saw assisted emigration as an inspired solution to the Irish land 

question, particularly during the famine. Irish society’s prevailing view of 

emigration was Godless and unpatriotic, attitudes that were both nurtured and 

encouraged by the Catholic church and agencies of public opinion such as 

newspapers, the Nation and the Freeman’s Journal In particular. The Catholic
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Church believed tha t the assisted emigration of Irish Catholics was a Protestant 

conspiracy designed to reduce the power of the Catholic Church in Ireland. 

Nationalist newspapers, on the other hand, believed that assisted emigration was 

an imperial plot designed to insure and sustain the subordination of the Irish. In 

1849 The Nation condemned Evelyn Shirley for 'practising extermination to an 

enormous extent’ -  the reference in this case was to assisted emigration and not 

evictions.

The Nation, 8 Sept. 1849
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Conclusion

The common view of the Ireland that emerged after the famine v̂ âs that it was 

more prosperous, less populated, and more economically stable than pre-famine 

Ireland. There are reasons to believe that this was the case. The average size of a 

holding, for instance, had increased. Holdings of between one and fifteen acres 

fell from 400,231 in 1847 to 258,437 in 1855, meanwhile the number of holdings 

of thirty acres or more increased from 141,947 to 157,837 during the same 

period.1 On average each Irish holding was about four acres larger after the 

famine than before. The number of fourth-class houses, which were effectively 

mud cabins, fell from 491,278 to 135,589 between 1841 and 1851, or from 36.97 

percent of the total number of houses to 12.96 percent. Furthermore, a greater 

percentage of the population lived in second-class houses in 1851 than in 1841, 

24.27 percent in 1851 compared to 16.41 percent in 1841. By 1861 the 

percentage of the Irish population living in second-class houses had increased 

further, to 29.55 percent.^ Agricultural output also increased substantially after 

the famine, increasing from £30.1 million in 1850 to £51.8 million in 1855.  ̂By 

the mid-1850s rents were better paid than they had been for a decade before, 

while arrears accumulated during the famine were also paid off.̂  ̂Mervyn 

Wingfield of Powerscourt attributed his reason for increasing rents on his estate

' Return o f  agricultural produce in Ireland, in the yea r 1848, [1116] HC 1849, xlix, 1; Return o f  
agricultural produce in Ireland, in the yea r 1855, [2174] HC 1857, xv, 81
 ̂Robert E. Matheson, ‘The housing o f  the people o f  Ireland during the period 1841-1901’, Journal o f  

Statistical and Social Inquiiy Society o f  Ireland, xi (1902-03), pt. 83, pp. 196-212 
 ̂Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 249 
 ̂Dooley, Decline o f  the Big House, p. 31
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by 23 percent in 1857 to the improving Irish economy of the 1850s.s From the 

early 1850s to the mid 1870s rent receipts on the Ashtovi^n, Clonbrock, Crofton, 

Inchiquin, Ormond, and Cloncurry estates did not fall below 95 percent of 

projected rentals.^ One of the reasons Ireland vi^as able to experience an 

improved economy in the 1850s was because the famine had caused a reduction 

in population, either through death or emigration. Essentially the resources of 

the country were better able to cope with a reduced population.

While there is no doubt that the redistribution of land after the famine, and 

the consequent increase in the average size of holdings, enabled tenants to live 

more comfortably, the greatest impact on the post-famine economy was caused 

by rising prices of agricultural produce. Take w heat for instance. The price of 

wheat in 1849 was 34 percent lower than it had been in 1840. In 1855, however, 

the price of w heat was 84 percent higher than it was in 1849. Other crops also 

experienced an increase in price. The price of barley in 1855 was 79 percent 

higher than it had been in 1848, while the price of oats in 1855 was 64 percent 

higher than it was in 1850. The average price of pork for the years 1853-58 was 

18 percent higher than the average price of pork for the years 1846-51.

Similarly, the average price of beef for the years 1853-58 was 24 percent higher 

than the average price of beef for the years 1846-51. The price of store cattle also 

increased after the famine. The average price of 1-2 year old store cattle for the 

years 1853-58 was 12 percent higher than for the years 1846-51, while the

 ̂ Ibid. p. 19 
® Ibid., p. 31
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average price of 2-3 year old store cattle for the years 1853-58 was 6 percent 

higher than for the years 1846-517

Liam Kennedy and Peter M. Solar's informative work on the history of Irish 

agricultural prices assesses the methodologies associated with the production of 

price series', but also demonstrates the movement of prices for agricultural 

produce from the middle of the eighteenth century to the beginning of the first 

world war. Like Barrington, they too convey a sharp increase in agricultural 

prices after the famine. The average price of butter in the years 1845-52, for 

instance, was 81s. per hundred-weight; this increased to 1025. per hundred 

weight in the years 1853-60. The price of mutton also increased after the famine. 

The average price commanded by a hundred-weight of mutton for the years 

1845-52 was 50s.; this increased to 59s. per hundred-weight for the years 1853- 

60.8

Larger agricultural holdings and higher prices for agricultural produce both

indicate a period of relative prosperity after the famine, but w hat of those who

had relied exclusively on the potato as a means of subsistence before the famine.

Before the famine about 4 million people were fed by 15 million tons of potatoes

annually. Of the 4 million who w ere reliant on the potato before the famine,

between 2 million and 2.5 million were still there after the famine. The potato

yield after the famine, however, fell to 4 million tons per year. Before the famine

those 4 million who relied almost solely on the potato had an annual average of

3.75 tons of potatoes each; after the famine the 2.5 million who were still there

’ Thomas Barrington, ‘ A review  o f  Irish agricultural prices’. Journ al o f  S ta tis tica l an d  Socia l In qu iiy  
Society  o f  Ireland, xiv, no. 4 (1927), p. 251
* Liam K ennedy and Peter. M. Solar, Irish A griculture: A P rice  H is to iy  (D ublin 2007) pp. 131-192
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had an annual average of 1.6 tons of potatoes each. If, therefore, rising 

agricultural prices and larger holdings w ere taken out of the equation, then those 

who depended on the potato before the famine would have been less well off 

after the famine. On balance, however, larger farms and increased prices for 

agricultural produce probably meant that farmers were more comfortable after 

the famine than before it. Those who had been solely reliant on the potato could 

now use their land, and the extra land afforded to them as a consequence of the 

redistribution, to grow more profitable cash crops such as wheat, oats or barley. 

On the other hand they might have elected to turn their lands to pasture and take 

advantage of rising beef and store cattle prices. The fact that the num ber of acres 

under tillage in Ireland fell from 4,613,000 in 1851 to 3,432,000 in 1873 

suggests that there was a definite shift towards cattle farming.^ An increase in 

the number of better quality houses after the famine is quite a clear indication of 

economic prosperity. If we assume that Ireland did experience a certain degree 

of economic prosperity after the famine, it was mainly due to rising agricultural 

prices, but also because of an increase in the size of farms. The increase in the 

average size of farms occurred because of a fall in population. The population fell 

during the famine because of either death or emigration. One of the catalysts for 

both, however, was evictions.

The effect the famine had on Ireland was mirrored, on a much smaller scale, 

on many Irish estates. On the eve of the famine some estates w ere  over-crowded 

to such a degree that each tenant had barely enough land to survive. During the

^Thomas Barrington, ‘ A review o f  Irish agricultural prices’. Journal o f  S tatistical and Social Inquiry 
Society o f  Ireland, xiv, no. 4 (1927), p. 255
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famine many tenants were either evicted or left these estates voluntarily, so that 

after the famine the estates were in a more economically viable state with larger 

holdings and more prosperous tenants. On many estates therefore, evictions and 

clearances were seen as necessary for the survival of the estate, the landlord, and 

many of the bigger, more industrious tenants. One could also argue that even for 

the smaller tenants eviction was no worse than being left in a state of 

impoverishment, insolvency, and debt for an indefinite period of time with little 

hope of recovery. Evictions, therefore, were a part of Ireland’s transition from 

extreme poverty to a period of economic recovery and relative prosperity. The 

thirty years after the famine, except for a brief period at the beginning of the 

1860s, proved to be stable and prosperous. Though evictions were horrendous 

and shocking experiences for the hundreds of thousands who suffered them, 

hindsight suggests that there was very little that could have been done to avert 

them. One could argue that provisions for evicted tenants could have been 

better, but one could also argue that the Irish poor law and work-house system 

was never designed to absorb the impact of the famine. The political ideology of 

the time dictated that the government would not interfere, legislatively, in 

landlord-tenant relations in an effort to limit or stop evictions. Even if this 

ideology did not exist or was ignored, there was very little the government could 

have done. If the government stopped landlords from evicting tenants then the 

landlords would have become bankrupt. It seems as though subsequent 

governments, but especially Russell’s, decided to let the eviction crisis run its 

course without any interference. The thinking was probably that there was
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nothing they could do anyway. Evictions during the famine were both necessary 

and inevitable, and this was reflected in the manner in which the government 

addressed the issue.

At no point during the famine or its immediate aftermath was any meaningful 

legislation passed to protect tenants from eviction, while legislation passed to 

protect evicted tenants was inadequate. One could, in fact, argue that legislation 

passed during or as a consequence of the famine made it easier for landlords to 

get rid of tenants. A bill to protect evicted tenants, passed in 1848, enabled 

landlords to evict tenants safe in the knowledge that the tenants’ needs would be 

provided for by the poor law.i° The provisions of this bill that stated tha t tenants 

could not be removed on Christmas Day or Good Friday turned out to be of little 

consequence to tenants, as evictions continued to rise in the two years 

subsequent to 1848.

Evictions, 1848-5C

Year Evictions ^Families)
1848 13,280
1849 13,384
1850 14,541

It was also demanded that landlords advise the poor law relieving officer of

upcoming evictions so that relief could be provided in the workhouse. Alexander

Somerville believed that this provision encouraged evictions, stating that:

At other times Irish landlords have felt a fear of their neighbours, and 

have dreaded to execute ejectments to augment the burden of the 

poor rates; at other times they have had the dread before them of 

turning the tenantry out to starve. They have no such fear now.

11 & 12 V ict.,c . 47 (1848)
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Benevolent men from England with a pilgrims staff in one hand and 

cash to relieve the distressed in the other; relief committees to 

disburse English subscriptions; and, lastly, Sir John Burgoyne, with 

the English treasury purse in his hand, and ail the commissariat 

stores under his control to make soup and ladle it out in every village; 

these come all between the Irish landlord and the death of their 

tenantry.ii

In a letter written from Strokestown, Co. Roscommon, on 26 February 1847, 

Somerville again referred to the public provision for evicted tenants, stating that 

landlords chose the p resent time to evict tenants 'only to take advantage of the 

public provision for those p e o p l e ’.^^ Essentially, it was Somerville’s belief that 

the English treasury and English charity were subsidising Irish evictions.

The Gregory clause of the poor law extension act of 1847 is widely regarded, 

and justifiably so, as a mechanism that enabled landlords to clear their estates 

more cheaply, more easily, and more quickly, while the £4 clause encouraged 

landlords to evict small-holders in order to avoid having to pay their poor 

rates. The civil bill act of 1851 also made it cheaper for landlords to evict 

tenants by increasing the jurisdiction of the civil bill court, which was cheaper to 

use than the superior courts. This was not altogether unfair as it meant legal 

recourse was also cheaper for tenants. By the beginning of 1854, and after the 

eviction of some 70,000 families or 350,000 people in the preceding seven years,

nothing had been done to curtail the landlords' power to evict, nor had any

" K. D. M. Snell (ed.), Letters from  Ireland during the Famine by Alexander SomeniUe, pp. 75-6 
Ibid., p. 82 

'M 0 &  11 Viet., c. 31 (1847)
14 & 15 Viet., c. 57 (1851)
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legislation been passed requiring landlords to compensate evicted tenants for 

improvements made to the land or to secure a tenant's  tenure. It took almost 

another twenty years before the issues of compensation for improvements and 

security of tenure was discussed in earnest. Even after the land acts of 1870 and 

1881 it is debatable w hether or not the attitude of tenants towards investment in 

improvements changed. According to Foster security of tenure did not turn  Irish 

farmers into efficient investors.

While very little had changed in terms of the law, a lot had changed in terms of 

agriculture and the rural economy. A million and a half disappeared between 

1841 and 1851 through death or emigration (it is probable that an additional 

half a million also disappeared during these years as the population is thought to 

have peaked in 1845). Many of these would have been among the 350,000 

people permanently evicted between 1846 and 1853. Furthermore the number 

of agricultural holdings fell by 187,411 between 1847 and 1855.^^ While the 

num ber of smallholdings experienced a significant reduction, the num ber of 

medium to large holdings i n c r e a s e d . I t  is also noticeable that there was only a 

marginal increase in the num ber of very large holdings, categorized by the 

agricultural statistics as consisting of 500 acres or more. These increased by 189 

between 1851 and 1 8 5 5 . In Tipperary, for instance, the county that recorded 

the highest num ber of evictions during the famine, the number of holdings of

Foster, M odem  Ireland, p. 380
Return o f  agricultural produce in Ireland, in the year 1848, [1116] HC 1849, xlix, 1; Return o f  

agricultural produce in Ireland, in the yea r 1855, [2174] HC 1857, xv, 81
The number o f  holdings up to fifteen acres in size fell by 175,683 between 1847 and 1855, while the 

number o f  holdings o f  thirty acres or more increased by 13,191. See Appendix 3.
Return o f  agricultural produce in Ireland, in the year 1848, [1116] HC 1849 ,xlix, \ ,R e tu r n o f  

agricultural produce in Ireland, in the year 1855, [2174] HC 1857, xv, 81
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500 acres or more increased by one, while the number of holdings in the 50 to 

200 acres category rose by 366. This suggests to us that large-scale clearances in 

Tipperary during the famine were less prevalent than individual evictions. A 

dramatic increase in holdings of 500 acres or more would indicate that large 

groups of tenants were cleared off the land to make way for large pasture farms 

or grazings. Of course clearances could also have occurred in the creation of 

holdings of between 50 and 200 acres, but the number of evictions that would 

have occurred to create such holdings would have been considerably less that 

the number of evictions that would have occurred to create a grazing of 500 

acres or more. One could argue that the redistribution of land during the famine 

m eant that post-famine society was more equal. Before the famine for instance 

61 percent of tenants farmed holdings of less than fifteen acres; after the famine 

this had fallen to 50 percent.

Furthermore the disappearance of the smaller holdings and the increase in large 

to medium holdings would suggest that those evicted w ere the poorest of 

tenants.

Could the famine have marked the beginning of the end for landlords? It 

certainly marked the end for some such as Sir Samuel O’Malley of Mayo. Records 

of the encumbered estates court also verify this. Between 25 October 1849 and 

31 July 1850, the encumbered estates court received 1,085 petitions for the sale 

of encumbered estates.!^ Between 21 January and 31 July 1850, a total of 87 

estates were sold through the encumbered estates court. They were sold in 257

Report o f  the Commissioners fo r  the sale encumbered estates, as to their progress, & c., [1268] H.C. 
1850, XXV, 55
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separate lots, reflecting the fact that the famine caused a reduction in the size of 

landed estates, as the breaking-up and sale of estates through the encumbered 

estates court caused a reduction in the average size o f e sta tes.20 Such was George 

Henry Moore’s level of indebtedness after the famine that he was forced to sell 

his Ballintober and Ballovey lands to Bishop Plunket of Tuam in 1854.

Essentially famine evictions, which caused over 70,000 holdings to be 

vacated, changed the Irish agricultural landscape. After the famine tenants' 

holdings were, on average, larger, while the sale of estates in sections or lots 

through the encumbered estates court caused a reduction in the average size of 

estates. According to Foster, at least 10 percent of Irish landlords went bankrupt 

during or as a consequence of the famine, while estates worth £20 million 

changed hands during the 1850s.

While some landlords fell victim to the encumbered estates act or voluntarily 

sold their estates through the encumbered estates court, and while the average 

size of estates fell due to the encumbered estates court selling estates in smaller 

lots, landlordism in general survived the famine. As W. E. Vaughan has pointed 

out, landlords went on to extract a large surplus from agriculture, about £340 

million between 1850 and 1879.^2 Landlords also continued to use evictions, 

without impediment, as a means of compelling tenants to pay rent, as a means of 

managing their estates, and to engage in clearances when they deemed them 

necessary. The bad press associated with evictions during the famine appeared 

to have little effect on landlords such as John George Adair, who was responsible

Ibid.
Foster, Modern Ireland, p. 336
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 218
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for the  Derrveagh evictions, or Bishop Plunket, w ho w as responsible  for the 

Partry  evictions, both of which occurred in the  post-fam ine period. Though 

eviction num bers  fell dramatically  after the  famine, evictions continued to 

persist. Between 1850 and 1859, for instance, 38,639 families w ere  evicted, 

while a further 8,011 families w ere  evicted be tw een  1860 and 1869. Num bers 

fell again to 5,668 families evicted be tw een  1870 and  1879, before rising again to 

27,655 families be tw een  1880 and 1887.23 it is clear from these  figures tha t 

times of crisis and instability, such as the  famine and the  land war, w ere  periods 

of increased evictions.

While famine evictions did not cause any w orthw hile  change in laws effecting 

evictions or land lord-tenan t relations, nor did they in any meaningful w ay shift 

the balance of pow er in rural society, they did serve to both politicise and 

publicise the issue of evictions. In post famine Ireland evictions obta ined an 

a lm ost cult-like s ta tus reflecting the very  w o rs t  in landlordism. A lot of this was 

as a consequence of the  w riting of people like Davitt and Mitchel, bu t much of it 

was also as a resu lt of famine evictions being firmly ingrained in the social and 

folk m em ory  of the Irish, w here  they  w ould  rem ain  for generations. Famine 

evictions becam e the fodder of anti-landlord agrarian  activists, fenians, and 

political figures alike. Would the land w ar  have occurred in the  form th a t  it did if 

Irish landlords had no t evicted tenan ts  during  the famine? The an sw er  is th a t  it 

probably  would have. The majority  of landlords survived the famine and soon 

recovered from any blows dealt to them  by the famine. As a group they w ere  in a

“  Ib id ., pp. 230-31
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healthy state on the eve of the land w ar and w ere not suffering any adverse 

effects as a consequence of the famine. As historians such as Vaughan, Donnelly, 

and Clarke have demonstrated the land w ar had a number of causes. They 

included the agricultural crisis of the late 1870s, rising expectations of tenants 

that resulted from two periods of prolonged prosperity since the famine, and the 

involvement and leadership of townspeople. Solar and Kennedy suggest that the 

land war occurred due mainly to the frustration of rising price expectations of 

the farming c l a s s e s .^4 it is therefore highly probable that the land war would 

have happened even if famine evictions did not.

This is not to say, however, that the 350,000 people evicted during the famine 

had no effect on the land war. As Vaughan has pointed out, 'everything that 

happened between the famine and the late 1870s caused the land war.’̂ s 

Children in families who were evicted during the famine would have been 

between about thirty and forty years of age by the time of the land war. Their 

memories of famine evictions or the stories told to them would have caused 

them to harbour a hatred of landlordism. Such young men and women would 

have provided excellent recruitment candidates for land league leaders. Michael 

Davitt’s own experience of eviction during the famine drove him firstly into the 

ranks of the fenians and then to become a land league founder and leader. In a 

sense famine evictions served severely to tarnish the reputation of landlordism 

and contributed significantly to anti-landlord feelings in nineteenth century

Liam Kennedy and Peter. M. Solar, Irish Agriculture: A Price History, p. 102 
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 211
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Ireland, which eventually culminated in the land war. It must be remembered, 

however, that famine evictions were but one contributing factor.

The next logical question is: why was there no immediate agrarian mass 

movement as a consequence of famine evictions? Evictions were more numerous 

during the famine than during the land war. Between 1846 and 1853, for 

instance, there were more than 70,000 families evicted^^ while the number of 

evictions between 1878 and 1887 amounted to 29,587, or less than half the 

number evicted during the fa m in e .A g ra r ia n  outrages, however, were much 

more numerous during the land war than during the famine. Between 1845 and 

1855, for instance, 9,935 agrarian outrages were committed, while 17,029 were 

committed during the period 1 8 7 9 - 8 9 . The question, essentially, is: why did 

famine evictions not cause more agrarian unrest and retaliation?

In hindsight, and in light of agrarian agitation during the land war, one of the 

most surprising things about famine evictions is that most of them occurred and 

passed without incident. The primary reason for this was the presence of the 

constabulary, either at the scene of the eviction or in the countryside in general. 

Many accounts of evictions, in newspapers, police reports, or contemporary 

writings, describe the presence of the constabulary, sometimes supplemented by 

soldiers, at evictions. In a speech to the House of Commons in 1848 George 

Poulett Scrope stated that 'For some time past, many of the landlords in Ireland, 

by the help of our army and the police, had attempted, and many of them in fact

Above appendix 1.
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, pp. 230-31 
Ibid., pp. 279-80
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carried into effect, the clearance of their estates'.^^ The sub-sheriff and eleven 

constables, for instance, attended the eviction of forty-two families from Kilcoosh 

on the Gerrard estate in 1853^0, while some 160 constabulary along with 500 

soldiers from the 2”'̂  dragoons, and the 7* and 84*̂*’ foot, attended the Coonogue 

evictions in Carlow on 26 July 1839. Fifty constables were in attendance in 

September 1852 to escort the bailiffs of Lord Lucan who were distraining for 

rent. Such was the show of civil power that the tenants decided to pay their rents 

without the necessity of distraint.^^

The Irish Constabulary was, indeed, a force to be reckoned with. Alexander 

Somerville, writing from Dublin in January 1847, described the constabulary as 

being 'armed from the heel to the head', stating that they carried 'short guns 

called carbines, and bayonets, and pistols, and swords'.^^ He also commented 

that the only difference between them and the regular military was, 'that the 

military do not always carry guns and pistols, primed and loaded, not always 

bayonets in their belts, not always swords s h a r p e n e d ' .O n  17 February 1847, 

the Limerick Chronicle reported on the eviction of seven families at 

Ballinacarraige in Limerick. On this occasion the sub-sheriff was accompanied by 

Captain Granville and detachments from the 3rd Infantry and the 8* Hussars, 

and a 'strong party of police' under head constable O'Malley. The article 

concluded by stating tha t 'there were great crowds assembled, but no breach of

Hansard 3, 29 Jul., 1848, c, 987
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 20
Return o f  Applications to Government fo r  Military force to assist Civil pow er in execution o f  Writs o f 

Ejectment in Ireland, H.C. (553), xliii, 887
Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in Mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 204
K.D.M. Snell (ed.). Letters from Ireland during the Famine by Alexander Somerville, p. 28
Ibid.
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the peace was attem pted’. O n e  could, of course, argue that the eviction of seven 

families by a squadron of dragoons, a company of infantry, and a detachment of 

armed constabulary, constituted a breach of the peace in itself

Such demonstrations of civil and military power, however, were probably 

enough to dissuade any rebellious activity by tenants. There were, however, 

some occasions when tenants were able to temporarily resist eviction or the 

execution of ejectment decrees. Marcus Keane’s Kilkee evictions in Co. Clare 

were initially thwarted by a tenants’ demonstration. Keane, however, returned 

with a force of 'levelers’ and succeeded in evicting the f a m i l ie s .T h e  Catholic 

Church also provided an obstacle to tenant resistance. Though members of the 

clergy such as Archbishop McHale ofTuam and Fr. Patrick Lavelle of Partry 

actively advocated the rights of tenants, their inherent opposition to violence 

and to any kind of mass organization which was not led by the church, 

particularly secret societies, meant that the clergy saw it as their duty to 

condemn physical force opposition to all aspects of landlordism. So while 

demonstrations sometimes slowed down the process of evictions during the 

famine, this only really led to a temporary respite. In general, tenant resistance 

to evictions during the famine was minimal for three reasons. The constabulary 

was formidable and present at scenes of eviction; the subsistence crisis dictated 

that survival rather than organization was the priority; the leadership that would 

have been necessary to organize unified tenant resistance was more interested 

in political matters such as repeal and the Young Ireland revolt of 1848. The

Limerick Chronicle, 17 Feb., 1847
Above, p. 197
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agrarian issue was not a priority on the Irish political agenda during the famine.

Though effective tenant resistance was rare during the famine, there is 

evidence to suggest that attempts at resistance were made. In general the 

deployment of the constabulary and the military to scenes of eviction 

demonstrates that there was always the threat of violence. The sheer num ber of 

famine evictions, on the other hand, convey the fact that any resistance or any 

threat of resistance that did occur had little or no effect. Ballinacarraige was but 

one of many examples of the civil and military forces being used to insure that 

the peace was not breached during evictions. William Allingham's account of an 

eviction scene in Ballytullagh, Co. Donegal, s tates that the landlord was 

accompanied by the local sheriff and sixty constabulary. The 1848 evicted 

destitute poor act expressly described the code of behaviour to which civil and 

military powers had to adhere while attending eviction scenes. There were times 

when evictions did lead to violence. As described in a previous chapter, the 

Connaught Telegraph reported an assault on Counselor White who, in the 

company of three bailiffs, had gone to the townland of Ballyglass in Co. Mayo to 

execute ejectment decrees on the Clanmorris estate. White was attacked by a 

group of locals; the Connaught Telegraph described his injuries as "brutal and 

shocking".

Incidents such as that which occurred in Ballyglass were rare. This was mainly 

due to shows of force by the civil and military powers such as that which 

occurred at Ballinacarraige. The lack of organization, leadership and the fight for
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survival on an individual basis were among other reasons that effective tenant 

resistance was not a feature of famine evictions.

While eviction figures, and the manner in which they can be calculated, have 

been addressed in some detail in chapter four of this thesis, there are two related 

imponderables in estimating eviction patterns and trends, and both need 

clarification. They are the degree to which under-tenants and cottiers were being 

included in the various extant returns, local and national, and the degree to 

which these returns were dwarfed by the levels of voluntary surrender and 

abandonment of tenancies. If one subscribes to the integrity of the returns, then 

there is good reason to believe that they included the eviction of under-tenants 

in their figures and not just the eviction of the tenant from whom the under

tenants and cottiers held land or cottages. In Cahirciveen on the Trinity College 

estate the Constabulary were over-zealous in their inclusion of under-tenants in 

their eviction returns. In this case it was only a middleman that was removed, 

while the under-tenants were allowed to remain in situ. This does demonstrate, 

however, that the constabulary were anxious to include the removal of all 

tenants and under-tenants in their figures.

The issue of cottier eviction is a somewhat more difficult matter to assess. 

While the courts, after 1851, did distinguish between tenant farmers and cottiers 

with regard to their ejectment returns, it is doubtful that the constabulary did. 

Generally speaking the Constabulary recorded all evictions that they were aware 

of, be they tenant farmers, under-tenants or cottiers. If one therefore uses the 

constabulary figures as the basis from which to calculate famine eviction figures.
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it is the eviction of all tenant types that constitute the ultimate figure. In essence 

the 73,000 families evicted betvi^een 1846 and 1853, as a consequence of court 

action, include the eviction of under-tenants and cottiers.

Comparing eviction figures with figures for voluntary surrendering is a 

complicated m atter and one on which it is not possible to be conclusive. The 

under-lying problem is that it is very difficult to calculate the number of 

voluntary surrenders that occurred in famine years. One can however assert 

with reasonable confidence that more holdings w ere vacated as a consequence 

of voluntary surrender than eviction. One way to approach the calculation of 

voluntary surrenders is to examine the agricultural statistics, which were 

published annually and which detail the change in the number of agricultural 

holdings in Ireland on a yearly basis. Between 1847 and 1855 the total number 

of agricultural holdings in Ireland fell by 187,411. If we assume that just over

70.000 evictions occurred in that same period, one could conclude that about

115.000 holdings w ere vacated by voluntary surrender. Ultimately the evidence 

points to the fact tha t considerably more voluntary surrenders occurred than 

evictions.

One aspect of evictions that has not been dealt with in previous chapters, but is 

worth discussing, is the role religion played in evictions during the famine. While 

much has been written on the subjects of souperism^'^ and proselytism.

Souperism was the practice o f  offering material relief to Catholics i f  they agreed to convert to 
Protestantism.
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particularly by Desmond Bowen^^, evictions during the famine were very rarely 

carried out because of a tenant’s religious persuasion or because of other 

religious issues. There were, however, increased levels of religious strife during 

the famine. This was chiefly over the administration of relief and largely due to 

the distrust that Catholic and Protestant clergies felt for one another. Foster 

suggests that 'Protestant groups or individuals played a prominent part [in the 

provision of relief], some of whom at least were guilty of proselytism -  if not on 

the epic scale often attributed to them.'^^ in 1848 the General Reformation 

Society made the following statement: 'If ever there was a time for England to 

make a great effort for the evangelising of Ireland it is the present -  the poor are 

ready -  the great distress has softened the hearts of the poor. A famine shows the 

poor Romanist the incapacity and tyranny of their priest and the humanity and 

integrity of the Protestant clergy.’̂ o Such sentiment certainly suggests that 

elements of the Protestant Church did engage in evangelicalism and proselytism 

during the famine. The Rev. Edward Nagle built a Protestant church and an 

associated school, orphanage and hospital on Achill Island in 1831. In order to 

benefit from these facilities the people of Achill had to convert to Protestantism. 

The school also provided religious instruction and food, which during the famine 

would have been an irresistible prospect. One could argue that the Achill mission 

began in 1831 as a proselytizing mission, but may have developed characteristics

Desmond Bowen, The Protestant Crusade in Ireland, 1800-70: a study o f  Protestant-Catholic 
relations between the Act o f  Union and Disestablishment (Dublin 1978); Bowen, Souperism: Myth or 
Reality’ (Cork 1970)

Foster, M odern Ireland, p. 329
Bowen, The Protestant Crusade in Ireland, 1800-70, p. 191
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of souperism during the famine when starving islanders were forced into 

conversion to survive.

The charge of souperism, however, poses difficulties for historians due to the 

fact that it is hard to identify particular cases of souperism as well as its 

prevalence in general during the famine. Bowen argues that some Catholics 

converted out of sense of disillusionment and abandonm ent by the Catholic 

Church. He cites a case in the parish of Kilmoe in Co, Cork w here after the 

abdication of the local Catholic priest, Catholics in a state of despair turned to 

Rev. William Allen Fisher, a local Protestant clergyman, for confession and 

spiritual guidance. The question Bowen asks is; could Fisher be charged with 

souperism? Firstly it is debatable whether or not these Catholics truly converted 

to Protestantism, especially since the majority returned to Catholicism after the 

famine. Since it was the Catholic parishioners who approached Fisher and 

because no material possessions were given to these parishioners in exchange 

for their alleged conversion, it seems difficult to imagine how an allegation of 

souperism could be sustained. Allegations of souperism w ere often vague and 

ambivalent. The Waterford Chronicle, for instance, stated that Robert Daly, 

Church of Ireland bishop of Cashel, Waterford and Lismore, incited souperism, 

but that there was no evidence that he engaged in such activities himself.

Bowen argues that there were also cases where Catholic clergymen abused their 

position as administrators of relief. He states that Catholic clergymen in 

Connamara used relief, largely supplied to them by the central relief committee

^vww.histonnreland.com/volumes/volume]4/issue6. 8/07/2010
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in Dublin, to bribe converts back to Catholicism. Much of the evidence for 

souperism appears speculative at best. The fact that the term ‘souperism’ does 

exist and has survived indicates that it was probably practiced. It is unlikely, 

however, that it was widespread, and there is little evidence that it ever 

encroached on landlord-tenant relations during the famine. Given the highly 

charged atmosphere of the famine, contemporary accounts of souperism should 

be treated with caution.

In the majority of cases tenants were evicted because they did not pay their 

rent or because landlords, themselves under financial pressure, wanted to 

reorganize their estates into more financially viable entities, often resulting in 

the removal of surplus tenants. In either case reasons for evictions were almost 

always financial and economic. There is, however, evidence to suggest that this 

was not always the case. The most infamous religion-orientated evictions 

occurred at Partry, Co. Mayo, more than a decade after the famine. In this 

instance families were evicted by Bishop Plunket because they refused to send 

their children to the newly founded protestant school. These evictions were 

purely religious and were part of a wider campaign of proselytism spear-headed 

by Bishop Plunket. These evictions attracted a considerable amount of attention 

from the press, while the issue was also discussed in parliament. The cause of the 

tenants was championed by the parish priest of Partry, Fr. Patrick Lavelle, and 

further supported by the imposing Archbishop McHale of Tuam.

The Partry evictions were exceptional and rare in that the motivation behind 

the evictions was purely religious. There is little or no evidence to suggest that
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any religious evictions occurred during the famine. There are a number of 

reasons for this. Firstly, Irish landlords were not in the business of proselytism. 

There w^as little or no advantage to derive from it. It would also put them on a 

collision course with the catholic clergy in Ireland, which was not an appealing 

prospect. Irish landlords were much more concerned with financial affairs such 

as the collection of rents and their own solvency. As long as rents w ere paid it is 

doubtful that landlords had much interest in the creed of those who paid them. 

As the Partry evictions proved, the removal of tenants on religious grounds 

invited negative press tha t was above and beyond w hat was usually associated 

with evictions. While evictions were tolerated as an economic necessity during 

the famine, evictions carried out because of bigotry and sectarianism would have 

invited trouble for landlords involved.

There is some evidence, however, that appears, initially, to suggest the 

involvement of religion in some evictions. On closer inspection, however, the 

motivation behind these evictions turns out to be political ra ther than religious. 

In a letter written in Longford on 2 March 1847, Alexander Somerville described 

the evictions that were carried out in Ballinamuck on Lord Lorton's estate in the 

1830s as a 'religious c r u s a d e ' . ' ^ ^  Much of Somerville’s writing on this subject is 

derived from evidence given to the Devon Commission. In evidence to the Devon 

Commission, Rev. George Crawford, Protestant rector of Clonglish, stated that he 

believed that 'political and religious considerations would operate in the 

selection or removal of tenants. I think landlords are disposed to have

K. D. M. Snell (ed.), Letters from Ireland during the Famine o f 1847 by Alexander Somerville, p. 88
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Protestants if they could. 1 had the management of Mr. M’Conkey's property, and 

when the leases fell out he transferred Protestants to them'.'^^ The same witness 

also commented on clearances at Ballinamuck, stating that ‘there were two or 

three contested elections, and the tenants voted in opposition to their landlords, 

and with the priest. The landlord, when he had the opportunity, removed 

them ’.'^^Also in evidence to the Devon Commission, the Rev. Bernard Moran 

stated that in 1839 Lord Lorton had evicted thirty-nine Catholic families and 

replaced them with Protestant families. It appears his logic was that Protestant 

families would be more peaceful and less likely to commit outrages. According to 

Rev. Bernard Moran outrages had occurred on the estate from time to time. 

Somerville’s letter, which includes extracts from evidence given to the Devon 

Commission suggests that the motivation behind these evictions on Lord 

Lorton’s estate in Longford in the 1830s related to politics and security rather 

than religion. In the first instance Lord Lorton removed tenants because they did 

not agree with his politics, while in the second instance he removed tenants 

because they were committing outrages; there is no evidence to suggest that 

Lord Lordon took personal umbrage with their Catholicism. The Rev. Martin 

O’Beirne also verified w hat he thought to be the involvement of politics rather 

than religion in evictions. When asked: do you think that religious or political 

motives have any operation on the removal of tenants, he replied, 'In 

Ballinamuck and Clungish there has been an eviction of a great number of 

tenants on what has been considered political grounds alone. In Ballinamuck the

Ib id ., p. 89
Ibid.
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entire houses w ere levelled. In Drumore, in the parish of Clunglish, there  was an 

ejectment of nearly all the tenants in 1834'. Rev. Martin O'Beirne described the 

tenants evicted at Drumore as 'persons of uncommonly peaceable good habits, 

very industrious, and solvent punctual tenants’. When asked why they were 

evicted, he explained that because they were Catholics, the landlord, Thomas 

Lefroy, a lessee of Trinity College, was afraid tha t they might vote against him. He 

removed them all and replaced them with Protestants.

Certain conclusions can be drawn with regard to the involvement of religion in 

evictions. Firstly, it was rare for tenants to be evicted because of religion or 

politics. The examples mentioned were exceptions, with most evicted tenants 

being removed because of non-payment of rent or as part of a landlord’s estate 

clearance and re-organization program. It should also be noted that the 

examples mentioned occurred before and not during the famine. Evictions for 

any reasons other than financial were rare during the famine. In either case the 

motivations behind the evictions were financial. While many landlords might 

have preferred protestant tenants whose political outlook often matched their 

own, the fact of the m atter was that the vast majority of Irish tenants were 

Catholic, and naturally constituted the bulk of those to whom landlords could 

rent land. Essentially, because there were so few Protestants in comparison to 

Catholics, landlords had no choice but to take on Catholic tenants. For most 

landlords, however, the issue was ren t rather than religion. As long as rent was 

being paid punctually and in full, it is unlikely that landlords cared much for the

Ibid., p. 90
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religion of their tenants.

Where religion was an issue in the eviction of tenants it was generally not 

strictly a religious matter. Tenants who w ere evicted because they were 

Catholics were not evicted because of their religious beliefs, but rather because 

of their politics. Baron Lefroy and Lord Lorton, for instance, evicted Catholic 

tenants because they could not be trusted to vote the way their landlords 

wished. Unlike the proselytizing Bishop Plunket, most landlords who evicted 

tenants because of their religion did so for political self-preservation ra ther than 

any crusading religious ideals.

To conclude it is necessary to tackle the issue of evictions and politics. How 

prevalent a political issue did famine evictions become? What was done to avert 

the causes and consequences of famine evictions? What views did successive 

governments take on famine evictions? Did the governments see evictions as a 

necessary part of securing Ireland’s economic future? Is there any substance in 

the claim that governments actively supported or facilitated evictions in Ireland? 

There is no doubt that after 1846 evictions in Ireland became a popular political 

theme, with much parliamentary time expended on their discussion. In total 

there were more than 175 parliamentary speeches on the theme of evictions in 

Ireland between 1846 and 1853, while The Times, the most influential 

newspaper of the day, published more than 130 articles relating to evictions in 

Ireland in the same period. Despite the issue of Irish land and evictions being 

high on the political agenda, very little was forthcoming in terms of legislation to 

avert the problems. The reasons for this w ere the underlying principles of
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contemporary thought w^ith regards to the rights of property and landlord- 

tenant relations. In simple terms, the doctrine of the day was tha t the rights of 

property should be protected a t all costs, while landlord-tenant relations should 

remain free of any legislative interference.

Sir Robert Peel’s government hoped that the initiation of the Devon 

Commission would be perceived by the public as a conciliatory advance for 

Ireland, and tha t it would indentify problems with regard to landlord-tenant 

relations and occupation of land. Furthermore, the Devon Commission should be 

seen as evidence of Peel’s recognition of the problems associated with the Irish 

land question, and his willingness to address these problems by means of 

legislation. It would be unwise to assume that Peel saw the Devon Commission as 

anything but a means to an end. It is doubtful that it was ever intended to be a 

conciliatory measure in its own right. The money and time invested would have 

demanded that the report’s recommendations be acted upon. In total 1,100 

witnesses gave evidence in more than ninety towns across Ireland. The 

commission clearly identified the weaknesses in the Irish land system. They 

included too few landlords, many of whom were heavily encumbered and hence 

unable to take responsibility for their tenants’ welfare; leases w ere  too rare; 

there was a dangerous over reliance on the potato for subsistence, while the 

country still suffered from the consequences of excessive sub-division by 

middlemen. Why then were successive governments unable or unwilling to pass 

any meaningful or worthwhile legislation designed to avert the w orst 

consequences of the famine such as evictions? Sir Robert Peel’s second term as
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prime minister began in August 1841 and ended in June 1846. Because famine

evictions did not begin in earnest until 1847, the issue was never a prominent

item on Peel’s political agenda. Secondly, the general optimism of the Devon

Commission's report with regard to the future prospects of Irish agriculture

meant that there was very little incentive for Peel’s government to legislate with

regard to land or landlord-tenant relations.^^ While the commission's report

clearly indentified weaknesses within the Irish land system, its overall view of

Irish agriculture on the eve of the famine was positive.

In almost every part of Ireland unequivocal symptoms of 

improvement, in spite of many embarrassing and counteracting 

circumstances, continually present themselves to the view; and that 

exists a very general and increasing spirit and desire for promotion of 

such improvement, from which the most beneficial results may be 

fairly expected.

The Times, by far the most influential newspaper of the day also, initially, 

favoured a policy of non-intervention by government in landlord-tenant affairs. 

In 1845 the Times dispatched Thomas Campbell Foster to Ireland to assess the 

condition of the rural economy. Foster’s argument was tha t social change in 

Ireland could only come from the moral leadership of the landlord class. To this 

end he opposed any ‘tenant right’ legislation that might undermine the authority 

of the rights of property.

According to Foster any remedial legislation should be designed to 

strengthen the landlord class and relieve any financial em barrassm ent so that

Peter Gray, Famine, Land, and Politics: British Government and Irish Society, 1843-50 (Dublin 
1999), p. 71

Devon Commission, Report [605] H.C. 1845, xix, 1
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they could lead Irish society to prosperity. Such a measure would, according to 

Foster, 'let the life blood and energy, and enterprise of capitalists into the lifeless 

masses of large, encumbered, unimproved, helpless estates. They will become 

real owners of the land and give employment upon it, and stimulate industry. 

Employment will bring peace. Industry will bring wealth.’̂ s in The Decline o f  the 

Big House Terence Dooley described the demesnes and big houses of Irish 

estates as hives 'of industry where gardeners, game-keepers, farm-labourers, 

masons, carpenters, grooms, and a variety of other craftsmen and servants kept 

house and surroundings going thereby making the big house a major 

employment centre in rural Ireland’.E s s e n t i a l ly  the role of the state, if Foster's 

ideas w ere to be pursued, was twofold. Firstly, legislation had to be provided to 

encourage the hasty transfer of land from encumbered to solvent landlords, 

while coercive legislation had to be passed to provide security to a landlord class 

trying to realize their economic potential.

Peel’s government did not pass tenant right legislation for a num ber of 

reasons. By the time Feel’s government fell in June 1846 only one harvest of 

potatoes had failed and the num ber of tenants evicted was not yet significant. 

There was no way of knowing that potatoes would continue to fail on an even 

greater scale or that over 350,000 people would be evicted over the subsequent 

seven years. Feel, however, was not ignorant of the fact that there  were serious 

problems associated with the Irish land question. The fact tha t he decided that a 

commission of inquiry should investigate the issue is evidence of this.

Times, 20 Jan. 1846
Dooley, Decline o f  the Big House (Dublin 2001), p. 11
Gray, Famine, Land, and Politics, p. 77
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It would also be wrong to conclude that Peel either ignored or had no 

intention of acting upon the recommendations of the commission. One of the 

conclusions reached by the Devon report was that compensation for tenan t’s 

improvements would improve Irish agriculture by encouraging tenants to invest 

in the land. Acting on this recommendation, Peel’s government drew up a bill 

which would provide such compensation if passed into law.^i This bill, however, 

never reached the statute books; it was written just days before Peel's 

government fell in June 1846. The bill was based on the principle that tenants 

would receive compensation for improvements where both the landlord and 

tenant agreed on the proposed improvements. The agreement would then be 

sanctioned by law. The bill also proposed a process for securing compulsory 

compensation in cases where landlords would not co-operate.

Peel and his government were swept out of office in June 1846, and along with 

them went the recommendations of the Devon commissioners and the tenants' 

compensation bill. It is therefore necessary to state tha t Peel's contribution to 

the improvement of landlord-tenant relations was minimal. As Peter Gray has 

pointed out, ‘Peel's Irish policy of 1844-45 was thus concentrated on the indirect 

assistance the state could provide through the creation of security for private 

investm en t’s  ̂xhe persistence of the famine after 1845, however, would force 

the new Whig government, who succeeded the Tories in June 1846, to give more 

thought to the Irish land question. The contemporary doctrine of the moral and 

economic leadership of Irish landlords was obviously not working, while free

A bill fo r  providing compensation fo r  tenants in Ireland who build on or drain farms, and to secure 
due payment o f  compensation, H.C. 1846 (383), ii, 367 

Ibid., p. 81
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trade was not feeding the Irish as Peel had hoped it would. The need for land 

legislation was becoming more urgent. During Russell’s years in power four bills 

relating to landlord-tenant relations were put through parliament. Two became 

law, the evicted destitute poor act of 1848, and an act to improve the relations of 

landlords and tenants. The latter was a minor law designed to stop tenants 

carrying away crops that landlords wished to d i s t r a i n . ^vvo bills designed to 

secure compensation for tenants who made improvements were not passed. 

Russell's government fell in 1852 and was replaced by a minority Tory 

government under Lord Derby. This government lasted from February until 

December, 1852, during which it too attempted to push a measure of landlord- 

tenant legislation through parliament, but to no avail. This time, however, the bill 

contained nothing on the subject of compensation for improvements. Instead 

this bill focused on the tenure of cottiers, the rights of those who let land in 

conacre, and distraint.^^ At this point eviction numbers were beginning to fall 

back to pre-famine levels, but from a study of bills proposed and acts passed 

over the subsequent ten years, it would appear tha t the issue of compensation 

for improvements and of tenant right did not fall off the political agenda. Several 

bills w ere proposed to secure compensation for improvements and to give 

weight of law to the Ulster custom. It was not until 1860, however, that a 

measure securing compensation for tenan ts’ improvements was passed. This,

”  1 4 &  15 Viet., C.25
A bill to provide fo r  better securing the custom o f  tenant right in the province o f  Ulster, to secure 

compensation to improving tenants, and to limit power o f  eviction, H.C. 1850 (431), viii, 323; A bill to 
provide compensation to tenants fo r  improvements effected by them in certain cases, and to amend the 
law o f  landlord and tenant in Ireland, H.C. 1850 (64), iii, 489

A bill conconsolidate and amend the laws relating to landlord and tenant in Ireland, H.C. 1852-53 
(18), iv,45
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unfortunately, v^as so narrow in scope and so complicated in operation that 

tenan ts  derived little real benefit from it.

Another reason why both Peel’s and Russell’s governments were unwilling or

slow^ to intervene effectively in landlord-tenant relations was related to the idea

of the  dispensation of divine providence. On 18 October 1845 the Home

Secretary, Sir James Graham, declared to Prime Minister Peel:

It is awful to observe how the Almighty humbles the pride of nations.

The sword, the pestilence, and famine are instruments of his 

displeasure; the canker-worm and locusts are his armies; he gives the 

word: a single crop is blighted; and we see a nation prostrate, 

stretching out its hands for bread. These are solemn warnings, and 

they fill me with reverence; they proclaim with a voice not to be 

mistaken, that doubtless there is a God who judgeth on earth.

Those members of the government such as Graham, and Peel to a lesser extent, 

who subscribed to the idea of divine providence saw the Irish famine as an act or 

visitation of God. Some Irish landlords also believed that the famine was a form 

of divine retribution. John Dillon Croker, a Cork landlord, spoke o f 'w hat must be 

looked forward to as a result of the direful calamity it hath pleased the almighty 

to visit us with'.^^ This act of divine retribution was thought to have occurred 

either because of the laziness and inefficiency of the Irish tenant farmer or 

labourer, or to punish the government or Irish landlord class for their neglect of 

the Irish tenants, and for their own pursuit of opulence and artificial wealth.

To try to intervene by legislative means in a calamity caused by divine

Ibid., p. 99 
”  Ibid., p. 103
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retribution would not only have been immoral, but also futile. It seems amazing 

that politicians of apparent good sense such as Peel, Graham, Russell, Grey, 

Travelyen, and others would subscribe to and place so much stock in such an 

unfounded theory. Even contem porary scientists, however, were slow to 

disregard the prevalence of divine intervention. According to Peter Gray, the 

inability of the scientific commission, founded in October 1845, to inquire into 

the causes and extent of the potato disease, and leading European botanists to 

agree on a convincing diagnosis, encouraged the tendency to look for 

supernatural causes.^^

If the concept of divine intervention was applied to evictions, then the belief 

would have been that the evictions that occurred because of the famine were the 

'will of God'. One could argue tha t the contemporary belief in providence meant 

that successive governments w ere  unwilling to pass legislation that would curb 

evictions. Whatever about the providential properties of the blight, however, it 

would have taken a great leap of the imagination to consider large-scale 

evictions, carried out by landlords and sanctioned by law, as divine providence.

It is far more likely that evictions were viewed by many, including landlords and 

politicians, as economic necessities. For the cynical and the sinister, the famine 

was perceived as an opportunity to evict surplus tenants. According to J. C. 

Beckett, 'some landlords simply disowned responsibility for the welfare of their 

tenants; some took advantage of the situation to clear their estates by wholesale 

evictions.’̂  ̂Lord Palmerston, a prominent member of Russell’s cabinet, and a Co.

Ibid., pp. 101-2
J. C. Beckett, The Making o f  M odern Ireland, 1603-1923 (London 1966), p. 340
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Sligo landlord, stated that 'ejectments ought to be made v^ithout cruelty in the 

m anner of making them; but it is useless to disguise the truth that any great 

improvement in the social system of Ireland m ust be founded upon an extensive 

change in the present state of agrarian occupation, and that this change 

necessarily implies a long continued and systematic ejectment of smallholders 

and of squatting cottiers’. °̂ Other members of cabinet such as Clanricarde and 

Landsdovv^ne spoke in similar terms. While such sentiment cannot be perceived 

as the deliberate enablement of large-scale evictions, it does suggest that the 

government was unwilling to provide legislative measures to curb evictions. One 

could also argue that because Palmerston, Clanricarde, and Landsdowne spoke 

on behalf of Irish landlords as well as the government, the possibility of collusion 

between the government and landlords in order to rid the land of excess tenants 

was a real concern.

In terms of the need for legislation, the persistence of the famine and the 

increasing returns of evictions after 1846, m eant that it would be difficult for 

Russell's government to avoid passing some measures to protect tenants. This 

was further compounded by the fact that some conciliatory measure would be 

necessary in order to offset any coercive measures. Evictions were also 

becoming a m atter of public concern. The British public was outraged at Irish 

landlords who were forcing them to pay for the upkeep of evicted tenants. The 

first major clearance to receive a great deal of public and political attention was 

the Gerrard evictions in March 1846. Evictions also threatened to transform the

“ ibid., p. 192
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ever-present agrarian unrest into agrarian civil war.

The assassination of Roscommon landlord, Major Denis Mahon, in November 

1847, caused Irish landlords to be replaced by Irish tenants as the focal point of 

the British public's criticism. Mahon had evicted 3,000 tenants from his estate 

because they refused the offer of assisted emigration. High levels of agrarian 

outrages in the years 1844-46 meant tha t by 1847 a coercive measure was 

necessary. The enactment of the crime and outrages bill of 1847 did have an 

immediate effect with agrarian outrages falling from 1,920 and 1,303 for the 

years 1845 and 1846 respectively, to 620 and 795 for the years 1847 and 1848 

respectively. The belief in government, however, was that coercive measures 

for Ireland needed to be accompanied by conciliatory measures.

The evicted destitute poor act of August 1848 was necessary for a num ber of 

reasons. It was politically necessary to conciliate the Irish after the passing of the 

crime and outrage act the previous year. The ever increasing returns of evictions 

and occurrences such as those on the Gerard estate in Galway and Major Mahon's 

estate in Roscommon caused the issue to receive a great deal of political, public, 

and media attention. The British public were angered that British money was, in 

effect, subsidizing the evictions by paying for the upkeep of evicted paupers. The 

Irish poor law was reaching breaking point and workhouses were overflowing 

due to increased numbers of evictions. It was also hoped that the measure would 

conciliate those Irish who felt aggrieved when tenant compensation for 

improvements legislation was dropped from the political agenda. Essentially

Vaughan, Landlords and Tenants in M id-Victorian Ireland, p. 279
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evictions in Ireland were reaching epidemic proportions and the government 

had to be seen to act.

The evicted destitute poor act, when eventually passed, was a shadow of what 

Russell and Clarendon had envisaged. The act offered very little in the way of 

effective protection for tenants. Some measures were designed to ease the plight 

of evicted tenants, but no a ttem pt was made to make it more difficult for 

landlords to evict tenants. Essentially the act complied with the contemporary 

notion of the fundamental importance of the rights of property. The quasi

protection afforded to tenants by the act was merely a gesture of good-will and 

was of little practical use. Ejectment decrees had to be executed on a weekday 

between 9a.m. and 3p.m.; tenants could not be evicted on Christmas day or Good 

Friday, while the landlord or agent had to give forty-eight hours notice to the 

local relieving officer of any upcoming evictions. The amount of force tha t could 

be used during an eviction was also regulated. It was, for instance, a 

misdemeanour to unroof a house that was still occupied by t e n a n t s . Nothing in 

this legislation changed the fate of evicted tenants or tenants who were 

threatened with eviction.

Had Russell shown more strength of leadership or had his own position been 

stronger he might have been able to wrestle some more meaningful legislation 

through the houses. Had he not been so reliant on the support of senior cabinet 

members such as Palmerston, Landsdowne, and Clanricarde, who as Irish 

landlords were never likely to be well disposed to any great measure of tenant

“  11 & 12 Viet., c. 47(1848)
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right legislation, legislation designed to meet the needs of landlords and tenants 

may have been obtained. As J. C. Beckett has remarked 'the ineffective character 

of government action in Ireland, though resulting mainly from the economic 

principles upon which it was based, had other causes also. Russell’s 

parliamentary majority was precarious, depending as it did on the continued co

operation of inharmonious elements, originally brought together only by their 

antagonism to Peel. In these circumstances it might well seem that the safest 

course was to do as little as p o s s i b l e . ’^^ From a tenants point of view it was 

imperative that some form of compensation for improvements be included in the 

legislation. Without this evicted tenants were left destitute with little or no 

chance of a fresh start. Legislation providing compensation for improvements 

would also have encouraged tenants to farm more efficiently and effectively and 

in the full knowledge that they would be compensated for investments such as 

drainage, fencing and buildings. A tenant protected by compensation legislation 

was more likely to extract the full economic value of his farm, ensuring his 

solvency and ability to pay rent.

From a landlord's point of view it was important tha t the act provided for the 

efficient and cheap removal of insolvent tenants for non-payment of rent, 

regardless of whether or not they held by written agreement (it was not until 

1851 that yearly tenants who held without a written agreement could be 

proceeded against for n o n -p a y m e n t) .M o re  effective legislation could have 

provided three separate forms of protection. Landlords would have been

J. C. Beckett, The M aking o f  M odern Ireland, 1603-1923 (London 1966), p. 340
14 & 15 Viet., c. 57 (1851)
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protected from insolvent, non-paying tenants; evicted tenants would have been 

compensated for improvements, while solvent tenants would have been 

guaranteed their tenure while they continued to pay rent, regardless of the 

agreem ent by which they held the land.

In many respects the issue of famine evictions was not addressed by either 

government. The only legislation directly related to famine evictions was enacted 

in August 1848 and proved meek and useless. Other legislation which affected 

evictions indirectly such as the poor law extension act of 1847 and the civil bill 

act of 1851, and the encumbered estates act of 1849, and the common law 

procedures act of 1852, favoured landlords distinctly.

Historians have long been in agreement that the government was not guilty of 

genocide during the famine as there was no deliberate a ttem pt to exterminate 

great numbers of the Irish. The relief measures in which successive governments 

engaged offer further proof that there was no systematic or methodical effort 

made to rid Ireland of a certain section of its population. Measures such as Peel's 

importation of Indian corn, food depots, public works schemes, soup kitchens, 

and the extension of outdoor relief were certainly not the tactics of genocidal 

governments even if they were not adequate enough to deal with the situation in 

Ireland properly. Between 1846 and 1852 the British Government spent £9.5 

million on Irish relief, although 6 Grada believes five times tha t sum was 

necessary.^s 6  Grada arrives at this figure by calculating the loss of the potato 

crops between 1846 and 1852 in financial terms, but at market prices. Surely the

Comiac 6  Grada, ‘New Perspectives on the Irish Famine’, Bullan: an Irish studies journal, iii, 1998, 
p. 113
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cost of feeding the people in their ov̂ n̂ locality would have been less than £47.5 

million.

Why then was no effort applied to dealing with the problem of evictions? In 

simple terms, starvation was an easier problem to address; the only 

requirements being money and organization. While some aspects of relief such 

as the provision of cheap Indian corn may have been perceived as a measure 

contrary to Victorian views on the political economy, they pale into 

insignificance when compared with the seismic shift away from contemporary 

economic doctrine that would have occurred if the government tried to curb or 

place a moratorium on evictions. Such interference in landlord-tenant relations 

would have undermined one of the fundamental principles of Victorian 

economics -  the sanctity of property rights. British governments, therefore, did 

what they thought was most sensible -  nothing, while letting evictions in Ireland 

run their course. Further evidence that the 1848 tenant protection legislation 

made no impact is in the fact that evictions continued to increase for two years 

after 1848. In 1848, for instance, 13,041 families were evicted. This increased to 

13,384 in 1849 and to 14,541 in 1850. It was not, in fact, until 1854 that eviction 

numbers fell back to pre-famine levels.

In essence, the rise and fall of famine evictions were dictated wholly by 

economic conditions, which were accentuated by the potato blight, and which 

persisted due to contemporary economic policies, or lack thereof. Eviction 

numbers rose in the first place due to famine, indebtedness on the p art of both 

landlords and tenants, and the overcrowding of estates due to years of sub-
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division and mismanagement. Eviction numbers also fell again as a consequence 

changing economic conditions including: the end of the famine and the 

restoration of healthy potato harvests, the alleviation of indebted landlords 

through the encumbered estates court and of insolvent tenants through eviction 

and emigration. A fall in population generally meant that estates were less 

crowded after the famine, with the average farm size increasing to more 

economically viable holdings. Estate rentals also show that arrears w ere cleared 

reasonably quickly after the famine. Improving economic conditions also led to a 

fall in agrarian outrages, although they did not begin to decrease significantly 

until 1853. It is of no little coincidence, however, that agrarian outrages fell at 

the same time as evictions did. Between 1846 and 1852, 6,957 agrarian outrages 

were committed, while in the subsequent six years, 1853-59, only 1,995 agrarian 

outrages were r e c o r d e d .T h e  concluding observation of famine evictions is that 

their incidence was directly affected by economic conditions, and not by matters 

political, religious, or otherwise. Their persistence during the famine years in 

testam ent to two truths -  the disastrous economic conditions brought on by the 

potato failures and augmented by the poor condition of Irish agriculture, and the 

overpowering contemporary allegiance to laissez faire  economics.

Vaughan. Landlords and Tenants in mid-Victorian Ireland, p. 279
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APPENDIX 1

Eviction Statistics, 1846-53

Evictions in Irish Counties 1846-53
* The figures include evictions that occurred in Dublin city and county. The reason that the figures for 
Dublin for 1846-48 appear high in comparison with the constabulary returns from 1849 onwards is that the 
constabulary probably only returned agricultural evictions, while the judicial returns also included evictions 
from urban areas. If Dublin was not included the total number of evictions would be 70,947.

Counties 1846 1847 1848 1849 1850 1851 1852 1853 Total
Antrim 166 495 403 152 197 69 98 41 1,621
Armagh 156 449 762 214 146 49 56 43 1,875
Carlow 34 76 123 88 194 95 70 72 752
Cavan 103 308 536 311 351 121 63 39 1,832
Clare 113 375 580 1,430 1,516 521 466 37 3,673
Cork 322 756 718 560 616 335 373 120 3,120
Donegal 109 171 569 218 180 208 106 36 1,597
Down 113 265 370 80 217 126 137 91 1,399
Dublin 201 292 371 14 46 53 24 53 ],032*
Fermanagh 62 77 191 36 86 12 38 16 518
Galway 195 431 739 1,055 1,095 924 704 129 5,272
Kerry 177 171 280 705 628 713 222 228 3,124
Kildare 64 85 219 99 78 71 37 58 711
Kilkenny 111 190 425 376 441 455 116 100 2,214
King’s 77 152 293 496 382 301 163 84 1,948
Leitrim 118 393 470 582 487 201 136 61 2,448
Limerick 166 345 585 1,010 1,100 553 248 72 4,079
Londonderry 103 141 379 53 47 117 13 6 859
Longford 49 172 222 204 201 157 217 31 1,253
Louth 57 100 145 145 120 109 90 84 850
Mayo 208 417 498 695 1,388 857 1,121 785 5,969
Monaghan 85 148 395 395 163 50 85 91 1,412
Queen’s 88 282 423 365 297 243 159 59 1,916
Roscommon 86 435 461 609 491 434 227 109 2,852
Sligo 53 124 259 186 267 68 59 11 1,027
Tipperary 220 763 1,204 2,867 2,157 1,030 677 359 9,277
Tyrone 90 277 544 75 168 69 43 16 1,282
Waterford 95 220 192 147 240 154 149 78 1,275
Westmeath 57 100 224 195 343 163 107 70 1,259
Wexford 103 198 325 236 313 208 201 138 1,722
Wicklow 55 66 136 180 153 35 119 25 769
Total 3.404 8.474 13.041 13.384 14.541 8.815 6.650 3.620 71.979
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APPENDIX 1

Eviction Statistics, 1846-53

Evictions in Irish Counties 1846-53
* The figures include evictions that occurred in Dublin city and county. The reason that the figures for 
Dublin for 1846-48 appear high in comparison with the constabulary returns from 1849 onwards is that the 
constabulary probably only returned agricultural evictions, while the judicial returns also included evictions 
from urban areas. If Dublin was not included the total number of evictions would be 70,947.

Counties 1846 1847 1848 1849 1850 1851 1852 1853 Total
Antrim 166 495 403 152 197 69 98 41 1,621
Armagh 156 449 762 214 146 49 56 43 1,875
Carlow 34 76 123 88 194 95 70 72 752
Cavan 103 308 536 311 351 121 63 39 1,832
Clare 113 375 580 1,430 1,516 521 466 37 3,673
Cork 322 756 718 560 616 335 373 120 3,120
Donegal 109 171 569 218 180 208 106 36 1,597
Down 113 265 370 80 217 126 137 91 1,399
Dublin 201 292 371 14 46 53 24 53 1,032*
Fermanagh 62 77 191 36 86 12 38 16 518
Galway 195 431 739 1,055 1,095 924 704 129 5,272
Kerry 177 171 280 705 628 713 222 228 3,124
Kildare 64 85 219 99 78 71 37 58 711
Kilkenny 111 190 425 376 441 455 116 100 2,214
King's 77 152 293 496 382 301 163 84 1,948
Leitrim 118 393 470 582 487 201 136 61 2,448
Limerick 166 345 585 1,010 1,100 553 248 72 4,079
Londonderry 103 141 379 53 47 117 13 6 859
Longford 49 172 222 204 201 157 217 31 1,253
Louth 57 100 145 145 120 109 90 84 850
Mayo 208 417 498 695 1,388 857 1,121 785 5,969
Monaghan 85 148 395 395 163 50 85 91 1,412
Queen’s 88 282 423 365 297 243 159 59 1,916
Roscommon 86 435 461 609 491 434 227 109 2,852
Sligo 53 124 259 186 267 68 59 11 1,027
Tipperary 220 763 1,204 2,867 2,157 1,030 677 359 9,277
Tyrone 90 277 544 75 168 69 43 16 1,282
Waterford 95 220 192 147 240 154 149 78 1,275
Westmeath 57 100 224 195 343 163 107 70 1,259
Wexford 103 198 325 236 313 208 201 138 1,722
Wicklow 55 66 136 180 153 35 119 25 769
Total 3.404 8.474 13.041 13.384 14.541 8.815 6.650 3.620 71.979
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Evictions in Irish counties per 1,000 agricultural holdings, 1846-53

Antrim 60 Limerick 153
Armagh 71 Londonderry 41
Carlow 97 Longford 96
Cavan 69 Louth 79
Clare 114 Mayo 112
Cork 60 Meath 76
Donegal 43 Monaghan 58
Dow^n 41 Queen’s 112
Dublin - Roscommon 93
Fermanagh 30 Sligo 53
Galway 92 Tipperary 359
Kerry 115 Tyrone 36
Kildare 61 Waterford 117
Kilkenny 108 Westmeath 77
King's 117 Wexford 77
Leitrim 127 Wicklow 74

These estimations are based on two sources. Figures for 1849 onwards are estimated 

using the constabulary’s annual return of evictions.^ Figures for the years 1846-48 are 

based on a combined study of the constabulary returns and judicial returns. In attempting 

to estimate eviction numbers for 1846-48 the year 1849 is pivotal as both constabulary 

and judicial returns are available for that year. In 1849 the courts returned a total of 

16,979 ejectment processes entered in all courts.^ In that same year the constabulary 

returned a total of 13,384 actual evictions.^ It is therefore possible to calculate that for the 

year 1849 79 percent of ejectment processes entered resulted in evictions, or seventy- 

nine evictions occurred for every 100 processes entered. It is, therefore, by calculating 79 

percent of ejectment processes entered in each individual county for the years 1846-48 

that the above totals are estimated. While this formula appears to work quite well when 

applied to Ireland as a whole for the years 1846-48, when applies to individual counties 

some problems arise. It must be noted that the figure of 79 percent is an average applied

' Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f Cases o f  Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish Constabulary, 1849-80, 
H.C. 1881 (185], Ixxvii, 725
 ̂Abstract Return o f Number o f  Ejectments in Courts in Ireland, 1847-49, H.C. 1851(172), 1, 629  

3 Return, by Provinces and Counties, o f  Cases o f Eviction under Knowledge o f  Royal Irish Constabulary, 1849-80, 
H.C. 1881 (185), Ixxvii, 725
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to the whole of Ireland and does not mean that 79 percent of processes entered resulted 

in evictions in every county. Such is the nature of an average that the percentage of 

processes entered that resulted in evictions fluctuated depending on the county. 

Therefore, in the above table, some figures for the years 1846-48 are either too high or 

too low, but they do balance out overall. Though it is an imperfect method it is the only 

way of calculating pre-1849 eviction figures for individual counties.

Some of the pre-1849 eviction figures for individual counties appear unusual. Take 

Armagh for instance. The table above states that 762 families were evicted in 1848 alone. 

This figure is very high especially when compared with constabulary's return of 214 

evictions for 1 8 4 9 . In Armagh's case it likely that the average of 79 percent of ejectment 

processes resulting in evictions is too high. In fact the number of evictions returned by the 

constabulary for Co. Armagh in 1849 amounted to 27 percent ejectment processes 

entered. If Armagh’s eviction figures are adjusted accordingly then 53,153 and 504 

families were evicted for the years 1846-48 respectively. Pre-1849 figures for Co. 

Fermanagh are also very high, particularly the 191 evictions in 1848, especially when 

compared with the constabulary's thirty-six evictions recorded in 1849. Like Armagh it is 

obvious that the average of 79 percent of ejectment processes entered resulting in 

evictions is too high.

With the exception of Co. Monaghan it appears tha t the pre-1849 ejectment figures for 

counties in the province of Ulster are all overestimated. One can only conclude from this 

that the percentage of ejectment processes that resulted in evictions in Ulster was a lot 

less than the rest of the country. In Tyrone, for example, the 277 evictions estimated for 

1847 and the 544 evictions estimated for 1848 are particularly high when compared with

4 Ibid.
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the constabulary's re turn  of seventy-five in 1849 and 168 in 1850. This is especially true 

w hen one considers that evictions for the whole of Ireland peaked in 1850. The pre-1849 

eviction figures for Tyrone are high simply because to assume that 79 percent of cases 

entered resulted in eviction is to overestimate the number of evictions. In fact a total of 

508 cases in ejectment were entered in all courts for Tyrone in 1849^, resulting in 

seventy-five evictions. It can therefore be calculated that fifteen evictions occurred for 

every 100 cases entered in Tyrone in 1849. If this formula is applied to the years 1846-48 

then eviction figures can be estimated at 17, 53 and 103 respectively.

While it would appear that the most accurate way of estimating eviction figures for 

individual counties is to take the num ber of ejectment processes entered and the number 

of evictions returned by the constabulary in 1849, and then calculating the latter as a 

percentage of the former for each individual county, this method is not without difficulty. 

The main problem is that is that the judicial returns of processes entered for all counties 

in 1849 are incomplete. Only processes entered in the Hilary term are recorded. It is 

therefore left to the historian estimate the total number of ejectment processes entered 

for all counties in 1849 based on the returns for the Hilary term. Such estimations can be 

crude and inaccurate as a consequence. For the purpose of calculating the above revised 

estimates for Tyrone, Armagh, and Fermanagh the number of ejectment processes
!

entered in all courts in the Hilary term  of 1849 are multiplied by three to estimate the 

total for the whole year. This is not a perfect solution as it assumes that the same numbers 

of processes were entered in each term.

5 Abstract return o f the number o f  ejectments brought in the Courts of the Queen’s Bench, Common Pleas, and 
Eschequer, in Ireland, from 1846 to 1849; and the number of civil bill ejectments brought in Assistant 
Barristers' Courts in the same period, H. C. 1849 (198), xlix, 243
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While using the average of 79 percent of processes entered resulting in evictions 

m eant that the number of evictions in Tyrone, Armagh, and Fermanagh are overestimated 

for the  years for the years 1846-48, it is probable that eviction figures for other counties 

are underestimated. In Tipperary for example evictions jumped from 1,204 in 1848 to 

2,867 in 1849. Evictions for Tipperary in 1848, calculated at 79 percent of ejectment 

processes entered, are clearly underestimated. In 1849 1,694 ejectment processes were 

entered in all courts for Tipperary. This resulted in the eviction of 2,867 families as 

recorded by the constabulary. Therefore the num ber of evictions recorded in Tipperary in 

1849 amounted to 169 percent of ejectment processes entered. This simply means that in 

Tipperary more than one eviction occurred for each process entered. If pre-1849 eviction 

figures for Tipperary are adjusted accordingly then there were 469 evictions in 1846, 

1,632 in 1847 and 2,575 in 1848. This brings the total number of evictions for Tipperary 

for the years 1846-53 to 11,766, or 16 percent of the total number of evictions in Ireland. 

Once again the difficulties in assessing the number of processes entered for counties in 

1849 applies to the calculations for Tipperary. Because only those for the Hilary term are 

available, they are trebled to account for the whole year. While discrepancies in the above 

table have been highlighted, they are the exception rather than the rule. For most counties 

the 79 percent formula is a reliable one and the figures reflected in the table above appear 

quite stable as a consequence.

What we can tell from the table above and from the adjustments made to the figures of 

certain counties is that percentage of ejectment processes entered that resulted in 

evictions fluctuated from county to county. There does, however, seem to be some 

pattern. The percentage in Ulster, for instance, was a lot lower than in counties in 

Connaught and Munster -  Tyrone and Tipperary provide examples of both extremes. On 

the whole the counties with the highest number of evictions recorded a greater
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percentage of processes entered resulting in evictions, while counties with fewest 

evictions recorded a smaller percentage.
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APPENDIX 2 

The Geographical Incidence of Evictions 

Evictions in Irish counties according to Constabulary returns, 1849-54

The statistics refer to families evicted between 1849 and 1853
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Civil bill ejectment processes entered for counties of Ireland, 1846-50
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Civil bill ejectment processes served in counties of Ireland, 1846-50
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Civil bill ejectment decrees granted in civil bill courts, 1847-49.

Note: this map does not include superior court haberes granted as such records w ere not kept on a county by county 
basis
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Civil bill ejectment processes entered for the periods 1846-50 and 1856-60
1846-50 1856-60
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APPENDIX 3

Agricultural Statistics

This table demonstrates number of agricultural holdings in five categories in 1847 and 1855.
Counties Less

that
1
acre

1-4.9
acres

5-14.9
acres

15-29.9
acres

Above
30
acres

1847 1855 1847 1855 1847 1855 1847 1855 1847 1855
Antrim 1,871 467 3,277 2,295 8,759 6,811 7,380 6,939 5,764 6.058
Armagh 1,975 932 7,370 5,423 12,199 10,360 3,678 4,131 1,239 1,495
Carlow 1,011 508 1,374 805 1,792 1,079 1,522 1,107 2,053 2,111
Cavan 1,175 671 3,874 1,847 12,503 8,629 6,347 6,583 2,562 3,164
Clare 2,983 1,060 4,747 1,491 10,977 3,164 7,936 4,855 5,406 7,265
Cork 6,720 1,965 4,903 2,761 10,577 5,547 11,373 7,269 18,239 18,288
Donegal 2,390 569 4,222 3,330 13,043 10,903 9,067 8.637 8,685 7,995
Down 1,401 1,126 6,481 5,044 14,127 12,242 7,634 7,286 4,369 4,494
Dublin 1,946 2,426 1,167 2,102 2,127 1,851 1,100 1,046 1,507 1,766
Fermanagh 572 479 1,912 1,297 6,601 4,636 4,864 4,664 3,236 3,503
Galway 4,289 2,532 12,798 5,672 21,021 11,675 10,486 8,005 8,212 7,934
Kerry 2,291 761 2,654 1,130 5,844 2,517 6,210 3,597 10,278 9,630
Kildare 1,829 1,218 3,030 2,295 2,531 2,018 1,441 1,223 3,037 2,942
Kilkenny 2,261 1,318 3,929 2,503 4,642 2,956 4,367 3,022 5,209 5,279
King's 1,843 1,611 4,244 2,506 4,717 2,161 2,809 2,258 1,843 3,068
Leitrim 1,775 599 2,766 1,140 8,780 5,858 4,728 4,841 1,775 2,534
Limerick 4,530 1,663 5,051 2,115 6,048 2,324 4,919 3,278 6,347 6,726
Londonderry 1,564 257 2,498 1,779 7,660 6,844 5,109 5,137 3,997 3,600
Longford 1,607 802 2,274 1,151 4,809 2,841 2,845 2,526 1,524 2,689
Louth 1,941 1,162 2,438 1,852 3,494 2,840 1,511 1,174 1,299 914
Mayo 2,341 1,429 10,349 4,632 22,571 13,927 9,857 8,863 6,887 5,799
Meath 2,852 1,442 3,147 2,038 4,979 2,813 2,338 2,057 2,852 4,040
Monaghan 1,200 613 5,020 3,041 12,646 9,498 4,313 4,948 1,200 1,665
Queen’s 1,960 1,315 4,066 2,381 4,678 2,879 3,043 2,196 3,313 3,368
Roscommon 2,547 1,690 7,137 3,413 13,781 8,804 4,519 4,816 2,650 3,023
Sligo 965 480 3,084 1,806 8,945 5,880 4,150 4,254 2,372 2,650
Tipperary 2,145 2,269 5,807 3,908 8,554 5,523 7,210 5,535 2,145 8,933
Tyrone 1,777 1,208 5,191 3,677 13,097 10,678 8,781 8,512 6,274 6,358
Waterford 825 1,025 1,621 1,400 2,066 1,703 2,080 1,687 4,266 4,025
Westmeath 2,826 1,459 3,238 2,190 4,160 2,810 2,837 2,276 3,370 3,270
Wexford 1,977 1,149 3,988 3,038 5,385 3,762 4,855 3,554 6,067 6,220
Wicklow 909 483 1,402 1,189 2,059 1,653 1,970 1,627 3,952 3,603
Total 66,534 39.266 135.059 81.251 265.172 177.186 161.279 137.903 141.947 157.837
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Change in number of holdings in five categories betw een 1847 and 1855

Counties Less than 1 acre 1 - 5  acres 5 - 1 5  acres 15 -  30 acres Above 30 acres
Antrim - 1,404 -982 -1,948 -441 + 294
Armagh - 1,043 -1,947 -1,839 + 453 + 256
Carlow -503 -569 -713 -415 + 58
Cavan -504 -2,027 -3,874 + 236 + 602
Clare - 1,923 -3,256 -7,813 -3,081 +2,410
Cork - 4,755 -2,142 - 5,030 -4,104 + 49
Donegal - 1,821 -892 -2,140 -430 -690
Down -275 - 1,437 -1,885 -348 + 125
Dublin + 480 + 935 -276 -54 + 259
Fermanagh -48 -615 -1,965 -200 + 267
Galway -1,757 - 7,126 - 9,346 - 2,481 -278
Kerry - 1,530 - 1,524 -3,327 -2,613 - 648
Kildare -611 -735 -513 -218 -95
Kilkenny -943 - 1,426 - 1,686 -1,345 + 70
King's - 232 - 1,738 -2,556 -551 + 1,225
Leitrim - 1,176 - 1,626 -2,922 + 113 +759
Limerick - 2,867 -2,936 - 6,048 -1,641 + 379
Londonderry - 1,307 -719 -816 -1,641 -297
Longford -805 - 1,123 -1,968 -319 + 1,165
Louth -779 - 586 -654 -337 -385
Mayo -912 -5,717 - 8,644 -994 -1,088
Meath -1,410 - 1,109 -2,166 -281 + 1,188
Monaghan -587 - 1,979 -3,148 + 635 + 465
Queen’s -645 - 1,685 -1,799 -847 + 55
Roscommon -857 - 3,724 - 4,977 + 297 + 373
Sligo -485 - 1,278 -3,065 + 104 + 278
Tipperary + 124 -1,899 -3,031 - 1,675 + 6,848
Tyrone -569 -1,514 - 2,419 -206 + 84
Waterford + 200 -221 -363 -393 -241
Westmeath - 1,367 -1,048 -1,350 -561 - 100
Wexford -828 -950 -1,623 -1,301 + 153
Wicklow -426 -213 -406 -343 -349
Change in 
number of 
holdings 1847- 
1855 -31,565 - 53,808 -90,310 -24,919 + 13,191

Net reduction in the number of holdings in Ireland betw een 1847 and 1855:187 ,411

Amount of land gained or lost, in terms of acres, by each category between 1847 and 1855
Less than 1 acre 1 - 5  acres 5 - 1 5  acres 15 -  30 acres Above 30 acres
-15,782 acres -134,520 acres -903,100 acres -560,677 acres -^197,865 acres
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Counties 30-50
acres

50-100
acres

100-
200
acres

200-
500
acres

Above
500
acres

1851 1855 1851 1855 1851 1855 1851 1855 1851 1855
Antrim 3,306 3,437 1,847 1,910 456 470 134 130 53 52
Armagh 961 1,013 353 386 68 71 24 23 3 2
Carlow 870 900 765 778 322 330 100 91 7 12
Cavan 2,023 2,121 792 785 207 199 53 54 6 5
Clare 3,318 3,427 2,144 2,527 802 905 343 357 52 49
Cork 6,920 6,688 7,217 7,515 2,895 3,120 835 846 82 79
Donegal 4,178 4,072 2,884 2,863 813 930 352 330 107 121
Dovî n 2,872 2,870 1,189 1,304 205 226 53 70 18 21
Dublin 635 631 648 621 354 361 129 135 8 15
Fermanagh 2,096 2,107 953 1,029 263 285 79 67 13 15
Galway 2,916 3,259 1,986 2,285 1,065 1,294 718 847 191 279
Kerry 3,614 3,513 3,649 3,702 1,485 1,586 653 694 133 138
Kildare 876 868 997 996 716 714 310 336 28 31
Kilkenny 2,463 2,425 1,802 1,972 635 690 159 179 18 15
King's 1,216 1,216 928 1,016 461 490 258 250 63 66
Leitrim 1,587 1,696 626 613 174 181 50 45 7 9
Limerick 2,830 2,823 2,473 2,648 910 975 295 285 28 30
Londonderry 2,100 2,073 1,034 1,081 306 305 109 110 27 31
Longford 1,034 1,087 482 536 155 161 53 59 8 8
Louth 591 603 424 473 227 285 90 92 14 11
Mayo 2,344 2,570 1,534 1,587 825 908 503 523 165 211
Meath 1,290 1,226 1,190 1,210 971 979 513 542 81 74
Monaghan 1,081 1,176 363 378 80 96 26 25 4 4
Queen's 1,318 1,410 1,067 1,126 575 573 208 234 32 25
Roscommon 1,251 1,398 743 811 453 513 253 216 26 22
Sligo 1,471 1,147 778 798 285 246 122 120 34 39
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Tipperary 3,800 3,890 2,885 3,152 1,182 1,281 482 638 80 81
Tyrone 3,841 3,772 1,929 2,089 424 415 100 125 28 37
Waterford 1,509 1,455 1,617 1,650 648 709 164 193 28 27
Westmeath 1,343 1,368 995 1,033 512 533 276 264 39 52
Wexford 3,094 3,032 2,202 2,311 652 706 134 157 12 14
Wicklow 1,345 1,216 1,447 1,394 623 635 269 267 62 61

Holdings in Five separate categories listed for Irish counties in 1851 and 1855
Total___________ 70.093 70.R47 49.940 .S2.720 19.7fiR 21.116 7.847 R.243 1.4S7 1.642

Change in the number of holdings in five categories betu^een 1851 and 1855

Counties 30 -  50 acres 50 -  100 acres 100 -200  
acres

200-500
acres

Above 500 
acres

Antrim + 131 +63 + 13 -4 -1
Armagh +52 +33 +3 - 1 -1
Carlow +30 + 18 +8 -9 +5
Cavan +98 -7 -8 + 1 -1
Clare + 109 +383 + 103 + 14 -3
Cork -232 +213 +225 + 11 -3
Donegal -106 -21 + 117 -22 + 14
Down -2 + 115 +21 + 17 +3
Dublin -4 -27 +7 +6 +7
Fermanagh + 11 +76 +22 -12 +2
Galway +343 +299 +229 + 133 +88
Kerry -99 +53 + 101 +41 +5
Kildare -8 - 1 -2 +26 +3
Kilkenny -33 + 170 +55 +20 -3
King's 0 +88 +29 -8 +3
Leitrim + 109 -13 +7 -5 +2
Limerick - 7 +175 +65 -10 +2
Londonderry -27 +47 -1 + 1 +4
Longford +53 +54 +6 +6 0
Louth + 12 +49 +58 +2 -3
Mayo +226 +53 +83 +20 +46
Meath -64 +20 +8 +29 -7
Monaghan +95 +15 + 16 -1 0
Queen's +92 +59 -2 +22 -7
Roscommon + 147 +68 +60 -37 -4
Sligo -324 +21 -39 -2 +5
Tipperary +90 +267 +99 + 156 + 1
Tyrone -69 + 160 -9 +25 +9
Waterford -54 +33 +61 +29 - 1
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Westmeath +25 +38 +21 -12 + 13
Wexford -62 + 109 +54 +23 +2
Wicklow -129 -53 +12 -2 -1

Iclal_____________________403___________ 2.SSI____________ IA22______________ 1S2
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APPENDIX 4 

Archaeology as a Source for Famine Evictions

During five consecutive summers from 1998 to 2002, the Centre for the Study of Rural 

Ireland undertook excavations in the extreme northwest corner of Ballykilkline, Co. 

Roscoman. The land had been occupied from about 1800 to 1848 by Mark Nary and his 

sons, Luke, James, and Edv^ard. Ballykilkline was a townland 160 acres located near 

Lough Kilglass. In 1841 it was populated by 500 people. Major Mahon of Strokestown had 

held a lease to Ballykilkline until 1834, when he was unable to negotiate a new 

arrangem ent with the crown. The townland reverted to the administrative control of Her 

Majesty's Commissioners of Woods, Forests, Land Revenues, Works and Buildings. Upon 

taking control the commissioners discovered that the lands w ere divided into seventy- 

four tenancies.^ Two cabins associated with the Nary family became the subject of 

Archaeological excavation between 1998 and 2002.

The archaeologist’s approach to the study of evictions focuses on the m anner in which a 

home was abandoned. According to Michael Schiffer, one important material element of 

abandonm ent is that migrants do not always take all of their possessions with them -  

even many possessions that were still usable.'^ According to Charles Orser Jr.:

T he  material character of the process of site abandonm ent rests upon two 

primary, albeit location sensitive, conditions: the reasons for abandonment, and 

the eventual plans of the site’s residents. The impetus for abandonm ent is a 

centrally significant issue for archaeologists because it involves the possibility of 

the residents’ return. The distance traveled in resettlement also plays a role in

 ̂Charles E. Orser, Jr., 'An Archaeology o f a Famine-Era Eviction’, New Hibernia Review, ix, 1. (2 0 0 5 ) p. 45  
[www.m use.jhu.edu/journals/new_hibernia_review)
 ̂Michael B. Schiffer, Behavioral Archaeology, [N ew  York, 1976), p. 33
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determining the presence and character of de facto  refuse; it can be assumed that 

people are severely limited in what they can carry when the distance to be traveled is 

great, or if the means of transportation is not of their choosing.'^

When the Crown's agents took control of the lands of Ballykilkline in 1834 they 

discovered that the tenants were actively resisting rent payments. A series of arrests  by 

the constabulary resulted in a rent strike, with the filing of petitions and court documents 

on both sides. The strike was finally broken in 1847 and 1848 as a consequence of the 

removal of almost all of the inhabitants of the townland. ^

The Nary family had participated in the rent strike, but were not among its leaders. 

After the Nary houses w ere pulled down in either 1847 or 1848, the ground on which the 

houses had stood reverted to pasture. When excavations began in the sum m er of 1998 no 

outward trace of the homes were visible on the ground. However, using both the 

ordinance and survey map of 1837 and a plat drawn by Brassington and Gale, Dublin 

surveyors hired by the commissioners, in 1836, archaeologists w ere able to pinpoint the 

exact location of the Nary houses. Excavation of the larger of the Nary houses revealed 

that the remains of the cabin w ere generally well preserved and thus offered an excellent 

opportunity the examine the archaeological manifestations of the eviction process.

A large concentration of stones of stones located at the larger Nary site suggested that 

the house wall was tumbled immediately after e v ic t io n .T h e  presence of artifacts under 

the stones confirmed this. Burned soil and charred stones indicate the presence a hearth; 

their limited nature, however, suggests tha t the house was not burned at any point during 

or after the eviction. What makes it most clear that the Nary household was subject to an

® Charles E. Orser, Jr., ‘An Archaeology o f a Famine-Era Eviction’, N ew Hibernia Review, ix, 1. (2005) p. 46  
[w w w .m use.jhu.edu/journals/new_hibernia_review]
 ̂Scally, End o f  Hidden Ireland, pp. 105-29

10 Charles E. Orser, Jr., ‘An Archaeology o f a Famine-Era Eviction’, N ew Hibernia Review, ix, 1. (2005] p. 51 
[w w w .m use.jhu.edu/journals/new_hibernia_review]
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eviction is the vast volume of belongings that they left behind -  many of vi^hich w ere still 

usable when the house was abandoned. In total archaeologists found 7,833 artifacts 

among the stones. They included dinner plates, pitchers, tea cups, saucers; earthenware 

crocks, bowls, and jugs; and hundreds of pieces of white clay smoking pipes. There was 

also a bowl marked 'Peal' for Repeal. Other items included a scissors, a brass alloy thimble 

embossed with the w ords 'forget me not', a ten pence token distributed by the Bank of 

Ireland, dated 1813, a bone lice comb, and a marble and two flat gaming pieces made from 

shards of course earthenware. Such items left behind indicate that the abandonm ent was 

unplanned and hurried, both characteristics of an eviction.

Post-excavation analysis of the artifacts also prove that many of the shards of individual 

ceramic and glass vessels -  often found several meters apart -  could be pieced together. 

Objects that were once whole had apparently been broken and their pieces scattered. 

Given the history of the field in which the excavations occurred, the likelihood is strong 

that the separation of the shards occurred during the end of the eviction process, when 

the houses were being dismantled and the ruins rem oved .A rchaeo log ical evidence also 

suggests tha t the plan for post-eviction Ballykilkline was render the lands suitable for 

pasture farming. After the large stones were removed the ground surface was smoothed 

over to make it more amenable to pasture farming. What of larger items such as chairs, 

beds, and other pieces of furniture? Such items were not found during archaeological 

excavations. The prevailing opinion on these items is that they were removed before of 

during the eviction and taken away. Written accounts mention, and pictorial 

representations and oral histories confirm, that furniture and other large items were 

placed outside the house prior to demolition. Some tenants may have taken these items of

11 Ib id .
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furniture with them, although those bound for America or elsewhere overseas probably 

sold or gave theirs away. It is also possible that such goods were distrained by the 

landlord and sold at sheriffs' sales.

The archaeological excavation of the Nary site provides two important contributions to 

its history. Firstly, the larger building stones w ere remover from the site, probably to be 

used in the building of walls elsewhere, while the land surface was reshaped to transform 

it from a dwelling space to pasture. Secondly, many usable artifacts were left behind after 

the abandonm ent of the site, while further evidence suggests tha t some of these artifacts 

were damaged or broken during the abandonm ent process. All of this evidence points 

clearly towards an eviction. The removal of the large stones and the transformation of the 

land into pasture indicates that houses were cleared from the lands of Ballykilkline to 

make way for large, expansive grazings. The fact that the Narys left many usable artifacts 

behind suggests that they were removed in an unplanned and hurried m anner -  most 

likely an eviction.

APPENDIX 5
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Kilrush Evictions, November 1847 to July 1850. Source - Report from  the Select Committee on Kilrush
Union; together with proceedings o f the committee, minutes o f evidence. Appendix, and index, H.C. 1850 (613), xi, 529
T ow nland Landlord H ouses levelled Fam ilies evicted Fam ilies left as 

c a re tak e rs
Total n u m b er of 
p e rso n s  evicted

Killinny Major A. Brooks 15 15 0 84

Querrin, Tullaroe, 
Shinganah

Messrs. Borough 136 151 5 783

Cloncuneen,
Kilkeenough,
Rahona,
Kilcredane,
Moyaddmore

Henry S. Burton 21 29 5 172

Cahermurphy Thomas B. Burke 13 16 2 93

Knockalough Messrs. Boucher 22 24 0 143

Cahercanavan Major H. W. Ball 7 7 0 40

Derryshaan,
Ballyartney,
Cloonarass

Barclay minors. 31 32 10 210

Clondrinagh George Barclay 4 5 15 128

South Lackile W. D. Bushe 11 11 0 64

Finuremore,
Ballymakemore,
Moyglassbeg

Charles Bolton 9 21 5 135

Cranghera,
Cloonket,
Glaneanaan,
Cloonulla

William
Coppinger

46 50 0 326

Blane,
Gortnacurra,
Dromidoo,
Ballylean,
Coolmean

Reps. Of P. Carrig 34 40 7 270

Clarefield Benjamin Cox 1 1 0 3

Leaheen,
Kilnagalagh

John & Robert Cox 12 12 0 80

Tarmon J. Comyn & S 
O’Donnell

25 25 0 156

Clounagarnane Thomas Crowe 54 73 4 394

Doonogan,
Cloonlaheen,
Bonavella,
Ballymakea

William Casey 
Minor

60 121 23 754

Quilty W est James Casey and 
others

9 20 0 91

Ballymakemore Michael Dalton 17 22 2 128

Kilfeeragh,
Cloghanemore,
Dromellihy

Marquis
Conyngham

75 79 1 428

Doonaha East Captain Erwin 0 10 12 60

Tow nland Landlord Hou.ses leveled Fam ilies evicted Fam ilies left as 
c a re ta k e rs

Total n u m b er of 
p e rso n s  evicted
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Kilmihil John Honan 9 9 3 63

Gortnahaha,
Donagrogue

William & George 
Hodges

0 14 10 118

Knockerry East, 
Donagrogue, 
Tonnavoher, 
Derrylough

Miss Letitia 
Hickman

48 48 0 282

Rahey, Dagenelly 
East and West

Hugh P. Hickman 51 64 0 321

Ballyket,
Moyaddeleg,
Commogue

Reps. Of A. 
Hickman

19 19 0 110

Lislanihan William Henn 14 14 2 110

Cloghaunsarann,
Cross

Thomas Keane 10 10 6 86

Guraunatoohy Marcus Keane 13 13 0 60

Lisynealow,
Clonadrum,
Tinurebeg

Matt Kelly 21 30 4 189

Kilofm John Keane 1 1 0 9

Kildimo, Emlagh, 
Sisheeneroney, 
Sisheenfuroor, 
Brisla, Lisgareen

John McDonnell 146 158 7 818

Kilmacduan Francis Moroney 
and H.S. Burton

0 14 8 87

Liscormack Pat McNamara 1 12 11 59

Mount Shanonn John Maloney 1 1 0 5

Doonaha West Thomas Morony 3 18 15 84

Lisdeen, Rineroe, 
Toureen

The O’Gorman 
Mahon

34 61 16 283

Cloghaunatinny Richard Mahon 7 11 1 60

Cragaknock,
Craggane

Charles Mahon 20 26 6 138

Shandrum Charles
McDonnell

43 49 2 274

Lack George Nolan & 
John Scot

12 20 2 134

Sheean Reps. Of George 
O’Callaghan

12 14 1 76

Knockmore and 
Creegh

Gilbert O’Dea 8 13 0 84

Greygrove Simon O'Donnell 9 12 3 79

Lisnafala Stafford O’Brien 1 1 0 8

Carrowlegane,
Finuvemore

James O’Dwyer 11 23 1 136

Kilclohane William & 
TimothyMcMahon

32 34 0 175

Tow nland Landlord H ouses levelled Fam ilies evic ted Fam ilies left as 
c a re ta k e rs

Total n u m b er of 
p e rso n s  evicted
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Cloghaninnchy Sir John Reed 30 37 0 181

Cragaknock Widow Shanonn 21 32 0 167

Finuremore James Shannon 6 12 2 61

Doolough Pierce Shannon 0 2 0 10

Tullig Charles W. Smyth 31 33 2 131

Baltara John Singleton 33 44 0 234

Cloonmore,
Doonbeg

Stackpooles
minors

77 97 12 426

M ountrivers Richard Studdert 3 6 0 29

Dunmore John Scot 39 63 0 253

Dough Jonas Studdert 4 4 0 23

Carrownisky George Studdert 19 19 0 87

Ballydoneen William Studdert 5 16 5 93

Knockerry West C.Sadler 0 4 0 22

Corgraig Richard Scot 11 11 0 61

Effernan John B. Scot 1 1 0 7

Carrowboughbeg 
& More, Deriyara

Richard
Stackpoole

49 66 13 358

Dereen Thomas
Stackpoole

4 6 1 37

Carhue,
Tiernaglahane,
ClonculHn

Miss Vandeleur 14 15 1 105

Caherfeenick,
Moyarta,
Banemore,
Monemore

Col.C. M. 
Vandeleur

145 180 8 1,001

Moveen, Lackyle, 
Boulanameel,

John W estropp 82 112 28 607

Lacken,
Dromahilly

Ralph W estropp 21 28 0 151

Cooga & Eribull,
Doonsadlagh,
Shanavogh

Col. George 
Wyndham

21 46 11 278

Kilballyowen,
Moyarta,
Tullabrack,

Nicholas W estby 

Col. George

111 166 35 848

Glascloon Wyndham 5 5 0 27

Killard & 
Caherlean

Westropp & 
Blackball

32 79 38 368

Sragh Rev. Richard 
Walsh

13 13 0 59

Knocknahilla Edmond Kenny 4 4 0 14

T otals 1.951 2.700 311 11.361
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Manuscript Material

A. National Library of Ireland

The landlord’s name indicates the use of papers relating to his estate. The acreages of the 
estates are taken from the Return o f  Owners o f  Land o f  One Acre and upwards in 
Counties and Towns in Ireland [1492], HC 1876, Ixxx, 61. The papers consist of rentals, 
ejectment books, deeds, correspondence, accounts, and other material relating to estate 
management.

Arran earl, Castlegore, Co. Mayo. 20,644 acres). MSS 14087, 7604-13.
Ashtown (2"^ baron, Woodlawn, Co. Galway. 43,643 acres.) MSS 1765-9, 5823-5.
Bantry (2"‘* earl, Bantry, Co. Cork. 69, 500 acres). MS 8599
Bellew ( Sir Henry G., Mountbellew, Co. Galway. 10, 516 acres). 2 IF. 76:22-24
Blake (James, Annaghdown, Drumgriffm, Co. Galway. 5,615 acres). D16847-98.
Blake (Mrs. Anne, Cloghballmore, Co. Galway. 4,847 acres). MSS 10795, 24560.
Bowen (Robert-Cole, Bowen’s Court, Kildorrery, Co. Cork. 1,680 acres). Pos 5553. 
Butler (Co. Carlow). MS 14312
Clonbrock (4'*’ baron, Clonbrock, Ahascragh, Co. Galway. 28,246 acres) MSS 19617-22, 

19623-32, 19633-45.
Crofton (3"̂  ̂baron. Mote Park, Co. Roscommon. 11,053 acres). MSS 5632-3, 4074-9, 

4081-100.
Devonshire (6'*’ duke, Lismore Castle, Co. Waterford. 27,483 ares in Waterford, 32,550 

acres in Cork). MSS 7062-114, 7121-3, 7129.
Dillon ( viscount, Castlerea, Co. Mayo. 83,749 acres). 16M. 4-6.
Domville (William C., Heywood, Ballinakill, Co. Mayo,. 6,040 acres). MS 11816. 
Donegal (George Augustus Hamilton Chichester, 5th Marquess of Donegall, Grosvener 

sq., London. 5,521 acres in Donegall, 9,788 acres in Co. Antrim). 14A.22/21F.6. 
Dopping (Ralph Anthony Dopping-Hepenstal, Derrycassan, Granard, Co. Longford.

1,701 acres in Co. Longford, 1,568 acres in Wicklow). MS 9993.
Emly, Ms. 7868
Famham (8*'̂  baron, Famham, Co. Cavan. 25,920 acres). MSS 3117-18.
Filgate (Captain Townely Filgate, Lowther Lodge, Balbriggan, Co. Louth. 2,250 acres). 

MS 5847.
Ffrench ( Martin C. Ffrench, Ballinamore Park, Ballinamore Bridge, Co. Galway. 3,818 

acres). MSS 4930-1
Fitzwilliam (Earl Fitzwilliam, Coolatin Park, Camew, Co. Wicklow. 89,891 acres in 

Wicklow, 1,532 in Kildare, 325 in Wexford). MSS 3987, 4972, 4976, 4976-99, 5992- 
9,6105-17.

Fowler (Robert Fowler, Rahinston, Enfield, Co. Meath. 8,026 acres in Meath). MS 11414 
Granard (earl of, Castle Forbes, Co. Longford. 14,978 acres in Longford, 4,266 in 

Leitrim, 2,050 in Wexford). MS 11110.
Hamilton ( John Hamilton. St. Eman’s, Co. Donegal. 9,448 acres in Donegal). MS 7938 
Inchiquin (Sir Lucius O’Brien, 13*'’ baron, Dromoland, Newmarket-on-Fergus, Co. Clare.
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20,321 acres in Clare). MS 14508-77.
Johnson, Mss. 9456-7
Kenmare (Valentine Browne, 2"̂ * earl o f Kenmare, Killamey Castle, Killamey. 91,080 

acres in Kerry). Pos 279.
Knox ( Captain Charles Howe, Cranmore, Ballinrobe, Co. Mayo. 24,374 acres in Mayo). 

MS 3077.
Leitrim (William Sydney Clements, 3'̂ '* e a r l, Lough Rynn, Dromod, Mohill, Co. Leitrim. 

54,000 acres in Donegal, 22,038 in Leitrim, 18,145 in Galway, 472 in Kildare). MSS 
179-80, 3802-12, 5175-8, 5728-33, 5790-2, 5794-805.

Lindsey (Miss Mary Lindsey, Hollymount House, Hollymount, Co. Mayo. 5,194 acres in 
Mayo). MS 5814.

Lismore, MS 1324
Mansfield, MS 38187
Murry-Stewart (Horatio Granville Murry-Stewart, Cally, Gatehouse, Kirkcudbright. 

50,818 acres in Co. Donegal). MSS 5464, 4280.
O ’ Donnell (Sir Richard O’ Donnel, Newport House, Newport, Co. Mayo. 7,488 acres in 

Mayo). MSS 5740-1, 5738.
Ormande, MSS. 23,797-25,058
Pakenham, MS. 9471
Palmer (Col. Sir Roger Palmer, Kenure Park, Dublin. 80,990 acres in Mayo). MSS 

14075-9.
Powerscourt (Viscount Powerscourt, Powerscourt, Enniskerry, Co. Wicklow. 40,986 

acres in Wicklow, 11,641 in Wexford, 631 in Dublin). MSS 2740, 3164, 16376-9, 
19202-9, 19210-33, 19246-86.

Pratt (Mervyn Pratt, Cabra Castle, Kingscourt, Co. Cavan. 17,955 acres in Mayo, 8,095 
in Cavan, 1,014 in Meath). MSS 3122, 5088-91.

Purcell (Co. Cork). MS 10604.
Sligo (John George Brown, 3'̂ '* Marquis of Sligo, Westport House, Co. Mayo, 115,000 

acres). MS 40915
Talbot-Crosbie, Ms. 5035
Trench ( Henry Bloomfield Trench, Cangort, King’s County. 4,707 acres in Tipperary,

2,113 in King’s County, 1,926 in Limerick, 1,581 in Galway, 704 in Clare, 671 in 
Queen’s County, 432 in Roscommon). MSS 2577-79.

B. National Archives

Chief Secretary’s Office: Irish Crime Records, Registered Papers, Official Papers, 
outrage papers, convict reference files.

Encumbered estates court rentals and conveyances.
Brie (Co. Mayo). M 1341.
Carrol (Co. Cork). D 23557-63.
Crown and Peace Office, Co. Clare ejectment books, 1836 -1850
Daly (John A. B. Daly, Raford, Kiltulla, Athenry. 11,709 acres in Galway). M 3442.
Hamilton (James Hamiltan, Co. Cavan and Co. Cork). M 5571/1-34.
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Johnston (Co. Armagh). M 3508-20.
Kirwan (Thomas S. Kirwan, BHndwell, Tuam, Co. Galway, 6,964 acres in Galway, 152 

acres in Mayo). 1078/2/3.
Midleton (Viscount, Cahirmone, Midleton, Co. Cork. 6,475 acres in Cork). 978/2/31 
Miller (Co. Cavan). M 5860/1-27.
O’Malley (Sir Samuel O’ Malley, Kilboyne, Creggan, Co. Mayo). M 1457, 3442.
Palmer (Col. Sir Roger Palmer, Kenure Park, Dublin. 80,990 acres in Mayo). 1174/3/1-4. 
Stratford (John Wingfield Stratford, Maidstone, Kent, England. 6,555 acres in Stratford).

D 23321-36.
Townsend (Co. Cork). D 12632.

C. Library of Trinity College, Dublin

College Muniments: board minutes, rentals, and papers on the 1851 leasing powers act, 
including price series. MUN/V and MUN/P.
Arran (earl of, Castlegore, Co. Mayo. 29,644 acres in Mayo). MSS 7604-13 
Courtown (earl of, Courtown House, Gorey, Co. Wexford. 14,426 acres in Wexford, 

7,395 acres in Carlow).
Crofton (Co. Monaghan). MS 3582.
O’Brien (Co. Sligo). MS 5097.
Clements (Co. Kerry). MS 7331

D. Public Records Office of Northern Ireland

Abercom (first duke of, Baronscourt, Newtownstewart, Co. Tyrone. 60,000 acres in 
Tyrone, 16,500 in Donegal). D 623.

Adair, D 1058, 1143,929, T 1310.
Archdale (Co. Fermanagh). D 1390-6.
Belmore (earl of, Castle Coole, Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh. 14,388 acres in Tyrone, 

5,041 in Fennanagh). D 1716.
Blacker (Major Stewart Blacker, Carrick Blacker, Co. Armagh. 1,466 acres in Armagh).

D 959/2/2-3.
Downshire, D 671, A 21.
Dufferin (earl of, Clandeboye, Co. Down. 18,238 acres in Down). D 1071H
Dunraven (earl of, Adair Manor, Co. Limerick. 14,298 acres in Limerick, 1,005 in Kerry, 

156 in Clare). D 3196.
Enniskillen (Co. Fermanagh). T 2094/1-3.
Erne (earl of, Crom Castle, Newtownbutler, Co. Fermanagh. 31,398 acres in Fermanagh, 

4,826 in Donegal, 2,184 in Mayo, 1,966 in Sligo). D 1939.
Garvagh (Lord Garvagh, Garvagh Lodge, Co. Londonderry. 8,426 acres in Londonderry, 

5,803 in Cavan, 1,176 in Down). D 1550.
Gosford (earl of, Gosford Castle, Markethill, Co. Armagh. 12,177 acres in Armagh, 6,417 

in Cavan). D 1606.
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Listowel (Co. Kerry). D 585/66-97 
Londonderry (Co. Londonderry). D 654/H 4/2-14.
Manchester (duke of, Tandragee Castle, Co. Armagh. 12,298 acres in Armagh). D 1248. 
Ranfurly (earl of, Dungannon Park, Co. Tyrone. 9,647 acres in Tyrone, 506 in 

Fermanagh). D 1932.
Shirley (Evelyn Philip Shirley, Loughfea Castle, Carrickmacross, Co. Monaghan. 26,386 

acres in Monaghan). D 3531.
Whyte (John Joseph Whyte, Loughbrickland House, Loughbrickland, Co. Down. 1,712 

acres in Down). D 2918.
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2. Primary Printed Sources

i. House o f  Commons Sessional Papers

A. Land Bills

Second Parliament o f Queen Victoria, 1841-47

A Bill To amend and incorporate the Laws relating to Distresses fo r  Rent in 
Ireland, and to secure the Tenantry from  Abuses committed under Authority 
Thereof HC 1813 (bill 255), ii. 947.

A Bill to amend Law o f  Ireland respecting Recovery o f  Farms from  Absconding and 
Defaulting Tenants, and for the Protection o f  Tenant from Undue Distress, HC 
1816 (bill 94), ii. 811.

A Bill to regulate Costs o f  Distresses levied for Payment o f  Small Rents, HC 1817 
(bill 398), ii. 213.

A Bill for amending Laws on Removal o f  Irish Poor from England to Ireland, HC 
1820 (bill 259), i. 509.

A Bill to amend Act for Impounding o f  Distresses in Ireland, HC 1824 (327), ii.
197.

A Bill to extend provisions o f  Act for regulating Costs o f  certain Distresses, HC 1827 
(bill 204), i. 323.

A Bill to provide fo r  Relief o f  Persons aggrieved by Unlawful and Excessive
Distresses, or by Refusal o f  Acquittances o f  Rent, in Ireland, HC 1827 (bill 225), i. 
505.

A Bill fo r  Amending Law o f  Distresses and Replevins in Ireland, HC 1827 (bill 456), 
i. 685.

A Bill for the Relief o f  Conacre Tenants in Ireland, HC 1837-38 (bill 85), i.
433.

A Bill fo r  the Amendment o f  Law o f  Landlord and Tenant in Ireland, HC 1836 (bill 
142), iv. 303.

A Bill to Amend the Laws relating to Ejectment and Replevin in Ireland, HC 1840 
(billl3), ii. 391.

A Bill to Amend the Law o f  Landlord and Tenant in Ireland, HC 1843 (bill 490), iii. 
233.

A Bill to Provide Compensation for Tenants in Ireland who have Made, or shall 
hereafter Make Improvements on the Premises in the Occupation o f  such Tenants, 
HC 1845 (bill 578), vi. 177.

A Bill To amend the Law in Ireland as to Ejectments and Distresses, and as to the 
Occupation o f  Lands, HC 1846 (bill 384), ii. 411.

A Bill fo r  providing Compensation fo r  Tenants in Ireland who shall Build on or Drain 
Farms, and to Secure to the Parties Respectively Entitled Thereto the Due 
Payment o f  such Compensation, HC 1846 (bill 383), ii. 367.

A Bill fo r  the Relief o f  Ejected Tenants in Ireland, HC 1846 (bill 237) ii.
79.

A Bill to Secure the Right o f  Occupying Tenants in Ireland, and thereby to Promote 
the Improvement o f  the Soil and the Employment o f  the Labouring Classes, HC 
1847 (bill 127), iv. 85.
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Third Parliament, 1847-52

A Bill to Amend the Law o f  Landlord and Tenant in Ireland, HC 1847-48 (bill 106), 
iv. 25.

A Bill to Secure the Rights o f  Outgoing Tenants in Ireland, HC 1847-48 (bill 155), iv. 
551.

A Bill for Relief o f  Tenants-at-Will o f  Land in Ireland used for agricultural Purposes, 
HC 1847-48 (bill 178), vi. 429.

A Bill fo r  the Protection o f  the Destitute Poor Evicted from  their Dwellings in Ireland, 
HC 1848 (bill 470), ii.'l70.

A Bill Intituled ‘an Act to Amend the Lom> wnth regard to Distress fo r  Arrears o f  Rent 
in Ireland', HC 1850 (bill 485), ii. 339.

A Bill to provide compensation to tenants fo r  improvements effected by them in 
certain cases, and to amend the law o f  landlord and tenant in Ireland, H.C. 1850 
(64), iii, 489

A Bill Intituled ‘an Act to Amend and Improve the relations o f  Landlord and Tenant in 
Ireland  HC 1850 (bill 551), iii. 531.

A Bill to consolidate and amend laws relating to Civil Bills and Courts o f  Quarter 
Sessions in Ireland, and to transfer to Assistant Barristers certain Jurisdiction as 
to insolvent Debtors, HC 1851 (bill 70), i. 359.

A Bill to Provide fo r  the Better Securing and Regulating o f  the Custom o f  ‘Tenant 
Right ’ as Practised in the Province o f  Ulster and to Secure Compensation to 
Improving Tenants who may not make claim under the Said Custom, and to limit 
the Power o f  Eviction in Certain Cases, HC 1852 (bill 47), iv. 371.

Fourth Parliament, 1852-57

A Bill to Consolidate and Amend Laws relating to Leasing Powers in Ireland, HC 
1852-53 (bill 17), iv. 243.

A Bill to Consolidate and Amend Laws Relating to Landlord and Tenant in Ireland,
HC 1852-53 (bill 18), iv. 45.

B. Royal Commissions, Select Committees, and Special Returns

Letter from  Lord Chief Baron o f  Court o f  Exchequer in Ireland on Ninth Report o f  
Coms. O f Inquiry on Courts o f  Justice in Ireland, HC 1821 (635), viii. 439.

List o f  Petitions presented to House o f  Commons complaining ofAgricultural 
Distress, 1820-22, HC 1822 (236), v. 65.

Report o f  the Select Committee to Inquire into Disturbances in Ireland, Minutes o f  
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